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Brookhaven National Laboratory is operated by Associated Universities, Inc., under contract
with the United States Atomic Energy Commission. Nine northeastern universities sponsor Associated
Universities, Inc. Two representatives from each university, one a principal administrative or corpo
rate officer and the other a scientist, form the Board of Trustees of AUI. In addition, the Board itself
selects three Trustees-at-Large. Their purpose is to insure adequate representation of any scientific
discipline in which the corporation may undertake work and to provide general flexibility in methods
of operation. The composition of the Board as ofJune 1963 is given below. The officers of AUI are
shown on the organization chart for the Laboratory (Figure I). AUI has appointed five visiting com
mittees to Brookhaven National Laboratory to provide a continuing independent evaluation of the
research program. The committees cover the fields of biology, chemistry, medicine, nuclear engineer
ing, and physics, and report annually to the Board of Trustees.
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On June 2, 1963, the first photograph of nuclear interactions in the 80-in. liquid hydrogen bubble chamber was obtained.
This, the world's largest operating chamber, is now available for studies of nuclear forces and the properties of subnuclear
particles, with the 33-Bev Alternating Gradient Synchrotron as the source of bombarding particles. Photographs are taken
from the lower gallery (right), where a central viewing port and four smaller apertures for photographic equipment are
visible in the end plate of the safety chamber. Below this gallery is the hydraulic ram that serves to move the entire cham
ber assembly along its track, as necessitated by the experimental program. On the top platform is the high vacuum pump
ing system. The refrigeration equipment and the hydraulic controls are located on the far side of the chamber assembly.
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Introduction

The program and actIvItIes of Brookhaven
National Laboratory during the fiscal year 1963
are described in this annual report. The progress
and trends of the research program are presented
together with a description of the operational,
service, and administrative activities of the Lab
oratory. The scientific and technical details of
the many research and development activities
are covered more fully in scientific and technical
periodicals and special reports of the Laboratory.
A list of all publications published or submitted
for publication during the year may be found in
Appendix A.

RESEARCH PROGRAM

The Brookhaven research program, which cov
ers a wide range of subjects in the physical and
biological sciences and in engineering, has as its
central motif the development and exploitation of
nuclear science and technology. It can be broadly
described under five main headings:

1. FUNDAMENTAL STUDIES OF ATOMIC NUCLEI,

THE PARTICLES THAT CONSTITUTE THEM, AND THE

FORCES INVOLVED IN THEIR STRUCTURE. These
studies, which are basic to all nuclear science and
technology, involve the use of all the major ma-
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chines of the Laboratory. They range from meas
urement of the properties of undisturbed nuclei to
study of the violent disruptions resulting from nu
clear fission or from bombardment with high en
ergy protons from the Laboratory's 3-Bev Cosmo
tron and 33-Bev Alternating Gradient Synchro
tron (AGS).

2. STUDIES OF THE PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL, AND
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF NUCLEAR RADIATION. The
effects of radiation are utilized to determine the
characteristics of physical and chemical structures
and to elucidate the more complex properties of

Figure 3. Cotton-topped marmoset (Oedipomidas oedipus)
used in Biology Department studies on cell population
kinetics in the epithelia of the oral cavity. The marmoset
has a dentition and dental histology similar to that of
other primates. Thus, study of the dental and surround
ing tissues of this animal allows conclusions to be drawn
about these structures in humans. In contrast to other
monkeys, the marmoset has the advantage of small size
(200 to 350 g), which makes it suitable for the study of
cell migration by means of radioactive tracers.

x

living systems and the changes they undergo in
their life and reproductive cycles. Of direct prac
tical interest are the possible deleterious effects of
radiation upon biological systems and upon vari
ous materials, for example, those involved in reac
tor construction. Of equal interest are the poten
tially beneficial effects of radiation in the treat
ment of disease, in the induction of genetic changes
in plants or animals, and in the improvement of
manufacturing processes.

3. THE USE OF NUCLEAR TOOLS, SUCH AS NEU
TRONS, CHARGED PARTICLES, GAMMA RAYS, AND ISO
TOPIC TRACERS, IN ALL BRANCHES OF SCIENTIFIC RE
SEARCH. In this broad and diversified field, which
overlaps the one just mentioned, nuclear particles
and radiations are used as tools in studying physi
cal, chemical, and biological systems in their un
disturbed states. Neutrons and other particles are
used as probes; by observing their penetration and
scattering, minute details of physical and chemical
structure can be studied. Wide use is made of iso
topic tracers in many fields to yield information on
such matters as the mechanisms and rates of chem
ical reactions and biological processes.

4. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, NOT NECESSAR
ILY ITSELF OF A NUCLEAR NATURE, DIRECTED TO
WARD SOLVING THE PROBLEMS OF ATOMIC ENERGY
DEVELOPMENT. The more basic aspects of this
category include the chemistry of elements and
compounds of special interest, isotope effects, the
metallurgy of materials used in nuclear reactors
and other devices of importance in the atomic en
ergy program, the neutron scattering and absorb
ing properties of substances used in reactors and
other nuclear devices, and similar subjects. Among
its applications are the development of reactor
components such as fuels, structures, and shields,
the development of components and processes for
the chemical processing and useful recovery of re
actor products, and theoretical and experimental
studies in the field of reactor physics.

5. THE DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIFIC DEVICES FOR
USE AS RESEARCH TOOLS OR IN PRACTICAL APPLICA
TIONS OF ATOMIC ENERGY. This category includes
both the design and development of special re
search tools, such as accelerators, reactors, and
other technical equipment, and the development
of devices for practical applications of atomic en
ergy, such as the preparation of special isotopes,
the development and packaging of high intensity
radiation sources, and basic development work on
power reactor systems.



The involvement of the various scientific disci
plines in these areas of study and development re
sults in a coherence and mutuality of interest that
enhance the entire program of the Laboratory in
both tangible and intangible ways. Specific re
search projects are described in those sections of
this report devoted to the particular discipline or
organizational unit in which the work is being car
ried out. It will be noted that research interests
overlap from one department to another, and sim
ilar problems are being attacked from different
points of view.

RESEARCH FACILITIES

Research at Brookhaven is centered on, al
though not confined to, the use of several large
machines and other special facilities, some of
which are described briefly below.

Alternating Gradient Synchrotron

The AGS, Brookhaven's 33-Bev proton synchro
tron, continued to playa leading role in high en
ergy physics research. On February 15, 1963, the
machine schedule of three 8-hr shifts per day, 5
days per week, was increased to 7 days per week.
Of the almost 4500 hr available for operation,
67% were used for research in high energy physics.
Simultaneous flipping of targets at 3 separate loca
tions around the ring permitted up to 6 experi
ments to use each machine pulse. Maximum beam
intensities of 5 X 1011 protons/pulse were achieved,
and beam intensities of 2 to 3 X 10" protons/pulse
continued to be routine.

On August 30,1962, the work of breaching the
main magnet enclosure to provide a beam channel
to the 80-in. bubble chamber in the North Experi
mental Area was completed. The first elements of
the separated beam to this area are in place, and
preliminary tests of the optics have begun. Con
struction began in March of an experimental area
on the southwest periphery of the ring to accom
modate neutrino physics experiments utilizing the
primary proton beam, which will be extracted
from the AGS and conveyed to this area through
a 1-ft hole in the magnet enclosure. This area is
expected to be in operation late in 1963.

A complete report on the AGS will be found in
the section on High Energy Accelerators.

Cosmotron

The Cosmotron, a 3-Bev proton synchrotron,
continued to serve as an effective tool for the per-
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formance of high energy physics research. Com
pletion of the present backlog of approved experi
ments will require at least two years of running
time. Continued efforts to improve beam intensity
have resulted in a maximum intensity to date of
>1012 protons/pulse at 3 Bev. The Cosmotron op
erates continuously on a schedule of 3 shifts per
day, 7 days per week, with ;:::::::2 shifts a week pro
grammed for routine maintenance. Almost 8000
hr were available for machine operation, with
;:::::::54% being devoted to high energy physics re
search. Additional information on the Cosmotron
is given in the section on High Energy Accelerators.

6O-in. Cyclotron

The 60-in. cyclotron accelerates protons to 10
Mev, deuterons to 20 Mev, and helium ions to 40
Mev. In addition, a modification currently in
progress will make possible the acceleration of
He3 ions to 30 Mev. The He3 beam is intended
chiefly for nuclear reaction studies, but it will also
be useful for the production of neutron-deficient
isotopes. Deflected beams up to 50 !J.a as well as in
ternal and externally focused beams are available.
A small external beam with momentum analysis
to 1 part in 1000 is routinely used. The cyclotron
was used by scientists from several Brookhaven
departments as well as from 10 outside institu
tions during the past year. Work for outside insti
tutions and work by guests and collaborators from
outside institutions accounted for approximately
half of the machine time. The principal activities
involved nuclear reaction studies, production of
radioactive materials for a wide variety of pur
poses, and the direct use of the beam for various
studies of biological systems. Preliminary work to
convert the cyclotron to variable-energy, sector
focusing operation was carried out.

l8-in. Cyclotron

The 18-in. cyclotron, which was capable of ac
celerating protons to an energy of 3 Mev, was of
ficially retired on May 28, 1963, and will be dis
mantled. This machine was employed for 10 years
in neutron-scattering experiments utilizing time
of-flight techniques. The main magnet is being
modified for use as a steering magnet at the 60-in.
cyclotron.

Electrostatic Generator

This accelerator was operated for research on a
routine basis with protons, deuterons, alpha parti-



Figure 4. The recently completed East Experimental Area
at the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron. The original
Target Building is located beyond the wall on the left. Figure 5. :\ hodoscope installation, mounted on a movable rail

road track, in the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron target
area. This device detects forward-scattered particles. The trail
er containing the data recording center is shown at the right.



cles, and He3 ions with beam currents up to 75 pa.
The recent installation of a new accelerator tube
increased the maximum energy at which the ma
chine may be operated from 3.2 to 4.0 Mev and
thereby increased the types of nuclei upon which
significant experiments may be carried out. Dur
ing the past year the machine was operated for re
search during 529 8-hr shifts. The highest number
of shifts in anyone month was 60. Approximately
6% of the time was utilized for fast neutron irradi
ations for the Medical and Nuclear Engineering
Departments. The remainder was used mainly for
physics research consisting of a variety of experi
mental measurements on the properties of energy
levels in light nuclei. Part of this work made use of
the external beam-pulsing system with which it is
possible to achieve a full-width time resolution of
5 X 10-10 sec.

Graphite Research Reactor

The in-pile and beam facilities of the Brook
haven Graphite Research Reactor (BGRR), which
has been in almost continuous operation since
1950, are used in a variety of programs by Brook
haven personnel and by visiting scientists and en
gineers from other institutions. The maximum
thermal neutron flux available is ;:::::;2 X 10 '3 neu
trons/cm2-sec. The reactor loading was increased
slightly, from 607 to 615 channels, and fuel burn
up continued to average >40%.

The graphite annealing procedure to repair
graphite radiation damage was carried out 15
times during the past year. It was established
that a maximum graphite temperature of 350°C
is required to give the desired results.

During the year the shielding facility and the
exponential reactor experimental facility were re
moved from the top of the reactor, and two new
vertical holes 9 ft deep and 4 in. in diameter were
drilled in the graphite.

Approximately 35 reactor holes are assigned to
BNL research departments.The 9 outside organiza
tions availing themselves of reactor facilities (for oth
er than routine irradiation services) under various
cooperative arrangements have accounted for con
tinuous use of an average of 4 experimental holes.
A complete report on the BGRR will be found in
the section on Technical Operations and Services.

Medical Research Reactor

The Medical Research Reactor (MRR) was
constructed for the sole purpose of exploring the
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possible applications of nuclear reactors to the
study of man and his diseases. Each salient fea
ture of the reactor was designed in relation to its
use for therapy and diagnosis, or in the advance
ment of basic medical science. Operation on an
intermittent basis is demanded by the nature of
the research program. Operating power levels up
to 3 Mw have been approved for continuous op
eration, and levels up to 5 Mw are permitted for
intermittent periods not to exceed 10 minutes.

The MRR was operated 284 times during the
year for a total of 281 Mw-hr. Further details on
the MRR are included in the section on Technical
Operations and Services.

Hot Laboratory

The Hot Laboratory, which is adjacent to the
BGRR, contains extensive facilities for the anal
ysis and processing of highly radioactive materials.
It includes three hot cells in which chemical opera
tions can be performed remotely while under ob
servation by periscope, and a larger hot cell of the
cave type for the physical examination of mate
rials, especially metals of high activity.

Critical Assembly Laboratory

The Critical Assembly Laboratory provides spe
cialized facilities for research in reactor physics
and for reactor development studies. The labora
tory consists of two critical assembly areas, each
with an operating console and assembly room; a
small, water-cooled, graphite-reflected neutron
source reactor for exponential studies, contained
in one of the assembly rooms; two additional as
sembly cells, one of which houses a pulsed Van de
Graaff neutron source for diffusion experiments;
and the Minimum Reflection Critical Experiment,
a critical assembly located on a platform ;:::::;20 ft
above ground level in an unshielded silo building
with thin steel walls.

High Intensity Radiation Development Laboratory

The High Intensity Radiation Development
Laboratory (HIRDL) will be used to obtain en
gineering data on a variety of radiation sources in
the million-curie range and to develop more effi
cient techniques for handling large-scale radiation
sources. This information is essential for the design
of future irradiation facilities needed for a wide
range of applications of radiation energy. The
main design features of the HIRDL are two
unique cells, one an irradiation cell for the ex-



Figure 6. A high-sensitivity rare-gas mass spectrometer, used by the Chemistry Department in
studies of the ages of meteorites and investigations of the bombardment of satellites in space by
cosmic rays and particles from the sun. This instrument is capable of detecting as little as one
billionth of a cubic millimeter of gas.

Figure 7. In a laboratory at the Medical Research Center, a countercurrent distribution
apparatus is used to separate medically interesting materials in biochemical studies.

XIV
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peri mental work with radiation sources, and the
other a work preparation cell in which various
types of sources will be prepared.

During the past year the installation and testing
of the operational and safety equipment and the
testing of the shielding of both cells using a 20,000
curie CoGO source were accomplished. The encap
sulation procedure for 600,000 curies of C 0 60 cur
rently on hand was begun. The total level of radi
ation expected to be employed in this laboratory is
::::::2 million curies.

SO-in. Hydrogen Bubble Chamber

The 80-in. liquid hydrogen bubble chamber
was operated successfully for the first time on June
2, 1963. Approximately 100 stereo pairs of photo
graphs showing beam tracks from an 8- Bev/ C 7T-

beam from the AGS were obtained with the mag
netic field on. Minor difficulties that developed
during the initial operation of the chamber were
corrected, and numerous improvements were
made. The bubble chamber is expected to be ready
for sustained operation in the very near future.

This chamber, with an effective volume of 900
liters, is the largest bubble chamber in the world.
The chamber is positioned inside a vacuum cham
ber; a magnet capable of producing magnetic
fields as high as 20,000 gauss and a 280-ton steel
yoke complete the assembly, which is constructed
in two units that separate to give access to the
chamber. The entire 450-ton chamber and mag
net assembly rides upon an undercarriage and can
be translated, rotated, and elevated as required by
the experimental program.

Figure 10. Inside the containment vessel of the High Flux Beam Research Reactor, showing partial
construction of the reactor's biological shield (center) at the experimental floor level. Three of the
nine experimental stations in the shield can be seen through the temporary structure of steel columns.
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Figure II. In the Medical Research Center. a subject is seated in the whole-body counter for the standard meas
urement of very low concentrations of internally deposited gamma-emitting isotopes. When the door is closed,
the heavv shielding around the subject effectively blocks off outside sources of radiation, such as cosmic rays,
which would otherwise affect the detection system. To the right of the door is the scintillation counter system.

MAJOR RESEARCH FACILITIES
UNDER DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

High Flux Beam Research Reactor

Construction continued throughout the year on
the High Flux Beam Research Reactor (HFBR).
This reactor is designed to meet the need for high
er neutron fluxes that has arisen as experimental
techniques have improved. The HFBR will be
cooled, moderated, and reflected by heavy water;
it will be fueled with 28 ETR-type flat-plate fuel el
ements ofenriched uranium comprising a compact,
high-power-density core which will provide a maxi
mum total flux of 1 to 2 X 10 15 neutrons/cm"-sec.
There will be 9 horizontal beam tubes in the reflec
tor, 2 of them arranged to bring out double beams.

The HFBR will be housed in a three-story, cir
cular, domed, gas-tight building. The bottom floor
will house the operating machinery for the reac
tor; the second, or ground, floor will be reserved
for beam experiments and laboratories; and the
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top floor will accommodate the control room, ir
radiation experiments, and fuel handling facilities.

The architect-engineer work is being done by
the Lummus Company under contract to the
Atomic Energy Commission. The reactor is being
constructed on Rutherford Hill, southeast of the
BGRR's cooling tower. The containment dome
and the basic concrete structure inside the dome
are complete. At the end of the year the over-all
project was 83% finished, with completion sched
uled for April 1964.

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM

As previously mentioned, the work on the open
ing in the AGS tunnel to allow beams to be conduct
ed to the North Experimental Area was completed
in August 1962, and work on the Southwest Experi
mental Area at the AGS was begun in March 1963.

Construction was begun in September 1962 and
completed in June 1963 of an addition to the Cos-
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motron which provides an area of 13,500 square
feet for laboratories, offices, and machine shops.

On September 28, 1962, ground was officially
broken for the new Instrumentation and Health
Physics Building. This structure, when completed
in the summer of 1964, will replace 4 temporary
wooden World War II buildings in 2 locations. It
will provide 47,000 square feet of space for labora
tories, offices, and shops.

Ground was broken on February 19,1963, for
the new Chemistry Building which will also re
place several temporary wooden structures dating
from World War II. This three-story cross-shaped
building, with a floor space of 138,000 square feet,
is expected to be complete in the summer of 1965.

Construction is scheduled to begin during the
first quarter of fiscal 1964 on the Physics and Math
ematics addition to the Physics Building, the Con
trolled Environment Laboratory, and the water
treatment plant. Construction of a steam plant ad
dition, a low background counting facility for the
Medical Research Center, and a tandem Van de
Graaff accelerator facility is also scheduled to begin
in fiscal 1964, contingent on congressional approval.

The BNL Master PLan, which discusses the Labo
ratory's present and future buildings and site
plans, was reissued during the year, and detailed
planning is currently under way for many of the
laboratories and facilities required to meet Brook
haven's needs. These include the Administrative
Services Center, the Lecture Hall-Cafeteria, the
Central Shops Building, the AGS North Experi
mental Building, and the Nuclear Engineering
Building, Phase II. Brookhaven will request a con
tinuation of this building program for future years

so that its function as a research center can be effi
ciently and economically fulfilled.

PERSONNEL

The total number of employees at Brookhaven
National Laboratory on June 30, 1963, excluding
temporary appointees, Research Collaborators, and
guests, was 2910. This represents a net increase over
fiscal 1962 of31 7, or 11.5%. During fiscal 1963 the
regular salaried scientific staff (Ph.D. or equivalent)
increased from 336 to 369, Research Associates
from 76* to 80,* and salaried visitors from 27* to
31 * for a total increase in the salaried stafffrom 439
to '480. The nonsalaried scientific staff increased
from 479 in 1962 to 516 in 1963 as of May 31 of these
years. These visitors are not at Brookhaven on a
full-time basis. About one-fourth to one-third of
them are on site at any given time. About 550 (as com
pared to 503 the previous year) visiting scientists
and students (salaried and nonsalaried) worked at
the Laboratory during the year; this number does
not include Research Associates. These individuals
were affiliated with 213 different institutions. The
total number of professional employees (B.S. or equi
valent) increased during the year from 229 to 270.

Summer visitors continued to playa significant
role in the Laboratory's program. Arrangements
have been made for 340 visiting scientists and stu
dents to work at Brookhaven during the summer
of 1963. Of this number, 156 are staff members
from various educational and research institutions,
and 184 are students.

'These figures include students. For further details, see Tables
I and 2 in the section on Administration and OperatIOns.
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ADMINISTRATION

The organization ofthe Laboratory, as ofJuly
1963, is given in Figure 1. On October 19, 1962,
the Board of Trustees of AUI appointed Dr. 1.1.
Rabi as Chairman of the Board to succeed Dr.
R.S. Halford of Columbia University and ap
pointed Dr. G.F. Tape as President. Dr. Rabi had
served as President since April 1961, and Dr. Tape
as Vice President since January 18, 1962.

On March 22, 1963, the White House an
nounced the appointment of Dr. Tape to the U.S.
Atomic Energy Commission to replace Dr. L.J.
Haworth, whose appointment as Director of the
National Science Foundation was announced at
the same time. On July 10, 1963, Dr. Tape re
signed as President of AUI to assume his duties as
an AEC Commissioner. Pending the selection of a
permanent successor to Dr. Tape, Mr. Edward
Reynolds was appointed President to serve until
the annual meeting of the Board of Trustees in
October. Mr. Reynolds, formerly Administrative
Vice President of Harvard University, has been a

REACTOR

DEVELOPMENTiiiiii12.8% i

member of A UI's Board of Trustees since the
corporation was organized in 1946. He was also its
first President, serving from 1946 to 1948, and
again for a brief period in 1961. He was a Vice
President from 1961 to 1962.

EffectiveJuly 1, 1963, the Applied Mathematics
Division became the Applied Mathematics De
partment. Dr. John W. Calkin was appointed
Chairman of the new Department, to serve for a
period of five years.

In December 1962 Dr. F.T. Miles, Deputy
Chairman of the Nuclear Engineering Depart
ment, was granted leave of absence to accept a
two-year appointment as Director of the Division
of Reactors in the Department of Technical Oper
ations of the International Atomic Energy Agency
in Vienna, Austria.

FINANCE

AEC-supported research at the Laboratory con
tinued to be financed by the AEC Divisions of Re
actor Development, Research (Physical Sciences),

POWER
3.5%

MATERIALS & SUPPLIES,
SU8CONTRACTS, TRAVEL &

SPECIAL PROCUREMENTS
25.7%

OPERATING COST DISTRIBUTION BY PROGRAMS

FISCAL PHYSICAL REACTOR
YEAR SCIENCES DEVELOPMENT

1963 24,291,685 4,723,994
1962 18,930,903 3,B92,953
1961 16,560,779 3,198,809
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SCIENCES
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5,216,925
4,845,371
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964,471
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5,521,786
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Table 1

Organizational Expenditures - Fiscal 1961, 1962, 1963
(Includes Operating, Services to Fixed Assets, and Work for Others. Direct Costs of AGS and Other Fixed Assets and Additions to Inventory Are Not Included; See Tables 3 & 4)

Salaries, Wages, Insurance Sub- Man-Years
contracts Total

Consultants Material & Special Miscel- Organi- % Scientific &
& Temporary & Procure- laneous zational of Professional

Staff Employees Travel Supplies ments Power (Net) Costs Total (lncl. Guests) Others Total

Physics & Chemistry Research 1963 8,637,495 335,333 198,836 3,686,095 94,830 634,176 - 13,586,765 36.7 425.5 584.5 1,010.0
1962 6,703,649 229,532 163,881 2,399,307 250,803 402,092 (1,000) 10,148,264 34.2 375.0 438.0 813.0
1961 5,831,438 191,771 159,766 2,196,171 110,902 342,521 - 8,832,569 34.4 339.5 372.0 711.5

Biology, Medicine & Biophysics Research 1963 2,753,044 112,478 76,131 721,110 125 - (1,128) 3,661,760 9.9 148.5 212.0 360.5
1962 2,493,351 86,324 81,635 603,116 770 - (5,303 ) 3,259,893 11.0 140.5 194.5 335.0
1961 2,301,162 76,928 90,853 554,921 3,642 - (6,125) 3,021,381 11.8 135.0 183.0 318.0

Nuclear Engineering Research 1963 2,420,259 72,127 91,592 769,155 437,859 - - 3,790,992 10.2 118.0 141.5 259.5
1962 2,208,169 38,870 85,757 592,567 113,116 ~ - 3,038,479 10.2 113.0 129.0 242.0
1961 1,865,931 44,166 74,706 443,491 144,350 - - 2,572,644 10.0 104.5 111.5 216.0

Isotope Development 1963 345,204 6,570 8,356 135,446 103,935 - ~ 599,511 1.6 19.5 18.0 37.5
1962 193,727 6,897 10,165 67,888 47,119 - - 325,796 1.1 13.5 10.5 24.0
1961 136,682 6,075 7,795 60,949 (2,198) ~ - 209,303 0.8 11.0 5.5 16.5

Training & Education 1963 48,485 2,752 31,139 5,582 7,029 - - 94,987 0.3 3.5 1.5 5.0
1962 47,838 3,419 26,789 30,185 2,093 - (6,800) 103,524 0.4 3.5 0.5 4.0
1961 29,635 3,643 21,167 15,291 5,664 - (2,000) 73,400 0.3 3.5 2.5 6.0

Radiation Protection 1963 523,807 2,201 4,412 179,110 11 - (491) 709,050 1.9 12.5 53.0 65.5
1962 475,329 2,258 5,677 85,619 - - - 568,883 1.9 3.0 47.0 50.0
1961 435,473 4,083 3,617 75,080 - - (1,115 ) 517,138 2.0 11.5 46.5 58.0

Supporting Scientific & Technical Services 1963 4,456,791 17,931 30,827 738,555 758,812 255,073 ( 134,749) 6,123,240 16.5 63.0 422.5 485.5
1962 3,607,195 22,184 26,812 1,116,269 19,470 281,880 ( 129,824) 4,943,986 16.7 67.0 365.5 432.5
1961 3,172,192 14,664 22,724 622,241 4,665 321,217 ( 167,786) 3,989,917 15.5 53.0 326.5 379.5

Security & Plant Protection 1963 584,084 - 619 18,661 - - 1,932 605,296 1.6 - 75.5 75.5
1962 580,958 552 876 9,841 - - 2,331 594,558 2.0 - 75.0 75.0
1961 596,392 833 502 11,620 - - 1,946 611,293 2.4 - 77.0 77.0

Miscellaneous (including Lighting, T & T, 1963 - - 2,246 266,568 (11,457 ) 421,009 937,806 1,616,172 4.4 - - -

Heating Fuels, Special Maintenance, etc.) 1962 - - 908 183,800 (8,827) 363,404 838,735 1,378,020 4.6 - - -

1961 - - (6,640) 172,465 - 311,453 697,911 1,175,189 4.6 ~ - -

General and Administrative 1963 4,357,676 55,716 89,366 870,938 21,757 - 97,690 5,493,143 14.9 37.0 576.5 613.5
1962 4,053,265 51,371 151,104 572,470 15,200 - (27,123) 4,816,287 16.2 - 563.5 563.5
1961 3,805,697 35,614 126,328 505,433 ( 15,234) - (191,927) 4,265,911 16.6 - 539.5 539.5

Laboratory Total 1963 24,126,845 605,108 533,524 7,391,220 1,412,901 1,310,258 901,060 36,280,916 98.0 827.5 2,085.0 2,912.5
1962 20,363,481 441,407 553,604 5,661,062 439,744 1,047,376 671,016 29,177,690 98.3 715.5 1,823.5 2,539.0
1961 18,174,602 377,777 500,818 4,657,662 251,791 975,191 330,904 25,268,745 98.4 658.0 1,664.0 2,322.0

AUI Administration 1963 - - - - - ~ 475,000 475,000 1.3 - - -

1962 - - - - - - 230,700 230,700 0.8 - - -

1961 - - - - - - 209,700 209,700 0.8 - - -

Total AUI and BNL 1963 24,126,845 605,108 533,524 7,391,220 1,412,901 1,310,258 1,376,060 36,755,916 99.3 827.5 2,085.0 2,912.5
1962 20,363,481 441,407 553,604 5,661,062 439,744 1,047,376 901,716 29,408,390 99.1 715.5 1,823.5 2,539.0
1961 18,174,602 377,777 500,818 4,657,662 251,791 975,191 540,604 25,478,445 99.3 658.0 1,664.0 2,322.0

Work for Others, Direct Costs Only 1963 63,409 36 11,501 152,217 20,922 - - 248,085 0.7 8.5 5.0 13.5
1962 75,079 1,806 4,015 111,789 61,570 - - 254,259 0.9 7.5 7.5 15.0
1961 75,896 1,910 3,388 45,537 62,590 - - 189,321 0.7 9.0 5.5 14.5

Grand Total 1963 24,190,254 605,144 545,025 7,543,437 1,433,823 1,310,258 1,376,060 37,004,001 * 100.0 836.0 2,090.0 2,926.0
1962 20,438,560 443,213 557,619 5,772,851 501,314 1,047,376 901,716 29,662,649** 100.0 723.0 1,831.0 2,554.0
1961 18,250,498 379,687 504,206 4,703,199 314,381 975,191 540,604 25,667,766t 100.0 667.0 1,669.5 2,336.5

*$925,374 of this total was distributed to Fixed Assets and as services to Work for Others and Inventory.
**$712,038 of this total was distributed to Fixed Assets and as services to Work for Others and Inventory.

t$433,401 of this total was distributed to Fixed Assets and as services to Work for Others and Inventory.



Biology and Medicine (Life Sciences), Training
and Education, and Isotope Development. Op
erating costs for the work in each program and the
major categories of operating expenditures are
shown in Figure 13. Details of the operating ex
penditures of the Laboratory on a broad opera
tional basis are given in Table 1.

The Laboratory's research costs, operations plus
expenditures for capital equipment, increased by

nearly $10,600,000, with high energy research ac
counting for >35% of the increase. The Labora
tory's research costs represented 99.93% of the
AEC cost ceilings.

Table 2 shows expenditures for capital equip
ment, Table 3 is a summary of expenditures for
fixed assets (plant and equipment), and Table 4
reflects inventories for which the Laboratory is
responsible.

Table 2

Capital Equipment Expenditures
(Including Charges From Organizational Units; See Table 1)

FY 1963 FY 1962 FY 1961

$ % $ % $ %

&ientific & hospital 10,021,696 95.2 6,604,023 93.6 5,220,768 92.0
Automotive & heavy mobile 195,927 1.9 154,852 2.2 198,411 3.5
Office machines & furniture 125,626 1.2 87,252 1.2 94,738 1.7
Shop equipment 134,232 1.3 159,313 2.3 136,201 2.4
Miscellaneous 39,843 0.4 46,661 0.7 24,462 0.4

Expenditures, Total 10,517,324 100.0 7,052,101 100.0 5,674,580 100.0
Proceeds from sales (63,770) ( 12,665) ( 22,036)

Expenditures, Net 10,453,554 7,039,436 5,652,544

Table 3

Costs Incurred for Fixed Assets
(Including Charges From Organizational Units; See Table 1)

FY 1963

Man-years

FY 1962

Man-years

FY 1961

Man-years

Costs, $ Sci. Others Costs, $ Sci. Others Costs, $ &i. Others

Alternating Gradient Synchrotron
Direct

Salaries, wages, insurance 192,317 4.5 20.0
Materials, construction, etc. 245,413 1,226,016 2,486,877

Subtotal direct 245,413 1,226,016 2,679,194
Charges from organizational units 29,894 22,231 65,834

Total 275,307 1,248,247 2,745,028

Other, Including High Flux Beam Research Reactor and 80-in. Bubble Chamber

Direct
Salaries, wages, insurance 557,471 21.0 29.0 776,466 32.5 49.5 454,041 24.0 28.0
Materials, construction, etc. 14,178,652 10,079,560 7,174,253

Subtotal direct 14,736,123 10,856,026 7,628,294
Charges from organizational units 635,402 476,206 230,004

Total 15,371,525 11,332,232 7,858,298
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Table 4

Inventory at Close of Fiscal Year

Fiscal year

Type of inventory 1963 1962 1961

General stores* $ 781,849 $ 704,424 $ 524,004
Precious metals and radium 137,745 96,683 84,648
Stable isotopes 32,899 38,793 37,644
Heavy water 674,252 683,039 672,330

Total $1,626,745 $1,522,939 $1,318,626

*The number of months investment was 3.0 in 1963,3.5 in 1962, and 3.0 in 1961.

BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY

COMPARATIVE BALANCE SHEET

June3O, 1963

Assets*

June 30, 1962

Cash
Accounts receivable
Advances and prepaid expenses
Deposits
Property, plant, and equipment (less reserves of $44,470,532

at June 30, 1963, and $39,176,059 at June 30, 1962)
Construction in progress
Research materials and supplies

Total assets

Liabilities

Accounts payable
Accrued vacations**
Accrued payroll
Atomic Energy Commission

Total liabilities

$ 1,433,405
271,039
146,902
88,605

87,794,537
26,192,785

6,987,689

$122,914,962

$ 4,358,184
2,009,541

205,571
116,341,666

$122,914,962

$ 435,663
187,917
113,667
76,008

83,524,884
17,851,202
6,142,313

$108,331,654

$ 4,301,914

177,688
103,852,052

$108,331,654

*Although the Laboratory has custody and use of the assets, title remains vested in the United States Government.
**In accordance with a request from the Atomic Energy Commission, the Laboratory recorded the liability for ac

crued earned vacations at June 30, 1963. The amount of $1,706,387 for accrued earned vacations at June 30, 1962,
was treated as a contingent liability in accordance with the Atomic Energy Commission's reporting requirements in
effect at that time.

CONFERENCES

Ten formal conferences were held at the Labora
tory during the fiscal year. Among these were the
High Energy Linear Accelerator Conference, August
20-24; the ninth Conference on Reaction Mecha-
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nisms, September 5-8; the Rapid Data Processing
Conference, September 20-21; the Symposium on
Chemistry in Medicine, March 28-29; the High
Temperature Fuels Committee Meeting, May lS
17; and the sixteenth Brookhaven Biology Symposi
um, titled "Meristems and Differentiation,"June 3-5.
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Physics

The physics research program consists ofexperi
mental and theoretical studies concerned with the
structure and fundamental properties of matter.
Various features of the complex structure and
properties of matter can be most effectively studied
by observing the interactions ofcharged particles,
neutral particles, and radiation with matter. Some
of these studies deal with the interactions involv
ing individual atoms, atomic nuclei, or nucleons,
and others with conglomerates of atoms and mole
cules in bulk matter. The Alternating Gradient
Synchrotron, Cosmotron, 60-in. cyclotron, Van
de Graaff accelerator, and the Graphite Re
search Reactor at Brookhaven provide a wide
range of energies and diversity of particles and
radiation with which to carry out experimental
investigations. The researches reported here will
be described under the categories of particle phys
ics, nuclear structure, neutron physics, atomic and
molecular physics, and solid state physics. The
theoretical scientists conduct their investigations
in close association with the experimental scien
tists and provide stimuli for new approaches to the
problem.

The work of Brookhaven scientists is augmented
by that of a number of visiting and guest scientists
on leave from other institutions in this country and
abroad. These visitors and guests are attracted to
Brookhaven not only by the availability of its facil
ities but also by the opportunity to collaborate
with Brookhaven scientists. The interchange of
ideas and experience resulting from the presence
of these visiting scientists is very important to an
active research program.

PARTICLE PHYSICS

The national character of Brookhaven National
Laboratory is in no way better illustrated than by
the list of universities and laboratories participat
ing in the particle physics program. About two
thirds of the work at the Alternating Gradient
Synchrotron (AGS) and the Cosmotron is done by
groups from these organizations. During fiscal
1963 more than 240 guest scientists participated
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in the program, including representatives of all
the AUI institutions:

Columbia University
Cornell University
Harvard University
Johns Hopkins University
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Princeton University
University of Pennsylvania
University of Rochester
Yale University

The following organizations were also represented:
Argonne National Laboratory
Brandeis University
Brown University
California Institute of Technology
Carnegie Institute of Technology
City University of New York
Duke University
Iowa State University
Naval Research Laboratory
New York University
Northwestern University
Ohio University
Rutgers University
Syracuse University
University of California at Berkeley
University of California at La Jolla
University of Chicago
University of Illinois
University oflndiana
University of Kentucky
University of Maryland
University of Miami
University of Michigan
University of Washington
University of Wisconsin

Guest scientists also included representatives of
the following foreign laboratories: Cambridge
University, England; Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires
de Saclay, France; CERN, Switzerland; Ecole
Polytechnique, France; Institut Interuniversitaire
des Sciences Nucleaires, Belgium; Osaka City
University,Japan; Panjab University, India; Uni
versity of Padua, Italy; University of Rome, Italy;
and Woodstock College, England.

Research at the Cosmotron

The study of resonances (excited states which
can decay rapidly by strong interaction into other
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particles) continued to dominate the research done
at the Cosmotron in the past year. Physicists are
seeking to understand the mechanism of produc
tion of these states and to determine their basic
properties - mass, spin, isospin, parity, lifetime,
and decay modes.

Further analysis of the experimental work done
by the Cambridge Bubble Chamber Group with
their bubble chamber filled with propane, methyl
iodide, and methane has brought additional inter
esting results to light. Use of this type of dense liq
uid in a bubble chamber allows the observation of
gamma rays by their conversion into electron
positron pairs. The reaction studied was 'TT~ +
P-H/o +n. The photographs were searched for evi
dence that the 11 had decayed into two gamma
rays. The experimental technique consists of scan
ning for all interactions in which 'TT- mesons show
no prongs on stopping but are associated with
electron-positron pairs. The mere detection of this
decay mode establishes the fact that the 11 has
even spin, since the gamma has spin 1. A kinemat
ic analysis indicates that the spin assignment
should be zero rather than 2. Assuming spin zero,
the failure to observe a two-pion decay mode im
plies odd parity.

A group from Yale University using the Brook
haven 20-in. hydrogen bubble chamber produced
11 mesons from the interaction of positive 'TT mesons
with protons. Their results, in addition to confirm
ing those of the Cambridge Bubble Chamber
Group, favor spin zero, odd parity, and even G
parity (i.e., 0-+) and definitely exclude the simple
isospin-conserving assignments 0--, 1+-, or 1--. (In
last year's annual report it was pointed out that a
Brookhaven group had tentatively arrived at this
assignment based on preliminary data.) They fur
ther observed at most only a small amount of the
decay mode 'TT+ +'TT- +1 in their data. The fact that
isospin is not conserved in the decay into three
pions means that electromagnetic interaction
should be involved in this decay. It thus seems
rather surprising that the 'TT+ +'TT- +1 decay mode
is so infrequent. In agreement with previous re
sults of others, they conclude that the 11 mass value
is ;::::;550 Mev with a half-width of <5 Mev.

Another experiment to study the production
and decay of the 11 meson was performed by a
group from the University of Pennsylvania. Using
the BNL-Columbia 30-in. bubble chamber filled
with deuterium in a positive pion beam, they took

75,000 photographs. The results have not yet been
analyzed.

A Brookhaven group, in collaboration with one
from the Carnegie Institute of Technology, inves
tigated the production of pion resonances (at pro
ton energies from 1.5 to 2.5 Bev) from the reaction
p+p~d+X, in which X could be a 'TT, ~, p, or other
meson with isotopic spin of unity. The deuteron
was identified by time-of-flight techniques, and its
formation in the final state meant that large mo
mentum transfers had taken place in the interac
tion. Particle X was not detected directly, but its
existence was inferred from the direction and mo
mentum of the deuteron. The experiment re
vealed, as expected, copious production of'TT mes
ons, but somewhat surprising was the observation
that production of'TT mesons at zero degrees in
creased with increasing incident proton energy.
An analysis of this result suggests that even at the
large momentum transfers involved here (;::::;1
Bev/ c) the interaction is consistent with one-pion
exchange (OPE), the model in which the nucleon
supplies a pion in a virtual state from which the
incident pion scatters). Only a comparatively
small production of p mesons was observed; this is
consistent with experiments using incident 'TT mes
ons in which it was found that p mesons occur pre
dominantly in low momentum transfers. A prom
inent peak in the mass spectrum of particle X was
found at 950 Mev. Pion resonances of about this
energy have been tentatively reported by other
experimenters, but verification that this peak indi
cates a resonance awaits further work. No evi
dence for the ~ was found at any energy.

Confirmation of these results may be obtained
from a comparison experiment, p+d~He3+X,
which is planned for the Cosmotron. This experi
ment will extend the study of production processes
at high momentum transfers to the production of
resonances with isotopic spins of 0, 1, and 2.

A rigorous test of OPE has been suggested by
Trieman and Yang, who point out that since the
pion has no spin, its exchange can affect only the
kinematics of a reaction, and, as a result, certain
features of the scattering should show an uncor
related angular distribution. A Brookhaven group
has applied this test to data obtained previously
at the Cosmotron. They conclude that the scatter
ing angle asymmetry parameter of the pions form
ing the pO produced in the reaction 'TT-+p~po+n

has values that deviate significantly from the val-
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ues it should have if the pO is produced by the
mechanism of OPE. There was considerable pro
duction of the isobar (an excited state of the nu
cleon which decays into a pion and nucleon), and
this may be the cause of the deviation. In addition,
another peak was indicated at 790 Mev in the
effective mass distribution which agreed with the
theoretically predicted peak expected if the w mes
on known to decay only into three pions was stim
ulated by electromagnetic mixing with the p to
decay into two pions, as suggested by this group in
last year's report. The existence of this peak has
been confirmed by work at the AGS (see below,
under the heading "Research at the Alternating
Gradient Synchrotron").

Some time ago it was established that in single
pion production in 'IT-p collisions there is a strong
contribution from large impact parameter (pe
ripheral) collisions, i.e., collisions with small mo
mentum transfer to the nucleon. This effect is
manifested in the characteristic backward peaking
of the scattering of the nucleon in the center-of
mass system. Observations have shown an excess
of these recoil nucleons over the number to be
expected from statistical or isobar theory. The
data thus suggest strongly that 'IT-'lT interactions
are important, especially when the incident pion
has an energy >1 Bev. Assuming the OPE model,
it is essentially possible to study the 'IT-'lT interac
tion in the pure form, since the emission of the vir
tual (very short-lived) pion by the nucleon is
reasonably well understood, and in any case the
details of this emission are not too critical for low
momentum transfers to the nucleon. This is the
situation that exists in the case of peripheral col
lisions. An experiment to study the 'IT-'lT interaction
has just been completed at the Cosmotron. 1.6
Bev/ c negative pions were incident on a liquid
hydrogen target, and the reaction producing two
pions and a nucleon was studied. The experiment
is designed to investigate the p (dipion) resonance
well above and below the broad peak at ::::::: 750
Mev. Possible additional dipion resonances will be
sought, with the particular objective of establish
ing a strongly suspected splitting of the p mass
peak by a two-pion decay of the w meson. If the
w meson (three-pion resonance) decays into two
pions, it must do so by violating isotopic spin con
servation. By restricting the observations to pions
that decay at 90 0 in the center-of-mass system, the
experimenters have chosen a kinematic region of
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interaction that is free from interference from iso
bar effects and, in addition, limited to very low
momentum transfer. More than 10,000 events were
accumulated, which will permit conclusions to be
drawn with very good statistical accuracy. Work
by a Brookhaven group at the AGS has already
indicated the existence of the dipion decay mode
of the w (see below).

A similar approach may be used to evaluate
'IT+'lT~KK cross sections. An experiment by a
University of Wisconsin group produced Kpairs
in peripheral 'IT--p collisions which were observed
in the BNL 14-in. hydrogen bubble chamber. The
three possible reactions are

'IT-+~K-+KO+p,

'IT-+~K++K-+n .

High energy 'IT- experiments at CERN have shown
that K mesons produced in pairs tend to peak for
ward in the center-of-mass system, which indicates
that a peripheral collision may be involved.
Analysis of the rather limited data showed results
consistent with the OPE model. Based on this
model, rough cross sections were established of:::::::2
mb for the low energy production of K pairs with
zero isotopic spin (1=0) and zero angular momen
tum (L = 0), and of :::::::0.6 mb for K pairs with
1= 1, L = 1. Using these same photographs, the
group also studied the reaction 'IT-+p~T+K+'lT.
The products of this reaction contain a member
of each class of the strongly interacting unstable
particles. This type of associated production can
yield very useful information on the interactions
ofsuch particles. The associated production of the
K* and the A was not observed, but the results
suggest that the associated production of the K*
and the ~- does take place, which would account
for the observed high rate of production of~

compared to that of ~+. The well-known T, * was
observed with a width greater than that previous
ly reported. The two To* resonances at 1410 and
1520 Mev were observed when the bombarding
pion momentum was 2.1 Bev/c, but not when the
momentum was lower by 200 Mev/c. Some indi
cation of two new resonances in the ~-'lT system at
1430 Mev and 1550 Mev appeared in the data.
The latter may be the Tz* or z* resonance pre
dicted in the global symmetry scheme.
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A Brookhaven group has continued its study of
nucleon charge exchange events. Detailed meas
urements were completed of the differential
charge exchange cross section at 2 and 3 Bev
(nominal incident kinetic energy). The observed
angular distributions, when transformed to a
momentum transfer scale, are the same, within
experimental error, at the two incident energies.
The distribution is peaked in the forward direc
tion and is extremely narrow, falling to half maxi
mum at a momentum transfer of 150 Mev/c. The
differential cross section at 0° at 2.04 Bev is 26-+-5
mb/sr and is some 15% greater at 2.85 Bev. The
corresponding total cross sections were found to be
0.65-+-0.15 and 0.43-+-0.16 mb at 2.04 and 2.85
Bev, respectively. Two important conclusions can
be drawn from these results. First, the peaking of
the cross section at 0° indicates that one-pion
exchange is not the dominant process in the elastic
nucleon-nucleon interaction at these energies.
This must somehow be reconciled with the recent
theoretical success of OPE models in explaining
p-p inelastic scattering in this same energy region.
Second, the narrow angular distribution indicates
that the nucleon interaction has a tail that extends
out to a distance of::::::2 fermis, whereas previous
experimental data (on p-p and e-p scattering) have
led to the belief that the proton is an object:::::: 1
fermi in size. It is not too surprising that this tail
has not been seen in other measurements, because
it represents only :::::: 1% of the total nucleon
nucleon interaction. The reason that the nucleon
charge exchange process seems to be an ideal way
of observing the weak tail in the nucleon-nucleon
interaction is related to the fact that, in contrast
to direct scattering, diffraction scattering is not
observed in the charge exchange process.

In the area of strange-particle (hyperon and
kaon) physics, an interesting result has come to
light in recent further analysis of an experiment
performed some time ago at the Cosmotron by a
Brookhaven-Yale University group using the BNL
14-in. bubble chamber to investigate the interac
tion ofK2° mesons with liquid hydrogen.

The fundamental interactions or forces now
known are commonly divided into four classes:
strong nuclear interactions, electromagnetic inter
actions, weak or beta-decay interactions, and gravi
tational interactions. These are conveniently
differentiated on the basis of their different magni
tudes and symmetry properties. The assumption

that a unique, well-defined, largely separate de
scription exists for each of the four classes is at
tractive. Rather less attention has been paid to
fundamental connections between these classes of
forces, and almost no consideration has been given
to the possibility of the existence of forces unre
lated to the four known classes, or at least as little
related to them as they are to each other.

It is not difficult to conceive of interactions that
might exist without being observed or recognized.
The effect of the existence of such a class of inter
action need not be observed directly. Consider, for
example, the importance of electromagnetic forces
in elementary particle interactions. Even if e2 /ftc
were equal to 10-30 instead of 1/137 and electro
magnetic forces were, as a practical matter, unob
servable experimentally, isotopic spin would still
have meaning and importance; e.g., reactions
such as d+d~a+'lT, which do not conserve iso
topic spin, would still be forbidden.

The results of this experiment permitted investi
gation ofsome possible interactions of this nature,
in particular, weak long-range interactions be
tween protons and K mesons which differentiate
between KO and KO. The possibility of such investi
gation was suggested by M.L. Good of the Uni
versity of Wisconsin, who pointed out that coher
ent effects from macroscopic volumes of material
may have important observable consequences on
the constitution of neutral K-meson beams.

The analysis showed that a beam of 1.0-Bev/ c
K 2° mesons passing through liquid hydrogen in a
bubble chamber generated Klo mesons with the
momentum and direction of the original beam.
The intensity of KI ° production was far greater
than that anticipated from conventional mecha
nisms, which suggests that the KI ° mesons are pro
duced by coherent regeneration resulting from a
new weak long-range interaction between protons
and K mesons.

A University of Pennsylvania group is studying
KO decays for a different purpose. Assuming zero
isospin for the leptons, it follows that certain
changes of isospin are possible for strangeness
nonconserving weak interactions. One of the
simplest assumptions is the 61 = V2 rule which
predicts exactly, from the rate at which the K+
decays into a pion plus leptons, the absolute rate
at which the KO decays into a pion plus leptons. By
observing in a spark chamber the A hyperon from
the strong interaction 'IT- +~A+KO, a beam of
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K2°mesons, known in momentum and intensity, is
produced. The rate at which these K 2° mesons
decay in a spark chamber in a magnetic field
allows an absolute measurement of the amplitude
for the decay into leptons. A comparison with
currently available K+ data provides a direct test
of the D.I=1/2 rule in K leptonic decays.

An improved experiment for measuring the
magnetic moment of the A hyperon is being set up
in collaboration with a group from MIT. The
basic technique is the same: Polarized A hyperons
from the reaction 'IT++n~A+K+are precessed in
a pulsed, high-field magnet. The A is detected
when it decays in a thin-plate spark chamber.
Since the pion from the decay A~'IT-+p is emitted
preferentially in the direction of the A spin, the
angle that the pion makes with the normal to the
production plane is a measure of the precession
angle. The K+ is observed in a thin-plate spark
chamber and then stopped in a large, water-filled
Cerenkov counter where its decay products may
be detected, which gives a cleaner sample of A's.
A second method of improving the sample will be
to degrade the protons so that they are removed
from the incident beam. The pulsed magnet has
been redesigned and built to give a peak field of
200 kgauss over a 7-cm path.

A group from the University of California at La
Jolla has completed a counter experiment to
measure the excitation function and angular dis
tribution for the production of the 1"* hyperon.
The data are being analyzed.

In addition to research in particle physics, 5%
of the Cosmotron's experimental time is devoted
to a research program carried out by the Chemis
try Department, and 3% to experiments designed
by the Medical Department. Considerable effort
is also expended in the testing of instrumentation
and equipment for use in high energy physics.

Research at the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron

Although the AGS has been operating on the
basis of21 shifts per week since January, it cannot
provide sufficient beam time to meet the constant
ly growing demand for its unique facilities. The
importance of the work produced at this acceler
ator is apparent from the results reported below.

The total cross section for the interaction of
protons with protons is one of the most funda
mental measurements that can be made in any
new energy range that becomes available in parti-
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cle physics. Of equal importance is the informa
tion provided by measurements yielding the
elastic cross sections and the differential cross
sections for the pop interaction. The measurement
of cross sections for the interaction of other parti
cles with protons provides the next stage in the
basic study of strong interactions. In this area a
Brookhaven counter group has produced results
of great current interest.

It was generally believed until about two years
ago that at high enough energy (;:;:: 10 Bev) the
size or effective radius of the proton approached a
constant and the effective density of nucleon
matter within the proton was also approximately
constant. Then a new theory, the Regge pole
theory, which has had Widespread theoretical
influence, predicted instead that at high enough
incident particle energies (;:;:: 10 Bev) the effective
size or radius of the proton grew logarithmically
with incident energy, but the density of nuclear
matter simultaneously decreased in such a manner
that the total cross section for an interaction
remained the same. This appeared to be a neces
sary result of the total cross section data. Earlier
total cross section and some pop elastic scattering
experiments (of more limited accuracy) had in
dicated consistency with this prediction for pop
elastic scattering.

Perhaps the best way of measuring the effective
radius of the proton for various incident elemen
tary particles is to measure the elastic diffraction
scattering, whose width shrinks inversely with the
radius of the scattering object. If the vacuum
(Pomeranchuk) pole dominates sufficiently, the
Regge pole theory predicts a logarithmic shrink
age of the elastic (diffraction) scattering curve
(do / dt), or equivalently a logarithmic increase of
the effective radius, with increasing energy.

Scintillation-counter hodoscopes, consisting of
crossed slab elements in coincidence to define
small rectangular areas, detected the position of
the forward-scattered particle and the position
and direction of the recoil proton from the target.
This information was used to select elastic scatter
ing events by kinematic criteria. The pulse infor
mation in the counters was automatically recorded
on tape and automatically transmitted over tele
phone lines to the Brookhaven Merlin computer.
The data were processed continuously and auto
matically by the on-line computer. The computer
also displayed curves and gave periodic data
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Figure 1. The counter hodoscope system used in the elastic scattering experiment at the AGS.
The forward scattered particle detecting hodoscope, hidden by the plywood panel, is mounted
on a movable platform. The 5X5-ft recoil particle hodoscope composed of96 slab counters 2V2
in. wide X30 in. long is shown at the upper center. The hydrogen target can be seen in right
background.

printouts. This novel system greatly increased the
statistical and systematic accuracy of the data. It
also increased the efficiency of use of the AGS over
that in previous elastic scattering experiments. Im
mediate examination of end results is possible
while the experiment is still in progress.

The experimental results clearly demonstrated
the Regge- pole-predicted shrinkage of the diffrac
tion pattern for pop scattering with increasing en
ergy. However, the 'fT--p and the 'fT+-p data both
clearly demonstrated no shrinkage of the Regge
type within experimental error. Thus 'fT- -p and
'fT+-p elastic scattering interactions imply a con
stant radius independent of energy, as the older
optical model would have predicted. Therefore
the assumption of dominance of the strong interac
tions by a single Regge vacuum pole in this energy
region (7 to 20 Bev/ c) was contradicted, since in
that case the 'fT-p as well as the pop data should
have shown Regge-type shrinkage. The K+-p data
also are consistent with no Regge-type shrinkage
within experimental error. The more sophisticated
analyses (three-pole model) involving two vacuum

poles P and P I and the vector mesons wand p,

which were previously able to explain total cross
section data, have also been found to be inconsist
ent with these data. It seems necessary to con
clude that Regge pole theory will not, as original
ly hoped, serve as a simple and definite prescrip
tion for this incident momentum range. It is of
course possible that this range is not high enough
for the asymptotic theorems of the Regge pole ap
proach to hold. Nonetheless the striking difference
in behavior of the 'fT-p and pop systems is an inter
esting physical fact from any theoretical point of
view. The data imply that the effective radius or
size of the 'fT-p and pop interactions is approximate
ly the same, but that the K+-p interaction radius
is somewhat smaller and the pop and K--p interac
tion radii are somewhat larger.

Another Brookhaven counter group has meas
ured the total cross sections for interactions of posi
tive and negative pions with protons in the energy
range from 1.5 to 6 Bev. Momentum-analyzed
pions were identified by a differential Cerenkov
counter in coincidence with a scintillation counter
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have been studied. The invariant-mass distribu
tions for the 17-17 system in reactions (1) and (2)
show a peak at ~ 1250 Mev in the 17--17+ mass plot
in addition to the p peak at 775 Mev. The 1250
Mev peak is not present in the 17-_17° data, and it
therefore is identified as a 1= 0 resonance. This
resonance, or particle, has been designated theJo
meson. The full width at half maximum oftheJo
appears to be of the order of 100 Mev. This is con
siderably greater than the experimental resolu
tion, which is estimated to be ~20 Mev.

The conclusion that theJo exists is based on the
difference between the 17--17° and 17--17+ mass dis
tributions. The 17-_17° mass distribution, for masses
above the p peak, is completely consistent with a
phase-space (statistical) distribution. The 17--17+

mass distribution, however, is quite inconsistent
with such a distribution. The odds against a

would provide links (in the form of1/, p, K, and K*
mesons) between the excited states of the strange
particles and the nucleon or other mesons and
hyperons.

Although some of the predictions of the Regge
pole theory have been found not to hold, as men
tioned above, as a general approach to elementary
particle theory it still has a strong theoretical ap
peal. If this approach, particularly as outlined by
Chew and Frautschi, is correct, then in a sense the
existence ofsome unifying principle for all the ele
mentary particles will be indicated. One of the
specific predictions of the Regge pole approach is
the existence of a spin 2 particle having the quan
tum numbers of the vacuum (apart from the an
gular momentum), i.e., isospin, strangeness, and
baryon number =0, and with a mass of the order
of 1.0 to 1.4 Bev. Such a particle could decay into
two 17 mesons and should be observed as a 17-17

resonance with isotopic spin 1=0. Experimental
evidence for the existence of a particle with iso
topic spin, G parity, and mass similar to those of
the particle called for in the Regge pole theory has
been found by a team from the University of
Pennsylvania and Brookhaven.

By using the BNL 20-in. hydrogen bubble
chamber and the 3-Bev/ c separated 17- beam, 17

interactions with protons were observed for two
prong reactions; in particular, the reactions

telescope. The pions were allowed to impinge
upon a 48-in.-Iong liquid hydrogen target, and
those not interacting in the target were detected
with four scintillation counters. An iron absorber
was placed behind the four transmission counters,
followed by a single scintillation counter, used in
anticoincidence with the pion telescope to reject
muons not resolved by the Cerenkov counter or
arising from pion decay in flight. The total cross
section in this energy range had previously been
determined only at widely spaced points, particu
larly in the case of the 7r-p interaction. The new
data were taken in smaller energy steps and with
a statistical accuracy of~ 1%. The improved reso
lution of these measurements resulted in the dis
covery of two new pion-nucleon resonances, one
in each of the two isotopic spin states: a resonance
with effective mass 2.19 Bev with a full width at
half maximum of 200 Mev and isotopic spin 1/2;

and a resonance with effective mass 2.36 Bev with
a full width at half maximum of 200 Mev and iso
topic spin 3h. It is impossible at present to assign
particular spin states to these two new resonances.
However, the position and slope of the Regge tra
jectories on which they are expected to lie would
indicate that the expected spin values are higher
than Sh.

By interpreting these peaks as resonances due to
the formation ofexcited states of the nucleon, the
number of known excited states is raised to seven.
Inspection of the quantum numbers of the nucle
on and its well-known excited states suggests a
possible selection rule, which states that j-L
=1 - 1, where j is the spin of the excited state, L is
its orbital angular momentum, and 1 is its isotopic
spin. It is possible to predict the j, L, and 1 quan
tum numbers for other excited states of the nucle
on. None of the predicted assignments are in con
tradiction with currently accepted assignments.
The scheme, furthermore, predicts the angular
momentum and spin states for the two newly
measured resonances.

The eight states of the nucleon can be grouped
into two pairs of four states each, in which mass
differences between the states are equal, within
experimental error, to one of the three systems of
1/-17, 17-17, or p. It is not possible at present to ex
plain the significance of this agreement. Further
more it appears that this scheme of pion-nucleon
interactions may be extended to the strange-parti
cle and hyperon excited states. This classification

7r+P~17-+170+P ,

17-+P~17-+'IT' +n,

(1)

(2)
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phase-space distribution being consistent with the
data are of the order of several thousand to one,
when the number of events in mass intervals of 50
to 100 Mev, covering the range from 1000 to 1600
Mev, is compared with the relative numbers of
events for a phase-space distribution. (These odds
are calculated by a X2 method.)

The data have been examined for possible evi
dence offour-pion decay oftheJo. There is no in
dication of any such events with a production
cross section at all comparable with the cross sec
tion for two-pion decay oftheJo.

Dalitz plots of the data were also made. This
type of kinematic analysis clearly shows up de
partures from a phase-space distribution and thus
makes apparent kinematic correlations which
demonstrate the existence of resonances or parti
cles. The principal conclusion to be drawn from
these plots is that theJo peak is not an accidental
result of any nucleon isobar production. There is
little evidence of any isobar production at all. The
data do not permit determination of the spin of
thejO.

The mass of uncorrelated experimental data in
particle physics is stimulating concentrated theo
retical efforts to find systematizing concepts. A
promising trend in these efforts is the search for
symmetries (physical and mathematical). Famil
iar space-time symmetries are the concepts of con
servation, i.e., conservation of energy and momen
tum, spin, number of particles (e.g., baryon num
ber), and relative parity (right or left-handedness).
A different type of symmetry which has had re
markable success is that embodied in the hy
pothesis of charge independence. Nuclear reac
tions are expected to be independent of the charge
of the particles involved. A closely related sym
metry concept is that of isotopic spin, which is
based on the similar behavior of the proton and
neutron in strong interactions. From this point of
view the proton and neutron are a doublet, the
nucleon. Electromagnetic interaction effects are
small compared to the strong interaction effects.
The electromagnetic interaction, however, can
break the symmetry and remove the degeneracy
of the nucleon, which reveals the neutron-proton
doublet. The inability to distinguish between two
different states of nature (the degeneracy) is re
moved when some force acts to reveal the underly
ing differences, and the result is the splitting into
separately observable entities. These ideas bear a

close analogy to the well-established and well
understood theory of the energy levels of the nu
clei. In particle physics there may be an overlying
symmetry of strong interactions which is per
turbed by some weaker interaction to give the
mass differences of the baryons in analogy with the
splitting of the isotopic-spin nucleon doublet. Thus
the particles fall into groups of multiplets or super
multiplets. Certain algebras known for some time
appear ready-made to provide the mathematical
structure that leads to plausible correlation ofthe
particle physics data. One of the most promising
of these is the Lie algebra which employs the SUa
group (unitary unimodular group in three dimen
sions). This algebra permits, amongst others, the
so-called 8-fold way and 10-fold way of classitying
the particle multiplets. To be successful, these
schemes must fit all the known elementary parti
cles and resonances. They may, and many ofthem
do, predict additional resonances which are sub
ject to experimental verification. Behind much of
the work at the two accelerators is an effort to con
firm or test these symmetry schemes.

The existence of a resonance in the KK system
(called the <p meson) with a mass of 1020 Mev and
a width ;> 20 Mev was reported in last year's an
nual report. Since that time additional data have
been accumulated that confirm the existence of
this resonance and provide a conclusive determi
nation of its mass, width, parity, spin, isotopic
spin, and branching ratios. In particular it was
found that mass (M) = 1019 -+ 1 Mev, width (f)
=l~i Mev (with f>O), parity (P)= -1, spin
(J)=1, isotopic spin (/)=0, and charge conjuga
tion (C) = - 1. This resonance was observed by a
joint Brookhaven-Syracuse group in a study of the
K--p interaction at 2.23 Bev/ c in the reaction
K-+p~A+<p(Ko+KO)or A+<p(K++K-) using
the BNL 20-in. bubble chamber. A total of 58
events was accumulated with the interesting result
that the resonance decayed mainly into K++K
and K,o+K2°states.

It should be noted that the <p meson, which has
J= 1, P= -1, and odd G parity (or C= -1), may
be accommodated within a number of theories of
elementary particles. In the unitary symmetry
model of Gell-Mann the <p may be the predicted
(singlet) partner of the vector meson octet (K *, p,
w). Gell-Mann and Sakurai have pointed out that
the pseudoscalar meson octet ('IT, K, T/) and the
baryon supermultiplets (N, A,~, Z) satisty a gen-
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eralized mass formula to a high accuracy. How
ever, the same mass formula applied to the vector
meson octet predicts an isosinglet mass of 930
Mev, which is different from the observed w mass
of 780 Mev. This discrepancy might be explained
by the mixing of the wand q;, since they have the
same quantum numbers.

Further work on the properties of the Z* previ
ously discovered in this same experiment has es
tablished the following decay modes:

From a study of the branching ratio of these decay
modes, the isotopic spin of Z* was determined
to be 1/2 • The 10-fold way of the SU3 symmetry
scheme predicted the existence of the Z* before it
was discovered. The other particles involved in
this scheme are the N 3 ,3 *, r 1 *, and Q-, the last be
ing a hyperon with strangeness = - 3 and mass of
1680 Mev which has not yet been observed. Con
tinued analysis of the data in this same experiment
has resulted in the determination of the spin of the
r 1 * (1385 Mev). Previous evidence concerning
the r 1 * was conflicting. The present experiment
involving a study of the reaction K-+p~A+",+

+",- was carried out at a much higher energy and
thus was free from interference effects which might
have obscured the conclusion. The data clearly
indicate a spin ~ %. This result also fits very well
into the SU 3 symmetry scheme and, com bined
with the findings above, has lent considerable
further impetus to it.

Including those involved in the work just men
tioned, ;::;;:1,200,000 photographs were taken in tQ.e
BNL 20-in. liquid hydrogen bubble chamber dur
ing the year. The chamber was exposed to parti
cles from a beam transport system which, by
means of bending magnets and electrostatic sep
arators, provides pure beams of antiprotons and
positive and negative ", and K mesons. Almost
two-thirds of these exposures were made by non
Brookhaven groups. Much of their work and that
of the Brookhaven groups still is being analyzed,
but some of the available results are discussed
below.

A combined Columbia University-Rutgers
University group studied ",+-p interactions. They
found that a striking feature of the interaction is
the dominance of the pionic resonance states.

,;;,o*~Z-+'1T'"

- ~zo+'Ii'
and

,;;,_*~Z-+",o

- ~zo+'I/
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About 40% of both the single and double pion
events are accounted for by p production, while
the 1/ and w account for ;::;;:5% and 50%, respective
ly, of all ",+ +",- +",0 production. The p and ware
produced predominantly in association with the
%,% pion-nucleon isobar. From an analysis of the
angular distribution, it was found that the pO's
produced showed a sharp forward peaking con
sistent with the OPE model previously found valid
for charged p production. Correlations among the
decay products and branching ratios ofcompeting
decay modes gave strong confirmation for the
quantum numbers of the 1/ meson previously men
tioned in this report. The ratio of the decay of the
w into neutrals compared to its decay into
",+ +",-+",0 was found to be 0.10+0.04. A limit of
2% was set for the decay of the w into two pions.

Production of nucleon isobars and multipion
resonances by 3.5-Bev/c",+ mesons was studied by
a group from the University of California at La
Jolla. The data indicate that ;::;;:86% of all p mes
ons are associated with the production of the
N 3/2*. Their results also appear to confirm the ex
istence of the fO meson. In addition, the data show
some evidence of a peak in the effective mass dis
tribution of the p-",+-",+ triplet from the reaction
",++p~",++p+",++",-.lftheexistence of this peak
can be confirmed, it should be easy to show that
its isotopic spin is %. This I=5h resonance has
been predicted by many theorists. Dalitz has
pointed out that this resonance could be the start
of a "25-fold family" within the SU3 concept. Fol
lowing the SU 3 theory, every member of this fami
ly must decay into three bodies, whereas for some
members the SU2 theory (which embodies the
charge independence principle) allows a two-body
decay. A very good test of the SU3 theory is thus
possible.

On the basis of isotopic spin conservation
A. Messiah (Saclay) has predicted that there
should be 50 times as many events in a p-",+-",+
peak as in a p-",+-",- peak. The data are in good
agreement with this prediction. Analysis of the
data also shows the w resonance, but the results
with 3.5-Bev/c incident momentum indicate that
only ;::;;:46% of the w's are produced in conjunction
with the N 3 /2 *. The events that do not show as
sociated production with the N3 /2 * were analyzed
separately in accordance with the Yang-Trieman
test, which indicates that the w is produced by the
OPE process.



Figure 2. The 14-ft-long spark chamber which pcrmits observation of
thc recoil proton in the experiment designed to study muon collisions
with protons now in progress at the AGS. A member of the Columbia
Rochester-Brookhaven experimental team is checking the opcration of
the triggering spark gaps, eight of which arc \'isible in the photograph.
Thc muon beam was collimated by means of a I 2-in.-diam, 30-ft-long
gun barrel salvaged from a U.S. Navy battleship. An average pulse of
3 X 10" protons from the primary beam of the AGS yiclded fiX 10"
muons peaked at a rnomemum of 2.5 Bev/ c.

Figure 3. Thc track made by a recoil proton in the spark
chamber illustrated abovc. Measurement of the recoil
angle and the angle of the scattered muon observed in an
other spark cham bel' will permit analysis of the data for
elastic Ji-p events. This will provide information on the
form factor (the shape of the charge distribution) of the
proton. It will be particularly interesting to compare the
results of this experiment with the form factor deduced
from e-p sGaltering experiments.



In last year's report a Brookhaven group sug
gested that there might be a two-pion state of the
w meson. They have now confirmed its existence,
but with rather meager statistics. A beam of inci
dent pions of 1.7 Bev/ c was chosen because isobar
production, which could confuse the analysis, was
known to be slight at this momentum. The anal
ysis shows that the angular distribution is con
sistent with OPE, which confirms the suspicion
that the deviation from OPE at the lower incident
pion energy is correlated with isobar formation.
Results of the effective mass distribution of the
dipion final state show a peak in the distribution
at 790 Mev close to the w mass. Thus both p and
w intermediate states for the reaction are implied.

'lr+p~n+po

4'11-+'11+ ,

'I1-+p~n+wo

4'11-+'11+ .

The w resonance has the same spin and parity as
the p but different isotopic spin. The w can thus
decay into two pions only by violating the conser
vation of isotopic spin through a symmetry-break
ing electromagnetic interaction. It has been sug
gested that this may indeed take place, which
would account for the two-pion decay of the w.
The width of the peak is consistent with the width
of the w resonance obtained from its decay into
three pions. It is estimated that dipion decays oc
cur at least 5% as often as tripion decays provided
that the 790 peak does not contain some other as
yet unknown resonance, a possibility that cannot
be excluded.

Confirming evidence was found for the two new
resonances in the '11+-'11- system suggested by Brook
haven physicists last year. These resonances were
observed in a study of the reactions 'I1-+p~'I1-+

P+'I1-+'I1+ (+1 or more 'I1°'s) and 'Ir+P~'I1-+'I1++

'11- +'11+ +,N (+1 or more 'I1°'s) obtained in a 4.65
Bev/ c '11- beam at the AGS. A comparison of the
like ('11--'11-, '11+-'11+) and unlike ('11--'11+) mass spectra
showed a phase-space distribution for the former
and the presence of the well-known p meson and
the two new resonances for the latter. The values
for the effective masses and widths of the reso
nances are M=395-+-10 Mev, f=50-+-20 Mev;
and M=520-+-20 Mev, f=70-+-30 Mev. Most of
these resonances come from events in which the
nucleon is a neutron. The isotopic spin of these
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two resonances can be either 0 or 1, and the spins
are unknown.

In collaboration wtih groups at Yale University
and the City University of New York, the produc
tion of anti-isobar-isobar pairs has been observed
for the first time inp-p collisions at 3.25 Bev/c, in
confirmation of an earlier prediction by Brook
haven theorists. A total of 400 events of the type
P+P~'I1++'I1-+p+p(cross section, 3.3-+-0.3 mb)
have been identified to date. Approximately 90%
of these events can be interpreted as pair produc
tion of the 1=%, J=% pion-nucleon isobar and
anti-isobar (,NI* and,NI*). The general features of
the reaction are in agreement with the OPE
model. Using these same photographs, some ofthese
workers have found that ::::::8% of the annihilation
cross section consists of production of K -meson
pairs. Investigation of resonant states produced in
these reactions resulted in evidence for KI*-K:*
pairs and w-KI * associated production. These
were the first known examples of more than one
meson resonance taking place in a single proton
antiproton reaction. The cross section for
p+p~K+K+n'l1 is 2.94-+-0.11 mb, of which the
state K *(and/or K*)-K-n'lT comprised 38%, and
w-K±-KO-'I1\ 3.4%. The state K*-K*-n'l1 is seen
roughly 40% as often as the K*-K-(n+ 1)'11 state.

Further evidence that these antiproton photo
graphs have been a prolific source of information
on strong interactions is the fact that they have
been analyzed for information on hyperons. Meas
urements and analysis of f +r, f +r+'11, and
f + r + 2'11 events has continued, with main em
phasis on the three-body and four-body channels.
A total of 66 A-A-'I1+-'11- events have been identi
fied. In these events the presence of the r l * reso
nance with mass 1385 Mev was demonstrated for
the first time. Furthermore the charge states r l *
and r l *+ are common, which indicates that the
mechanism of interaction is more complicated than
the usual one-particle exchange. In the three
body channels A-~+-'I1-, A-~--'I1+, A-~+-'I1-, and
A-~--'I1+ the same resonant state shows up clearly,
and in addition the ~-'11 and ~-'11 combinations
show ro* and ro* resonances with masses 1405
and 1520 Mev. For the three-body channels a one
particle-exchange model seems to be roughly con
sistent with the observations, although the angular
distribution of the ~- and ~- is much less strongly
forward-backward peaked than that of the ~+ and
~;+.



or

In almost all cases the final-state particles were
identified by ionization and momentum. The in
teractions were found to proceed predominantly
through the two-body reactions,

K20+p~'IT++r* ,

K20+p~N*+K* ,

where N* denotes the %,% isobar at 1230 Mev,
r* the hyperon resonances at 1520 and 1680
Mev, and K* the 880-Mev 'IT--K resonance. At
least 80% of the events of reaction (1) for incident
momenta up to 2.25 Bev/c are found in the r*
resonance. For incident momenta in excess of2.25
Bev/c the data showed no evidence of the r* reso
nance, which indicates that this resonance is ex
cited principally by K2° particles in the range be
low 2.25 Bev/ c. Based on the initial measurements
of the beam spectrum, analysis of the relative pro
duction cross sections shows that the 1680-Mev
resonance rises slowly from threshold to a broad
flat region extending from 1.5 to 2 Bev/ c and falls
to zero at 2.3 Bev/c, whereas the 1520-Mev reso
nance remains relatively flat after its initial rise
from threshold. The excitation function for the
production of the K* and N* resonances after it
has risen from threshold to a maximum at 2 Bev/ c
essentially follows the incident K 2°beam spectrum.

Approximately 600,000 pictures have been ob
tained with the BNL-Columbia 30-in. liquid hy
drogen bubble chamber in a new separated beam
designed by a Columbia University group. This
beam complex makes available antiprotons and K
and 'IT mesons in the momentum range from
stopped particles to ;::::: 1 Bev/ c. A third of these
pictures were ofstopping antiprotons, and the re
mainder showed stopping K- mesons. Analysis of
these pictures has only just started, and additional
data are to be taken.

The first particle tracks were photographed in
the 80-in.liquid hydrogen bubble chamber onJune
2, 1963. Before this could take place, every com
ponent had to be tested individually on comple
tion. The first major component consisted of the
450-ton magnet, which when powered to 4 Mw
produced a magnetic field of 20,400 gauss. The
field has been mapped by making measurements
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Researchers from the University of California at
Berkeley have studied the interaction of K+ mes
ons with protons. The production of the K * reso
nance in the reaction K+p~K *+N3,3 * has per
mitted them to identify the K * as a vector meson.
From an examination of the angular distribution
ofthe K+ from the decay of the K* (K*~K++'IT-),

they conclude that the spin of the K * is >1. These
findings, combined with the results of a previous
experiment at Berkeley, allow the conclusion that
the spin is indeed 1. From this conclusion it follows
that the KK * relative parity is even, if it is as
sumed, as has been suggested, that the K-A-N par
ity is odd. This leads to odd parity for the K *. A
large proportion of the events resulted in the
double-resonance state mentioned above. The
data are also consistent with the concept that OPE
is a dominant contributor to the production
reaction.

In 'IT+-p collisions at a momentum of2.77 Bev/c
an analysis of strange-particle production has
shown that '2,+-K+, '2,+-'lT+-Ko, and '2,+-K+-'lT° final
states are the most predominant production modes
with a cross section of ;:::::0.17 mb each. The
'2,+-'lT+-Ko final state is ;:::::70% in the '2,+-K*+ reso
nant state. The 1385-Mev r 1 * is produced in
A-Ko-'lT+-'lT+ as well as A-K+-'lT+ final states, and a
r 1 * decay angle distribution indicates that the
spin of the r 1 * is % or greater. Of 9 events of the
type K1o-K20_'lT+-p, 5 events were found to be in the
double resonance of the form cp+N3/2,3/2*'

Much of the analysis of the photographs of the
K 2° particle interactions obtained by a Brook
haven group last year has now been completed. A
study of the decay mode K20~'IT++e~+vdemon
strated that the e+/ e- ratio was 1.00 -+-0.08. Decays
into positive and negative electrons should be
equally frequent ifthe decay is invariant under
charge conjugation (c) and parity inversion (p).
The data are thus consistent with cp invariance.
The measurements show that the interaction is
principally, if not entirely, vector. The "tau de
cay" of the K2°(K2O~'IT++'IT-+'ITO) was also studied
by measurements on four-pronged stars consisting
of two charged pions and of two electrons from
internal (Dalitz) pairs or external electron pairs.
A branching ratio of decay by the 'T mode of
12-+-2% was found. Among the K2°-p interactions,
patterns consisting of three-pronged stars with an
associated neutral V have been measured. Events
were chosen which fitted kinematically either

(1)

(2)

..

...

-



of its three components at numerous points. At the
same time the expansion system, consisting of a
36-in.-diam piston weighing 250 lb, a cylinder,
and several large pilot-operated valves, was tested
for performance and endurance. Next the nitrogen
and hydrogen refrigerators were tested and found
to be operating satisfactorily and of adequate ca
pacity. The chamber body and vacuum chamber
were leak-tested. Numerous strength and leak tests
were performed on the inflatable window seal by
making use of a test fixture. The 6 l/2-in.-thick
large glass window was inspected for flatness
(within a few light wavelengths) and was given an
antireflection coating. An extensive test program
also was carried out involving light sources, opti-
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cal condenser lenses, "coat-hanger" reflectors, and
cameras, the latter including data boxes to be
photographed with every bubble-chamber picture
to provide information needed for data analysis.
Gradually all the components were assembled into
one unit, all pneumatic, electric, and safety con
trols were connected, and the system became
ready for final testing. Following the first success
ful observation of tracks, the chamber was shut
down for several weeks to deal with the miscel
laneous problems encountered during this first
complete test. At the next cool-down certain en
gineering studies will be necessary to gain full con
trol over the machine before it goes into produc
tive operation.

Figure 4-. A \'iew of the aD-in. bubble chamber partially disassembled. A portion of the chamber is visible with the
12 X 25-in. beam window exposed. Just to the right is the safety chamber designed to contain the 1500 liters of liquid
hYdrogen in case of failure of th . 6\-',-in.-thick glass \ indo\\' (nol shown). Four camera ports and a central vie\ ing port
are accessible at the cnd plate of the safety ·hamber. The expansion mechanism (located on upper platform) actuates
the piston, which has a special hone\Tomb design to reduce inertia. A wide neck extends from the top of the chamber to
the piston housing. One magnet coil is \·isiblc behind the vacuum chamber, the other on the steel yoke to the right. The
rails at the bottom provide a means of bringing the t\ 0 portions of the yoke together around the bubble chamber. The
whole assembly. which weighs 450 tons, can be rotated on the turntable shown under the left half of the yoke.
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The design of an electrostatically separated
beam for the aO-in. chamber is completed, and
fabrication of the vacuum system and other com
ponents has been started. The most important
aberrations of the beam transport magnets have
been established as the six- and ten-pole moments
of the bending magnets and the eight-pole mo
ment and fringe-field focusing of the rectangular
quadrupoles. Pole-face windings have been de
signed, tested, and found to correct the bending
magnet aberrations. Both aberrations of the rec
tangular quadrupoles can be corrected by the
addition of small octupole magnets which are
now being designed. By correcting these aberra
tions and using sextupole magnets partially to
offset the dependence of quadrupole focal lengths
on momentum, it is expected that well-separated
antiproton beams up to 8.5 Bevlc and K"-meson
beams between 2.5 and 5.5 Bevlc can be obtained.

The first ten magnets of the separated beam
have been installed in the new AGS conjunction
section. These were used for a high-resolution '1r
beam for the first exposure in the aO-in. chamber.
The next exposures will be a test run for evalua
tion of picture quality in the chamber and will
provide photographs for a systematic study of'Tr-p
interactions from 4 to 10 BevI c with particular
emphasis upon the peripheral interactions.

In the high-field magnet program, some effort
has been devoted to the construction of small
solenoids using Nb-Zr alloys as the superconduct
ing windings. A field of 22 kgauss was generated
by one solenoid of 34-in. i.d. with only % of the
winding in the superconducting state. In addition,
numerous tests have been made on short straight
samples of various wires and ribbons to determine
some of their superconducting properties and to
improve techniques for making low-resistance and
superconducting joints.

One promising conductor consists of a ribbon
0.090 in. wide and 0.002 in. thick on which is
deposited a surface layer of NbaSn <0.0005 in.
thick. The ribbon is then copper-clad. Samples of
this ribbon have been tested at helium tempera
tures and have been found to carry currents >600
amp at zero magnetic field and as high as 45 amp
at 93.5 kgauss. Lengths of this material have been
obtained and are being wound in a solenoid.

The fully automatic measuring system using the
Hough-Powell Flying Spot Digitizer (FSD) has
reached a state of satisfactory refinement and

reliability in its mechanical, optical, and electron
ic aspects, including computer control of the FSD.
The computer programs which are an integral
part of the system have required more attention
than had been anticipated. At present the HAZE
program, which controls the FSD and deals
directly with the massive flow ofcoordinates, can
handle an indefinite number of pictures at an
average rate nearly equal to the predicted rate of
1 frame/6 sec. The detection and precision meas
urement of the reference fiducial marks on the
film is now carried out by the unaided 7094
computer with high reliability. (This is the first
wholly satisfactory example of "pattern recogni
tion" by a computer for bubble-chamber physics.)
First results have been obtained for tracks meas
ured in the "abnormal mode." (When one or
more tracks of an event occur nearly perpendic
ular to the edge of the film and therefore nearly
parallel to the normal scan direction, the com
puter calls for an abnormal or 90° scan in which
the flying spot direction is parallel to the edge of
the film rather than perpendicular.) The track
center circuit has been improved in resolution so
that even partly merged bubbles are individually
and correctly digitized.

A residual computing difficulty which has so far
prevented production measurement is the filtering
of true track coordinates from the collection ofall
coordinates occurring in a road. (As described in
last year's report, the FSD system uses human
guidance of the 7094 computer in the form of
rough measurements at the scan table of the
tracks of interest. These rough measurements are
punched in IBM cards which are then made up
into a "scan tape" read by the 7094. The comput
er calculates narrow bands called roads embracing
the tracks for which measurements are desired.)
The noise in the roads arises from crossing tracks
and electron spirals, and in the case of beam tracks
from a second parallel track in the road. The pres
ent filtering program, FILTER II, selects true
track coordinates with fair reliability if the num
ber of beam tracks incident on the chamber is not
too high (say, 10 to 15'). A manual control on FIL
TER II, carried out at the 7094 console, will be
used to obtain production measurement at a rate
equivalent to that of perhaps 5 to 10 conventional
measuring machines and so permit testing and the
development of smooth operation of the entire sys
tem. A FILTER III program is under development.



The 70-mm FSD for measuring 80-in. bubble
chamber film is in the assembly stage. The optical
performance has been tested and found to be
satisfactory. The electronic circuitry is largely a
duplicate of that for the 35-mm FSD. The com
puter programs will also be nearly identical.

The conventional scanning and measuring
equipment is also being used actively. The BNL
scanning and measuring machines for 35-mm film
are being converted to accept 400-ft rolls. Three
rough digitizers to provide roads for Hough
Powell FSD machines are in operation, and
another five will be built for five new scanning
machines under construction. A second Hermes
(Itek) measuring machine has been purchased to
be used for measurements on 80-in. bubble-cham
ber pictures. This and the existing Hermes will
be used primarily for measuring Hough-Powell
rejects and for experiments involving low event
statistics.

A Brookhaven group is constructing a system
for the automatic processing of spark-chamber
photographs. Sparks on the film are located by a
flying-spot scanner which digitizes their positions.
The flying spot is generated by an optical-mechani
cal device consisting ofa disk containing 16 micro
scope objectives rotating in front of an illumi
nated, stationary pinhole. This pinhole is demag
nified by the objectives to produce on the film an
intense flying spot oflight six microns in diameter.
The film is clamped on a vacuum platen mounted
on a precision stage; the stage moves the film in a
continuous motion across the flying spot, and the
scanning raster is generated. Fluctuations in the
light intensity transmitted by the film indicate
the presence of a spark and are sensed by a photo
multiplier tube. Spark coordinates are obtained
by digitizing the rotation of the disk and the trans
lation of the stage.

Fast transistorized electronic circuitry converts
the pulses from the scanner into spark coordinates
and records them on magnetic tape in the proper
form for processing on a computer. This cir
cuitry contains a system for finding the center of
sparks and also a 256-word fast core memory
buffer which greatly reduces the dead time of
the scanner.

The information on the magnetic tape is fed
into an IBM 7094 computer where it is processed
by programs specifically written for this device
and for the particular experiment being analyzed.
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Once coordinates are transformed into real space,
fiducial marks are located, individual sparks are
reconstructed, and from these the tracks of the
particles are found. With these, kinematical
analysis is performed in the same manner as for
data obtained by manual measuring of the photo
graphs.

Construction has begun on a preselector that
will enable a human to instruct the flying-spot
scanner to measure only certain photographs
which have been chosen by visual inspection.

In addition to carrying out research programs
at the two accelerators, Brookhaven physicists
devote a large portion of their effort to improving
or adding to the high energy particle research
facility. They design, construct, and operate bub
ble chambers, separated beams, Cerenkov count
ers, special magnets, new types of beam lenses,
hodoscopes, and complicated scintillation counter
arrays. They also participate in shielding and
superaccelerator studies and in the general future
planning essential to maintaining the research
program at peak efficiency.

Two hours per week of AGS experimental time
are devoted to a continuing program of research
by the Chemistry Department.

The Theoretical Physics Group continues to
devote much of its attention to particle physics.
Part of this work is concerned with the analysis
and interpretation of experimental data on new
particles or resonances.

A peak at 1250 Mev has been observed experi
mentally in the mass distribution of 'TT+ -'TT- pairs in
the reaction 'TT-+P~'TT++'TT-+n.This so-calledJo
resonance peak should also appear in the 'TT++
P~'TT++'TT-+'TT++P reaction, but has not been
observed so far. A calculation has been made
comparing theJo production to be expected in the
two reactions for a range of pion momenta. The
results indicate that the small or negligible JO
production in the four-prong reaction is not in
serious contradiction with the existence oftheJo.

The high energy behavior of scattering ampli
tudes is at present the object of intense interest.
Investigations have been made by various authors
based on partial summations of the perturbation
theory series. An investigation has been made of
the standard assumption that certain so-called
dominant terms determine the high energy be
havior. The result is that the sum of the next most
dominant terms is more important than the sum
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of the dominant terms. (The result corresponds to
a second-order Regge pole.) Further terms are
summed and combined with the previous ones to
restore the simple Regge behavior. The singulari
ty at threshold in the trajectory function obtained
by summing the most dominant term is not pres
ent in the final result.

A simple formulation has been obtained of the
crossing relations that connect two reactions such
as A+B~C+D and A+C~lJ+D.The formula
tion utilizes "helicity amplitudes" and is therefore
applicable to particles of arbitrary spin.

Calculations of pion-nucleus scattering (for
light nuclei) were made by using Glauber's modi
fication of the impulse approximation, a modifica
tion that takes into account multiple-scattering
effects. The results show encouraging agreement
with the experimental data for pions around 80
Mev, with the expected values of the scattering
parameters.

The electronic dipole polarizabilities ad of the
alkali atoms have been calculated by a method
in which the inhomogeneous Schroedinger equa
tion for the dipole perturbation of the valence
electron wave function is solved directly. The
theoretical results for ad are in reasonably good
agreement with the observed values from two
recent experiments.

Values of the quadrupole antishielding factor
Yoo have been calculated for the Mn+2

, Fe+3, Ga+3
,

and Ag+ ions. Upon applying the value of Y00 for
Fe+3 to measurements of the quadrupole hyperfine
structure due to the 14.4-kev metastable state of
iron-57 (Fe 57rn

), the quadrupole moment Qfor this
state is found to be +0.28XlO-24 cm2

•

NUCLEAR STRUCTURE

Nuclear structure research is concerned with
the general problem of connecting the properties
of the experimentally observed excited states of
nuclei with the properties of the excited states as
given by various nuclear structure theories. Accu
rate experimental information is required about
the energy, spin, parity, lifetime, and electromag
netic moments of these excited states in order to
test the validity of these current theories. In gener
al, this information is obtained in two types of
investigations, those dealing with the character
istics of unstable (radioactive) nuclei, and those
concerned with the characteristics of the instan-

taneous products of a nuclear reaction. Some
energy levels can be observed both in radioactive
decay and in nuclear reaction studies, while others
can be observed only in nuclear reactions because
of their very short lifetimes or high energies.

Fast coincidence measurements have been used
to determine lifetimes of excited states in Sn117,

Te 121
, Te'23, and Sb123

• These states exhibit
i-forbidden Ml transitions which are retarded by
factors ranging from 30 to 140 relative to single
proton estimates and have lifetimes which are in
the region ofa few times 10-10 sec. Lifetimes of the
first excited state in Sm149 [22 kev; 7 1 / 2 =(7.6
+-0.5) X 10-9 sec] and in Eu151 [22 kev; 7 1 / 2 =
(9.3+-0.7)XlO-9 sec] have also been measured by
delayed coincidence techniques. The lifetimes of
these states are of interest in connection with
interpretation of Mossbauer absorption spectra as
well as in nuclear structure studies.

Directional correlation measurements have
been carried out on several gamma-gamma cas
cades in Er166 which are populated in the decay of
the high-spin, long-lived isomer in H 0 166. In this
decay, the members of the ground-state rotational
band of Er166 are populated up to spin 8, while
the gamma vibrational (K=2) band is populated
to spin 7. Directional correlation measurements
involving gamma-ray transitions between states of
the gamma band and the ground-state band show
that these transitions are remarkably pure quad
rupole transitions, although a very small dipole
component is detectable. Typical dipole to quad
rupole intensity ratios in these transitions are of
the order of one part in a few hundred.

In collaboration with the Chemistry Depart
ment, the study of the level scheme of OS186 has
been completed. Detailed analysis showed a
strong downward shift in the levels ofodd angular
momentum in the K =2 band. While certain
models of nuclear structure predict an odd-even
shift, the particular form of angular-momentum
dependence found experimentally for the shift in
OS186 is so far unexplained. The only other ex
tended K =2 band (/=2,3,4,5,6, 7) known, that
in Er166

, a nucleus in the middle of the strongly
deformed region, does not show any measurable
odd-even shift.

An examination of isomeric states in even-A
iridium nuclei indicates that very high as well as
low spins occur. The coupling scheme between the
odd neutron and odd proton, which can be de- '-

! .1 • II
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Figure 5. Decay scheme of Sb122m
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rived from these data, may lead to interesting the
oretical conclusions. A systematic search for new
even-mass iridium isomers is being continued.

The decay of the 18.7-min isomer Re188m has
been studied, and the multipole order of the two
known transitions of63 and 105 kev has been de
termined to be Ml. A third transition of 92 kev,
populating the first excited state of 63 kev, has
been found. It was further established that two
competing low energy transitions, populating the
states at 155 and 168 kev, are responsible for the
isomeric lifetime. For the study ofthese low energy
transitions the conversion electrons are accelerated
by means of an electric field before they enter the
lens of a Gerholm spectrometer.

The study of the production ofRel89 (whose dis
covery was reported last year) and its decay to
OS189 has continued. A detailed analysis of beta
gamma coincidence data taken with a two-dimen
sional pulse-height analyzer has allowed a deter
mination of the absolute intensities (per Re l89 de
cay) of the more prominent electromagnetic tran
sitions and beta-ray groups. A detailed analysis of
the level scheme of OS189 has been carried out.

In the past year work on the isomeric decay of
Sb122m has been completed. The decay scheme is
shown in Figure 5. All three transitions shown are
retarded relative to the Weisskopf estimates for
single-proton transitions: The 61-kev £1 transi
tion is retarded by a factor of ;::::: 106

, the 77-kev £2
transition by a factor of ;:::::420, and the 26-kev
transition (responsible for the 4.2-min half-life and
believed to be an £3 transition) by a factor of 46.
These retardations have been discussed in terms of
current nuclear theory. The most probable con
figurations for the three lower levels are indicated
in Figure 5.

Mossbauer-effect studies concerned with the
recoil-free emission and resonant absorption of
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nuclear gamma rays emitted by nuclei of atoms
bound in solids have continued. A study has been
made of the disposition of iron atoms as impurity
atoms in a beryllium sample by using the Moss
bauer effect with the 14.4-kev gamma ray of Fe57.

The beryllium used in these experiments con
tained 0.1 % iron by weight. Samples that should
contain iron in solid solution exhibited a particu
lar absorption pattern. Aging of the sample at
600°C produced a marked change in the absorp
tion pattern. The result is interpreted as an indi
cation of the precipitation of iron out of solution,
probably as an intermetallic compound with beryl
lium or some other impurity.

The Mossbauer effect has also been observed
in other nuclear transitions. For example, the 22
kev transition in Sm149

, with a source of EU149 in a
rare-earth oxide environment, exhibits the effect.
Most recently the effect has been observed on the
89-kev transition in RU99

• The source in this in
stance was Rh99 in a metallic ruthenium environ
ment, while the absorber was metallic ruthenium.
Measurements carried out at ;:::::85 °K exhibited a
single line absorption with a line-width which, if
unbroadened, would correspond to a lifetime of
;:::::8 X 10-9 sec. A direct, delayed coincidence meas
urement of the same lifetime gave a value of20
X 10-9 sec. The observed effect in absorption
amounted to ;:::::3.5%.

Sources and absorbers have been prepared con
sisting of a light impurity in a heavy host (Fe57 in
palladium). At 300 0 K the probability ofrecoil
free gamma-ray absorption is found to be ;:::::85%,
which is appreciably greater than the probability
of ;:::::55% found for recoil-free gamma-ray emis
sion. This difference is thought to result from
localized lattice heating in the source following the
neutrino emission which precedes the 14-kev
Mossbauer gamma ray in Fe57

•

Preliminary experiments have demonstrated
the existence of the Mossbauer resonance in suit
ably chosen liquid sources. Studies of the reso
nance width and position as a function of the mo
lecular weight of the host and of the fluid viscosity
are expected to yield information relating to dif
fusion during the lifetime ofthe excited state (10- 7

sec) and to the recoil process.
A cryogenics laboratory is being set up which

will be equipped for studies in the range from
room temperature down to 0.35°K (to be reached
with a He3 cryostat) in magnetic fields (produced
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by a superconducting solenoid) of up to 55 koe.
This apparatus will initially be used in Mossbauer
effect studies relating to the behavior of paramag
netic impurity atoms in nonmagnetic hosts.

The investigation of the gamma rays emitted
following thermal neutron capture in various ele
ments has continued under the auspices of Brook
haven National Laboratory and the Aeronautical
Systems Division of the United States Air Force.
In this experiment a small sample of the material
being studied is placed in a thermal neutron beam
outside the reactor, and coincidences are meas
ured between high energy capture gamma rays
detected by a three-crystal pair spectrometer and
lower energy gamma rays detected by a single
scintillator. As the high energy gamma rays popu
late individual levels in the product nucleus, the
coincident spectra display the patterns of de
excitation of these individual levels, selected from
what is ordinarily a highly complex spectrum of
capture gamma rays. In this way new information
is obtained about the spins and parities of the en
ergy levels and the pattern of the electromagnetic
transitions observed.

Current interest in the interpretation of the low
lying energy levels of odd neutron nuclei at the
beginning of the 2PS/2 neutron shell has prompted
coincidence studies of the gamma rays following
neutron capture by Fe54. The results obtained,
together with existing results of (d,p) reaction
studies, have led to the construction of a level
scheme for Fe55 incorporating a number of energy
levels and a large number of electromagnetic
transitions.

Coincidence studies of the capture gamma rays
of dysprosium, coupled with precision measure
ments of the capture gamma rays carried out at
MIT, have permitted the assignment of a number
of gamma rays to individual isotopes of dysprosi
um and have led to the establishment of a number
offeatures of the level schemes of these nuclei.

Work has been resumed on the study of double
beta decay in Ca48. A crystal of CaFe2 weighing
::::::19 g, in which the Ca is enriched to >95%
Ca48 , is used as a scintillation detector for events
originating within it. If neutrinoless double beta
decay of Ca48 can occur, it will appear as a peak
at a position equivalent to the total energy (4.26
Mev) available for this event. Such a peak has not
been observed in preliminary runs made to date.
A lower limit of 1018 yr for the lifetime of this type

of double beta decay can be deduced from these
data. Several improvements are now in progress
which should increase the sensitivity by 1 to 2 or
ders of magnitude.

A recent report from another laboratory indi
cated that the nucleus H5 might be stable against
particle emission, and that its beta decay may, in
fact, have been observed (T1 / 2 ::::::O.1 sec, Emax ::::::20
Mev) when lithium was bombarded with 320
Mev bremsstrahlung. The activity was attributed
to the reaction Li7(y,2p). To verify this report, an
attempt was made in collaboration with the
Chemistry Department to search for the H5 ac
tivity from the reaction LF( P,3P) by bombarding
lithium with 2-Bev protons from the BNL Cosmo
tron. No activity with the reported half-life and
with beta rays of more than 15 Mev was found,
while the bombardment of boron under the same
conditions led to the production of Li9 from the
reaction B"( p,3p). The upper limit for the pro
duction cross section for a O.l-sec, 20-Mev activity
produced by 2-Bev proton bombardment of lithi
um is < \It oooth of the cross section for production
of Li9 from the bombardment of boron. In the
bremsstrahlung bombardments, the cross section
ratio of"H5" to Li9 was found to be ::::::1 in 20.

A six-gap Orange beta-ray spectrometer of the
Copenhagen design has been placed in operation.
A useful feature of this instrument is its high beta
gamma coincidence capability. In this mode of
operation, electrons are counted with a transmis
sion of :::::: 10% at a resolution of 1 to 2%, while 10
to 20% of the gamma rays are subtended by a 3
in. NaI crystal. This spectrometer is the first of its
design in the United States.

A new method for determining the multipolari
ty of electromagnetic transitions above 2 Mev oc
curring in nuclear reactions has been developed
by the Van de Graaff accelerator group. The tech
nique makes use of the intermediate-image mag
netic pair spectrometer modified with a special
charge-selecting spiral baffle system. The baffle
allows only those positron-electron internal pairs
to be detected that have been emitted from the
source on opposite sides of the spectrometer axis.
Under these conditions there is considerable sensi
tivity to the type and multipole order of a transi
tion, yet the good energy resolution of the spec
trometer is preserved. Measurements consist of
determining the intensity of an internal pair co
incidence line both in the normal spectrometer

3
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ments. Studies of the alpha-particle spectra ac
companying the beta decays ofLi8, B8, B'Z, and
N'2 were also made with this type of detector.

A program of experiments involving measure
ment of the correlations in energy and angle of
coincident charged particles, using semiconductor
E and dEldX particle detectors and multidimen
sional pulse-height analysis techniques, is being
carried out in collaboration with members of the
Chemistry Department. The objective is to eluci
date the nuclear reaction mechanisms leading to
the production of three or more product particles
and to understand the nature and effects of the
final-state interactions of these particles. A study
of the reaction 016(a,2a)C'2 (ground state) has
been completed, furthering the understanding of
the nature and extent of the interference between
direct and compound nucleus mechanisms in nu
clear reactions. Studies of the reaction d(d,2p)2n
are being carried out. The final interaction due to
a tendency for "dineutron" formation has been
observed. This experiment is being refined to ob
tain a quantitative comparison ofthe n-n and p-n

Figure 7. Baffle-out and baffle-in measurements on some
positron-electron pair lines occurring in the C 13 +d reac
tion. The reduction ratio determined for the 6.58-Mev
line from curves (a) and (b) establishes that the transition
is EO (electric monopole).

Figure 6. Plot of the intensity reduction ratio for positron
electron pairs R=Ybafflein/Ybaffleoul for various multi pole
orders as a function of transition energy.

operation and with the spiral baffle installed,
which gives a reduction ratio R =r baffle in I
rbaffle out. Theoretical calculations of R were car
ried out for the various types of transitions as a
function of energy. By making slight adjustments
to two parameters these ratio curves were fitted to
the experimental ratios obtained for 14 known
transitions as illustrated in Figure 6. It is evident
from this figure that the various curves are spaced
widely enough apart to allow clear multipole as
signments to be made in most cases. As an exam
ple of the method, Figure 7 shows the baffle-out
and baffle-in measurements on some pair lines
occurring in the C'3 +d reaction. For the 6.58-Mev
pair line the reduction ratio R is 0.28. Comparison
of this result with the calibration curves of Figure
6 clearly establishes that the 6.58-Mev transition
is EO (electric monopole )and thus that the 6.58
Mev second excited state of C14 has a spin and
parity of 0+.

In the beta decay of B'2 the 3.2-Mev gamma
radiation from the 7.66-Mev "helium-burning"
level of C'2 was observed directly, and the result
was used to determine a B'2 beta-ray branching
value of(1.7-+-0.5)% to the 7.66-Mev state.

Particle-gamma coincidence experiments, using
solid-state detectors, were carried out in nine nu
clear reaction investigations of various light ele-
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scattering lengths. Such a comparison will pro
vide the most direct test of the hypothesis of the
charge independence of the nuclear force. The
reaction d( p,2p)n is being investigated to deter
mine the magnitude and nature of specific three
body aspects of this system, which has been select
ed because the two-body interactions involved are
known. A search for inelastic pop scattering at 10
Mev has been completed. Such a process would
be due to non-dipole bremsstrahlung; for a I-Mev
energy loss it has been found to have :<2 X 10-8 of
the elastic scattering cross section.

A measurement of the electron-neutrino angu
lar correlation coefficient in the beta decay ofHe6

has been completed. The correlation coefficient,
obtained from the measurement of the energy spec
tra of recoil ions in coincidence with beta particles
of selected energy, was determined to be (-0.319
-+-0.028). A measurement was also made of the
He6 beta spectrum with a thin-lens magnetic spec
trometer. The spectrum yielded an end-point en
ergy of 3.508-+-0.015 Mev.

The study of the harmonic spherical nuclei has
continued with the object ofexplaining the known
deviations from harmonicity. The specific ap
proach is based on the random-phase-approxima
tion. For this purpose a study of corrections to the
random-phase-approximation is in progress.

In connection with analyses of the nuclear
penetration matrix elements in internal conver
sion, the theory of directional correlations involv
ing internal conversion electrons has been re
examined. An error in the standard formulas used
was noted and corrected. High energy limits for
the conversion process were studied in order to
check the results of the formalism. A review of the
effects of this revision of the theory on analyses of
directional correlation experiments in the pub
lished literature is still in progress.

Recently a "staggering" of the levels of a K= 3h
band in Tb159 was observed at another laboratory.
This effect has been successfully interpreted by the
application of higher-order Coriolis corrections to
the energies of the levels.

NEUTRON PHYSICS

Studies of the interactions between neutrons
and atomic nuclei continue to yield information
important to the better understanding of the prop-

erties of matter. In a continuing program of re
search in neutron physics at the Brookhaven
Graphite Research Reactor, investigations have
been made of the scattering of very slow or "cold"
neutrons by liquids and solids.

A study of the low-frequency motions of hydro
gen in KH2 PO. has been completed. When cold
neutrons are scattered from polycrystalline sam
ples of potassium dihydrogen phosphate, a broad
band of lattice frequencies is observed. By the sub
stitution of deuterium for hydrogen, it is possible
to distinguish between the motions in which the
hydrogen moves with the unit cell and the motions
of the hydrogen with respect to the unit cell. In
this way, a band oflow-frequency hydrogen vi
brations was identified, centered around a transi
tion energy of 0.023 ev (~180 cm-1

). This was at
first puzzling, because from neutron diffraction
measurements it had been concluded that the mo
tion of hydrogen atoms at 77, 132, and 293 0 K is
practically independent of temperature and is es
sentially all zero-point motion. The band can be
interpreted as resulting from a correlated motion
of the proton with respect to the oxygen atoms.
The simplest correlation would be with the 0-0
stretching motions which have been theoretically
estimated to be in the vicinity of 200 cm- 1

• The
motion of the hydrogen atom is viewed as consist
ing of a large zero-point motion resulting from the
proton's being confined in a spatially fixed poten
tial generated by the neighboring atoms. As the
neighboring oxygen atoms stretch, this potential
moves in space and gives rise to a correlated mo
tion of the proton relative to the oxygen atoms.
Because the zero-point motion is large, the corre
lation has meaning only with respect to some aver
age position of the proton.

Construction of the vertically shafted rotor for
the new cold-neutron facility at the High Flux
Beam Research Reactor (HFBR), shown in Fig
ure 8, is complete. This rotor is one of three 1-m
diam shutters which will be driven at 15,000 rpm
by synchronous motors, In order for the system to
yield optimum neutron intensity and resolution
the relative phase angle between rotors must be
constant within -+-0.1 0

• Preliminary tests indicate
that this stringent phase stability is achievable.

At the joint Brookhaven-Chalk River fastl.neu
tron chopper project, the program of measure
ments of total cross sections in the 10 to 100 kev
region for Y, Nb, Mo, Ag, Rh, Cd, and In has



been completed. From these measurements the p
wave strength functions in the region of mass
number A =100 were obtained. This work showed
that the strength of the spin orbit coupling (ex
hibited as a broadening of the strength function
when plotted as a function of atomic weight) was,
within experimental error, the same as that meas
ured in the Mev region. A splitting of the p-wave
strength function curve into two distinct peaks,
previously reported elsewhere, was not observed.

Measurements of the parameters of the 1200-ev
resonance in Fe;6 have been completed. This reso
nance is so very weak that it is not seen in trans
mission measurements carried out with the chop
per apparatus, even when the maximum resolu
tion conditions with the 88-m flight path are ob
tained. By observing the capture gamma rays
emitted by the target placed at the 20-m station,
the resonance is readily observed, even though the
resol ution of the gamma-ray apparatus is poorer
than that of the transmission apparatus. The spec
tra of the gamma rays resulting from neutron cap
ture in the resonance have been investigated; from
the presence of a strong ground-state transition
the capturing state is assigned as V2 +. It had been
conjectured earlier that this very weak level was a
p-wave resonance; however, these results definitely
show it to be an s-wave resonance. On the basis of
capture areas, self-indication measurements, and
gamma-ray spectrum studies both at the reso
nance energy and at thermal energy, the reso
nance parameters for this level were obtained.

Figure 8. The vertically shafted rotor
for the new cold-neutron facility at the HFBR.
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Studies of the elastic scattering of polarized neu
trons from Fe, Co, Si, and AI, utilizing the neu
trons produced by the T(p,n)He:1 reaction from
the 3-Mev protons accelerated in the 18-in. cyclo
tron, have been completed. The differential scat
tering cross section and angular distribution of the
polarization were obtained for scattering angles
between 30° and 120°. The left-right ratios were
similar for Fe, Co, and Si, but were inverted for
AI. The observed polarizations were fitted with an
optical model program which included a Hauser
Feshbach calculation. To obtain good agreement
with the data it was necessary to include the com
pound-elastic contribution in the calculation.

In a cooperative program with Columbia Uni
versity, studies have continued of the emission of
long-range alpha particles in the thermal neutron
fission ofUoo;. The relative probability of such a
process has been measured for incident neutron
energies of 0.003, 0.0253, 0.08, and 0.3 ev, as well
as for two reactor beams having cadmium ratios
of 30 to 1 and 200 to 1. These measurements show
that the binary to ternary fission ratio in Ut:l:, is a
constant, to a precision of 3%, in the energy region
between 0.003 and 0.3 ev as well as for the two
reactor beams considered. The total kinetic energy
distribution of the fission fragments associated
with the emission of long-range alpha particles in
the thermal neutron fission of U2'" has been in
vestigated. From these observed distributions, the
mean total kinetic energy of the fission fragments
in ternary fission was determined to be less than
that for binary fission by 12.7-+-0.5 Mev. A study
was also undertaken of the dependence of the
mean energy of the long-range al pha particles
upon the total kinetic energy of the corresponding
fission fragments. The results obtained show that
the mean energy of the long-range alpha particles
decreases with increasing total kinetic energy of
the fission fragments. This dependence has a max
imum variation of ;:::;2 Mev about the mean en
ergy of 16.1 -+-0.5 Mev of the long-range alpha
particle distribution.

A precise value of the half-life of UtI' for alpha
emission has been determined from an analysis of
the alpha spectrum of natural uranium. The al
pha spectrum was measured with solid-state de
tectors, and the half-life was determined from
comparison of the intensity of the resolved portion
of the um alpha spectrum with the intensities of
the U"'" and Ut" groups. The half-life of Un:; ob-
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tained from those measurements is (6.92 -+-0.09)
X 108 yr.

Measurements using polarized monoenergetic
neutroI;ls and polarized nuclei have continued. In
the experiment, the transmission of the polarized
target is studied as a function of neutron energy.
The data yield the angular momentum of the
compound nucleus formed by resonance absorp
tion of the neutron or the spin dependence of the
thermal neutron cross section. Also, by varying the
sample temperature (and hence the nuclear polar
ization) it is possible to make accurate measure
ments of the hyperfine interaction constant of the
nucleus in bulk ferromagnetic media.

The neutron transmission measurements on
polarized holmium nuclei were extended to a hol
mium single-crystal sample. In the case of the
single crystal it was expected that complete mag
netic saturation would be obtained, which had
not been possible with the polycrystalline hol
mium metal sample used earlier. The nuclear po
larization was measured as a function of tempera
ture between 4 ° and 0.05 °K. The experimental
data, corrected for spectrometer resolution, Dop
pler broadening, and second-order contamination
of the neutron beam, were fitted to a spin 7h Bril
louin function by

where iN is the nuclear polarization, B[ the Bril
louin function, and C a constant. The best-fitting
value for the coupling constant is Alk =0.595-+
O.OlOoK, which corresponds to a magnetic field
at the holmium nucleus of 8.57Xl 06 oe. This val
ue is somewhat higher than that derived from the
polycrystalline sample data (Alk=0.58°K) and is
in excellent agreement with results of specific heat
measurements and theory. The constant C was
determined to be 0.92. This value deviates from
the expected value of unity, and efforts are being
made to explain the discrepancy. Depolarization
measurements on the holmium single crystals are
being made to determine whether the sample is
actually magnetically saturated at the field used
(10 kgauss). In addition, a study of the neutron
beam polarization is being made to determine any
possible loss of polarization of the beam before it
passes through the sample. In view of these pend
ing questions on beam polarization and sample
magnetization, the quoted value for AIk must be
considered preliminary. However, any possible

correction that may be made will increase the val
ue and bring it in even closer agreement with the
ory and specific heat data.

By using the same single-crystal target the pre
vious spin assignments, 1+ V2 =4 for the neutron
resonances at 3.92 and 12.8 ev, could be con
firmed. In addition, spin 1- V2 =3 could be as
signed for the next two higher resonances at 18.2
and 21.3 ev. Although these two resonances could
not be resolved with the polarization spectrom
eter, a large transmission effect of 3% throughout
the energy region of the resonances was observed,
from which it is concluded that both resonances
have the same spin. The sign ofthe transmission
effect leads to the given assignment 1- V2 =3.

Among other isotopes studied was Tb'59 (target
nucleus). The spins of the neutron resonances at
3.35,4.99, and 11.14 ev were found to be I+V2=2,
1- 1/2 = 1, and 1+ 1f2 = 2 respectively. The hyper
fine interaction constant for Tb'59 in ferromag
netic terbium metal will be derived from the data
when analysis is completed.

Transmission effect measurements at thermal
energies may be used to obtain the fraction of the
neutron cross section due to each spin state. Such
measurements have been performed on C059

, in a
target of polycrystalline cobalt metal, and on
Ho 165, in a single-crystal metal target. It was first
necessary to extend the theoretical expressions for
the total cross section and the transmission effect
to the case of scattering by nuclei contained in a
magnetic lattice. The theory shows that the mag
netic electrons give a temperature-independent
term in the transmission effect, in contrast to the
strong temperature dependence of the nuclear
terms. This allows the two contributions to be sep
arated by making measurements as a function of
temperature. In addition, the effects of nuclear
scattering and absorption may be separated by
making measurements as a function of neutron
energy. For cobalt, (78.3 -+-1.0)% of the thermal
capture is into (I+1f2) states and (87 ± 1)% of the
thermal scattering is due to (I - 1/2) states. This
establishes the contribution of a bound level to the
thermal cross section. Preliminary data on H o165

show that (59.4-+-3.4)% of the thermal absorption is
into (1- 1/ 2 ) levels, which establishes the contribution
of one or more strong bound levels. The thermal
scattering appears to favor (I - 'h) states slightly.

A study of Doppler broadening and crystal
binding effects on the 4.14-ev neutron resonance



in W182 is being performed at the BNL crystal
spectrometer. To date, very accurate measure
ments of the level shape have been completed with
a pure tungsten metal target at temperatures of
4 ° and 825 °K. Intercomparison of the metal data
reveals a shift in the energy of the resonance, with
the highest value appearing at the elevated tem
perature. At 296 °K the solid sample and a heavy
water solution of sodium tungstate were run
simultaneously, and differences in the measured
cross sections have been observed. The half-width
of the level as observed with the solution is less
than that observed with the metal. Determination
of the level shape for the metal sample at 78°K is
now in progress, and in the near future measure
ments will be extended to W02-Cu and W03-Cu
samples.

ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR PHYSICS

The atomic beam magnetic resonance tech
nique is being utilized to study hyperfine struc
tures of various radioactive nuclei. The apparatus
at Brookhaven is designed for work of extremely
high precision. By utilizing this capability, it is
possible to measure nuclear magnetic moments
with sufficient precision to permit the determina
tion of nuclear hyperfine structure anomalies. At
present, the study is directed toward LU176m (3 hr).
By comparing this atom in the 2 D 3 / 2 and 2D 5 / 2
electronic states with stable Lu175 in the same
states, it may be possible to observe both a mag
netic and an electric quadrupole anomaly. To
date the hyperfine interaction constants have been
determined to an accuracy of <1 part in 106 for
the D 3 / 2 state and :::::;2 in 106 for the D 5 / 2 state.

A new atomic beam machine is under construc
tion. This equipment has been designed to com
bine high precision, greater sensitivity, and great
er flexibility.

SOLID STATE PHYSICS

Several theoretical advances have been made
during the year. Theoretical calculations with
high-speed computing machines continue to give
important results about the nature of lattice
defects. These calculations have been extended to
a bcc crystal lattice simulating a-iron. Most of the
work during the year has been concerned with
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directional effects in the atomic displacement
processes at low (20 to 60 ev) and intermediate
(up to 1000 ev) knock-on energies. The anisotro
py of the lattice has a strong influence on the dy
namics of displacement in different directions,
especially at the low energies. The threshold
energy for creating a stable Frenkel pair (a vacan
cy and a (110 )-oriented split interstitial) has been
found to be highly dependent on the initial direc
tion of the knock-on. There are large differences
between the three main crystallographic direc
tions, (100), (110), and ( 111 ), which should lead
to observable differences in the damage rates for
oriented single crystals irradiated with low energy
(300 to 400-kev) electrons. For a polycrystalline
sample the "effective" threshold energy (the ener
gy at which there is 50% probability of displace
ment) should be taken as 40 ev, whereas the
lowest threshold in (100), the direction of easiest
displacement, is as low as 18 ev. Directional effects
on the number of displacements made by an
intermediate-energy knock-on have also been
studied.

A clear and concise theory of the amplitude of
vibration of "isotopic" impurities in three-dimen
sional lattices has been developed. From these
amplitudes of vibration Debye-Waller factors may
be deduced as well as other quantities useful in
the interpretation of the Mossbauer effect, nuclear
resonance scattering, and inelastic neutron scat
tering experiments. The frequency distribution in
three-dimensional random binary alloys has also
been obtained. The theory follows an extension of
the method developed by j.S. Langer at Carnegie
Institute of Technology for the one-dimensional
lattice. Results show reasonable agreement with
experiment on the Pd-Ni alloys.

A number of theoretical studies have been
started within the field of magnetism. The theory
of the scattering of polarized beams by simple
ferro- and antiferromagnetic materials was given
a number of years ago by Halpern and johnson.
In the last few years, however, many magnetic
substances much more complicated in structure
than simple ferromagnets have been discovered.
In order to study these a complete treatment of
the scattering of polarized beams for arbitrary
magnetic structures is necessary and has been
developed recently. A number ofterms omitted by
Halpern and johnson have been evaluated. These
terms vanish for simple substances but give rise to
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several interesting effects in more complicated
substances. The experimental determination of
these effects can now yield, via the theory, a num
ber of quantities of interest for these complex
magnetic substances. Development of the theory
of scattering of polarized neutrons by polarized
nuclei is nearing completion. Progress is being
made on the theory of magnetic scattering of
neutrons by Ti+a ions. The theory is expected to
account for the experimentally observed form
factor which increases with increasing sine/A.

Crystal Imperfections

A major experimental research activity in solid
state physics is the study of defects in crystals.
While the main emphasis is on radiation effects in
solids, other departures from perfect periodicity,
e.g., order-disorder phenomena, are under active
investigation.

The effect of lattice vacancies on the diffusion of
an interstitial solute has been studied in the iron
carbon system. Both internal friction and electri
cal resistivity measurements indicated that carbon
atoms were trapped by irradiation-produced
vacancies and their precipitation was thereby
delayed. Microcalorimetry measurements showed
that the binding energy of the carbon atom to the
vacancy is 0.4 ev. Similar measurements showed
that the intermediate carbide precipitate, which
occurs in unirradiated iron-carbon, corresponds to
a carbon binding energy of 0.27 ev. The predic
tion, based upon these relative energies, that the
precipitation process in the irradiated material
should not go through the intermediate carbide
phase, but should go directly into the cementite
phase, was confirmed by electron microscope
observations.

The role of strain in the color center formation
process is being studied in the alkali halides.
Crystals are first colored with gamma rays until a
linearly increasing portion of the coloration curve
is reached. Next they are subjected to a strain,
and finally the irradiations are resumed. Applica
tion of strain results in a discontinuity in the
coloring curve, apparently caused by vacancies,
or other defects, formed from dislocations during
straining. In NaCI the "jump" in the F-center
coloring is proportional to the total strain, but
appears to be independent of strain rate. The total
number of vacancies is in reasonable agreement
with the theoretical predictions. When the irradi-

ations are resumed after straining, there is also an
increase in the slope of the coloring curves. This
change in slope increases with strain and is very
nearly proportional to the strain. The fact that the
slope is changed strongly supports the idea that
dislocations are essential to the defect formation
process. Gamma-ray and reactor irradiations also
influence the macroscopic stress-strain curves. The
yield point is increased, and the easy glide region
is greatly extended. Motion picture photoelastic
measurements, made during straining, indicate
that the strain pattern in gamma-ray-irradiated
crystals differs greatly from that in unirradiated
crystals. Apparently the dislocation dynamics is
modified by the irradiations.

A consistent picture is beginning to emerge
from the continuing work on irradiated diamond.
The early stages (<2 X 1020 nvt) of fast-neutron
damage in diamond are characteristic of a crystal
containing point defects. There is a lattice expan
sion in agreement with the reduction in density,
and the x-ray reflections are sharp but attenuated
by a true "Huang" factor, arising from the lattice
distortions. By combining density and x-ray inten
sity measurements the concentration of inter
stitial-vacancy (Frenkel) pairs vs exposure can be
deduced. Density vs neutron exposure is inde
pendent of exposure rate and shows an initial
tendency to saturate. This is indicative of radia
tion annealing. A model fitting these data requires
that ;::::;100 atoms be displaced per primary knack
on. Of the Frenkel pairs, 2%% are inherently
stable, while ;::::;97% of them can enter into radia
tion-induced annealing reactions.

The ESR spectrometer has been employed to
detect paramagnetic centers in NaBrOa that are
formed by uv irradiation. Samples are irradiated
in the cavity, and ESR measurements are made
without interrupting the irradiations. At room
temperature a prominent asymmetric ESR absorp
tion is observed. It consists of two or more unre
solved lines in the vicinity ofg=2. This absorption
decreases to ;::::;V2 in a week at room temperature.
During irradiation the surface is decomposed, ap
parently with the formation of sodium metal, and
considerable gas is evolved.

Recent experiments have shown that reactor
irradiation causes large changes in the photo
conductivity of Ti02 • In the wavelength range
4000 to 14,000 A, a continuum is produced with
photoconductivity peaks superposed on it at 4065,



4900,5350, 7000, 7750, and 8800 A. In addition,
pronounced changes occur in the photoresponse
as a function oflight intensity. To distinguish the
effects of ionization from those caused by neutron
irradiation, a series of gamma-ray irradiations has
been performed. These produced a small, struc
tureless increase in optical absorption, but minor
changes in the photoresponse.

The scattering of neutrons from a crystal of
{3-CuZn at temperatures exceeding the critical
ordering temperature, Te , has been compared
with the short-range-order scattering predicted by
several theories. An accurate determination of the
short-range-order parameters was not possible
because of the number of parameters required to
describe adequately the long-range nature of the
order. The theories considered (Zernicke, Cowley,
and Elliott and Marshall) all lead to a linear
difference equation in the short-range-order
parameters involving only the reduced tempera
ture, T/ Te • The corresponding solutions give scat
tering curves in good agreement with the meas
urements made at the various temperatures.
These Ising model theories appear to give a sur
prisingly good description of the short-range cor
relations existing above the critical temperature.

Structure of Solids

Another major research activity is the use of
neutron and x-ray diffraction' in structural and
extrastructural studies of crystals. These studies
have largely been confined to magnetism and
vibrational characteristics. The work in these
areas has been greatly strengthened by experi
ments involving the Mossbauer effect.

It is becoming increasingly apparent that the
Mossbauer technique can serve as a valuable
complement to the neutron diffraction investiga
tions on magnetic alloys. A particular example of
this is to be found in the work on the iron
rhodium series, carried out in collaboration with
the Westinghouse Research Laboratory. Magnetic
measurements on the iron-rhodium system show
that the magnetic moment per atom increases
with the addition of rhodium to iron. At the 50%
composition there is a low-temperature transition
at which the bulk magnetism disappears by means
of a ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic transition.
Hyperfine field measurements using the Moss
bauer effect of the iron atoms show the presence
of two distinct fields in the compositions beyond
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25% rhodium. They also show a small drop in the
hyperfine field in the 50-50 composition at the
magnetic transition. From the neutron measure
ments it has been established that the iron
moment in the 50-50 alloy is 3.2 P-B and the
moment on the rhodium is 0.9 P-B' These two
atomic species are arranged in the CsCI structure.
No significant change in the net moment per iron
atom is observed when it becomes antiferromag
netic. Less accurate observations suggest that in
the not fully ordered compositions the iron atoms
residing on the normally rhodium sites have
essentially the same moment as in pure iron. From
these two sets of results it is concluded that the
hyperfine fields are clearly not proportional to the
net iron moment; indeed the hyperfine field is
larger for the iron having the lower moment.
There is additional evidence for this behavior
from the Mossbauer work on the iron-palladium
system. In this case, although the neutron meas
urements show that the magnetic moment per
iron atom has increased by some 30%, the
observed hyperfine fields are essentially the same
as in pure iron. The antiferromagnetic to ferro
magnetic transition is not accompanied by any
change in the electronic structure of the iron
atoms. These effects can be explained by a change
in the net number of unpaired conduction elec
trons. Precise measurements of the neutron mag
netic scattering from these alloys may confirm this
mechanism.

The behavior of the electric hyperfine splitting
of Fe57 in extremely dilute alloys of iron in hcp
metals is also being studied with the Mossbauer
technique. The size of the quadrupole coupling
constant is found to vary from metal to metal, as
do the "isomeric" shifts. The data taken to date
indicate that the conduction electrons which
screen the iron impurity contribute significantly
to the electric field gradient at the Fe57 nucleus.

Measurements by neutron diffraction of the
distribution of covalent spin density in MnF2 have
been extended and improved. The improved data
yield density maps showing the spatial features of
the covalent spin. These results indicate that there
is a change in the sign of the covalent spin density
in proceeding outward from the Mn+2 toward the
F- atom. One difficulty with the present technique
is that from these measurements only the projec
tion of the spin density is obtained. The possibility
of improving the situation by analyzing the final
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polarization ofthe reflected beam is being investi
gated.

The behavior of the antiferromagnetic domain
population in a-Fe20 3 as a function of an applied
field has been examined with the use of polarized
neutrons. The mechanism by which the single
crystal specimens achieve saturation magnetiza
tion has been established, based on a correlation
of the neutron data with the field dependence of
the magnetization. According to this work the
antiferromagnetic domains may be divided into
two classes: a trigonal type, in which the magnetic
spins turn by 120 0 from domain to domain; and
the 180 0 domains, which act as subdivisions with
in each of the trigonal domains. At low magnetic
fields the distribution of the trigonal domains
remains unaltered, but, within each of these
domains, the walls between the 180 0 domains are
swept out. This sweeping out is accompanied by
a rapid increase in the net magnetization of the
specimen. Taken together, the magnetic and
neutron diffraction measurements indicate that
the parasitic ferromagnetism in a-Fe 20 3 is an
intrinsic effect, arising from a departure of the
magnetic structure from a perfect antiferromag
netic arrangement. Such a model has been pro
posed by I. Dzyaloshinski, and the above may be
taken as a general confirmation of his suggestions.

The inelastic neutron scattering experiments
being carried out to determine the role of impuri
ties on the vibrational frequency distributions are
continuing. Measurements taken on the nickel
palladium series across the entire range of compo-

sitions indicate the presence of impurity vibration
al bands in low nickel alloys. For larger nickel
concentrations the disordered-lattice frequency
distribution can be predicted from the pure-nickel
frequency distribution by very simple theoretical
arguments. The vibrational frequency distribu
tions have been deduced from the analysis of the
inelastic neutron scattering data taken on first-row
transition metals of bcc, fcc, and hcp structure.
The prominent peaks shown in the experimental
data correspond to the major critical points in
the distribution curves. These are found to be not
very different for the two cubic structures, but
to change drastically in going over to the hcp
metals.

Cold neutrons are being used to study the low
frequency motions in several of the simpler poly
mers. The data show the presence oflow-frequen
cy acoustic modes in agreement with the theory.
These modes had not been observed heretofore by
infrared or Raman techniques. Additional low
frequency modes not predicted by the theory are
also evident. By studying the neutron spectra from
a variety of polyethylene and paraffin samples,
prepared in different ways, and as a function of
temperature, it can be concluded that the molecu
lar motions in short chains in the liquid and solid
phases do not vary greatly. As the number of car
bon atoms is increased, the nearly free rotation
of the chain links is progressively replaced by a
twisting motion and a deformation of the carbon
backbone. Similar measurements for polypropyl
ene are now being analyzed.



High Energy Accelerators

The Accelerator Department has continued its
activities in the operation, maintenance, improve
ment, and exploitation of the 3-Bev Cosmotron
and the 33-Bev Alternating Gradient Synchrotron
(AGS); the development and operation of com
munity property apparatus such as beam sepa
rators and magnets; and advanced accelerator de
velopment. The Atomic Energy Commission has
recently requested that the Laboratory undertake
studies of storage rings for the AGS and of accel
erators in the 600 to 1000-Bev energy range. Both
studies are expected to produce proposals for the
construction of such facilities.

The following sections summarize the current
status of activities in the Department.

ALTERNATING GRADIENT SYNCHROTRON

Operations

The AGS has moved ahead rapidly to establish
itself as one of the major facilities for research in
high energy physics.

During the first part of this fiscal year, operation
of the machine continued on the previous schedule
of three 8-hr shifts/day, 5 days/week. On February
15, 1963, the schedule was expanded to three 8-hr
shifts/day, 7 days/week. A typical 2-week repeat
ing cycle is as follows: 1st week, 2 shifts for planned
maintenance, 2 shifts for accelerator studies, and
17 shifts for experiments in high energy physics;
2nd week, 1 "floating" or unscheduled shift for
maintenance, 2 shifts for accelerator studies, and
18 shifts for work in high energy physics.

During the latter part of the year the experi
mental program at the AGS was based on the
simultaneous flipping of targets at three separate
locations around the ring. The technique per
mitted up to six experiments to use each machine
pulse.

The synchrotron continues to run routinely at
intensities of 2 to 3 X 10" protons/pulse. During
the year 4463 hr of operating time were available
and were utilized as follows: 67%, high energy
physics experiments; 8%, AGS studies; 16%,
machine downtime; 6%, machine start-up and
shutdown procedures; and 3%, scheduled main
tenance.
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Machine components and systems that have
proved to be operationally unreliable on a long
term basis are being redesigned and replaced as
time and personnel become available. Improve
ments made to the linear accelerator have resulted
in a significant reduction in outages directly at
tributed to the injector. The AGS rf system has
performed very well. A source of difficulty has
been extensive radiation damage in a 2-week
period to some of the semiconductors located in
areas with high beam spills. A concrete block
house has greatly extended the useful transistor
life. In the nine months since this shielding was
installed no failure of elements or system degrada
tion has been noted. Control systems for machine
operation, access control, and safety continue to
be expanded to keep pace with the growth of the
AGS complex. The main magnet power supply
has been pulsed> 13,200,000 times since its in
stallation. The synchrotron vacuum system reli
ably operates in the 10-7 torr region using stand
ard Evapor-Ion pumps. A second generation of
pumps has been developed and has been in limited
use on the AGS. These units are based on the con
tinuous sublimation of titanium and have some dis
tinct advantages over the older evaporation pumps.
Several of the rectangular-type beam separators
have been in use on the AGS, and designs have
been completed for shorter assemblies required for
specialized beams. Modeling and testing of com
ponents for an rf beam-type separator are pro
ceeding. The problems arising from the high iron
content of the primary water-cooling system still
exist but are under reasonable control with chem
ical treatment and periodic system flushing. The
complexity and multiplicity of the experiments
making use of the AGS have required a great deal
of detailed advanced planning. In addition to the
physics involved, the logistics of available magnets,
power supplies, beam separators, power, water,
and floor space are important considerations in
setting up a working schedule.

Breaching of the main magnet enclosure to pro
vide a beam channel to the North Experimental
Area (80-in. bubble chamber) was completed on
August 30. The first elements of the separated
beam to this area have been erected, and prelimi-
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nary tests of the optics are under way. With the
expanding interest in neutrino physics, the De
partment has designed and is constructing a
45,000-sq-ft experimental area on the southwest
periphery of the ring to accommodate the planned
experiments. The primary proton beam will be
extracted from the AGS and delivered to this area
through a 1-ft hole in the magnet enclosure.

On July 1, 1962, personnel associated with the
AGS numbered 214. By July 1,1963, the total
had reached 269. Further growth is planned to
provide adequate manpower for the new experi
mental areas and allow full exploitation of the
synchrotron.

Theory

A theoretical study has been made of the pos
sibility of accelerating deuterons (or other nuclei
with Z/A =1/2) in the AGS. It has been found that
deuterons can be accelerated in the present linac
to 25 Mev by using the mode in which the par
ticles spend two rf periods in each drift tube in
stead of a single period as in normallinac opera
tion. These 25-Mev deuterons could then be ac
celerated in the AGS to ::::::32 Bev, provided that
the radio-frequency system is modified to permit a
jump from 24th-harmonic to 12th-harmonic ac
celeration shortly after injection. The 32-Bev deu
terons could then, by use of the stripping reaction,
provide a high-quality beam of 16-Bev neutrons.

Experimental work to test these possibilities is in
too early a stage for any results to be reported.

Experimental Programs

In October 1962, the full experimental program
was reinstated at the AGS with almost continuous
simultaneous targeting at three locations. At the
first of these, separated beam No.1 (described in
last year's annual report) from the F-1 0 target
provides separated antiprotons, K mesons, and
pions of medium momenta for the study of inter
actions in the BNL 20-in. bubble chamber. At the
F-20 target, separated beam No.2 provides par
ticles up to ::::::950 Mev/ c for use with the 30-in.
bubble chamber. A series of counter and spark
chamber experiments has been carried out in the
G-9 and G-lO target areas, with 3 or 4 groups mak
ing simultaneous use of secondary beams emerging
at various angles.

Somewhat more than 700,000 photographs
have been taken of interactions in the 20-in. hy
drogen bubble chamber resulting from particles
obtained from separated beam No. 1. These have

included ::::::200,000 with antiprotons at 3.5 and
3.7 Bev/ c for a joint group from Yale University,
City College, and Brookhaven; somewhat over
200,000 with K- mesons at 2.3 Bev/c for a Syra
cuse University-Brookhaven group; ::::::50,000 with
K- mesons at 2.0 Bev/c for a joint group from Yale
University, New York University, and Brook
haven; ::::::112,000 with 'IT+ mesons at 3.2 Bev/c for
a University of Wisconsin group; ::::::110,000 with
'IT+ mesons at 1260, 1350, 1660, and 1800 Mev for
ajoint group from Yale and Duke Universities;
and ::::::40,000 with 'IT+ mesons at 3.5 Bev/c for a
group from the University of California at La
Jolla. Parasitic exposures of stacks of emulsions
were also made in the K--meson beam for groups
from Tufts University and the University of Wash
ington, and emulsions were exposed in the 'IT+-mes
on beam at 1800 Mev for a group from the Uni
versity of Tennessee.

The 20-in. bubble chamber subsequently was
modified to use deuterium, and exposures are
under way with antiprotons at 2.0 and 2.8 Bev/c
for ajoint group from Brookhaven and Carnegie
Institute of Technology. A considerable program,
comprising a total of >550,000 photographs for
several groups, has been approved for interaction
studies in deuterium.

Separated beam No.2 is situated on the inside
of the AGS ring in the F-20 target area and has
been designed to transmit K mesons and antipro
tons in the range 600 to 1000 Mev/c. A single stage
of separation is provided by one of the AGS rec
tangular-type electromagnetic velocity spectrom
eters. During the early tune-up operation, con
siderable background was observed in this beam
because of its close proximity to the synchrotron
and the problems associated with the limitations
on space. Additional shielding resulted in con
siderable improvement. A group from Columbia
University has been using this beam to take photo
graphs of stopped K- mesons in the 30-in. hydro
gen bubble chamber and has obtained >300,000
pictures. About 2 or 3 stopped K- mesons are ob
served with a reasonable amount of background
for ::::::5 X 1010 protons on the target. This group
has also taken ::::::100,000 photographs of stopped
antiprotons in the 30-in. chamber. A program
of almost two million photographs in the 30-in.
chamber has been approved for use with this beam.

During the fall, the prime users of the G-10 tar
get area were a Brookhaven counter group study
ing the differential elastic scattering of protons
and pions on hydrogen, using a system of wide-

-
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array counter hodoscopes connected on line to the
Merlin computer. Data for several values of mo
mentum transfer were obtained for particle mo
menta from 10 to 19 Bev/ c. Some data were also
obtained onp-p and K+-p scattering. Three groups
working inside the AGS ring shared the same tar
get with this group. At 30°, a group from MIT
took ::::::300,000 spark-chamber photographs of
both positive and negative pion interactions in hy
drogen in the region of 860 Mev. Also at 30°, in a
neutral beam, ::::::85,000 spark-chamber photo
graphs were obtained by a group from the Uni
versity of Illinois for a study of K 2°events. A Brook
haven counter group, at 15 0, measured both total
and differential cross sections of positive and nega
tive pions in hydrogen in the range from ::::::2 to
::::::6 Bev/ c. The same group also studied scattering
in hydrogen of both positive and negative K mes
ons in the same momentum range.

After a short shutdown in January, a high
purity tt-meson beam was established from the G-9
target area. A special 46-ft-Iong collimator was
built by utilizing surplus gun barrels packed with
lead to a uniform diameter of 12 in. which sup
ported a pipe filled with uniform-density light
concrete; the whole structure was encased in high
density concrete blocks. The performance of this
beam was above expectations with ::::::2.5 X 106

muons per 10" protons on the target. Analysis
showed that ::::::75% of the muons were above 2
Bev, where the spectrum peaked, with a gradual
fall-off to ::::::9 Bev. Ajoint group from the Univer
sity of Rochester and Columbia University used
this beam to investigate tt-P elitstic scattering with
values of momentum transfer of 500 to 850 Mev/c.
This group obtained ::::::66,000 spark-chamber pic
tures, of which ::::::1/3 were for calibration and test
purposes and the rest for final data. Preliminary
observation showed that these pictures should pro
vide ::::::6000 tt-P scattering events.

Parasitic exposures of emulsions were made in
this tt-meson beam for a group from the Univer
sity of Washington; exposures of maize seeds, tulip
bulbs, and Tradescantia plants were made for the
Brookhaven Biology Department, and special
radiation studies were carried out by the Health
Physics Division.

Also from the G-9 target, at a smaller emergent
angle than that of the muon beam, a beam trans
port system was established to produce a high-in
tensity 'IT--meson beam. This beam, too, proved
to be better than anticipated: at 20 Bev, :::::: 1.5 X 105

pions were obtained per 1011 protons on the target,
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and the beam at the end of the transport system
was not much larger than 1 in. in diameter. A
joint group from Princeton University and Brook
haven used this beam, with a pion momentum of
::::::22 Bev, to measure the form factor of the 'IT mes
on. This group obtained ::::::400,000 spark-cham
ber pictures, ofwhich::::::Yio were ofthe desired scat
tering events. Emulsions were also exposed in this
beam for groups from the University ofFlorida, the
University ofChicago, and Washington University.

The G-9 target also provided beams for other
experiments conducted concurrently with the two
major experiments outlined above. A joint group
from the University of Maryland and Brookhaven
used a neutral beam at 30° on the inside ofthe
ring to measure the lifetime of the K2° meson and
obtained ::::::300,000 spark-chamber pictures. A
Brookhaven counter group, at 15° on the inside,
measured total cross sections in both deuterium
and hydrogen of positive and negative K mesons.

The Chemistry Department has continued to
use the AGS on an average of ::::::2 hr/week for its
studies with irradiated targets.

To provide a test beam of pions for preliminary
trials ofthe 80-in. bubble chamber, a beam trans
port system has been set up in the 1-10 target area.
Preliminary counter tests are in progress.

Linear Accelerator

Significant progress has been made during the
year in improving the reliability of the linac as an
injector for the AGS. Two factors are mainly re
sponsible for this progress. First, by operating the
linear accelerator continuously 21 shifts/week it
was possible to eliminate the problem of obtaining
sufficient rf level in the linac tank after decondi
tioning of the linac during the weekend shut
downs. Second, the cast polyethylene insulated
grid coupling loops in the FTH rf amplifiers, pre
viously responsible for a substantial part of linac
downtime, were replaced by air insulated rigid
loops connected to rigid air coaxial line. A further
improvement in rf system reliability was obtained
by replacing three parallel 4-in. air coaxial lines,
used to couple rf power from the FTH tubes into
the magic tee, by a single 8-in. rigid air coaxial line.
Studies and experimentation have been continued
to improve the over-all power output of the rf sys
tem in view of the higher rf power demands ex
pected in the near future (because ofbeam loading).

During fiscal 1963 the PIG ion source has been
used exclusively, and consequently the beam in
tensity has not changed from last year's values.
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Improvements were made in the beam optical sys
tem following the ion source by installing a pulsed
high-voltage supply. Linac output current now
averages between 10 and 15 mao Experiments are
continuing with the duoplasmatron source on the
low-voltage test set, and further understanding
has been gained. Improved cathodes have been
made, and some commercial units have been
bought and tested. It is planned to reinstall the
duoplasmatron on a trial basis in the near future.
During the long shutdown ofJuly-August 1962
it was found that several "0" rings between verti
cal drift-tube stem bellows and the linac tank wall
had deteriorated sufficiently to cause vacuum
leaks, and it was decided to replace these rings.
Because of previous experience realignment toler
ances on the drift tubes were relaxed somewhat,
and alignment around a smooth curve to within
+0.005 in. was considered acceptable. The ball
tuner stem-to-vacuum seals were redesigned, and
long bellows have now replaced the "0" ring slid
ing seals. Since completion of these modifications,
no linac vacuum leaks have been detected from
these sources. The preinjector vacuum system has
been completely replaced, and independent servic
ing of each of the two Evapor-Ion pumps is now
possible.

Continuous efforts are being made to improve
the ancillary apparatus of the linac. A new timing
system has been designed and will be installed in
the near future. It is expected that the system will
"lock in" the linac proton beam pulse more ac
curately with the AGS acceptance time, which
will permit a shorter linac pulse and reduce beam
loading effects. Shifts assigned to accelerator studies
are being used regularly for linac experimental
studies to provide further understanding of linac
behavior and guidance in the development of
linac instrumentation. Partly as a result of this
work it was decided some time ago continuously
to monitor linac output beam energy and energy
spread by means of a pulsed momentum analyzer.
The optical layout of this analyzer has been de
signed, and engineering design is nearing com
pletion. Improvements are being made on the
beam transport system between the Cockcroft
Walton generator and the linac.

Development and Engineering Programs

Power. Since the last annual report the main
magnet power supply has performed extremely
well, having pulsed >5,000,000 times. Total en
ergy for the complex for fiscal 1963 is :::::35.5 kw-hr.

Eleven separate power feeders to distribute 11.5
Mv-a of power have been installed in the North
Experimental Area. In line with plans to accom
modate some of this expected increase in power
consumption, fans were installed on four of the
substations servicing the area. This procedure in
creases the rating of the equipment by 25%.

Thirty-one additional experimental power sup
plies (silicon-controlled rectifiers) have been pro
cured. This new equipment brings the total avail
able conversion capacity for experimental ap
paratus to :::::27 Mw.

Appropriate substations and power distribution
systems have been designed for the Southwest Ex
perimental Area. Installation is expected to com
mence shortly.

Performance tests have been satisfactorily com
pleted on the main power supply for the 80-in.
bubble chamber.

Mechanical - General. The third group of
experimental magnets for beam transport systems
is on hand. These include magnets for use in both
the AGS and Cosmotron complexes. Deflecting
magnets include seven 36-in.-long and six 72-in.
long units, each with 6 X 18-in. apertures. Quad
rupoles include ten 32-in.-Iong units of 8-in. diam
and four 30-in.-long units of 12-in. diam.

Two special sextupole magnets have been built
for the beam transport system to the 80-in. bubble
chamber. These are 24-in.-Iong units of 12-in.
diam. Eight pitching magnets for use with the ex
ternal beam transport system have been designed
and built. These units are 78 in. long with a 3X4
in. aperture. Design field is 12 kgauss.

Three sets of "shuffling feet" have been designed
and built. These are devices to move magnets
weighing up to 35 tons in areas lacking crane
facilities. They are capable of moving loads at the
rate of 100 ft/min. A set has been successfully used
to position bending magnets in the conjunction
section.

Work is continuing on the fabrication and test
ing of the components for a fast-ejected external
beam at the AGS. The major parts of the ferrite
kicker and its associated delay line have been
fabricated and successfully tested. The complete
septum assembly, including the septum magnet,
hydraulic ram system, power supply, and associ
ated components, is now undergoing life tests
under conditions simulating operation in the AGS.
The magnet moves 3.6 in. in 0.2 sec with accept
able shock loads. The magnet and the condenser
bank portion of the power supply for the ejector
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section are complete. The magnet has been tested
at full voltage by using this condenser bank. The
remaining components of the system, including
the hydraulic ram and condenser bank charging
supply, have been designed and are being fab
ricated.

Portable buildings have been designed and built
to house equipment placed beyond the confines of
the existing research buildings. The buildings are
24 ft wide by 14 ft high and are 10 or 20 ft in
length. Since it is necessary to relocate the equip
ment and its housing quickly, the structures are
so designed that they can be picked up and moved
completely assembled. Individual structures can
be placed end-to-end to form a continuous building
or used separately with detachable end walls.

Motor-driven flip target mechanisms introduced
last year have been further refined to facilitate
blade ejection, maintenance, and alignment in the
AGS. A number of these mechanisms have com
pleted >2.5 X 10" cycles without failure or notice
able deterioration. Further refinements have been
made in the air lock design in preparation for
completely remote operation and automatic cy
cling. One prototype air lock equipped with re
mote controls has been set up and has successfully
undergone preliminary tests. A programmed sys
tem designed to remove and exchange target
blades remotely from such air locks is in an ad
vanced stage of development. Its purpose is to re
duce exposure of personnel to induced radio
activity, a problem which is becoming more severe
with increased machine intensity, and to reduce
operational downtime required for target blade
changing.

A second rapid beam deflector has been installed
at the F-20 straight section with provision for an
air lock and target for chemistry experiments.

The design of ;:::;400 ft of vacuum system for a
high-momentum separated beam to the 30-in.
bubble chamber is complete. A large proportion
of the necessary gear is on hand or is being fabri
cated, and installation is expected to begin toward
the end ofJuly.

Vacuum. The average pressure in the linac has
improved to 5 X 10- 7 torr after repair of some
long-existing leaks. The ring continues to operate
at an average pressure level of 5 Xl 0-7 torr. Tita
nium usage continues at a relatively low duty
cycle; ion pumping is sufficient for the most part.
When leaks occur in superperiods and operation
does not permit immediate location and repair,
titanium evaporation must be increased, with a

Figure 1. Ferrite kicker magnet for the external beam.

Figure 2. Septum magnet for the external beam.

Figure 3. Ejector magnet for the external beam.
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concomitant increase in the need for repair and
maintenance.

A new technique of providing a chemisorptive
layer of titanium has been developed which elimi
nates any moving parts in vacuo. Instead of evapo
rating the titanium wire on a hot tantalum sur
face, the titanium is sublimed from a solid cylinder
;:::::;% in. in diameter by 11/2 in. long. This system
provides a lower maximum pumping speed (;:::::; 1200
liters compared to 2000 liters at 10-5 torr for evap
oration), but it is a much more stable device
with a better ultimate pressure (10- 8 vs 10-7 torr).
Six of these pumps have been in operation on the
main synchrotron vacuum chamber and show
considerable promise.

The new injection system has been in operation
successfully for >9 months. Pressures of 10-6 torr
and below are consistently provided.

Contro's. The installation of the permanent
personnel safety and security system is now ;:::::;60%
complete, and the gates and barriers are in place.
These incorporate special features to minimize the
possibility of entry into high radiation areas of the
machine complex during operation. A system of
emergency crash buttons throughout these areas
is operational. Operation ofany of these buttons im
mediately secures the machine as a radiation source.

The extension of control, communication, in
formation, and explosive gas alarm systems to the
East Experimental Area and Target Building is
complete. Setup, operation and monitoring of
these systems is handled completely from the area's
control room.

Circuits to permit remote operation and auto
matic sequencing of both target insertion and re
traction in the main vacuum chamber have been
designed, and a prototype system has been built.
These circuits incorporate position and vacuum
interlocks and provide for automatic functioning
of the associated vacuum equipment. A radial
position-indicating technique (for the target) in
corporating a precision potentiometer and a ratio
digital voltmeter will be included.

Temperature sensors consisting in part of a low
melting-point metal slug restraining an appropriate
electrical limit switch have been designed to be
mounted one on each of the 960 coils of the main
ring magnets. Details for high-voltage isolation
transformers and relay summing circuits are com
plete, much of the hardware is on hand, and in
stallation will begin presently.

DC Beam Separators. Electrostatic beam sepa
rators have been used in three beams this year.

Two cylindrical separators continue to be used in
the beam to the 20-in. hydrogen bubble chamber
at the AGS. One of the recently constructed rec
tangular separators is being used in a low energy
K--meson beam for the 30-in. hydrogen bubble
chamber. Another rectangular separator was used
to produce a 7T+ beam at the Cosmotron.

The voltages routinely held in the cylindrical
separators range from 350 to 400 kv on a 2-in.
interelectrode gap. The electrodes in the rectan
gular separators maintain 400 to 500 kv on a 4-in.
gap. Much attention is being given to methods of
achieving higher voltages and stable operation.
Such methods include the use of partially resistive
glass cathodes, elevated electrode temperatures,
tank pressures of ;:::::; 10- 3 torr, and new instru
mentation.

Three rectangular beam separators have been
joined together for a total electric field length of
50 ft. Two such triplets will be used as part of a
beam transport system to the 80-in. bubble cham
ber. In order to provide low energy separated
beams, three short separators, each 6.5 ft long, are
being constructed. With the addition of these sepa
rators, the total length of electric field available
for beam purification will be 165 ft.

RF Beam Separators. The design of the rf par
ticle separator has been completed, and com
ponents are on order. A rf particle separator of the
Panofsky type gives promise of producing useful
separated beams with sufficient flux at momenta
up to 19 Bev/ c for antiprotons and 13 Bev/ c for
K mesons. A study indicated that a 2'-deflector sys
tem with fixed drift length can achieve 10 different
beams with 2-contaminant rejection. From the ex
perience gained with a simple system it will be
decided whether a more sophisticated separator
is justifiable.

The construction of rf separators requires design
of the beam optics, generation of the rfpower, and
development of a deflecting structure. A prelimi
nary design of a high energy beam for the 80-in.
bubble chamber was prepared using only cur
rently existing beam transport elements. The low
level rfsystem will consist of a freq uency synthesizer
and a varactor multiplier chain (X 144) to gen
erate the standard S-band frequency of 2.856 Mc,
followed by symmetrical CW-amplifier and pulsed
driver stages at the klystrons. All units are on
order, but several items have not yet been de
livered. Tests are being carried out to find a satis
factory solution for the stringent phase require
ments. A 20-Mw klystron with modulator for high
power tests has been ordered.



An iris-loaded waveguide was chosen as deflect
ing structure. Theoretical and model work was
done to investigate the hybrid character of the de
flecting mode and to find the correct dimensions
for a 'TT/2 mode. A FORTRAN program for the
IBM 7090 was written to compute the dispersion
diagram, space harmonic content, and deflecting
properties. It was found that a negative group
velocity must be selected if nondegenerate field
solutions are desired. A brazed test cavity and a
I-m prototype with waveguide couplers are on
order.

Electronics. The rf system has required little
in the way of extraordinary maintenance. In gen
eral the weekly maintenance periods have sufficed
to keep the system fully operational. The most
persistent difficulty has been the failure of tran
sistors due to radiation damage. The circuit most
affected was placed in a concrete cave, which
significantly extended the useful lifetime of the
equipment. Since October 1962 this transistor
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bank has shown no degradation. The over-all rf
system is being studied with the ultimate goal of
reducing the straight sections required by the ac
celerating stations from 12 to 8 and thereby re
leasing 4 additional straight sections for experi
mental use.

Most of the timing system in the main control
room has been converted to solid-state circuits
with a resultant improvement in system reliability
and appreciable reduction in space requirements.

Much of the linac electronic system has been
redesigned or reworked. This includes a variety of
control room equipment such as timing circuits
and a low-level rf system. Specifications have been
written for a portion of a new high-level rf system
including a capacitor energy storage network,
high-voltage power supply, and a hard-tube
modulator.

All the electronic components required for the
external beam either have been built or are on
order and scheduled for early delivery.

Figure 4. A triplet beam separator being positioned in the Target Building.
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Survey. During the shutdown of the AGS in
July and August 1962 for the construction of the
conjunction tunnel to the North Experimental
Area, precise levels were run (1) immediately be
fore removal of the shielding earth, (2) a day
after the period of maximum excavation, and (3)
during the last two weeks of the shutdown, for the
realignment of the ring magnets. A gradual rise in
elevations of the magnet foundations over 3 super
periods reached a maximum difference of 0.274 in.
at the period of maximum excavation, settling
back to 0.120 in. after completion of the construc
tion. Leveling during March 1963, 6 months after
completion of construction, showed a further rise
of 0.042 in. near the conjunction tunnel to the
North Experimental Area and a settling of 0.038
in. in the Target Building due to heavy shielding
loads after the realignment of the magnets in
September 1962. These changes closely approxi
mate the predicred amounts. The excavations for
the Southwest Experimental Area caused a rise of
0.069 in. at the time of maximum excavation on
May 14, 1963.

A complete horizontal resurvey and radial re
alignment of the ring magnets was made during
September 1962. One control monument at the
conjunction section had shifted 0.145 in. outward
with adjacent stations moving :::::::0.060 in. The
maximum radial shift of the magnets themselves
from the 1960 to the 1962 alignment was 0.070
in., with a general readjustment in the undis
turbed sections of the ring of :::::::0.015 in. The max
imum tilt of the magnets observed prior to realign
ment was 0.2 milliradians near the conjunction
section.

The precise setting of the equipment for each
experiment has called for many variations in sur
vey techniques. New spark-chamber equipment
was found to be capable of higher precision than
anticipated, and appropriate survey techniques of
comparable precision are being developed. Direct
beam surveys from the ring through the north con
junction section checked with the roundabout ex
terior triangulation from the East Target Area
within 0.125 in., possibly because offortunately
compensating errors.

Mechanical Services. The major water-cooling
systems of the AGS have functioned throughout
fiscal 1963 with few interruptions to the machine
program. The well water continues to have a high
iron content, and consequently the chemical treat
ment program must continue. The water process
ing is supplemented periodically with mechanical
cleaning of the system.

As is the general case in the accelerator field,
there are many cooling problems (both water and
air), each requiring special handling. Systems have
been designed and built for equipment ranging
from chillers for transistor plates (rf system) to a
water tower of 12-Mw capacity to increase the
over-all experimental water capacity.

The activation of the Southwest Experimental
Area has required relocation of overflow lines in
this vicinity. The design and procurement of cool
ing and distribution apparatus for this area has
been completed, and installation has started.

Advanced Accelerator Development

In the Advanced Accelerator Development
Division studies are in progress on super high en
ergy accelerators, storage rings for colliding beams,
and radio-frequency beam separators. In April
1963 the super high energy accelerator and storage
ring studies were authorized by the AEC. The for
mer study is expected to continue for 4 or 5 years,
and the storage ring study should result in con
struction proposals in :::::::2 years.

The super high energy studies are directed to
ward a machine in the energy range between 600
and 1000 Bev. Component design is proceeding
from the point reached during the 1961 study [BNL
772 (T-290), Aug. 1961, revised Dec. 1962]. Sev
eral proposals have been made for improved design
of synchrotron magnets, and model work will be
initiated during the coming year. Further analysis
is in progress on methods for tuning accelerating
cavities and on injection methods.

One of the more important parts of the storage
ring study follows from the requirement that the
pressure in the ring must be of the order of 10-10

torr. A study of super high vacuum techniques,
including preparation of a high vacuum system, is
under way. In addition, an intensive study is in
progress on techniques for storing beams in order
to reduce the rather large energy spread inherent
in the radio-frequency stacking process now
proposed.

During the summer of 1963 a study will be
conducted in which about 30 visitors will col
laborate with the Brookhaven staff on possible
designs and experimental utilization of storage
rings and super high energy accelerators.

COSMOTRON

The bulk of the experimental program at the
Cosmotron was devoted to the exploration of new
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Figure 6. Cosmotron utilization during fiscal 1963.

pulsing period of the Cosmotron. When this im
provement is supplemented by an augmented
water-cooling system, it will be possible to increase
the rate of delivery of protons by 40% over that
attainable before work on these projects began.

Efforts to advance injection technology have
been fruitful. Replacement of the corona spark
gaps along the Van de Graaff acceleration tube
by fixed resistors has greatly increased the life of
belts operating in the pressure tank by-removing
the sources of ozone, and it is less frequently neces
sary to open the tank because of belt failure. A
high-speed compressor has been installed to re
duce the time required for transfer of the insu
lating gas to half of its previous value. Geometrical
rearrangement and surface treatment of parts in
the vicinity of the ion source has increased the
proton injection current from 5 to 8 mao

The many devices added to the operating con
sole over several years have been consolidated into
a unified system. Reworking of the final radio
frequency power unit has greatly improved its
reliability and waveform. Jigs and fixtures have
been designed and built which will enable quad
rants of the vacuum chamber to be withdrawn
from the magnet gap without removal of the main
shielding. Six magnet-positioning tables were
added to the experimental floor equipment. The
middle external proton beam was bifurcated,
which makes it possible to set up two major ex
periments in this beam.

To obtain information pertinent to storage ring
design, preliminary experiments to sustain a pro
ton beam in the Cosmotron vacuum chamber
have been performed. Although it is too soon to
make positive statements on the results, the obser-

resonance particles and to further study of the
positive and neutral K mesons. An experiment was
performed measuring the charge-exchange scatter
ing cross section for neutrons on a hydrogen target.
Further counter work upon proton isobars, al
though well executed, did not yield additional in
formation. The Cosmotron continued to support
the radiochemistry program of the Chemistry De
partment, and a similar program for the Medical
Department was added. About two-thirds of the
experimental beam time was assigned to non
Brookhaven research groups. The experiments de
signed to isolate rare events are complicated and
time consuming, and in two cases the experi
menters were forced to conclude that to continue
beyond the testing stage would require unreason
able effort. An analysis of potential running time
is shown in Figures 5 and 6.

The Cosmotron reliably delivers a circulating
beam of >2 X 10" protons/pulse at 3 Bev and
continues to improve in stability. The maximum
intensity achieved to date is 10'2 protons/pulse.
Routine delivery is now possible of monokinetic
proton beams lasting for 200 msec from the 3 ex
ternal beam ports. Although the proton bunching
?~ring thi.s spill time will eventually be improved,
It IS sufficIently smooth to permit the isolation of
rare events fr<:>m background in counter-spark
chamber systems. Without this feature it would be
impossible to perform more than half of the experi
ments in the current phase of the research pro
gram within tolerable time allotments. Regulation
of the current in the motor driving the Cosmotron
magnet power supply by means of solid-state
switching has eliminated wasteful heating in the
motor and has made possible a reduction in the
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vation of a I-Bev beam surviving> 11/2 min is en
couraging evidence of progress.

Construction of an addition (an office and
machine-shop wing) to the Cosmotron complex
was started and is virtually complete.

Between June and November 1962, 57,000
liters of liquid hydrogen were manufactured. In
November the hydrogen liquefier ceased manu
facture ofliquid hydrogen and was placed on a
stand-by basis. Two 1500-gal storage tanks were
installed to receive liquid hydrogen delivered by
tank truck from a commercial vendor. To date
200,000 liters have been purchased.

n. T

A deuterium-generating plant that electrolyzes
heavy water has been received from the National
Bureau of Standards and installed at the Cosmo
tron. It is capable of producing 24 cubic feet of
deuterium gas per hour at standard temperature
and pressure. Three and one-half tons of heavy
water, with a tritium content <10-13 that of deu
terium, were obtained from the AEC installation
at Savannah River and are on hand. Over 36,000
cubic feet of gas have been produced at the Labo
ratory, which at present is the sole source of this
gas for use in high energy physics research in the
nation.

hi



Instrumentation

During the past ten years automatic systems for
data recording and analysis have become increas
ingly important. The 1953 annual report described
a multichannel analyzer using photographic tech
niques and a 100-channel time analyzer to measure
neutron velocities. The data from these and other
instruments were recorded by hand. Today the
Laboratory has many multichannel analyzers,
of commercial and BNL design, which are pro
vided with displays and printers. Data from many
experiments are punched on paper tape for analy
sis and tabulation by computers.

Members of the Instrumentation Division are
working with other groups in the Laboratory on
automatic systems for reading the coordinates of
bubble-chamber and spark-chamber tracks on
photographic film. A member of the Division
completed a Ph.D. thesis on automatic pattern
recognition at Brookhaven this year. Automation
not only accelerates the gathering of information
but also makes possible many otherwise impossible
experiments.

Members of the Division worked closely with
L.C.L. Yuan (Physics Department) and his group
on a study ofelastic scattering by hydrogen of high
energy particles. Scintillation detectors arranged
in flat arrays signaled the path ofthe recoil particles.
A set offast (0.025-JLSec) electronic gates was built
to sample all the detectors when an event occurred.
The track coordinates so determined were stored
in a magnetic core memory. Up to 32 events could
be stored in the memory during each O.l-sec period
of particle production by the Alternating Gradient
Synchrotron (AGS). Between accelerator pulses
the data in the memory were recorded on mag
netic tape and simultaneously transmitted over
telephone wires to the Merlin computer in another
building. The particle trajectories were calculated
as fast as the data entered the computer. They
were sorted according to angle and momentum,
compiled, and displayed on cathode ray tubes at
the computer and at the AGS. The entire system
performed in a highly reliable manner throughout
the several months of the experiment and resulted
in highly efficient use of expensive accelerator
time.
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In an attempt to achieve higher spatial resolu
tion in experiments of this type, wire spark cham
bers are being investigated. Several hundred wires
are strung in parallel to form one plane surface of
a spark chamber. Several single-plane spark cham
bers may be set up to form a hodoscope. The wire
spark chambers have a spatial resolution of 1 mm
and an efficiency of >95%. Current from a spark
will flip a magnetic core. Properties of the system
are being investigated, and circuits will be devel
oped to read information from the cores into a
buffer memory and computer, as for the system
described above.

Some years ago Brookhaven developed a 4096
channel analyzer for multidimensional pulse
height analysis. There are cases in which many
more channels would be desirable except for the
prohibitive cost of an adequate memory. The most
recent approach to this problem is to record the
data on magnetic tape as it arrives and simulta
neously to monitor the experiment with a small,
fast, digital computer. After the data are recorded,
the tapes may be scanned with a computer to bring
out the fine detail in regions of interest. Members
of the Instrumentation Division have worked with
J. v. Kane (Bell Telephone Laboratories) on the
design of such a system and are now working on
a similar system for use with the Physics Depart
ment's fast-neutron chopper.

A number of more conventional data recording
systems were built this year. Several printout sys
tems were built for use with neutron crystal spec
trometers. Equipment was assembled that permits
data from scalers and other external devices to be
transferred to a commercial (RIDL) pulse-height
analyzer and printed or punched out along with
the contents of the analyzer memory. Systems are
under construction for recording environmental
factors in an irradiated forest and the oxygen, CO2 ,

and C14 content of an individual's breath.
Work has continued on semiconductor radiation

detectors, with emphasis on lithium drifting, and
a number of these detectors have been fabricated
for special applications. As described in last year's
annual report, it is possible to compensate accep
tors in silicon by drifting lithium atoms through
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the material at high temperature with an electric
field and to produce thick detectors (> 1cm thick).
At times, however, this process does not operate
satisfactorily because of properties of the silicon
that are not well understood as yet. In cooperation
with the Crystal Division of the Dow Corning Cor
poration, an investigation of this effect is nearing
completion. Special crystal samples of known his
tories and a wide variety of lifetimes, impurity
concentrations, and dislocation densities have
been drifted. Rather surprisingly, carrier lifetime
has been found to be quite unimportant; the dom
inant factor seems to be the dislocation density.

The response of thick lithium-drifted devices to
minimum ionizing particles has also been investi
gated at the Brookhaven AGS, and they have been
shown to behave just as predicted by the Landau
theory, i.e., they do not exhibit any anomalous
effects.

Field effect transistors have recently become
available in experimental quantities. They have
characteristics similar to those of vacuum tubes
(very low input current and high voltage gain).
They are attractive because of their high input
impedance and low intrinsic noise. At low voltages
they behave like a variable resistor that is voltage
controlled. Samples were obtained from several
manufacturers and their performance was studied.
They have been used with conventional transistors
in a low noise preamplifier for use with radiation
detectors. In this application field effect transistors
compare favorably with the best available tubes
and are substantially better than bipolar (conven
tional) transistors. They can be operated at liquid
nitrogen temperature, which is useful in some
experiments. Two field effect transistors have been
used in a balanced circuit as controlled variable
resistors to form a multiplier. The multiplier has
a,response time of ;::::;0.5 fLsec and a useful range
of::::: 100: 1, which makes it especially suitable for
forming the product of radiation detector pulses.
A field effect transistor was used at the input to
the amplifier of a resistance bridge designed for
measuring temperatures near absolute zero. The
amplifier noise is low enough so that sensitivity
is limited only by the noise of the input bridge
resistors. A pair of field effect transistors was used
at the input of an amplifier for measuring photo
multiplier currents. This amplifier has a response
from zero to 300 kc.

Of the many instruments designed and built in
fiscal 1963, the following deserve mention.

A monitor was built to show the location and
shape of beams of high-energy particles. The sens
ing elements are 32 lithium-drifted detectors
(2 X 2 X 2 mm) mounted on a light aluminum
cross in a vacuum. The assembly is cooled by
Peltier junctions to stabilize the lithium. Outside
the vacuum are an amplifier, discriminator, and
analogue count accumulator for each of the detec
tors. A circuit scans the accumulators in sequence
and transfers the counts to the memory of a 256
channel analyzer. The instrument can accept
from 0 to 4000 counts per detector per accelerator
pulse with digital accuracy. The vertical and hori
zontal intensity distribution may be displayed
by the analyzer. Successive pulses may be stored
in different locations in the analyzer for ease of
companson.

A device has been built to scan microscope
slides automatically in a systematic pattern. The
scan pattern is comparable in size to a single blood
cell. A small platform is suspended on fiat springs
to allow it to move in the x andy directions in the
horizontal plane. In each direction the position
is determined by the length of a wire filament,
which in turn is controlled by heating. Since both
length and resistance are linearly related to tem
perature over a substantial range, it was possible
to build a servo circuit to force the length to track
a programmed voltage waveform. The control is
very smooth and positive in the range 0 to 100
microns (0 to 0.004 in).

A circuit to integrate the current in an acceler
ator beam was built with use of modern tech
niques to achieve high stability and resolution in
the current range 10-6 to 10-10 amp.

A method of producing quick changes oftem
perature in small liquid samples was desirable to
allow determination of the rates of certain chem
ical reactions. The method devised consists of
discharging a capacitor through the liquid and
observing the time-dependent change in spectral
transmission. An energy storage capacitor, spark
gap, and sample holder are placed in series and
enclosed in a conducting cylinder which completes
the electrical circuit and contains most of the
transient electrical signal. The capacitor may be
charged to 100 kv from an external power supply.
A light beam passes via a monochromator through
the case and the sample to a photomultiplier. The
output from the photomultiplier is connected to
a low noise amplifier, described above, and to
an oscilloscope. Electrical pickup from the dis-

,,4 1.1 J)iJ?!!! If



charge is small enough that very small changes
in the transmitted light can be readily measured.

A light, photocell, and controls were arranged
in such a way that the density of a bacterial cul
ture can be maintained constant by adding culture
medium as the bacteria grow. A new version of
the 100-Mc scaler was put into production. The
scaler is more reliable and potentially faster than
the previous design, and the circuit divides by 10
instead of 8. To measure antenna patterns and
performance, a field intensity meter was con
structed which senses the magnetic rather than the
electrostatic component of the field. It is an ab
sorption meter with a tuned circuit, the inductor
being wound on a ferrite rod. A display was built
for the Merlin computer using a magnetic-de
flection cathode ray tube and transistor amplifiers.
It takes less than 10 Jlsec to deflect the spot fully.
A superregenerative, parametric, free precession,
proton resonance magnetometer employing vari
cap diodes was constructed, and its exceptionally
low noise properties were demonstrated. This sys
tem may have applications in searching for weak
resonance lines.

METEOROLOGY

The Meteorology Group has broadened its pro
gram somewhat during the past year. Two mem
bers have been added to the professional staff,
and the addition of a scientist in July 1963 will
strengthen the supervision of the program.

The research program is developing along two
major lines. One is a continuation of the diffusion
deposition studies, which are now largely con
cerned with particulates and the processes result
ing in their transfer from the atmosphere to the
ground. The second major part of the program
is directed toward fundamental problems in low
level turbulence, and a significant portion of the
research is now devoted to this work.

Turbulence Studies

Systematic examination of various terms in the
equations governing the production, transfer, and
dissipation of energy in the turbulent flow has
been expanded in the past year, and several in
teresting conclusions have resulted. The dissipa
tion of energy, associated essentially with the
smaller eddies, has been found to follow the Kol
mogoroff similarity hypothesis only for the com-
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ponent in the direction of the mean wind. In the
cross-wind and vertical directions, the dissipation
apparently obeys different laws.

It has also been determined that the logarithmic
and logarithmic-linear laws describing the change
in wind speed with height near the surface appear
to fit the observed data up to 150 ft above ground,
but in unstable cases the theory becomes unsuit
able at greater heights.

Somewhat surprising is the fact that the wind
profile immediately above the typical forest on the
Laboratory site almost invariably follows the
logarithmic pattern as long as the thermal strati
fication is at all unstable. This suggests that the
structure in the first 50 ft above the top of the
forest generally has the properties of a neutral
atmosphere. In common with other investigators,
the Group has been unable to advance any theory
that satisfactorily predicts the profile under stable
conditions.

The study of the wind structure in the vicinity
of natural obstructions has been considerably ex
tended. Detailed investigations of the wind profile
above the forest have proved rewarding. It has
been possible to determine the effective displace
ment of the ground level provided by the thick
forest cover, and to show that this varies system
atically and reasonably with the change in the
deciduous vegetation from season to season.

Plans have been completed to include in this
investigation the influence of a change in rough
ness on the wind flow as a function of distance
and meteorological conditions. To accomplish
this, the tower system has been augmented by
four 50-ft masts mounted on trailers. They can
be moved readily to various positions in relation
to the main fixed tower assembly.

Suitable instrumentation is gradually being
developed to implement these studies. The sensi
tive three-cup anemometers described in the 1962
annual report have been standardized and pro
duced in sufficient quantity to be used on all the
towers. These instruments can now be matched to
better than 1%, and assembly procedures are such
that they can be interchanged without correction.

One particularly challenging problem remains,
and that is the measurement of horizontal wind
flow within the forest. The anemometers developed
are suitable as far as sensitivity is concerned, but
it appears to be impossible to situate a single in
strument within a forest in such a way that it is
not seriously affected by individual branches and
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Figure 1. Plot of normalized CU64 deposition, sec/m2 X 10-4
•

leaves. Anemometers have been observed, for ex
ample, to rotate in reverse. Development of more
suitable instrumentation for this type of work will
continue to be an important objective.

In both turbulence and deposition research,
data handling is a most important consideration.
Supplementing the paper-tape recording system
that has been a mainstay of Group activity for
some years, a new data collection unit consisting
of a series of simple scalers and data storage units
coupled to an IBM 526 punch-card machine con
stitutes an inexpensive and versatile addition to
the equipment. The cost of this assembly is;:::::V,

to l;io that of the more sophisticated equipment,
and the unit will be installed in a trailer so that it
can be moved to various locations with a mini
mum of difficulty.

Particulate Studies

Investigation of the behavior of CU 64 spheres
and various naturally occurring pollens continues
to account for a large proportion of the Group's
effort. During fiscal 1963, six additional field tests,
including the first run ever made under tempera
ture inversion conditions, were conducted on the
copper deposition sampling grid. Additions to the



sampling data and refinement of the portable ra·
diation counting devices gave much better defi
nition of the three-dimensional distribution of
the plume and deposition near the source. A typ
ical deposition pattern is shown in Figure 1. Much
of the winter season was devoted to transfer of all
the deposition, diffusion, and meteorological data
from the field tests to IBM punch cards and to
the development of programs for the required
analyses. Many of the latter have been completed,
and reports on various aspects of the work are
being prepared for publication.

One of the more interesting and disturbing
results of the deposition studies is the suggestion
that the collection efficiency of filter samplers
may be sensitive to variations in atmospheric
stability as well as horizontal wind speed. The
former probably implies variations in vertical
wind components, and therefore involves the
angle of attack of the wind in relation to the sam
pling head. This problem fortunately can be in
vestigated in the Meteorology Group's wind tunnel,
and the study will be pursued vigorously, since
the implications in relation to field sampling ac
complished both here and elsewhere are important.

The pollen study, continuing as a cooperative
venture with the New York State Museum and
Science Service, has been expanded. Various
configurations of ragweed and timothy pollen
sources have been investigated, and airborne con
centrations were measured at four heights above
ground for the first time in fiscal 1963. Previous
studies of particulate problems have so consist
ently indicated the need for a thorough picture
of the vertical distribution of the material that
the considerable effort involved in sampling at
four heights is warranted. During the course of
the season::::: 18,000 individual samples were ob
tained and counted.

Plans have been completed and equipment is
now being installed to extend both the Cu'" and
pollen studies into regions of heavy vegetation.
There are strong reasons to believe that the effect
of vegetation, such as a moderately dense forest,
will be to remove particulates from the atmosphere
very efficiently. It is most important in many
practical considerations to define this effect.

Cloud Rise Studies

The Meteorology Group has had an opportunity
to undertake a new project in diffusion, one in
which it has long been interested. A cooperative
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Figure 2. Rocket fuel plume ascending during nearly calm
conditions. Meteorological and cloud dimension measure
ments are made at 410 ft on the 420-ft meteorological tower.
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effort with the Atlantic Research Corporation,
begun in June 1962 and extended into the sum
mer, involved the burning of nontoxic solid rocket
propellant in configurations producing a wide
variation in both total heat release and release
rates. The behavior ofthese extremely hot clouds
was observed under all typical meteorological
conditions, and full utilization of the tower and
aircraft observational facilities available to the
Group resulted in good definition of the rise rates
and maximum heights reached. In one respect the

experiments were disappointing. The burning rates
varied appreciably with time, and it was de
cided to attempt to verify the results in a new
series to be conducted during fiscal 1964. Prelim
inary data certainly indicate that cloud behavior
for modest releases at low level should be quite
predictable, and one of the more encouraging
results is that even very small heat releases rise
considerably above ground level during inversions.
Figure 2 shows the configuration of one of the
clouds approximately one minute after release.



Chemistry

HIGH ENERGY NUCLEAR REACTIONS

Simple Reactions

where a(p,pn) is the well-known C'2(p,pn)C" cross
section, and the ar's are the indicated elementary
particle total cross sections.

Excitation functions have also been measured
for the production of C" and F ' 8 from 'TT--irradiated
Al targets. These results are the same as those for
the corresponding proton-induced reactions.

( __ ) ( aT('TT-,n)
a'TT,'TTn=ap,pn) ( )'aT p,n

calculations based on the "one-pion" exchange
theory.

The experiments yielded excitation functions
from 0.5 to 28 Bev (Figure 1). Recoil ranges were
measured from thick targets; and an angular dis
tribution of Ni65 recoils for a 2.9-Bev incident pro
ton energy was determined. The theoretical cal
culation of Ericson, Selleri, and Van de Walle for
(P,p'TT+) cross sections has been improved and ex
tended to give recoil ranges. The shape of the cal
culated excitation function (Figure 1) is in good
agreement with experiment; the broad peak at 1.2
Bev is a direct consequence of the pion-proton
resonance (first isobar). At very high energies
(> 10 Bev) there is a 40% discrepancy between the
observed and calculated cross sections which is
not yet understood. The calculated recoil ranges
agree well with experiment.

A new study of the Cu65 (p,pn)Cu64 reaction has
been initiated. The angular distribution of CU64

nuclei, for 2.9-Bev incident protons, has a narrow
peak about 85 0 from the incident beam direction.
Differential range measurements will be made in
an effort to obtain a detailed comparison between
theory and experiment for (p,pn) reactions.

Studies of pion-induced reactions have been
pursued with the 0.5 to 2.0-Bev 'TT- beams avail
able at the Cosmotron. An excitation function has
been determined for the C'2('TT-,'TT-n)C" reaction
by measuring the C" activity induced in plastic
scintillators and monitoring the incident pion flux
with nuclear emulsions. The experimentally deter
mined function reflects some of the structure of the
elementary particle ('TT-,n) excitation function. The
following simple equation is in qualitative agree
ment with the measurements.
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Figure 1. Excitation function for
the reaction CU65

( p, p'1T+)Ni 65
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The following sections describe research in the
Chemistry Department on various problems in
volving radiations, isotopes, nuclear properties
and reactions, and related chemical and physical
topics. The work reported has been done by mem
bers of the continuing staff, postdoctoral Research
Associates, and visitors from other institutions.

It is possible to obtain information about ele
mentary particle interactions by the investigation
of high energy interactions in which only one or
two elementary particles are ejected from a com
plex nucleus. Recently two elementary particle
interactions of the type p+p-m+p+'TT+, with the
neutron remaining in the product nucleus, have
been studied. These are the Cu65 (p,p'TT+)Ni65 and
the Ap7(P,p'TT+)Mg27 reactions. The nature of the
reactions limits the momentum transfer from the
incoming proton to small values, since large values
lead to products lighter than Ni65 or M g27. The
experimental results have been compared with
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Cross Sections of Complex Reactions

A study of the interaction of 3 and 30-Bev pro
tons with Ag, Pb, and U targets has been con
tinued during the past year in an attempt to gain
further insight into the systematics of cross sections
for reactions induced by high energy protons.
With Ag, formation cross sections have been meas
ured for 50 nuclides at 2.9 Bev and for 30 nuclides
at 30 Bev. With Pb and U, cross sections were
measured for >60 nuclides at both energies. Al
though the results have not been completely
analyzed, it is clear that most of the cross sections
do not show a large energy dependence. The
principal differences between the Pb and U data
appear among neutron-excess products which are
virtually absent in the Pb targets but are formed
in substantial yields from U, evidently by relatively
low energy fission processes.

A study has been started of the yields of light
products (in the mass region 7 to 24) resulting
from the interaction of 30-Bev protons with the
series of targets Cu, Ag, Ta, Au, Pb, and U. In
addition to the usual radiochemical techniques for
the radionuclides, mass spectrometry is being used
to measure the cross sections of the stable Ne iso
topes. These measurements give total yields at
masses 20 and 21. For mass 22 isobaric yield ratios
are obtained by measuring N a 22 as well as Ne22

to obtain the total yield of mass 22.
An experiment has been performed in an at

tempt to answer the interesting question: What
is the influence of the neutron to protron ratio
(N/Z) of the target nucleus on the dispersion of
nuclear charge among the spallation products?
The targets selected were Zr96

, M 0 96, and RU96
;

the products measured were isotopes of Zn, Ga,
As, and Se in the mass region 66 to 74, and the re
actions were induced by 1.8-Bev protons. Graphs
of cross section of a given mass number vs N / Z
show a nearly Gaussian charge distribution for all
three targets, but the peak ofthe distribution shifted
from N/Z= 1.18 for the Zr target to a value of1.13
for the Ru target. In other words, a difference of 4
charge units in a target at mass 96 results in a dif
ference of 0.8 units of charge in the spallation
products around mass 70. These results are in
qualitative agreement with cascade-evaporation
calculations.

A new series of experiments has been started to
measure the cross sections, from a series of targets,
of delayed neutron-emitting products and ofother
short-lived species that emit f3 rays of unusually
high energy. One experiment of this type, de-

signed to search for H5, was carried out in collabo
ration with members of the Physics Department,
and the results are presented in the Physics section
of this report.

Recoil Studies

Numerous recoil experiments are being per
formed to identify and elucidate the various
processes involved in high energy nuclear reac
tions. The study of the recoil properties of Na24

produced in the irradiation of Bi with 2.9-Bev
protons has been completed, and analysis of the
resulting data is nearly complete. Energy spectra
and angular distributions ofNa24 were obtained at
laboratory angles of 15 0

, 90 0
, and 165 0

• If the
fragments are emitted after the "knock-on" phase
of the reaction, the emission should be symmetric
about 90 0 in the coordinate system of the excited
nucleus, and the energy spectra at supplementary
angles should be identical. Therefore the spectra
at 15 0 and 165 0 were used to determine the trans
formation from the observed angular distribution
in the moving system. Instead of symmetry about
90 0

, there was preferential emission in the forward
direction. It was concluded that the hypothesis of
a 2-step mechanism for the formation of this prod
uct leads to contradictions outside experimental
error, and that fragment production occurs before
the first step, or knock-on phase, of the reaction is
completed.

Another set of experiments using thin targets is
in progress to measure the range distribution at
90 0 to the beam of a series of products from an Ag
target irradiated by 2.9-Bev protons. The mean
ranges in formvar ofNa2

\ SC43
,4\ CU61

,64 and Sr83

are 1.30,0.73,0.53, and 0.31 mg/cm", respective
ly. The widths at half maximum of the differential
range curves are ~ 120% of the mean range for
the first three products, and the maxima are near
the mean values. However, for Sr83 the range
curve is nearly flat until it reaches 0.36 mg/cm2

•

It is hoped that analysis of the data and compari
son with Monte Carlo calculations will show the
relative contributions of a spallation-type mecha
nism and a 2-body breakup mechanism for the
various products.

The recoil properties of N a 24 and K 42 formed
from targets of Ti, Fe, and Cu irradiated with
high energy protons are also being investigated.
The mean ranges determined from thick-target
range measurements are in agreement with the
results of Monte Carlo evaporation calculations.
However, a more sensitive test of the mechanism



should be possible by comparing calculated and
experimental energy spectra of the emitted frag
ments. Accordingly, thin-target differential range
measurements are being made of Na24 emitted
from these targets.

Xenon Bubble Chamber and
Nuclear Emulsion Studies

About 300 nuclear interactions initiated by
1.2-Bev/c '!T- mesons in a Xe bubble chamber have
been analyzed. The resulting energy and angular
distributions of protons with kinetic energy >20
Mev, the angular distribution of emitted '!T+ and 'Tr

mesons, and the frequency of occurrence of '!TO

emission have been determined. A similar analysis
is being carried out for interactions induced by
800-Mev/ c '!T+ mesons. The results will provide a
direct check on predictions of new Monte Carlo
nucleonic cascade calculations (see below).

Low-sensitivity nuclear emulsions have been
irradiated with a separated beam of 2.7-Bev anti
protons. The emulsions are being scanned in a
manner similar to that used previously for the 2
and 3-Bev proton irradiations menjoned in the
1962 annual report. Only those stars originating
in nuclei of Ag and Br are being analyzed. The
following characteristics will be compared for the
two types of irradiations: the number of alpha
particles and light fragments per star, the energy
spectrum and angular distribution of alpha parti
cles, and the range spectrum and angular distri
bution of spallation residues with respect to the
beam.

Theoretical Calculations

Further Monte Carlo calculations of intra
nuclear cascades have been made with the IBM
7090 computer. Interactions of nuclei with low
energy pions have been programmed both with
and without the assumption of isobar formation.
However, emphasis has been on detailed investi
gations of the effects of the nuclear model and
parameters used; these studies have been carried
out with incident nucleon energies below 400 Mev
with neglect of pion production. It has been found
that the calculated cross sections for simple reac
tions such as (p,pn) and (P,2p) are, as previously
conjectured, quite sensitive to the assumed nuclear
density distribution, and that the interactions
leading to these reaction products are strongly
localized near the nuclear surface. A trapezoidal
density distribution consistent with the Stanford
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electron-scattering data gives better agreement
with (p,pn) and (p,2P) cross section measurements
than does a rectangular density distribution; but
a further improvement is obtained when a step
function density distri bution is used which ap
proximately reproduces the Fermi distribution
"tailing-off' used by Hofstadter. Comparisons
have also been made between the new Monte
Carlo cascade calculations, in conjunction with
evaporation calculations, and radios;hemically
measured mass-yield curves; again the step
function model with inclusion of nucleon refrac
tion and reflection effects appears to give satis
factory agreement.

LOW ENERGY NUCLEAR REACTIONS

In the interpretation of excitation functions it is
necessary to take account of (1) the emission ofy
rays in competition with particle emission, and
(2) the distribution of the excited nuclei with
respect to angular momentum. These remarks are
based on a comparison of calculations with data
in the literature. Although such comparisons are
reasonably convincing, an experiment has been
devised and carried out which provides a more
stringent test of these factors. In collaboration with
the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Livermore,
Calif., measurements have been made of the cross
section ratios R,,=(J(a,2n)/[(J(a,n)+(J(a,2n)] for the
reactions Pb206

( a,n)P0 209 and Pb206
( a,2n)P0 208, and

Rp =(J( p,2n)/[ (J( p,n) +(J( p,2n)] for the reactions
Bi209(p,n)Po209 and Bi209(p,2n)Po208. Both reaction
systems involve the same "compound nucleus,"
P 0 210*, but the distribution of the excited P 0 210*

nuclei with respect to angular momentum is ex
pected to be different for each case. Both sets of
measurements were carried out for energies up to
10 =2.3 Mev, where 10 is the energy in the center
of-mass system in excess of the (a,2n) or (p,2n)
threshold. The thresholds were determined in
ternally for each system by extrapolation of the
data with the aid of the IBM 7094 computer. If
effects (1) and (2) are neglected, then independ
ence of formation and decay of the "compound
nucleus" demands that R,,(e)/Rp(e) =1. Experi
mentally, for 10=0.22 Mev, R,,/Rp ;::;;;3.5, and this
ratio falls monotonically with increasing energy so
that at 10=1.0 Mev,R,,/Rp ;::;;;1.8 and at 10=2.2 Mev,
R,,/R p ;::;;; 1.1. If the effects of y-ray emission and
angular momentum are taken into account, the
experimental observations are exactly as expected,
both in direction and approximate magnitude.
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Detailed calculations show that these data can be
explained with only the compound nucleus
mechanism; more complicated or sophisticated
mechanisms are not required.

Studies of nuclear reactions by particle-count
ing coincidence techniques have been carried out
at the 60-in. cyclotron in collaboration with mem
bers of the Physics Department. A resume of this
work is given in the Physics section of this report.

NUCLEAR SPECTROSCOPY

Studies of conversion-electron lines of Te 23m
,

Te '2'm , and Te '2' have been made with the
double-focusing /3-ray spectrometer. The ratios of
electric quadrupole to magnetic dipole radiations
in the ground-state transitions of Te '23m and
Te '2,m were determined by measuring the relative
intensities of the L-subshell electron lines. These
ratios are of interest in connection with the parti
cle-collective theoretical description of the excited
nuclear states. Absolute values of K and L
conversion coefficients of the transitions were
shown to be in good agreement with the values
expected for transitions with no contributions
from intranuclear matrix elements. In the case
of the Te'2' and Te '2,m decay states of Sb'2' ,

measurements on the K-lines and L-subshell
lines, together with results of measurements on
the gamma radiations made by members of the
Physics Department, established the descriptions
of the excited states ofSb'2' which are thus popu
lated. Measurements have also been made of
electron lines arising from M-shell conversion of
the M4 and MI-E2 transitions in Te '2,m and
Te'23m

, and from M4 conversion in Ba '37m
• In the

M4 transitions of the Te isotopes, the M-subshell
lines were resolved. The M-conversion coefficients
deduced differ from the theoretical values ofM.E.
Rose by factors >2. The discrepancies probably
arise from the screening of M electrons by K and L
electrons, an effect not included by Rose in his
calculations. The screening effect has been ana
lyzed in terms of a corrected effective nuclear
charge. With fixed nuclear charge decrements for
the s, p, and d M electrons, quantitative agreement
is obtained between the calculated conversion
coefficients and the observed values for the M4
and Ml transitions in Te '2,m and Te '23m and for
the M4 transition in Ba137m.

In the course of experiments on YB3 it was
observed that there are two isomers of yB5, one
with a half-life of 2.68 hr decaying to 70-min

SrB5m
, and one with a 5.0-hr half-life decaying to

64-day SrB5
• The shorter-lived isomer seems to lie

about 40 kev above the longer-lived one, although
the transition between the states has not been
observed. The 2.68-hr YB5 isomer decays mainly
by emission of 1.54-Mev positrons followed by a
503-kev y-ray transition. The 5.0-hr YB5 isomer
decays mainly by emission of 2.24-Mev positrons
to the ground state of SrB5

• Many low-intensity
transitions have been found, and partial decay
schemes have been proposed for both isomers.

Anomalies in cross sections for the "independ
ent" formation of La131 in high energy fission led
to an investigation of its Ce'3' precursor, which is
reported to have a 30-min half-life. Ce'3' pro
duced by (a,3n) reaction on enriched Ba130 was
chemically isolated, and its half-life was measured
by successive extractions of the well-characterized
59-min La 131 daughter product. The Ce '3' half
life was found to be 10-+-1 min, with no indication
of a 30-min period.

COSMOCHEMISTRY

Determination of Lead Isotope Ratios in Stone
Meteorites by Alpha Activation Analysis

Determination of lead isotope ratios in mete
orites can yield information on the age and chro
nology of formation of the various kinds of mete
orites. Alpha activation analysis is now being used
in the investigations of the Pb20

., Pb 206
, and Pb20B

contents of meteorites. An (a,2n) reaction on the
above-mentioned lead isotopes yields, respectively,
P0 206, P0 20B, and P0 210. Study oflead in meteorites
by the conventional wet chemistry-mass spectro
metric method is hampered by the small amount
of lead present (commonly ::::::0.1 ppm), which
necessitates the use of large samples and involves
the serious problem of contamination by terrestri
allead.

If terrestrial contamination is excluded, the
differences observed in the isotopic composition of
lead in meteorites are related to

(1) the Pb/U and Pb/Th ratios in the meteorite,
(2) the age of formation of the meteorite, and
(3) the isotopic composition of the lead incor-

porated in the meteorite when it solidified.
This is termed primordial lead .

Table 1 summarizes the measurements of the
Pb20B /Pb204 and Pb20B /Pb206 ratios and the Pb20B

concentration made on various samples by alpha
activation analysis. These data are generally con-
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sistent with results obtained by other workers us
ing conventional techniques, including neutron
activation analysis. A complicating factor in this
work is the polonium activity observed on the alu
minum foils used to cover the sample during alpha
bombardment. This activity comes from lead im
purities in the foil. There is a possibility that some
polonium has distilled out of the foil onto the
sample and thus influenced the derived isotopic
composition.

In view of the probable contamination in the
meteorites with low lead contents, it is concluded
that the present results are consistent with the
assumption that the primordial lead in meteoritic
material was of uniform isotopic composition.

Further Tests of the Spatial Intensity
of Cosmic Radiation

The intensity of the low energy cosmic radia
tion exhibits a time variation that follows exactly
the ll-yr cycle ofsolar activity. An increase in solar
activity produces a decrease in the intensity of
cosmic radiation in the energy range 0.2 to 3.0
Bev. The solar effect is attributed to modulation
of the galactic cosmic radiation by the magnetic
fields associated with the outward-streaming
plasma from the sun, the so-called solar wind. This
effect produces a variation in the cosmic-ray in
tensity within the solar system such that the in
tensity increases with distance from the sun. This
spatial variation should be observable in the cos
mic-ray-produced radioactive spallation products
in meteorites, since these objects have highly ec
centric orbits with apogees of 3 or 4 astronomical
units and perigees within the earth's orbit. The
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amount of a radioactive product with a short
decay period is a measure of the intensity ofcosmic
radiation exposure to which the meteorite was
subjected just before striking the earth, whereas
the amount of a radioactive product with a long
decay period determines the average cosmic-ray
intensity over the meteorite's orbit. Thus, the ratio
between the amounts of a short-lived product and
a long-lived product gives a measure of the cosmic
ray intensity at one astronomical unit relative to
that at several astronomical units from the SUll.

On the other hand, the sun periodically emits
large numbers of high energy particles accompany
ing prominent solar flares. If a meteorite should
encounter such an intense particle flux shortly
before striking the earth the activity of a short
lived radioactive product would be greatly in
creased relative to that of a long-lived radioactive
product.

The two isotopes of argon, Ar37 (35-day half
life) and Ar39 (325-yr half-life), are ideally suited
for these studies. The activity ratio Ar37

/ Ar39 in
the meteorite is determined and compared with
the relative production cross sections for these iso
topes measured with high energy protons and
alpha particles on meteoritic material.

For these observations it is necessary to analyze
the meteorite shortly after the time of fall, prefer
ably within a week. Useful, though less accurate,
results have been obtained, however, as long as 70
days after fall. Six meteorites have been studied at
Brookhaven over the last three years. Four were
stone meteorites: Hamlet (Illinois, October 1959),
Bruderheim (Canada, March 1960), Harleton
(Texas, May 1961), and Ehole (Angola, August
1961). Two were iron: Aroos (USSR, November

Table 1

Lead Concentration and Isotopic Composition of Various Meteorites
as Determined by Alpha Activation Analysis

Sample Classification Pb208, ppm Pb208jPb206 Pb208jPb204

Bruderheim chondrite 0.10 1.88±0.06

Elenovka chondrite 0.22 1.88±0.07 37.3±2.2

Norton County achondrite 0.035 1.90±0.06 45 ±7
1.57±0.06 48 ±6

Murray carbonaceous 2.0 2.74±0.1O
chondrite 2.67±0.08 27.6± 1.3

Troilite from Canyon Diablo 2.20±0.07 38.0±1.7
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Figure 3. Bogou meteorite. Top: Exterior surface. Bottom:
Polished surface showing Neumann lines, a twinning of
the iron-nickel alloy produced by mechanical deforma
tion, perhaps formed by the violent impact of an asteroidal
collision.

Figure 2. Measured Ar'J7 / Ar"9 ratios in six meteorites
compared to high energy proton cross sections. The time
of fall of the meteorites (vertical arrows) is shown in rela
tion to the monthly average sunspot number (solid line)
and to high-intensity solar flares (vertical lines starting
at the abscissa).
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1959) and Bogou (Upper Volta, August 1962).
With this number of observations extending over
a period of diminishing solar activity, some com
parisons of Ar17

/ Ar1f1 ratios can be made with
solar activity. The observed Ar17

/ Ar'9 ratios in the
meteorite must be compared to the relative cross
section ratio for these same isotopes produced in
side a meteorite by the spectrum of cosmic-ray
protons (87%) and alpha particles (13%). The
production cross section ratio from iron has been
found to be independent of energy from 0.2 to 3.0
Bev. As a consequence the ratio will be independ
ent of the cosmic-ray energy spectrum and the
position of the sample in the iron meteorites or
the iron phase of stone meteorites. An evaluation
of the cross section ratio for the stone meteorites is
complicated because Ar" 7 is also produced by sec
ondary particles on Ca'o• As a result the Ar"/ Ar"9

ratio will depend upon the cosmic-ray energy spec
trum and the depth of the sample in the meteorite.
Experiments were carried out simulating the nat
ural exposure of the meteorite as closely as pos
sible. In the case of the Harleton meteorite a com
parison was made for the whole meteorite and the
iron phase. Figure 2 summarizes the results for the
six meteorites studied. The meteorites Hamlet and
Ehole, which fell <3 months after an intense solar
flare, show an Ar37

/ Ar" 9 ratio somewhat above the
cross section ratio. For the other meteorites the ob
served ratio either agrees with the cross section
ratio or is lower, as would be expected for a solar
modulation of the galactic cosmic radiation. It
should be noted, however, that in nearly all cases
the observed effects are within the experimental
uncertainties.

These results allow estimation of the long-time
effect of solar flares on activities. The measure
ments could be improved considerably in accuracy
if the meteorite sample could be obtained within
a week of the time of fall. With this prospect,
measurements will be continued at Brookhaven
on all samples that become available.

Some additional studies were made on a sample
of the Bogou meteorite, shown in Figure 3, that
fell in 1962. These made possible estimates of the
cosmic-ray exposure age and the spatial and time
constancy of cosmic radiation. A mass spectro
graphic analysis was made for the helium, neon,
and argon isotopes, and from the results it was
deduced that the Bogou meteorite was exposed to
cosmic radiation for 400 million years. In addition,
several other activities were measured: Mn'" (278
day half-life), Sc· 6 (84-day half-life) and Cl16



(308,000-yr half-life). From these measurements
the time constancy of cosmic radiation was tested,
and the exposure age was checked by the SC45_SC46

method.

CHEMICAL EFFECTS OF NUCLEAR REACTIONS

Recoil Reactions in Crystals

Studies of the Szilard-Chalmers reaction in
potassium permanganate have continued. The
aim was to obtain, by inference from analyses in
which the neutron-irradiated crystals were dis
solved at different pH values, information on the
distribution of Mn56-labeled chemical species pres
ent in the crystal. It was found that 60 to 70% of
the recoil manganese appeared on dissolution as
cationic, probably divalent, Mn56, and not, as
previously thought, in the chemical form Mn02.
At pH values more alkaline than :::::::2, this cationic
Mn56 was tightly adsorbed onto traces of Mn02
which were inevitably present, and from which it
can be reversibly removed. It was also found that
a large portion of the pH sensitivity of the recoil
species, first noticed by Libby in 1940, disappears
on thermally annealing the irradiated crystals.

Studies of recoil reactions of Br82 in crystalline
hexabromoethane have revealed a new and unex
pected effect: the changes in yield oflabeled C2Br6
upon moderate isothermal annealing (30 min at
temperatures from 0° to 120°C) are dependent
upon the doses of ionizing radiation previously
absorbed by the crystals at dose levels of the order
of 20 to 200 r. Although dose-dependent anneal
ing in several other systems has been reported, the
effective dose levels studied here are lower by 3 or
4 orders of magnitude.

A detailed study of the thermal annealing in
"dose-free" (i.e., radiation exposure level of 3 r)
crystals has shown the presence of at least two re
solvable groups of first-order kinetic processes hav
ing activation energies of :::::::0.77 and 0.94 ev. Only
the second of these is affected by radiation doses
at the low level mentioned above. This study in
particular has served again to emphasize the close
relationship between the hot-atom chemistry and
radiation-damage physics of crystals.

Finally, the chemical reactions of recoil N'3
(half-life; 10 min), generated by fast-neutron bom
bardment of crystals of sodium azide, have been
studied. The system is remarkably simple: radio
active nitrogen and azide seem to account for
>95% of the recoil activity. The irradiated crystals
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were also examined for other nitrogen-containing
labeled species such as nitrate, nitrite, ammonia,
hydrazine, and hydroxylamine, but only traces, at
most, were found. Annealing reactions were also
investigated between _78° and 325°C, but only
relatively small temperature effects were observed.

In a separate but related experiment fast-neu
tron-activated sodium azide was thermally de
composed at 325°C, and the specific activity of the
evolved nitrogen gas was determined at each stage
of the decomposition reaction. The specific activity
decreased with time as gross decomposition began,
after the induction period. However, this fall was
not, as expected, monotonic, but showed several
peaks. An effort is being made to correlate these
data with the hot-atom studies on the one hand
and with spin resonance investigations (made else
where) on the other.

Carbon-ll Recoil Studies

Emphasis on the use of C" in studying the reac
tions of energetic carbon atoms is continuing. The
nuclear reactions being used include C'2(n,2n)C",
C'2(p,pn)C", O'6(p,na)C", and N'4(p,a)C".
The reasons for using these reactions are the low
and, to some extent, variable range of radiation
dose that can be given to the system; the ability to
vary the temperature, phase, or pressure of the
system under study; and the ease with which radio
chemical assay can be carried out. The chemical
systems studied were ammonia and hydrocarbons.

An unknown species appearing in runs carried
out on ammonia at low doses has been tentatively
identified as methylene imine (C"H2=NH).
The variation in product yield as small amounts
of oxygen are added to the ammonia used in the
irradiation can be seen in Figure 4. Methylene
imine is rapidly oxidized and appears as formal
doxime. Methane is eliminated at very low oxygen
concentrations and is, therefore, probably a ther
mal product.

Experiments on ammonia (summarized in
Table 2) in the liquid and solid phases show a
striking increase in methylamine yield, probably
because ofstabilization of the excited intermediate.
There is no appreciable temperature effect in the
liquid. The yield in the solid phase was similar to
that in the liquid phase at equivalent dose. At high
dose in the solid phase radiolytic reduction takes
place, as had previously been observed in the gas
phase. However, the essentially complete reduc
tion observed in the gas phase did not occur in the
solid.
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Insertion into secondary or tertiary carbon-hydro
gen bonds cannot give ethylene-C" by simple
bond scission. Hydrogen migration or hydrogen
abstraction reactions are necessary in addition to
bond scission. If little or no ethylene-C" is formed
by these more complex modes of decay then little
or no ethylene should be formed from compounds
with no primary hydrogens such as the alicyclic
hydrocarbons. This is found to be the case. A num
ber of absolute yields ofethylene-C" from different
hydrocarbons are plotted against the ratio of pri
mary hydrogens to the total number of hydrogens
in the molecule in Figure 5. The expected linear
relationship between ethylene-C" yield and hy
drogen ratio in the compound undergoing reac
tion is found for the compounds studied.

Phase-effect studies on methane, ethane, pro
pane, butane, and pentane show that the yield of
ethylene-C" decreases in going from the gas to the
liquid to the solid. The decrease in acetylene-C"
is generally larger than the decrease for ethylene
C". It is suggested that de-excitation of the "pri
mary" complex must play an important role in
determining product distributions. A tentative
scheme of reaction is outlined below.

The C'2(p,pn)C" and the C'2(n,2n)C" reactions
have been used in studies on hydrocarbons.

Evidence has been obtained to support the view
that ethylene-C" is formed primarily by insertion
of methyne-C" into the primary carbon-hydrogen
bonds of alkanes.

[:<?'H]* + CH3 R ~ [C~R]* ~ CllH,=CH 2 + R.

[:CllH]* + RH ~ etc.

tExcess kinetic energy.
·Excess vibrational and kinetic energy; possibly electronically excited.

19.9
18.0
16.2
17.4

719
74.4
74.8
32.2

% Cll activity

3x 10-3 8.2
3X 10-3 7.6
3Xl0-3 9.0

0.75 50.4

Dose,
ev/molecule CH4 CH3NHz Unidentified

Table 2

Distribution ofC" Activity in Ammonia

Figure 5. Reactions of C" with hydrocarbons in gas phase,
4.5% Oz present.

Target

Liquid (-47°)
Liquid ( - 72°)
Solid (-196°)
Solid ( -196°)

RCllH 3 (abstraction)

R'CH=C"H, (dehydro
R'C-CllH genation)

Rearrangement products

[:b 'H]*

t·De~ex~i- b.
tatlOn In

substrate
c.

Reaction
with Rb'HR ~ etc.
substrate

[:C-l1]t + RH ~

[R __ ¢"_H]*
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CHEMICAL ISOTOPE EFFECTS

Calculation of Molecular Zero-Point
Energies by an Expansion Method

It can be shown that the vibrational energy ofa
molecule in its ground vibrational state is given by
a power series in a parameter X k • This parameter
is simply defined as the square of a "reduced"
vibrational frequency (w k / wo)", and the choice of
Wo is restricted by the convergence properties of the
series. This series is not useful if the values of Xk are
known, since this is equivalent to a knowledge of
the individual vibrational frequencies of the mole
cule, from which the zero-point energy is immedi
ately obtainable. Rather, the significance of this
method depends upon the fact that the various
terms in the expansion can be expressed as func
tions of atomic masses and molecular force con
stants, without explicit calculation of the indi
vidual frequencies.

Convergence properties of the zero-point energy
series have been tested for dependence on the re
duced frequency, and the errors produced by
truncation of the series at various terms have been
evaluated. Calculations of the zero-point energy
by this method have been made for several mole
cules and their deuterated analogues, and the re
sults have been compared with the results of exact
calculations based on individual frequencies. With
a suitable choice of wo, the series truncated after
terms in x/ gives reasonable values for the zero
point energy and for differences in the zero-point
energies of isotopic molecules.

Hydrogen Isotope Fractionation Between
the Hydronium Ion and Water

A method that has been applied frequently as a
mechanistic test in acid-catalyzed reactions is the
determination of the reaction rate in mixtures of
light and heavy water. The observed rate at a par
ticular isotopic composition is a function of the
rate constants found in pure light water and pure
heavy water and is dependent on the relative con
centrations of the various lyonium ion species (i.e.,
H 30+, HzDO+, HDzO+, and D 30+). These concen
trations can be calculated if the equilibrium con
stant Kw for the exchange reaction

is known. This constant has been determined by a
method that gives indirectly an isotopic analysis
of the water in equilibrium with the hydronium
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ion. This involved determining the following quan
tities: D/H in the vapor in equilibrium with
the acid solution, D/H of the liquid phase, the
corresponding quantities for pure water, the con
centration of acid, and its extent of dissociation.
The experiments were carried out with water
and aqueous solutions ofperchloric acid of normal
isotopic abundance, and the D/H ratios were
measured by mass spectrometry with a precision
of :::::0.1 %.

From these data a value of 0.96-+0.01 was ob
tained for K w , which may be contrasted with the
value of % which would be found if there were no
isotopic fractionation. The result is in good agree
ment with the analogous constant for the equi
librium of an acid in almost pure heavy water:

The constant for this equilibrium was determined
independently in this laboratory by nuclear mag
netic resonance methods. It is also in agreement
with previous estimates derived from electrochem
ical data obtained in light and heavy water, which
were subject to some uncertainty because of con
tributions from differences in hydration energies
of ions in the two solvents.

MASS SPECTROSCOPIC STUDIES
OF ION-MOLECULE REACTIONS

The reactions of Hz+with helium and neon have
been further studied as part of an investigation of
the problem of energy transfer in elementary proc
esses. In last year's report a summary of work on
the Hz+-He reaction presented the result that only
internal, vibrational energy in Hz +contributes to
the energetic requirements of the reaction. The
reaction of electron-impact-produced Hz+ with
neon, giving NeH+, is in quantitative agreement
with the results for helium. Only 75% of the H z+
available in the mass spectrometer ion source re
acts with neon, and this amount is independent of
ion velocity over a wide range of ion kinetic en
ergy. This result implies that neon reacts only with
Hz+ions in the second or higher vibrational states,
and gives 2.1 ev for the heat of dissociation of
NeH+.

At higher gas pressures in the mass spectrometer
ion source a reaction was discovered which begins
with electron-impact-produced, metastable neon
atoms. NeH+ ions are eventually produced by a
reaction which is second order in neon concen-
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tration and first order in Hz. The role of the meta
stable neon atoms was established by comparison
of the ionization efficiency curves of NeH+ pro
duced in the third-order process with the neon
metastable atom excitation function. The reaction
scheme proceeds via a pre-ionized Hz molecule,
which produces Hz + molecule-ions in the fifth or
sixth vibrational state (v). This was established by
using the Hz+-He ion-molecule reaction as a probe
for species above or below the fifth state. The H z+
Ne reactions, with broad distribution of vibra
tional energy produced by electron impact on Hz
and narrow distribution resulting from energy
transfer on collision with excited neon atoms,
differ at low ion kinetic energies. In the electron
impact reaction a fall-off in rate constant was ob
served at low ion energy, and a kinetic energy
threshold of 0.18 ev was found. No kinetic energy
threshold was observed for the third-order process
giving NeH+. The conjecture put forth to explain
these results is that a competitive de-excitation
mechanism is operative for relatively low kinetic
energy collisions. The de-excitation mechanism
can take place with the loss of a few quanta, but
there is insufficient time for transition from v=5
or 6 to v= 1 or O. The energy loss is probably radi
ative in nature. Conversion of vibrational energy
in Hz+to translational energy in either Hz+or Ne
or both is highly probable from either experi
mental observation or theory. Radiative lifetimes
would require an NeHz+complex that survives for
the order of 10-8 sec or longer for the emission ofa
quantum of radiation.

CHEMICAL EFFECTS OF RADIATION

The Perhydroxy Radical, H02

The disappearance of HOz radicals produced
in oxygen-saturated water by an electron beam
has been followed in a flow system by using tetra
nitromethane scavenging to determine the concen
tration of HOz remaining after a time t. The
radicals are destroyed by the reaction 2HOz~
Hz Oz + Oz. The change in H Oz concentration
obeyed second-order kinetics at all acid concen
trations, -d(HOz)/dt=2k(HOz)z. The rate con
stant k is a function of the acid concentration, in
creasing from 2.4X 106 M-l sec- l atpH 2 to 1.5x 107

above pH 5. The rate constant at pH 2 agrees well
with that determined by electron spin resonance,
reported last year. The change in rate with pH
was ascribed to the acidic dissociation of the radi
cal, and its pK was estimated to be 4.3 -+0.3.

Hydrogen Sesquioxide

If a ferrous sulfate solution is used as a reagent
in place of tetranitromethane in the flow system
mentioned above, a new intermediate, longer
lived than HOz, is observed which exhibits first
order decay at all acid concentrations studied.
This intermediate is formed only in the presence
of oxygen. It appears in HzSO., HCIO., and HCl
solutions, which means that it is composed ofhy
drogen and oxygen only, and is probably H Z0 3,

formed by the reaction OH+HOz in the electron
beam. The reaction HZ03~HzO+Ozwas found
to be catalyzed by acid and base. The maximum
lifetime for H Z0 3 occurs at pH 1.8 and is ;:::;2 sec
at room temperature.

Absolute Rate Constants
of Hydrogen Atom Reactions in Water

Hydrogen atoms are known to oxidize ferrous
ion in the absence of oxygen:

H + Fe(II) tt Fe(III) + Hz .

This reaction contributes an important part of
the ferrous oxidation yield in deaerated ferrous
sulfate solutions. At high radiation intensity, hy
drogen atoms will combine to give Hz without
oxidizing Fe(II), which leads to an intensity de
pendence of the ferric ion yield. This intensity de
pendence has been studied, and the lifetime of the
hydrogen atom under various conditions has been
determined by pulsed-beam techniques. The rate
constant for the above reaction was found to be
2 Xl 07 M- l sec!, and the rate constant for com
bination of hydrogen atoms was found to be
1.6X 10"0 M-l sec!.

The Yield of Ions in Irradiated Liquid Hexane

The number of ions formed by irradiation per
unit of energy input has been a favorite object of
study for gases, but no authoritative values have
been determined for liquids. In the liquid state
most of the ions are thought to disappear very
rapidly by "initial recombination." Of special
interest to chemists is the question of how many
ions escape initial recombination and actually ap
pear in the liquid in the absence of an applied elec
tric field. To determine this number, the con
ductivity of irradiated hexane at very low fields
was measured as a function of radiation intensity.
The mobilities of the positive and negative ions
were determined in a separate experiment. The
recombination coefficient for the ions in hexane

. ;
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The System Cr(II)-TI(III)

The kinetics of the oxidation of Cr(II) by TI(III)
have been studied in chloride-perchlorate media.
The results are consistent with the rate law

of the corresponding dipyridine complexes by
Ce(IV) have been studied in 0.5 F H 2S04at 25.0°.
The reactions ofFephen(CN)42- and Fedipy(CN)42
proceed faster than those of the other Fe(II) com
plexes. If the free energies of activation for the
various reactions are corrected for the differences
in their standard free-energy changes, approxi
mately linear relations between the corrected free
energies of activation and the number of cyanide
groups in the complexes are obtained. This result
shows that an approximately constant change in
free energy of activation is produced on replacing
a pair of cyanide groups by a phenanthroline or
dipyridine group. This effect is illustrated in Figure
6. These changes in free energies presumably re
flect differences in the free energies of activation
for the corresponding Fe(II)-Fe(III) electron ex
change reactions.

8

5
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The Photolysis of Nitromethane

The purpose of this study was to determine
whether nitromethane is photolyzed to free radi
cals or undergoes an internal rearrangement to
methyl nitrite. Both reactions have been proposed.

It has now been found by electron spin reso
nance spectroscopy that when nitromethane is
photolyzed in a solid matrix at liquid nitrogen
temperature it decomposes to form free radicals,

CH3N02 + hv ~ CH3· + N02 .

The electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spec
trum observed upon photolysis of nitromethane at
-196°C was a combination of the spectra of the
methyl radical and nitrogen dioxide. When the
sample was annealed at - 80 °C, the part of the
spectrum due to the methyl radical disappeared,
and only the N02spectrum remained. Similar re
sults were obtained when the nitromethane was
photolyzed in solid matrices of water and of car
bon tetrachloride at - 196°.

An investigation of the photolysis of methyl
nitrite is in progress. Preliminary results indicate
that methyl nitrite is also decomposed to free radi
cals. The EPR spectra of the latter differ from
those observed for the nitromethane system.

was known theoretically and checked by measure
ments of the rate of decay of conductivity when
the irradiation was interrupted. From these meas
urements, the yield was found to be close to 0.1
ion of either sign generated per 100 ev deposited
in the hexane. The ion yield in gases is 20 to 30
times larger, so it is evident that only a few percent
of the free electrons generated in the liquid by
radiation escape immediate recombination with
their parent positive ions.

\

KINETIC STUDIES IN INORGANIC SYSTEMS

Free-Energy Relations
in Electron Transfer IReactions

Studies have been continued of the relation
between the free energies of activation and the
standard free-energy changes of electron transfer
reactions. The free energies of activation for the
oxidation of a variety of substituted tris( 1,1 O-phe
nanthroline) complexes of Fe(II) by Mn(III) and
Ce(IV) have been found to be linearly related to
their standard free-energy changes, provided that
the latter are not too large.

The kinetics of the oxidation of Fe(CN)64-,
Fephen(CN)42-, Fe(phenMCN)2' Fe(phen)32+, and
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Figure 6. Plots of log k and(dGt-dGOj2) versus the
number of cyanide ligands in the iron(II) complex; the
triangles represent ferrocyanide, and the open and closed
circles represent the phenanthroline and dipyridine
complexes respectively.
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R=ko(Cr2+)(TP+)+k,(Cr2+)(TIOH2+)+
k2(Cr2+)(TICP+)+k3(Cr2+)(TICI2+) +

k.(Cr2+)(TICI3)+ks(Cr2+)(TICI.-) ,

where ko <10s, k,;::::4.8X 106, k2;::::7.8X 10\ k3 ;::::

l.4X lOS, k.;::::4.2X lOS, and ks;::::1.6X 106 F-' sec-'
at 25.0°. As mentioned in last year's report, the
chromic product of the reaction is distributed
among the forms dimeric Cr(III), Craq 3+, and
CrCF+. The proportions vary with the chloride
concentration in a manner reasonably consistent
with the foregoing rate constants. The results do
not establish whether the chlorothallium(III) com
plexes react with Cr(lI) in a two-equivalent reac
tion or through successive one-equivalent steps.

The System Cr(II)-Fe(lII)

The kinetics of the Cr(II)-Fe(III) reaction in
chloride-perchlorate media have been studied.
Since the formation of FeCF+ from Fe3+and CI
proceeds relatively slowly, it proved possible to
estimate the rate constants for the various chloride
catalyzed paths by adding chloride to only the
chromous solution on the one hand, and to both
the chromous and iron solutions on the other. The
rate data satisfY the following expression:

R=k, (Cr2+)(Fe3+) +k2(Cr2+)(FeOH2+) +

k3(Cr2+)(FeCP+)+k.(Cr2+)(Fe3+)(CI-) ,

where R is the rate of the redox reaction. Pre
liminary estimates of the rate constants at 25.0°
are k,;::::2 X 103, k2;::::3.3 X 106, and k3 ;::::2 X 107 F-'
sec-', and k.;::::2X10' F-2 sec-'. It was found that
CrCF+ is produced in both chloride-catalyzed
paths. The formation of CrCI2+in the reaction of
FeCF+ with Cr2+is evidence that this reaction pro
ceeds via an inner-sphere activated complex in
which the chloride is attached to both the iron and
the chromium. If the hydration shells of the re
actants are included, the reactants in this path
may be formulated as Cr(H20)62+ and (H20k
FeCF+. Similarly, the reactants in the second chlo
ride-catalyzed path (which does not involve FeCP+
as a reactant) may be either (H20hCrCI+ and
Fe(H20)63+or Cr(H20)62+and (H20)6Fe3+CI-. It
is not possible to distinguish between the two pairs
of reactants on the basis of the evidence available
at present.

The Formation of FeNl+

The formation of FeN32+ in perchlorate media
containing iron(III) and hydrazoic acid proceeds

via two paths, one acid independent and the other
linearly dependent on the acidity. The rate con
stant for the formation of FeN32+via the acid-inde
pendent path, formulated in terms of the reactants
FeOH2+and HN3, is 6.8X 103 F-' sec-', while the
rate constant for its formation from the reactants
in the acid-dependent path involving the reaction
of Fe3+ with NH3 is 4.0 F-' sec-' at 25.0°. The
difference in the rate constants may be related to
the difference in the rates of water exchange of
(H20)sFeOH2+ and Fe(H20)63+.

REACTION KINETICS AND MECHANISMS
IN ORGANIC SYSTEMS

Secondary Isotope Effects

Organic compounds having deuterium substi
tuted for hydrogen in the position alpha to a leav
ing group (R,R2CDX~R,R2CD+X,radical or
ionic reaction) undergo the indicated reaction at
a rate;:::: 12% slower than that of the natural com
pound. This has been attributed in great part to
the decrease in one of the C-H (or C-D) bend
ing frequencies in going from the starting state to
a tricoordinated transition state. If, however, the
reaction is a bimolecular substitution (Y +
R,R2CDX ~ R,R2CDY + X), in which the
transition state is believed to be a pentacoor
dinated carbon species, the deuterated compound
is reported to react at a faster rate, and the magni
tude of the effect varies with the nature of the leav
ing group. In an attempt to gain more information
about this effect and the transition state in bi
molecular substitution, the secondary deuterium
effect was determined for the radioiodide exchange
of methyl-d3 iodide in methanol, CD3I +I-*~
CD3I* + 1-. In this reaction, in which there is a
symmetrical, pentacoordinated transition state,
the hydrogen compound reacts at a rate 6% faster,
differing from the reactions reported previously.
The temperature-independent factor (the effective
mass along the reaction coordinate) is calculated
to be 9% in favor of the natural compound. There
for the zero-point vibrational effect is kH /kD =0.97,
which indicates that any decrease in C-H fre
quencies as an X moves away from carbon is
slightly overcompensated by the increase of these
frequencies as another X approaches the back
side of carbon.

The isotope effects, reported previously, in the
decomposition of the exo Diels-Alder adduct from
2-methylfuran and maleic anhydride are kdku
=1.16 and kr/km= 1.08.

...
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I. R,=Rz=R3 =H, R,=CH3

II. R,=Rz=D, R 3 =H, R,=CH3

III. R,=Rz=H, R 3 =D, R,=CH3

IV. R,=Rz=R3 =H, R,=CD3

V. R,=D, R z=R3 =H, R,=CH3

VI. R,=H, Rz=D, R 3 =H, R,=CH3

Photolysis of C30 2-C2H. Mixtures

In experiments on the photolysis of C 30 2-2-C14
C 2 H. mixtures, 20 to 30% of the product was
found to be methylacetylene, the rest being allene.
The methylacetylene does not arise from a photo
lytically induced rearrangement of allene. The
distribution of activity in methylacetylene is es
sentially what would be predicted from a mecha
nism involving carbene insertion into both the
carbon-hydrogen bond and the carbon-carbon
double bond. Almost no activity is found in the
end positions in allene. The use of a Corning 7-54
3-mm filter during photolysis reduced the percent
activity in the end position in allene and also re
duced the percent activity in the methyl group in
methylacetylene. These distributions follow.

FREE RADICAL HYDROXYLATION
OF AROMATIC COMPOUNDS

Ce(IV) + HzOz~ Ce(III) + HOz + H+ (1)

Ce(IV) + RQHz~ Ce(III) + RQH. + H+ (2)

RQH. + HOz~ RQ + HzOz (3)

RQH. + HOz~ RQOH + HzO (4)

RQH.+RQH. ~RZ+RQHz (5)

Taking into account the yields of allene and
methylacetylene and also the distributions found
in these compounds, it would seem that the inser
tion ratio (double bond to single bond) is about
the same as that found for the reaction of singlet
methylene in the gas phase.

CH

3.0%

CH z

54.7%

C

C

37.1%

94.0%

CH3

3.0%

CH z

8.3%

The H02 radical generated from hydrogen
peroxide by ceric sulfate has been utilized for the
hydroxylation of double bonds of aromatic com
pounds. This study deals specifically with the
effect of substituent groups R (CH3 , CI, Br, OH,
H) on the rate of hydroxylation ofp-benzohydro
quinones. For p-benzohydroquinones substituted
in the 2-position the following mechanism has
been found.

Rz

R,

o CH3

Although these effects are low, it was concluded
that bonds a and b rupture simultaneously. Since
then, kJ!krv, a ,8-deuterium effect, has been found
to be 1.03, which indicates essentially no need for
hyperconjugative stabilization at the transition
state and is consistent with concerted process.
By following the reaction with proton magnetic
resonance, kv/kvr was found to be equal to 1.00.
Therefore kr/km=kJ!kv=kJ!kvl= 1.08, a strong in
dication that bonds a and b break simultaneously.
From the principle of microscopic reversibility, the
formation of this Diels-Alder adduct must involve
forming of bonds a and b simultaneously.

Studies on a similar adduct (from 2-methylfuran
and maleimide but of the endo configuration) are
in progress to determine whether the two configura
tions involve similar reorientation to reach the tran
sition states. The observed effect (kvn/ kvm =1.16
in this case)

0 - =0- N
H

VII. R , = R z = H
VIII. R , = R z = D

indicates that there is probably the same amount
of bond breaking in the endo imide adduct as there
is in the exo anhydride adduct at the transition state.
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For step (4) the following detailed mechanism is
offered.

o

(yH + H0
2

---->

Ry
OH

o

fill ~O + acid medium
H 20 )

R ~

OH

~~OH ~
Ry

OH

o
II OH

~ + H,O

R II
o

grow in intensity. Profound alteration in the mo
lecular configuration of the enzyme has occurred,
to be identified with the uncoiling process. These
changes are especially in evidence when the fluo
rescence is excited at 2000 A where the polypep
tide backbone ofthe enzyme also absorbs radiation.

In addition to lactic acid dehydrogenase, a
chymotrypsin undergoes similar behavior but at
higher methanol concentrations. The generality of
these phenomena among enzymes remains to be
established.

The measurement of the properties of a-chymo
trypsin was facilitated by a fluorometric assay of
considerable sensitivity recently developed for
such experiments.

•

Experimental conditions have been developed
which permit the above reaction to be carried out
at - 60°C. Preliminary investigations with other
compounds indicate that this technique may have
several applications in organic chemistry.

BIOCHEMISTRY

Rates of Reaction of Enzymes
With Methanol-Water Solutions

Methanol added to aqueous solutions of en
zymes is known to retard the rates of enzymatic
reactions. When an aqueous solution of lactic acid
dehydrogenase was injected into 30% methanol
water at O°C there was at first little inhibition of
enzymatic activity, but on longer contact with this
solvent the enzyme lost activity. The rate of this
alcoholation was measured as a function of tem
perature and methanol content. As a consequence,
it is possible to obtain considerable enzymatic
activity in solvents at low temperatures; greater
activity was available at O°C with a solution pre
pared at this temperature than at room tempera
ture where the rate of alcoholation and inhibition
is extremely rapid.

Fluorescence spectra indicated that the reaction
of lactic acid dehydrogenase with 30% methanol
at O°C scarcely disturbs the shape and size of the
enzyme even after substantial inhibition of the en
zymatic activity has occurred. In solvents 42% or
higher in methanol at room temperature, reso
nance energy transfer between the aromatic
amino acid residues of the enzyme suffers inter
ruption which progresses with time. New bands
with structure of the "autonomous" fluorescing
amino acid residues make their appearance and

Chemistry of Planaria and
Their Behavior While Learning

Relationships have been observed between the
behavior of planaria in learning and their spon
taneous endogenous chemistry. p 32 incorporation
within ribonucleic acid (RNA) and within deoxy
ribonucleic acid (DNA) was different in trained
planaria from that in controls receiving the same
number and kind ofstimuli but randomly applied.
The largest differences in the ratios of these in
corporations occurred in the middle stages of the
training period rather than at the end. The endoge
nous chemical changes appeared to be well ad
vanced before appreciable changes in behavior
could be observed. A covariance appeared in the
rates of synthesis of p32. RNA and of p32 • DNA.

COMPOSITIONAL INVESTIGATION
OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL MATERIALS

The study of the compositions of ancient glasses
is being rounded off at ::::::400 specimens. The data
are now being subjected to a statistical analysis
which is revealing additional correlations with
origins and raw materials. For example, it has
been found that much of the ancient Egyptian
glass is characterized by a significantly low cal
cium concentration. Moreover, the relatively high
concentrations of cobalt in glasses colored by this
element are accompanied by correspondingly high
concentrations of both manganese and zinc. The
relative concentrations of these three elements in
cobalt-blue glasses from Mycenaean and New
Kingdom Egyptian tombs of the second millenium
B.C. are nearly identical, yet distinctly different
from those encountered in similar glasses of differ
ent origin. It seems likely that the same cobalt ore

.....
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Figure 7. Hexagonal Cu5Ca structure.
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The Xenon Tetrafluoride Crystal Structure

The crystal structure of the low-density phase of
the recently discovered xenon tetrafluoride has
been determined.

Xenon tetrafluoride crystallizes in the mono
clinic system with the unit cell constants a=5.03
A, b=5.90 A, and c=5.75 A (all +0.03 A), and
,8=100+1°. The space group is C2h

5-P2 1/n, and
there are two molecules in the unit cell.

The F-Xe-F bond angle is 90.8+ 1.1 0. Since the
molecule is required by the space-group symmetry
to be planar and centrosymmetric, these results
indicate that any departure from a square planar
configuration for the molecule is insignificant.

The thermal vibrations of the molecule as de
rived from anisotropic thermal paramet~rs are
readily interpreted in terms of rigid body t;ans
lations and rotations with root-mean-square am-

o RARE EARTHo COBALT

element-rare-earth compounds having the hex
agonal Cu5Ca structure, shown in Figure 7. Satu
ration moments determined for the series Co X5 ,

where X is a member of the rare-earth series, sug
gest that in these compounds the rare-earth mo
ment is antiparallel to that of the cobalt, whereas
in the Ni5X series the nickel behaves as though it
had zero moment. These ideas are supported by
neutron diffraction studies of C05 Ho and Ni5 Er.
In the case of the erbium compound the best fit
with the diffraction results is obtained with JLNi
=0 and JLEr=7.7 Bohr magnetons, in agreement
with the observed macroscopic moment. The zero
moment for nickel suggests that the three valence
electrons of the rare-earth atom completely fill
the 3d shell of the nickel. The departure of the
erbium moment from the theoretical value of9.0
Bohr magnetons is not unusual for the second
half of the rare-earth series and may, as indicated
by recent calculations, be ascribed to crystalline
field effects.

NEUTRON AND X-RAY DIFFRACTION

was used as a colorant in the glass found in both
of these geographic regions.

Magnetic Structure of MnSn2

Recent measurements of the magnetic and elec
trical properties of the intermetallic compound
MnSn2 , a body-centered tetragonal structure, in
dicate a number of unusual features. The mag
netic susceptibility passes through a weak maxi
mum at 325 ° K, continues to rise on cooling to a
pronounced peak at 86°K, and then abruptly de
creases at 73° K to a low val ue which is main
tained down to helium temperatures. The salient
features of the magnetic behavior are paralleled by
anomalies in the electrical conductivity and volume.

Neutron diffraction studies show that above the
abrupt transition at 73 °K, MnSn2 is antiferromag
netic with a Neel temperature in the neighborhood
of 325 °K, the temperature of the upper suscepti
bility maximum. However, the superstructure lines
characteristic of the antiferromagnetic state ap
pear to saturate in intensity near nitrogen temper
atures and show no anomaly in passing through
the region of the large susceptibility maximum at
86 ° K. The magnetic structure consists of ferro
magnetic (110) planes which alternate along the
direction perpendicular to the sheets. Individual
moments are oriented parallel to the direction of
alternation and reach a magnitude of 2.35 JLB at
77°K.

The abrupt transition at 73 °K is marked by the
disappearance of the high-temperature antiferro
magnetic diffraction pattern and the appearance
of a new pattern characteristic of a modulated
spin structure below this temperature. The low
temperature structure is a simple modification of
the spin arrangement above the transition, in
which the magnitude of the moment is no longer
constant but varies sinusoidally along the direction
perpendicular to the ferromagnetically aligned
sheets. Thus, the short-range structure and spin
direction are essentially the same above and below
the transition. The observed modulation has a
wavelength of ;::::;18.2 A; the amplitude of the
modulated moment is 3.11 JLB at 4.2°K.

Magnetic Structures of Rare-Earth Intermetallic
Compounds With Cobalt and Nickel

Magnetic measurements have been reported in
the literature for a number of new transition
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plitudes of ;:::::;0.12 A and 6° respectively. The latter
correspond to torsional oscillations with frequencies
of ;:::::;50 to 70 em-I.

The structure is shown in Figure 8.

The Structures of HCr02 and DCr02

The nature of the hydrogen bonds in HCr02

and DCr02 has been the subject of a nuclear mag
netic resonance and an infrared investigation. It
was found in the NMR study that the vibrational
amplitude of the hydrogen atom normal to the
bond is larger than the amplitude along the bond.
The differences in the infrared spectra were ex
plained on the basis of different potential func
tions for the O-H-O and 0-D-O bonds. The
lowest vibrational level in the O-H-O system is
above a barrier (if one exists), and the bond is sym
metric. The lowest vibrational levels in the
O-D-O system are below the barrier, detectable
splittings of the energy levels occur, and the bond
is asymmetric.

A neutron diffraction study of polycrystalline
HCr02 and DCr02 was carried out in the past
year. Intensity data from the two substances were
refined by the least-squares method with the con
straint that the Cr-O distance be the same in the
two substances. The O-D-O bond is found to
be asymmetric with 0-D=0.96-+-0.04 A and
0-- 0 = 2.55 -+-0.02 A. The symmetry of the
O-H-O bond cannot be determined, but agree
ment with observation is as good with a symmetric
bond as with any other model. The O-H-O
bond length is 2.49-+-0.02 A. These results are con
sistent with those of the previous NMR and infra
red studies.

Crystal Structure of Acetamide

Solid acetamide exists in two crystalline modi
fications which differ markedly in the yields of
products obtained on irradiation with high energy
electrons. The crystal structure of one of these
modifications has been known for a number of
years, and the structure of the other has recently
been determined in this laboratory. Although the
shapes of the molecules in the two forms are
identical, the way in which the molecules are
linked together by hydrogen bonds is quite differ
ent, one of the forms consisting of individual mole
cules linked together in a complex and beautiful
three-dimensional network, the other of dimers
linked together in chains. Although these differ
ences in hydrogen bonding clearly must be capa-

Figure 8. The unit cell of xenon tetrafluoride. The
molecules have a square planar configuration.

ble of explaining the differences in chemistry ob
served, the detailed explanation is not obvious.

It is of interest that the structure of the ortho
rhombic form was determined directly from the
intensity data by one of several methods of direct
structure determination which have been under
investigation in this and other laboratories. Work
done so far gives rise to the hope that the solution
of crystal structures will be placed on a more rou
tine basis in the not too distant future.

Crystal Structure of Sodium Nitroprusside,
Na2Fe(CN)sNO.2H20

The crystal structure of sodium nitroprusside
has been determined by an analysis of three
dimensional x-ray diffraction data. The nitro
prusside ion lies in a mirror plane and has approxi
mately C4V symmetry. The important distances
are Fe-C, 1.90-+-0.02 A; C-N, 1.16-+-0.02 A;
Fe-N, 1.63-+-0.02 A; and N-O, 1.13-+-0.02 A.

The fact of prime interest to inorganic chemists
is that the ligands are colinear with the metal
atom, which is displaced slightly in the direction
of the NO group from the plane of the four
pseudoequivalent CN groups.

Each sodium ion lies at the center of a distorted
octahedron composed offour cyanide groups and
two water molecules. These octahedra share edges
in such a way that each cyanide group is co
ordinated to two sodium ions, as is each water
molecule; the Na+-ligand distance is ;:::::;2.5 A in
every case. The nitroso group is coordinated only
to the ferrous ion. The water molecules do not lie
near enough to other electronegative atoms to
permit significant hydrogen bonding.

•
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Figure 9. Crystal structure of sodium cobalt molybdate.

Crystal Structure of Sodium Cobalt Molybdate

The sodium cobalt molybdate prepared and
studied in this laboratory crystallizes in the space
group D 2h16_Pnma of the orthorhombic system. The
unit cell dimensions are a = 5.245 -+- 0.003 A,
b=10.778-+-0.005 A, and c=18.017-+-0.006 A.
There are four formula units in the cell.

Complete three-dimensional x-ray data out to
;\-I sinO;::::: 1 were collected with Mo K ex radiation
by film methods and were visually estimated. The
structure was solved by three-dimensional Patter
son methods and was refined by both Fourier and
least-squares techniques. The least-squares refine
ment was applied not only to the usual positional
and thermal parameters but also to the site oc
cupancy factors, for only in this way could the
details of the composition be established.

The paucity of structural information on com
plex oxide systems and the interesting properties,
both structural and physical, of such systems
prompted the present detailed refinement of the
structure.The result is more complicated and more
interesting than had been anticipated. From the

analysis of the x-ray data the formula of the com
pound was found to be NaC02 . 31 (Mo04 )3' This
composition is consistent with chemical anal
yses and suggests that cobalt is probably present
in two valence states. The structure is formed by a
framework of Mo04 tetrahedra and Co06 octa
hedra, with the tetrahedra providing links between
sheets and columns formed by the octahedra. In
the sheets the octahedra share corners and edges;
in the columns they share faces. In both octahedral
sites cobalt is present to ;:::::75%. A zigzag void left
by the Mo04 links is made up of trigonal prisms
sharing edges and is filled by sodium atoms. The
structure is shown in Figure 9.

Crystal and Molecular Structure
of Titanium(IV) Ethoxide

Both speculation and controversy on the stereo
chemistry of the trimeric titanium(IV) alkoxides
have followed the discovery of their trimeric nature
in solution. Opinions have differed on which struc
ture is stereochemically reasonable and on which
structure will account in a natural way for the hy
drolysis products of titanium(IV) alkoxides. In
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Figure 10. Unit cell of iron nitride, Fe,N.
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X-Ray Scattering Factor in Fe.N

The x-ray scattering factors of the elements at
low scattering angles are dependent on their states
of oxidation. Comparison of the x-ray intensities
of the low angle superlattice reflections of Fe,N,
illustrated in Figure 10, with the normal lattice
reflections has shown that nitrogen is negatively
charged in this compound. Although theoretical
scattering factors for nitrogen have not been cal
culated beyond the state N-\ the experimental
data suggest that the oxidation state of nitrogen
is perhaps N-3. For this result to be consistent with
the magnetic moment of iron in Fe,N it must be
concluded that there is covalent bonding between
iron and nitrogen.

the most prominent being the octahedral coordina
tion of the titanium atoms and the readily visual
ized termination of polymerization.

• NITROGENo IRON

this laboratory titanium(IV) ethoxide, Ti(OC2H 5 )"

has been found to be a tetramer in the solid. This
result not only fails to confirm one of the proposed
structures but also makes unreasonable the as
sumption that the species in solution are identical
with those precipitated from solution. The struc
ture proposed here has several satisfying features,
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Nuclear Engineering

In December 1962 Dr. Francis T. Miles, Deputy
Chairman of the Nuclear Engineering Department,
accepted a two-year appointment as Director of
the Division of Reactors in the Department of
Technical Operations of the International Atomic
Energy Agency, Vienna, Austria. Dr. Miles had
been with the Nuclear Engineering Department
since 1948.

Dr. HerbertJ.C. Kouts, Associate Head of the
Nuclear Engineering Department's Reactor Phys
ics Division, was one of five U.S. scientists to re
ceive the AEC's E.O. Lawrence Award for 1963
for recent meritorious contributions in the field of
atomic energy.

Basic research is the first and largest, in terms of
man-years of effort, of three categories that de
scribe the current program of the Department.
This research encompasses fundamental studies in
reactor physics, chemistry, and metallurgy. Studies
are also carried out in the fields of reactor mate
rials at high temperatures, liquid-metal heat trans
fer and containment, and the direct conversion of
heat into electricity.

In the second category is the long-range work of
developing components that may bring about
significant advances in reactor technology and
radiation application. Some of the more important
phases of this work are the development of reactor
fuels, high-temperature volatility and fluidized
bed processing schemes, radiation engineering
methods, and waste processing devices.

The engineering and evaluation studies in the
third category are focused on practical application
of the work in the preceding categories. Typical
studies that continued during the year concerned
settled bed, chemonuclear, and rotating bed
reactor concepts.

Reactor evaluations are also performed for the
AEC on a great variety of reactor concepts.

The Reactor Physics Division has been reorgan
ized to aid in accomplishing the diverse tasks for
which it is now responsible. The Division now con
sists of a Theoretical Group; an Experimental
Group; an Analysis Group, which serves as a
bridge between theory and experiment; an Evalu
ation Group, which analyzes reactors in the con-
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ceptual stage; and the Sigma Center, which com
piles and evaluates neutron cross sections. The
value of this rearrangement is already apparent in
the improved functioning of the Division.

Construction of the High Flux Beam Research
Reactor (HFBR) progressed during the year and
was about 65% complete at the end of fiscal 1963.
The more conventional parts of the project are
complete; the work remaining lies in the sensitive
area of the reactor core, biological shield, experi
mental facilities, instrumentation, and control
devices.

Good progress has been made in various depart
ments in design and construction of experimental
equipment. Experiments are expected to begin as
soon as the reactor runs at low power early in
calendar 1964.

In February 1963 the Nuclear Engineering De
partment began publishing the bimonthly High
Temperature Liquid-Metal Technology Review. The pur
pose of this journal is to provide an effective means
of keeping workers in the high-temperature liquid
metal field informed of current developments.
This field is becoming increasingly important as
the development of power systems for space vehi
cle application progresses at an ever-increasing
rate.

Arrangements have been made for the many
contractors engaged in research and development
work in the high-temperature liquid-metal field
for the AEC, NASA, and the Air Force to send
their unclassified technical reports to BNL for re
view. The Review will cover all phases of liquid
metal technology pertinent to the space power
development program, including materials de
velopment, corrosion, heat transfer, fluid dy
namics, instrumentation, component development,
physical properties, and power systems.

The High Intensity Radiation Development
Laboratory (HIRDL), including all cells and
equipment, has been essentially completed. Cell
equipment is undergoing initial tests.

During the year Department personnel and
personnel from the Medical, Biology, and Physics
Departments operated the gamma facility and
conducted lecture programs at exhibits sponsored
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by the US AEC Division of Special Projects in
Santiago, Chile; Bogota, Colombia; Bangkok,
Thailand; and Vienna, Austria. In Bangkok and
Vienna the research reactor program associated
with the exhibit was also staffed by BNL personnel.

REACTOR PHYSICS

Theoretical Reactor Physics

In the area of neutron thermalization both
space and time-dependent eigenvalue pr~blems
have been emphasized. The discovery that con
tinuum as well as discrete eigenfunctions are re
quired in the solution of some problems has led to
a number of questions regarding the asymptotic
form of these solutions. Other areas of study in
cluded the theory of the scattering law, the Milne
problem, the calculation of temperature coeffi
cients in reactor lattices, and the neutron spectrum
in a medium with a temperature discontinuity. A
review paper on computational methods in neu
tron thermalization has been prepared for the
summer meeting of the American Nuclear Society,
and a review of the sensitivity of various reactor
parameters to accurate knowledge of the scatter
ing law was prepared for an AEC committee.

In the area of reactor kinetics, problems in reac
tor stability have been emphasized, particularly
the conditions for Xe and temperature instabilities.
New analytical methods for treating the non
linearities of these problems have been developed
and have been checked by machine calculations.
The analytical methods developed to treat reso
nance absorption of neutrons in U lattices have
also been checked and found to be in excellent
agreement with Monte Carlo calculations. A num
ber of camparisons of theory with integral experi
ments have been carried out. Recent data from
Snell experiments agree with present cross section
information within the limitations of the latter. In
particular, more accurate inelastic cross sections
for U238 and fission cross sections for the threshold
detector N p 237 are needed. Calculations of the
bucklings of U235-graphite minimum reflection
critical assemblies have been completed.

Experimental Reactor Physics

Minimum Reflection Critical Experiments. These
experiments are performed with bare U-graphite
critical assemblies supported ::::::20 ft above the
ground in a thin-walled silo with no shielding in
order to minimize neutron reflection. Measure-

ments are complete on the first assembly and very
nearly so on the second.

The characteristics measured thus far include
(1) critical mass and buckling, (2) prompt-neutron
generation times, (3) thermal-neutron disadvan
tage factors, (4) temperature coefficients, (5) re
activity and decay constant of the fundamental
mode as a function of gap between adjacent por
tions of the assembly, and (6) the nature, magni
tude, and origin of the neutron return and its ef
fect on critical-mass determinations. In addition, a
number of measurements designed to enhance safe
operation of the assemblies have been carried out.

In the first assembly a small unexplained dis
crepancy exists between measured and calculated
critical bucklings. The largest source of perturba
tion in this assembly was the relatively heavy con
trol rods and control-rod channels; these were ap
preciably reduced in size for the second assembly,
and the flux traverses in the latter demonstrate
that the perturbation from this source has been
reduced to a practical minimum, with a resultant
increase in the precision of the measurements. A
much improved method of correcting for the re
maining perturbation has also been devised.

Special foil techniques were employed in the
first assembly to study the problem of neutron re
turn. Sufficient information about the character
istics of this return was obtained to permit a cor
rection for the relatively small effect on critical
size to be made with confidence.

The measurements of prompt-neutron genera
tion time (by pulsed-neutron techniques) and of
the thermal-neutron disadvantage factor in the
first assembly are in agreement with the theoretical
calculations.

In the second assembly a second, independent
method of studying the effect of neutron return on
critical size was employed. This method, based on
the use of thin reflectors, gives results in general
agreement with those obtained by the foil tech
nique mentioned above, but is more direct.

The disadvantage factor in the second assembly
was in fair agreement with the calculated value,
and preliminary analysis indicates agreement in
the neutron lifetime.

Construction of the third assembly is well under
way.

Uranium-Water Lattices. During fiscal 1963,
two further sets of experiments were completed on
the properties of slightly enriched U fuel in light
water. One set entailed the use of 3%-enriched



uranium oxide rods, 0.500 in. in diam, and stain
less steel clad. The other involved 1.37< -enriched
U metal slabs, 0.125 in. thick, and unclad.

The macroscopic properties of 20 lattices of the
oxide rods were measured. Five lattices differing
in water-to-fuel olume ratio were constructed,
and measurements were made both with pure
water moderator and with boric acid in solution
in three concentrations.

Five lattices of U metal slabs were studied. Be
cause of corrosion problems that would have at
tended the use of boric acid, only clean water was
used in these assemblies. The buckling and reflec
tor savings were measured, as were the cell param
eters leading to information on thermal utilization,
resonance capture, and fast fission effects.

High Flux Beam Research Reactor. The HFBR
mock-up was rebuilt twice during the year, in suc
cessively closer approximation to the final reactor
design. Figure 1 is a photograph of the final mock-

Figure 1. Final mock-up of the HFBR design cure.
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up which reproduces the design core in all respects
important for the neutron physics behavior.

Additional experiments now under way will
lead to final design values of such engineering
parameters as power peaking factors, control-rod
heat generation, thermal flux distributions, and
control-rod worths.

Cold-Neutron Production. During the year the
slow-neutron chopper began to yield data; it has
been set up at the Neutron Source Reactor (NSR)
in connection with studies of the design of a cold
neutron production facility for the HFBR and
other reactors. Comparisons of the spectra from
hvdrogenous scatterers at room temperature and
at liquid nitrogen temperature showed a disap
pointingly small enhancement (by a factor of only
::::::: 2) of the neutron intensity at 3 A. The inability
to achieve better thermalization with any thick
ness of cold moderator was attributed to the design
of the insulation about the moderator and liquid
nitrogen and to the absorbing effect of the liquid
nitrogen itself. Additional problems encountered
were the presence of Bragg reflection peaks in the
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initial and modified spectra, caused by the crystal
effects of the graphite in the NSR thermal column,
and the presence of too much room background.

The facility was therefore rebuilt; a different ar
rangement of insulation and cooling liquid was
used, a heavy-water thermal column was con
structed, and the neutron beam is now extracted
through the building shield into a trailer on the
outside. The revised situation is found to be quite
satisfactory. The source intensity is higher, the
signal-to-noise ratio is reduced by a factor> 10,
and the spectrum shows lack of structure from
cross section peculiarities. Final measurements of
spectra from several geometries at temperatures
down to that of liquid helium are about to begin.

Considerable assistance has been given in this
research by Dr. Vance Sailor and his group in the
Physics Department.

New Source Reador. A new reactor is being
constructed in the Critical Assembly Area in order
to provide experimental facilities for basic reactor
physics measurements on water lattices. The new
reactor is much like the present NSR, i.e., it is a
H 2 0-moderated, graphite-reflected, split core of
swimming-pool fuel elements. Instrumentation
and control consoles are being assembled. It is
estimated that the reactor will be ready for use by
October 1963.

Reactor Physics Analysis

Analysis of Uranium-Water Lattices. The anal
ysis of the results of all the U -H 20 lattice experi
ments done at Brookhaven and elsewhere has pro
ceeded at a more rapid rate recently because of
the formation of a reactor analysis group in the
Reactor Physics Division. Some of the early results
were included in two papers presented in 1962 at an
IAEA-sponsored meeting at Vienna. Later studies
have provided much additional insight into the
properties of light water reactors. Among the most
notable conclusions are the following.

1. The lack of validity of asymptotic reactor
theory in the exponential assemblies that are gen
erally studied can be a source of considerable sys
tematic error in extracting the material buckling
from the experimental results. At least some of the
discrepancies observed between the results of dif
ferent methods of inferring the buckling can be
theoretically explained in this way.

2. The inference of lattice anisotropy in the neu
tron migration area from exponential experiments
can be entirely erroneous because of the influence

of radial flux transients, particularly when small
assemblies are used to emphasize the leakage in
one particular direction.

Sigma Center

Neutron Cross Section Compilation Group. The
second edition of BNL 400, Angular Distributions in
Neutron-Induced Reactions, has been published. Con
siderable effort has 'gone into preparing a digital
machine program for magnetic tape storage of
neutron cross section information. Experimental
data and recommended "best values" can both be
accommodated, and the file can be updated simply
by making a new tape. The program will allow
more flexible searches than the conventional card
file does. The information obtained in a search
will be printed out mechanically in tabular form,
and an automatic plotting routine will be avail
able for graphical presentations. These tapes
should be valuable adjuncts to the present Sigma
Center files, both in preparing compilations and
in meeting more specialized requests.

Reador Cross Section Evaluation Group. The
elastic and inelastic scattering of neutrons by eight
heavy elements has been fitted by the optical
model with energy-independent parameters. The
scattering of heavy ions is likewise consistent with
the optical model.

Statistical analysis of neutron resonance param
eters shows their distributions to be in reasonable
agreement with experiment. A statistical theory
approach to the properties of quantum systems is
being explored as a means of achieving better un
derstanding of the properties of physically observ
able systems.

Calculations of the nuclear properties of Nt.
and the scattering of He3 by He' demonstrate the
range ofapplicability ofthe theoretical models used.

Reactor Evaluation and Advanced Concepts

Settled Bed Reactors. Increased emphasis was
placed on settled bed reactors during the year, with
major investigations in the areas ofsettled bed char
acteristics, reactor physics, and fuel development.

Flow tests on mock-up systems indicate a high
degree of stability for a dense, randomly packed
bed of spheres. Voidage studies indicated little
variation in the average density of a bed contain
ing large numbers of spheres. However, prelimi
nary measurements of local variations were in
conclusive. A technique for the direct volumetric
measurement of the void fraction of packed par- ..



ticulate beds has been developed. A transparent,
bottled-shaped container is used to provide a large
reduction in cross section in order to magnify
changes in the level of the top of the bed. A com
mercial vibrator is used to aid in bed compaction.
Highly reproducible results are obtained. The vi
brator was used in a study of the effect of con
trolled addition of spheres to the bed. When the
time allowed for addition was short, the results
indicated larger void fractions. However, after a
certain threshold time there appeared to be very
little dependence.

A technique involving x-ray or y-ray attenua
tion for void measurement is also under develop
ment since it has the advantage of leaving the par
ticulate bed undisturbed. Bench-scale equipment
has been assembled to study methods of random
loading and packing of particulate beds for maxi
mum compaction.

Broad-scoped studies of the physics of the fast
settled bed reactor were carried out. These in
cluded studies of reactor stability, breeding poten
tial, fuel burnup, and control. The measured local
variations in settled bed densities were found to
have a negligible effect on over-all reactivity in
large beds. Initial breeding ratios of:::::2 were ob
tained in axial flow reactors with Na as the cool
ant, which reflects the hardness of the spectrum in
these reactors as well as the recent upgrading in 1)

values for Pu. Similar results were obtained with
heavy metal coolants. If the large rise in coolant
temperature that from present indications is fea
si ble for these reactors is indeed realized, fuel
doubling times of only a few years would become
practical.

The design of a combined hydraulic-critical ex
periment for broad studies of settled bed character
istics has been initiated. The nuclear character
istics of randomly packed, dense, and loose par
ticulate bed states, as well as fluidized bed states,
will be investigated in zero power experiments. A
hollow, MTR-type assembly with an internal,
water-moderated bed ofD-Al spheres is currently
favored.

Fuel development work on DC spheres has con
tinued. Out-of-pile evaluation of DC fabricated
by both casting and powder metallurgical proc
esses indicates that at this time the cast material is
the most promising fuel. Hypostoichiometric fuel
is being investigated because it is compatible with
Na. The hypostoichiometric DC spheres enriched
to 20% in D"

e

, for the in-pile capsule test have
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Figure 2. Radiograph of NaK-filled in-pile capsule.
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been received. In the hope of developing a fuel in
which the present exact carbon control in fuel
preparation may be relaxed, a study has been
started on the substoichiometric single-phase
monocarbide region of the U-Zr-C system. The
compatibility of ZrCI.05 with Re has been estab
lished with short time tests W2 hr) at 2300°C, and
high-temperature x-ray studies of carbide sup
ported on a heated Re filament have begun.

The in-pile capsule assembly and vertical hole
facility at the Brookhaven Graphite Research Re
actor (BGRR) have been completed. The first
dummy in-pile capsule (containing no liquid
metal) has been successfully tested. The second
dummy capsule, which contains liquid metal
(NaK), has been filled and is now being evaluated
in the dummy in-pile facility. A radiograph of this
capsule (Figure 2) indicates the location of the fuel
in the central tu be of the lower chamber. The
dark area in the upper chamber is the static load
used to simulate the force between the particles in
an actual reactor system.

Organic-Cooled Reactor Studies. The cancel
lation of the Experimental Organic-Cooled Re
actor program by the AEC drastically curtailed
the scope of these studies, and they were termi
nated onJune 30, 1963.

Capsule tests of the fouling of 304 SS surfaces
by terphenyls to date have shown either complete
absence of detectable film deposits or barely de
tectable traces of a-Fe. Particulate Fe as Fe59 was
found to transfer from the coolant to the heater
surface but with a calculated equivalent in film
thickness of only 0.03 J1 in 92 hr. No evidence was
found of Fe solubility in p-terphenyl in isothermal
runs at temperatures up to 425°C. Temperature
induced mass transfer tests have been carried out
with polished tabs of 304 SS, 2S AI, Al 288, mild
steel, and. SAP (sintered aluminum powder) in
capsules with wall temperatures of 410° at one end
and 270°C at the other. Studies of the stability of
condensed aromatic compounds to heat and radi
ation were carried out. p-Terphenyl, naphtha
lene, phenanthrene, pyrene, chrysene, and tri
phenylene appear to be promising on the basis of
their low pyrolytic and radiolytic decomposition
at temperatures up to 400°C.

Direct Conversion. Studies have been carried
out of MHD* systems as alternatives to SNAP*

*MHD=magnetohydrodynamic; SNAP = systems for nuclear
auxiliary power.

turbogenerators for generating electricity. A
model MHD generator was operated in magnetic
fields up to 13,000 gauss with Hg as the working
fluid with an efficiency of 50% at a maximum
power output of lOw and a pulse rate of 2
cycles/sec. Studies of pulsed fission plasma re
actors indicate that UBr3 or UBr4 would be much
more suitable gaseous fuels than UF6 because of
their lower dissociation temperatures.

Fuel Cells. The characteristics of a thermally
regenerated cell utilizing the Pb-PbBr2-Br2 sys
tem were investigated. Thermoelectric effects were
small, and no significant stray current flow through
the cell was found. An unexpectedly high internal
ohmic resistance was found for the cell. In addi
tion, the cell resistance increased with time.

Chemonuclear Reactors. The characteristics
of a boiling O 2 chemonuclear reactor for ozone
production have been investigated. The oxygen is
used as moderator, coolant, and process medium,
and all the fission energy is removed by boiling
O 2 ; no usable thermal power is produced. At an
operating level of 25 Mw, the reactor produces
130 tons/day of ozone. A series of studies of UF6 

fueled reactor cores with HF, CF4 , DF, and
HF . CF. gaseous moderators has been carried out.

METALLURGY

Reactor and General Metallurgy

Research in reactor metallurgy includes study
of the containment problems ofliquid-metal cool
ants, the production of controlled composition
alloys for research, and general consultation on
materials throughout the Laboratory.

Materials for Containing Boiling Liquid Metals.
Since experiments with inhibitors added to Hg to
decrease the corrosion of carbon steels indicated
this technique to be only marginal, effort has been
concentrated on investigating the refractory met
als as container materials. Capsule tests made
early in the program indicated that Cb, Cb-l wt
% Zr, Ta, and Mo were all resistant to attack by
boiling Hg.

A thermal convection loop fabricated of a Cb-l
wt % Zr alloy, and containing Hg boiling at 647°C
(1200°F) and superheated to 760°C (1400°F),
was operated in a vacuum chamber for 7697 hr, at
which time a rupture occurred in the superheater
section. Figure 3 is a photograph of the fracture
area. Metallographic, electron beam microprobe,



Figure 3. Fracture area in Cb-l wt % Zr loop
containing boiling H~.

Table 1

Results of HFBR Fuel Element Tests

% Burnup
Fuel of the en-

e1ement* Type riched U Status

5 ETR (J) 33-39 (In-canal probing.)
O.OBO-in. probe passed
all channels. O.092-in.
probe would not pass
freely.

ETR (D) 29-36 Hot cell examination
showed minimum
swelling and no de-
tectable distortion of
the plates or channels.

7 ETR (D) 19-23 (In-canal probing.)
O.IO05-in. probe passed
through all channels
with some difficulty.

8
MTR(K) 21-27 Hot cell examination

9 showed minimum
swelling and no de-
tectable distortion of
the plates or channels.

*Elements 1 to 3 were discussed in last year's annual
report; No.4 was not tested.
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and chemical analysis did not conclusively prove
that failure was due to a corrosive process. Neither
were corrosion products found. The presence of
cracks in the fracture area and the boiling instabili
ties during operation ofthis loop have led to the ten
tative conclusion that failure resulted from thermal
stress fatigue. Capsule experiments are now under
way to determine conclusively the cause offailure.

The effect of adding Ba, 0, and Mg to Na on its
corrosion ofCb-l wt % Zr alloy at 1204°C (2200° F)
is being studied in boiling reflux capsule tests.

No corrosion has been detected, by radio
graphic examination, in a natural circulation loop
which operated for 5000 hr at a boiler tempera
ture of 1093°C (2000°F) and a superheater tem
perature of 1204°C (2200°F).

General Metallurgical Studies. A technique
has been developed for vacuum-brazing heater
elements for a heat transfer test section to be used
in a loop designed to obtain heat transfer informa
tion on boiling K.

Alloys have been prepared for various groups at
the Laboratory by arc or induction melting. Some
of these were Pd-Fe, Fe-Cb, Li-In, ZrC, Hf-Fe,
Ir-Bi, Ho-In, Fe-C, Fe-Cr, and Fe-Ni.

Cu single crystals 2 in. in o.d. and 8 in. high were
grown for use in the Chemistry Department's neu
tron diffraction equipment.

HfBR Metallurgy. Five additional prototype
fuel elements for the HFBR have been irradiated
in the Materials Testing Reactor (MTR) and the
Engineering Test Reactor (ETR). These elements
had 3 wt % Si added to the 35 wt % V-AI core,
which was clad with 6061 AI. All were mechani
cally assembled by roll-swaging the fuel plates to
the side plate.

Table 1 summarizes the new results obtained.
Roll-swage-assembled elements withstood high
burnup much better than the peened-lug-assem
bled elements tested (and reported on) previously.
Pre- and postirradiation microstructures of the
core alloy having the highest burnup are shown in
Figures 4 and 5. The dark bands within the VAIJ

particles either indicate partial transformation of
the V AI3 to V AI., or are localized areas of high
fission gas retention. Type J test elements were
identical to ETR flat-plate elements except for the
composition of the core alloy. Type D elements
differed in that the end fuel plates were made
thicker for greater rigidity. Type K elements were
of the MTR type with curved plates but otherwise
identical with type D.
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A sample coupon 01'3% Dy:!O" dispersed in and
clad with stainless steel showed no significant di
mensional changes after 1.4X 10"1 nvt (l yr) in the
MTR. A 6-mil increase in thickness can be at
tributed to a visible oxide on the coupon.

Alloy Theory and Nature of Solids

Liquid-Metal Corrosion Fundamentals. The
possibility that the selective attack often observed

in liquid-metal corrosion results from electro
chemical action is being investigated. The rate of
dissolution may be affected by currents arising
from electromotive forces (emf's) which may be
produced by differences in free energy of dissolu
tion or the difference in thermopower between the
solid and liquid metals. Studies are therefore be
ing made of electrodiffusion in liquid alloys and of
the sources of the emf's.

••

••. -
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Figure 4. Microstructure of 30% U-AI alloy containing
31, Si, 500X. Etchant, 0.5% HF in HoO.

Figurc 5. Microstructure of plate identical to that
in Figure 4 after 45% burnup of the U, 500X.



1. ElectrodiHusion studies. In dilute solutions
of Ag in molten Bi it appears that a dc current of
1000 amp/cm2 changes the apparent diffusion co
efficient for the Ag ions from 7 X 10-5 cm2 /sec to
;:::::;3 X 10-4 cm2/sec against the electron flow. Elec
tric mobilities for Ag migration in Bi under a cur
rent flow of 1000 amp/cm2 are ;:::::;2 X 10-4 cm2/v
sec. This value is dependent on the duration of the
experiment and may also be affected by the cur
rent density and the Ag concentration.

2. Emf studies. The emf of the liquid-metal
cell Fe:Bi:Fe-5% Cr ranges from 0.5 JLv at 350° to
400°C to 0.2 JLV at 500°C. The presence of dis
solved Fe reduces the thermopower of liquid Bi by
2 to 3 JLv;CC between 400° and 600°C.

3. Solubility studies. The solubilities of Fe,
Cr, Co, Ti, Zr, Cb, and Ta have been measured
in liquid Hg at temperatures between 500° and
700°C. The results, along with those of more than
50 other liquidus curves obtained in liquid Bi and
Pb-Bi alloys, were compared with published theo
ries of solubilities with no success.

Figure 6. Electron micrograph of tracks from the
Li 6 (n,a)H3 reaction in vacuum-evaporated film of en
riched LiF. Total exposure to thermal neutrons, 2.8X 10"
nvt; magnification, 45,000 X.
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Capsule experiments were performed which
indicate that Cb-l wt % Zr alloy is susceptible to
stress attack by Hg and by Hg and Mg at 750°C.

Energy Transfer in Thin Films. Thin films of
97% enriched LiF (in the 100-A range) were pro
duced by vacuum evaporation techniques and
exposed to a thermal neutron flux of 2.8Xl017 nvt.
Electron microscopy of these irradiated films dem
onstrated that the products of the Li6 (n,a)H3 re
action transfer enough energy to the LiF matrix to
produce visible tracks (Figure 6), even though the
energy is relatively low (;:::::;2.5 Mev). In one case
a track of what is assumed to be an a particle from
the Li6 (n,a)H3 reaction was produced in a Cr film
which was in intimate contact with the LiF film
(Figure 7).

The proper conditions for producing tracklike
films are the subject of a continued, intensive in
vestigation. The factors known to influence the
observation of tracklike "damage" are the thick
ness, density, and structure of the film and the
rate of energy transfer per unit track length.

Figure 7. Electron micrograph of track from the
Li 6 (n,a)H3 reaction in enriched LiF, Cr-shadowed.
Total exposure to thermal neutrons, 2.8 X 1017 nvt;
magnification, 45,000 X.
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Figure 8. Sputnik-4 fragment.

Meta/lographic Studies of Sputnik-4 Fragments.
Metallurgical and radiochemical analyses were
performed on portions of steel recovered after the
disintegration of the U.S.S.R's Sputnik-4 over
Manitowoc, Wis., on September 5, 1962. The ma
terial of this fragment was found to be a hot-rolled
carbon steel with hardness measurements similar
to those found in a structural steel with a tensile
strength of 55,000 to 60,000 psi. Figure 8 shows
the portion of the fragment examined. The upper
surface of the material probably underwent heat
ing to or near the melting point.

A melted steel agglomerate that had formed at
the bottom of the specimen was found to have
on its surface a white powder containing large
amounts of MgO. As the steel is low in Mg, it
must be assumed that the material was near or in
contact with some Mg alloy.

Radiochemical analysis did not show the large
excess of tritium previously reported in satellites
exposed to the November 1960 solar flare.

Radiation Effects

Effects of Neutron Irradiation on the Mechanical
Properties of Body-Centered-Cubic Metals. The
mechanism of neutron irradiation damage in
body-centered-cubic (bee) metals is being studied
by determining the changes in mechanical proper
ties at ambient to liquid He temperatures. The
yielding and fracture properties and plastic defor
mation characteristics have been determined for
pure Fe and Fe alloys as a function of the grain
size, integrated exposure to fast neutrons (E> I
Mev) up to 10'" nvt, testing temperature, and
postirradiation annealing temperatures. Similar
studies on Ta and Nb have been started.

Irradiation decreases the dependence of yield
strength on grain diameter which exists for un
irradiated Fe and steels. For pure Fe, an exposure

of 2 X I Ol~ nvt essentially eliminates this depend
ence. However, for pure Fe alloyed with 0.11 wt
% C, much higher exposures are required to cause
a significant change. These observations have
been explained by postulating the formation of
immobile sessile dislocation loops on the slip
planes and the precipitation of C atoms into
radiation-produced vacancies. The results, how
ever, were ambiguous. An alternative analysis,
which is based in part on a thermally activated
rate process and agrees with the yield and flow
data, is now being developed.

The yield strength vs temperature curve of ir
radiated pure Fe exhibits a sharp increase and the
red uction of area curve a sharp drop at :::::: 125 °K.
Slip trace studies using irradiated single crystals
of Fe are planned to determine the deformation
characteristics in this temperature range.

Electron Microscopic Study of the Effects of Neu
tron Irradiation on the Properties of Iron and Other
bcc Metals. Examination by electron transmis
sion microscopy of specimens of annealed pure
iron foil irradiated to a total fast-neutron exposure
of 2 X 10" nvt and then deformed plastically re
vealed no apparent differences in substructure be
tween these specimens and similar but unirradiated
specImens.

A lead-walled cave was constructed, and equip
ment for sectioning irradiated tensile test bars by
electromagnetic spark discharge machining was
installed and tested and is now ready for use.
Techniques for producing electron-transparent
areas in sections cut from test bars by electrolytic
polishing have been developed.

Irradiation Effects in Graphite. Neutron irra
diation of graphite is being studied at Brookhaven
in an attempt to understand more fully the radia
tion and annealing reactions that occur and their
effects on the physical, chemical, thermal, and
electrical properties of graphite.

1. BGRR studies. The technique of alternately
irradiating and annealing graphite on a triweekly
basis has been applied to the BGRR, with subse
quent measurement of height changes in the re
actor and property changes in several hundred
monitoring samples dispersed throughout the re
actor. This procedure has resulted in net dimen
sional recoveries of samples and reactor height.

2. Kinetics of graphite-bromine reactions. A
kinetic study of the exchange of normal and radio
active bromine in graphite-bromine lamellar com
pounds was made at temperatures of 30° to 50°C.

•



Natural and synthetic graphite powders were in
vestigated. A volume diffusion mechanism was
used to interpret the data. Diffusion coefficients of
10-9 to 10-8 cm2/sec and an activation energy of 11
to 14 kcal/mole were calculated for the movement
of bromine in the lamellar compounds.

3. Radiation damage studies. Results of moni
toring studies have yielded a quantitative radiation
damage picture that accounts for the dependence
of various properties of graphite on irradiation
temperature and gives values for the migration of
the single interstitial, the absolute rate of displac
ing atoms, and the proportionality constants for
the vacancy and di-interstitial contributions to
various properties.

The property changes in alternately irradiated
and annealed graphite after a relatively large
initial exposure are different from the changes in
continuously irradiated graphite. These differences
have been explained on the basis of successive re
actions of different interstitial species in which
some of the species reach steady-state conditions.
Kinetic analyses of such systems predict that in the
early stages of reirradiations the decomposition
of existing damage is greater than the rates of
formation of new damage. The analyses are sup
ported by experiments and by the above-noted
dimensional recovery in the BGRR.

The effects of annealing frequency on the prop
erties of irradiated graphite receiving short first
irradiations were also investigated. Changes in
sample dimensions, c-axis values, Hall coefficient,
electrical conductivity, and thermal conductivity
were measured. Here also, radiation damage de
creased with increasing annealing frequency.

Behavior of Iodine in Graphite. Iodine can be
physically adsorbed and chemisorbed on graphite
at temperatures of 200° to 800°C. The adsorption
is variable because of the sensitivity of the chemi
sorption sites to heat treatment and chemical
treatment.

At 25° and 100°C, iodine probably forms very
dilute lamellar compounds at a slow rate. On de
composition, these compounds leave residual
iodine in the graphite, which is stable in vacuum
at 950°C. The maximum concentration of residue
was 600 ppm after a sample had been exposed for
20 days at 25 ° C in saturated iodine vapor. The
residue has no effect on the adsorption of iodine at
100°C or the surface area of the graphite.

The rate of take-up of residual iodine at 25°C
is enhanced by prior heating to 2000 °C and ex-
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posure to water vapor at 900°C, which suggests
the existence of a surface barrier that hinders the
formation of the dilute lamellar compound.

Xenon Diffusion in Carbides. A series of exper
iments has been completed on the release of Xe
from UC powder at very low temperatures (185°
to 1000° C). In this temperature range, release of
Xe is much faster than is predicted by the diffu
sion results obtained between 1000° to 1400°C.
The kinetics of the low-temperature release are
not consistent with a normal diffusion model. The
release data fit a model in which the gas in the
first 3 or 4 surface layers is released over a spec
trum of activation energies, with the maximum
contribution at 27 to 35 kcal/mole. This low
temperature release model successfully accounts
for high apparent diffusion coefficients and low
activation energies at low temperatures. The
model can also account for some of the gas con
tributing to the "burst" effect on postirradiation
heating.

Studies on Xe diffusion from ZrC and ZrC-UC
solid solutions have begun. ZrC (I-x) of variable x
have been prepared by the reaction of ZrH2 and
lampblack.

CHEMISTRY AND CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY

Reactor Chemistry

High-Temperature Equilibria. Most metals dis
solve to some extent in their own fused salts. Little
is known about the nature of the resulting dis
solved species, although the question is one of both
scientific and technical interest. In the past year
two experimental techniques, absorption spec
trophotometry and chronopotentiometry, have
been found to be useful in this field. The system
Pb-PbCI2 was studied by observing the spectra of
a series ofliquid PbCl 2 samples which had been
equilibrated with Pb-Au alloys of differing Pb con
centration. From the results it was possible to de
termine subhalide concentration as a function of
Pb activity. The functional relationship was such
as to indicate that the subhalide species was Pb2C12 •

The system Mg-MgCI2 was studied to find subhal
ide concentration as a function of Mg activity. A
similar procedure was followed, involving equi
libration of MgCl2 with a series of Pb-Mg alloys,
but the subhalide was determined by anodic
chronopotentiometry instead of from spectral data.
The dissolved species proved to be of the same
type here too, namely Mg2 C1 2 •
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Table 2

Decomposition of Fluorocarbons by Electron Radiation

In other high-temperature programs, thermo
dynamic properties of a variety of compounds and
mixtures were obtained from galvanic cell meas
urements.

Xenon Compounds. Soon after the discovery
of xenon tetrafluoride at Argonne National Lab
oratory was announced, experiments on the ir
radiation of Xe-F2 mixtures showed that combi
nation could be induced by this means at or near
room temperature. The reaction vessel was a pre
fluorinated Ni tube, equipped with a pressure
gauge, which was placed in a gamma field of>106

rads/hr. Since the pressure dropped at a conven
iently measurable rate, the radiation-induced re
action offers promise as a method for studying re
action kinetics and mechanisms. It appears that
XeF2is the primary product and that it is the only
product at sufficiently low temperatures. Its radia
tion yield is quite high; G values up to 15 have
been obtained.

Radiation Chemistry of Fluorocarbons. The
determination of the radiation stability of a series
of selected fluorocarbons, with analysis of their de
composition products, has continued. Recent re
sults have made possible a comparison of alicyclic
and aromatic fluorocarbons, as shown in Table 2.
It is interesting that the two-ring compounds are
more stable than single rings. Analysis of the radi
olysis products showed another curious feature;
i.e., no unsaturated gaseous compounds (Cl to C 4 )

were produced from perfluorocyclohexane, while
appreciable quantities were formed from per
fluorobicyclohexyl.

Radiochemical Analysis Research

Chemistry of Actinide Elements and Homologues.
Study continues of the extraction synergism be

tween thenoyltrifluoroacetone (TTA) and tri-n
octylamine (TnOA). Am was found to hydrolyze
at <4 Xl 0-3 M [H+], but in the presence of 2 M

Compound

Perfluorobenzene,C6F6

Perfluorocydohexane, C6 F'2
Perfluorobiphenyl, C'2F'0
Perfluorobicydohexyl, C'2F22
Perfluoronaphthalane, C,oF'8

G, molecules destroyed
per 100 ev absorbed

2.15
3.1
1.4
1.6
1.7

LiCI no hydrolysis occurs down to 2XlO-4 M [H+].
In the absence of TTA, dilute TnOA in benzene
extracts no Am from 2 M LiCI at acid concentra
tions between 0.01 and 2 Xl 0-4 M, but the pres
ence of small amounts of TnOA greatly enhances
the extraction of Am by ITA. A method has been
devised for measuring this effect quantitatively.

A study of the synergism between TnOA and
acetylacetone established that the two extractants
do not interact with each other and in fact produce
an antisynergistic effect in the extraction of Th.

Fluorescence in actinide chelates is being in
vestigated because of its intrinsic interest, for its
potential usefulness in rapid qualitative spectro
scopic analysis, and to determine whether actinide
chelates in a plastic matrix may act as a self
exciting laser.

A reported color reaction between Nd and
3,3'-diaminobenzidine was investigated and found
not to occur.

The hydrolysis of Ce+3 was investigated by
adding a known amount of base to the solution,
measuring the pH, and determining whether the
change in pH was exactly equal to the amount of
base added. In the region between 0.01 and 1 M
Ce+3 one predominant species was found, namely,
Ce3 (OHh+4. This study involved using the glass
electrode to make potential measurements which
are reproducible to within 0.2 mv.

Electrochemical Studies. Incremental polaro
graphic studies ofU(VI) in ethylenediaminetetra
acetic acid point to disproportionation of the pri
mary electrode product, U(V), at an appreciable
rate. Current reversal chronopotentiometric meas
urements on this system are in excellent agreement
with calculations based on a mathematical model
used to describe this system by computer analysis.

Studies of anodic depolarization of the dropping
Hg electrode in fused LiN03-KN03 eutectic by
various anions indicate that soluble mercurous
complex species are formed in the presence of CI
or Br-. A study of the behavior of Cr04 -2 and
Cr207-2, dissolved in this eutectic, at the dropping
electrode indicates that Cr20 7-2 reacts significantly
with Hg and that both species give a cathodic
wave just prior to the onset of N03 - reduction.
Molten n-methylpyridium bromide has been found
unsuitable as a solvent for polarography at the
dropping Hg electrode except perhaps in cases
involving the more noble metals.

Nuclear and Radiochemical Methods of Analysis.
Activation analysis is being made more specific in



certain cases by counting characteristic x rays fol
lowing internal conversion. This technique has
been successfully used in the analysis of trace
amounts of Cd and Gd deposited on an Al alloy
plate, and it shows promise for the analysis of
traces of Co in the residue from distilled Hg.

The possibility has been investigated of using
unique gamma-ray spectra resulting from radiative
capture as a basis for a new technique in radio
activation analysis. At present the method cannot
be applied generally, but it may be of interest for
certain special cases.

A method involving gamma-gamma spectrom
etry has been developed that permits determina
tion of C0 60 in the presence of twice as much Fe59

and 400 times as much C0 58.
A solid-state detector to detect charged particles

from neutron-induced reactions is being investi
gated as a means of determining small amounts of
BID and Li6 and has been applied to the measure
ment of thicknesses of thin films of Li6F. The same
detector without the neutron beam has been used
to determine V in Pd-V alloys.

Development of Procedures. Procedures under
study include a method of determining water in
organic compounds via coulometric titration using
Karl Fischer reagent and an x-ray fluorescence
method for determining Rb and Y. Daily capacity
of a microcombustion train has been increased
50% by automation. Equipment modifications
have been made which permit determination of
<3 JLg Fe reproducibly and in agreement with
results obtained elsewhere.

Release of fission Products from fuel Elements.
This program is directed toward achieving a
fundamental understanding of the fission product
release process to provide information for evaluat
ing the consequences of a reactor accident. The
effect of chemical environment on the nature of
the release from metallic fuel samples was studied
over a wide range of fission product concentration
corresponding to total irradiations ranging from
3.0 X 1014 to 5.4 Xl 019 nvt. Fission product iodine
was released into He at 1200°C in combined
form, apparently as a uranium iodide, rather than
as elemental iodine. Calculations indicate that
VI and VI2 may be important gaseous species
released from fuels having iodine concentrations
corresponding to burnups of at least 50,000 Mwd/
ton V. These uranium iodides react in air to
form V02I 2 which further dissociates to V0 2 and
12 ,
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In contrast to the He results, the V fuel is ox
idized in air at 1200°C to V 30 8 with subsequent
release of elemental iodine. Depending on the U
oxidation conditions, large fractions of the released
elemental iodine are found to absorb on particulates.

Much less Ba-La and Ce was released from the
fuel samples into air than into He because of the
formation of the nonvolatile oxides of these fission
products. A negligible quantity of Mo was re
leased from U into He; however, in air a large
quantity was released as Mo03 •

Surface Area Measurements on Graphite. Dur
ing the past year a new method has been developed
for measuring the specific total area of powders
and porous materials. It has been used, however,
almost exclusively on graphite. The method in
volves the measurement of adsorbed Kr with Kr85
tracer. It is much quicker than the conventional
Brunauer-Emmett-Teller method and gives more
accurate results at the lower specific areas.

With nuclear graphites the opening of closed
pores was found to be the principal cause of the in
crease of surface area with decreased particle size.
Some graphites show an appreciable internal sur
face area which is independent of particle size and
is attributed to interconnecting pores. These
values may be used to characterize graphites.

Fuel Reprocessing

Reprocessing Reactor fuels by Volatilization
Through the Use of Inert fluidized Beds. The use
of an inert fluidized bed for reprocessing spent re
actor fuels is based on the heat-transfer and gas
mixing properties of such beds. These properties
permit highly exothermic reactions between mas
sive solids and gases to be carried out under con
trolled conditions and result in relatively uniform
attack on the solid reactant.

Reprocessing of Stainless Steel-Clad fuel. Al
though stainless steel is attacked by chlorine at
;::::;600°C, major difficulties arise when adapting
this reaction to the reprocessing of SS-clad fuels.
First, there is the problem of corrosion in such a
system; second, V0 2 reacts with chlorine, which
results in a mixture of solid and liquid products,
the latter tending to cake the Alundum bed ma
terial with ultimate loss of fluidization. In view of
the difficulties attending chlorination reaction, the
effort has been shifted to a fluoride-promoted ox
idation system outlined below.

It has been found that SS is severely attacked
by oxygen at 700°C when immersed in an Alun-
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dum fluidized bed containing;:::::: 1 wt % AIF3' The
attack is more pronounced if the bed is prefluo
rinated with F2 for ;::::::V2 hr, although the SS sample
need not be present during the fluorination period.
The oxidation product consists of a mixture of SS
oxides which exfoliate from the sample in layers
and are ultimately reduced to coarse powder by
the action of the fluidized bed. In Table 3 is shown
the rate of attack on type 304 SS samples made
from lA-in. tubing. In addition, two preliminary
V recovery experiments have been carried out
with 12-in. Yankee rod sections in which the ox
idation reaction was followed by fluorination; the
results of these experiments are listed in Table 4.
Both the oxidation reaction and fluorination re
actions proceed smoothly and without difficulty.

Preliminary corrosion tests indicate Inconel to
be a satisfactory container material.

Aluminum Alloy Fuel. The inert fluidized bed
process has been applied to the recovery of V from
AI-clad V -AI alloy reactor fuels. Separation is

Table 3

Oxidation of Type 304 Stainless Steel
(25 g AlF3 added to 2000 g prefluorinated

Alundum bed material)

achieved by reacting the fuel element with HCI
and thereby removing Al as volatile AICI 3 • The
V residue, which is nonvolatile, is subsequently
reacted with F3 and recovered as VF6 •

HCI-AI reaction rates have been measured with
1X 4-in. AI-clad V-AI alloy coupons immersed in
a 11/2-in.-diam fluidized bed of 60-mesh Alundum
under a variety of conditions of temperature and
gas flow. The results are given in Table 5, and a
representative plot of reaction rate and utilization
vs temperature is presented in Figure 9. Fluorina
tion of beds containing 500 ppm V from single
coupon V-AI hydrochlorination experiments re
duced the V concentration to 50 ppm. In addition,
a parallel-plate subassembly (11 plates weighing a
total of;:::::: 160 g) was reacted with 100 vol % HCI
at 300°C. After 60 min, ;::::::90% of the sample was
reacted. In subsequent fluorination of the bed re
sulting from this experiment, the V concentration
in the bed was reduced from an estimated 5000 ppm
(based on original charge) to 50 ppm as determined
by x-ray fluorescence analysis of bed samples.

Volatility Reprocessing Pilot Plant. Design has
been completed of a cold pilot plant to investigate

Table 5

Run No. Temperature, °C
Penetration rate,

mils/hr

Bench-Scale Hydrochlorination Experiments
(100% HCl, 60-mesh Alundum bed, 1.5-in.

Inconel reaction vessel)

*Excluding unreacted VO z fragments in conical
bottom.

Recovery ofUranium
From Yankee Fuel Element Sections

Total U
charge Residual

(estimated), g U* in bed

21
22
23
24
25
26

Run
No.

27

28

Sample
wt

141.2

146.8

700
700
700
650
700
650

Table 4

110

113

300 ppm
(0.60 g)

260 ppm
(0.52 g)

5.0
7.0
5.0
0.0
6.6
0.1

WtU*
recovered, g

79

90

Run No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
17
18
19
20
22

Initial
temperature, °C

350
300
275
400
250
350
300
340
400
250
350
250
350
300
300
350
400
350
400

Superficial
velocity,

ft/sec

0.5
0.55
0.55
0.7
0.5
0.48
0.45
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.45
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.9
0.9

Rate,
mils/hr

109.6
124.4
123.5
265.3
113.9
156.6
82.6

115.7
128.8
99.1

105.2
118.3
156.9
140.6
128.6
165.3
187.2
208.5
192.3
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the reprocessing of a variety of reactor fuels via
the inert fluidized bed volatility method. Con
struction is in progress, and the plant will be
brought on stream in fiscal 1964. The primary
purpose of the unit will be to demonstrate the
feasibility of reprocessing graphite matrix fuels by
the above method on a realistic scale. Subsequent
investigations will be made using other types of
fuel such as SS-clad V0 2 and AI-clad V-AI alloy
fuels.

NitroRuor Volatility Process. Engineering
scale equipment fabricated from Monel is being
assembled in the new Volatility Studies Labora
tory to investigate the dissolution behavior of
V-Zr alloy fuel. A solution of NOF· 3HF and HF
will be used as the dissolving agent rather than
N 2 0.-HF solution, since it is less corrosive and
will allow the dissolving step to be performed at
atmospheric pressure or below. The solvent NOF·
3HF is the high-boiling residue resulting from dis
tillation of a mixture of NOCI and HF; the gallon
amounts required for the above study will be pre
pared by a manufacturer of fluorine chemicals.

Further work with V0 2 power reactor fuel was
deferred until the behavior of Pu is better under
stood. Low-level Pu experiments were recently
started to investigate the volatilization of Pu from
the fuel material salts accumulated in the evap
orator.

The new method of volatilizing V compounds
by treatment with NOF gas (or the vapor from
NOF· 3HF) at ;::::AOO°C has shown promise as
another means of removing V contamination from
fission products. Various V compounds, or the

isolated salt produced by the dissolution of V
metal or compounds in NOF· 3HF, are volatilized
as NOVF6 in this treatment. Several fission prod
uct element salts produced in NOF· 3HF behaved
differently. The Nb salt was more volatile than
NOUF6 , whereas the Zr and Ru salts were not
volatile. The salt NOMoF6 transferred in the ab
sence of NOF.

Studies on the corrosion of Monel in N 20.-HF
solutions at temperatures up to IS0°C have
proved useful in elucidating the variable behavior
found in previous work. The use of a sensitive elec
trical resistance probe has made possible the con
tinuous determination of corrosion rates. In static
solutions at controlled temperatures, the condi
tions under which a protective film forms on
Monel have been found. The film that best re
sisted cooling and reheating of the solvent was one
formed in 30 mole % N02-70 mole % HF solution
at 100° or I2S°C. Under several other conditions
no protective film formed, or there was indication
of film breakdown and re-formation upon thermal
cycling.

The solvent N 20.-HF was shown to be useful for
treating graphite-matrix fuel containing VC 2

particles coated with pyrolytic graphite. The
matrix was disintegrated by the solvent at IS0°C
and the coating split open into half shells, which
allowed the UC2 to dissolve. Washing of the
graphite residue with fresh solvent removed all
but 0.23% of the V, which indicates that more
than 99.7% is recoverable. A limited number of
experiments were performed on the recovery ofU
from classified Rover rocket fuel.
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Figure 9. U-AI alloy hydrochlorination.
Rate and per cent utilization ofHeI vs temperature.

Figure 10. Heat transfer ofNaK flowing in-line through
a bundle of rods under conditions of fully established flow.
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Figure 11. View of alkali-metal heat transfer facility showing the instrument panel in the fore
ground. The facility can circulate 150 gallons of metal per minute at temperatures up to 900°F.

Liquid-Metal Heat Transfer Research

During the year there were three active exper
imental projects. In the first, heat transfer coef
ficients were measured for in-line turbulent flow
of NaK through an unbaffied rod bundle. The
bundle consisted of 19 rods, V2 in. in o.d., spaced
in an equilateral triangular array with a pitch:
diameter ratio of 1. 750. Data have been taken in
the 280 ° to 500 0 F range. Figure 10 shows some
typical results.

The meanings of the symbols in Figure 10 are as
follows:

Nu = Nusselt number =hDe/k,
h = heat transfer coefficient,

D = o.d. of rods,
De = equivalent diameter of bundle,

k = conductivity of liquid metal,
Pe = Peclet number =DevpCp/k,

v = average linear velocity,
p = density of liquid metal,
P = distance between rod centers,

Cp = heat capacity of liquid metal,
Pr = Prandtl number = CpfL/k , and

fL = viscosity.

As liquid-metal heat transfer data go, the agree
ment with theoretical predictions is reasonably
good, considering the rather low temperature
drop between rod surface and the bulk stream,
which usually fell in the 7° to 100F range. The
heat generating capacity of the rods and the high
thermal conductivity of the NaK are the two
principal factors preventing the attainment of
higher temperature differences. Information such
as that shown in Figure lOis useful in the thermal
designs of reactor cores and shell-and-tube heat
exchangers.

The second project involves the measurement of
velocity and temperature profiles for Hg flowing
through annuli. This is a fundamental study, and
its significance goes beyond the particular metal
and geometry used. The project has just entered
the data-taking phase.

The purpose of the third and largest experi
mental project is to obtain fundamental heat
transfer information on forced-convection boiling
and condensation of K at temperatures up to
1800 0 F. The loop for this project is under con
struction, with data-taking scheduled to begin in
the spring of 1964. ....



In one analytical study, an improved theoretical
expression for Nusselt number was obtained for
cross flow of liquid metals through rod bundles by
applying inviscid flow analysis. The derivation is
based upon the assumption that, for a rod located
in the interior of a bundle, the circumferential
variations of both the tube-wall temperature and
the hydrodynamic potential can be expressed by
cosine-type distributions.

Ultimate Waste Disposal

Phosphate Glass Process. Construction of the
phosphate glass pilot plant shown in Figure 12
was completed during the year, and a number of
satisfactory preliminary runs were made in which
steady-state conditions of operation were achieved.
Glass production rates up to 1.9 ft'/24 hr were
obtained (it is estimated that 1 ft' of glass would
be produced in the treatment of waste from re
processing of spent fuel containing 1 ton of U).

Of critical importance in developing the phos
phate glass process is the evaluation of the cor
rosion resistance of Pt exposed to the molten
phosphate at 1200°C to determine its suitability
as a liner material for the oxidation resistant In
conel 702 crucible. To date, the 8-in.-diam cru
cible used in the pilot plant has been in the presence
of Purex phosphate glass at 1200° C for 1800 hr.
No signs of deterioration attributable to corrosion
have been observed.

Recently the residence time necessary for the
formation of glass in the high-temperature crucible
was found to be much shorter than had been as
sumed. In some experiments with small holdup
volumes in the crucible, the required residence
times were not more than 1 to 2 min. Considerable
advantage may be gained, therefore, through a
reduction in the size of the crucible, an objective
that fits well into the present experimental pro
gram with the bench-scale unit which utilizes in
duction heating of the 3-in.-diam Pt crucible.

Rotary Calciner. Modifications of the rotary
calciner pilot plant were completed during the
year, and a continuous plant run of ;::::800 hI' was
made. In particular, a new feed system based on
the use of a pressure-cycled spray feed was installed
in the plant, and pretesting and installation of the
new rotary seal were completed. The seal design
featured a small (0.003-in.) gap between the faces
of the rotating and nom"otating discs, maintained
by means of three rollers mounted at the periphery,
and a continuous inward flow ofsuperheated steam
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Figure 12. Phosphate glass pilot plant.

through the gap to oppose any tendency for out
ward escape of gases or dust from the calciner.

The purpose of the extended plant run was to
test the major mechanical components and to
determine general performance characteristics of
the plant operating as a unit, as well as to obtain
data to serve as the basis for an over-all evaluation
of the rotary calcination process for treating high
level radioactive wastes. Operation of the plant
during the extended run was considered satisfac
tory in most respects. However, the need for fur
ther improvement of the rotary seal design to
eliminate excessive wear between the rollers and
the supporting face of the nonrotating disc is
evident.

APPLIED RADIATION

The program of the Radiation Division includes
studies of the mechanisms of chemical reactions
initiated by radiation (Radiation Research Sec
tion), studies of selected radiation-induced chem
ical processes (Radiation Processing Section), and
the development and characterization of large
scale radiation sources (Radiation Engineering
Section).
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0.5

39°C 100°C

Clotal 0.15 0.17
GH, 0.14 0.16

GCH, 0.010 0.015

GC,H, 0.002 0.003

G Values of Major Gaseous Products Formed
in the Gamma Irradiation of Toluene

Table 6

Radiation-induced isomerization of p-xylene is
negligible. The formation of high molecular
weight products from the three isomeric xylenes
is independent of dose rate in the liquid state and
is greatly reduced in the solid state. These results
are qualitatively consistent with a mechanism in
volving free radicals and excited molecules.

The G values for the major gaseous products ob
tained from toluene at 39° and 110°C over the
dose range 1 to 50 XI 06 rads are given in Table 6.
Preliminary results indi~ate that the temperature
coefficients for total gas, methane, and hydrogen
formation are of the order of 1 kcal or less.

The following dimeric products formed during
toluene radiolysis have been definitely identified:
bibenzyl; diphenylmethane; 4-methyldiphenyl
methane; biphenyl; 2,2-, 3,3-, and 4,4-dimethyl
biphenyl; and a mixture of benzyldiphenyls. A
number of dimeric products are still unidentified.
No evidence was obtained for the presence of any
of the terphenyls, bicyclohexyl, or phenylcyclo
hexane.

Polymerization Mechanisms. The conductivities
of several polynuclear aromatic salts with sodium
in tetrahydrofuran have been measured. Sodium
fluorene exhibits measurable dielectric loss at con
centrations as low as 10-6 M, but these solutions are
not stable on standing. Sodium anthracene forms
reasonably stable solutions, but there is some ques
tion as to the correlation of the optical and ESR
spectra ofthis anion as a function ofconcentration.

The radiation-induced polymerization of a
methylstyrene has been reported here previously
to be highly sensitive to traces of moisture. A re
study of the radiation polymerization of styrene
indicates that this monomer is also sensitive to
traces of water. The highest rate of polymerization
of this monomer so far achieved (at room tempera
ture and 250,000 rads/hr) is 24% per megarad,
compared to the rate of 2% per megarad previ-
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Figure 13. Hydrogen yield as a function of composition
of solid solution of propionamide-acrylamide.

Radiation Chemistry Research

Radiation Effects in Organic Solids. Oxygen
can enter and diffuse through the layer structure
of pure propionamide and solid solution of pro
pionamide-acrylamide over the composition range
from zero to 40% acrylamide. This effect is demon
strated by the ability of oxygen to quench radia
tion-produced radicals in these crystals, as shown
by electron spin resonance (ESR) measurements,
and by the concurrent decrease in postirradiation
polymer yield. Above 40% acrylamide concentra
tion, both effects become small.

The yield of radiolytic hydrogen from solid
solutions of propionamide-acrylamide as a func
tion of composition and at two temperatures is
shown in Figure 13. The difference in yield at the
two temperatures is ascribed to the fact that, at the
doses employed, no polymerization occurs at dry
ice temperature, whereas practically all of the
polymerizable monomer has reacted at the higher
temperature. Therefore the room-temperature
radiolyses were essentially performed on the sys
tem propionamide-polyacrylamide. The polymer
has a higher G value for hydrogen formation than
the monomer. The nonlinearity of the room
temperature hydrogen curve can be explained in
terms of energy transfer from both the propion
amide and polyacrylamide to residual monomer.

Radiation Chemistry of Aromatics. Iodine is
capable of scavenging part of the methane pro
duced in the radiolysis ofp-xylene, but none of the
hydrogen. Both the hydrogen yield and the non
scavengeable portion of the methane yield are
temperature independent between 20° and 110°C.
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ously reported by various workers. Molecular
weight determinations indicate a change in the
rate of initiation with drying and not merely an ef
ficient chain transfer mechanism involving water.

High-Temperature Physical Properties Measure
ment, X-ray diffraction measurements on thoria
have now been extended to 2800°C. Re metal
has been examined to 3000°C; the work on Pt has
been extended to 1750°C; and V has been exam
ined to 1750°C. No first-order phase transition has
been found in this temperature range. Such a
transition was suggested by Seybolt and Sumison,
[Trans. A/ME 197, 292 (1953)].

The data are not accurate enough at present to
rule out the possibility of a second-order transition.
The coefficients of expansion of these materials will
soon be published.

Considerable interest has been evidenced lately
in the possibility of using borides as refractory
materials in many applications. Some rare-earth
borides have been prepared and examined at room
temperature by x-ray diffraction as a preliminary
to high-temperature work and to help elucidate
the crystal chemistry of these materials. Terbium
and ytterbium dodecaborides have been prepared
by arc-melting the pure elements in stoichiometric
proportion. These could not be prepared from the
oxides. Erbium, holmium, dysprosium, and gado
linium diborides have also been prepared by arc
melting the pure elements. These apparently have
a hexagonal unit cell and are probably of the
AlB2-type structure.

Some U-Pd alloys have been prepared and ex
amined by x-ray diffraction at room temperature.
This also is a preliminary to high-temperature
work. These alloys are being considered for pos
sible use in chemonuclear reactors.

Isotope Development

The following is a partial list of accomplish
ments in the development of ways of making avail
able potentially useful isotopes.

Strontium-87m Generator. A generator from
which Sr87m can be readily milked from its Y87
parent has been developed. A novel method was
developed for making superior RbCl targets, used
in preparing Y87. Experiments are under way to
verify calculated excitation functions for the Y87_
producing reaction.

High Specific Activity Magnesium-28. Several
systems using formation recoil to separate M g28,
formed by (t,p) reaction, from stable Mg were
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studied. Contrary to early results, mixtures of fluo
rides of Li and Mg were shown to produce M g28
when irradiated with neutrons and thus to behave
like the metallic alloy or mixtures of other salts of
these two elements. No evidence was found for a
double fluoride of Mg and Li. Other experiments
showed the impracticality of the Si(n,x) reactions
for producing carrier-free M g28 routinely. The
half-life of M g28 was found to be 20.88+0.06 hr.

Other Triton-Induced Reactions. No evidence
for the (t,P) or (t,n) reactions on Ba138 or the
M g24(t,n)AF6 reaction was found. Attention has
been turned to the Si3°(t,n)P32 reaction and to
reactions leading to the formation of Ar42 .

Computer Applications. Studies of the possi
bility of utilizing an IBM 7090 computer to ana
lyze decay curves and to resolve complex gamma
spectra are progressing. The latter problem in
volves describing simple spectra by unique poly
nomials and complex spectra by the sums of such
polynomials; difficulties encountered are believed
to be due to errors introduced by rounding off,
with the loss ofmany significant figures, and should
be eliminated by a new program under examina
tion. (Attempts are also being made to simplify
complex gamma spectra and render them more
susceptible to analysis by using two different de
tectors chosen so as to permit electronic subtraction
of the Compton part of the spectrum.)

Arsenic-72 Generator. The chemistry of Se is
being studied preparatory to developing a gener
ator from which AS72 can be milked from the Se72

parent. Formation and hydrolysis constants of
SeCN- have been measured, and work is in prog
ress on the extraction chemistry and chromato
graphic behavior of the complex between Se and
a-phenylenediamine.

Iron-52. The Cr5°(a,2n)Fe52 reaction will be
used with enriched Cr50 to prepare high-purity
Fe52 by means of a chemical separation process
whose development is nearly complete.

Cesium-J32. The I127(a,2n)Cs'29 reaction has
been used to establish successfully conditions
for producing carrier-free CS'32 via the reaction
1'29(a,n)Cs'32. C S'32 is of interest for calibrating
whole-body counters used subsequently for de
tecting Cs137 •

V51 (n,na)Sc47 Reaction. From a study of the
decay of SC48 an upper limit of 0.3 mb was cal
culated for the cross section of this reaction.

Alpha Bombardment of Calcium. Alpha bom
bardment of natural Ca can lead to four products,
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the formation reactions for anyone of which would
be of interest: Ca4 7, Ca50

, Ti4
", and Ti44

• Experi
ments to observe them are under way.

Tagging Protein With 1124 • It has been demon
strated beyond doubt that usefully large activities
of 1'24 can be bound to cancer-free gamma globulin
reproducibly and in high yield.

Reactor Neutron Cross Sections. Preliminary
measurements of cross sections for reactor neutrons
in a specific experimental hole in the BGRR have
established a relationship that can be used for
estimating other (n,a) and (n,p) reaction cross
sections.

Half-Life of Aluminum-28. The half-life of
AF8 has been redetermined to be 2.238-+0.006
min.

Radiation Processing Research and Development

This program is concerned with investigations
of the application of nuclear energy to the syn
thesis and production of industrial chemicals. The
effort is divided into two main areas, radioisotope
radiation processing studies and fission fragment
chemonuclear studies.

The studies on the use of radioisotope radiation
for the production of chemicals include (a) an in-

vestigation of the homopolymerization of ethylene
by C 0 60 gamma radiation, (b) a survey program
on the copolymerization of ethylene with a num
ber of other monomers, (c) a survey program ofa
number of promising exothermic systems induced
by CoGo gamma radiation, and (d) the develop
ment of the engineering principles involved in
applied radiation chemistry processes.

The yield and rate of polymerization of ethyl
ene in a C 0 60 gamma field were determined under
a variety of pressure, temperature, and intensity
conditions.

The polyethylene polymers produced through
out these experiments consisted of fine white pow
der with properties dependent on pressure and
irradiation conditions. Generally, the polymers
show intermediate density values of 0.93 to 0.94,
have a high degree of crystallinity after annealing,
and at lower total doses are not cross-linked. Fur
ther rate data and polymer characterization await
an experimental study under constant pressure
conditions in static and flowing systems.

An extensive series of exploratory experiments
has been made on the random copolymerization
of ethylene gas with a number ofliquid and gase
ous monomers by C0 60 gamma radiation. This in-

Table 7

CoGO Gamma Copolymerization of Ethylene

Copolymer characteristics

Run
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Ethylene copolymer

Styrene
Divinylbenzene
Methyl methacrylate
Methyl acrylate
Vinyl acetate
Allyl acetate
Isobutylene
trans-2-Butene
cis-2-Butene
I-Butene
Isoprene
Propylene
Acrylonitrile
Chlorotrifiuoroethylene
Vinyl chloride
Carbon monoxide
Vinyl pyrrolidone
Methyl vinyl ketone

Initial mole ratio,
ethylenelcomonomer

7.4
21.2
17.5
31.6

5.5
6.5
8.98
8.2
6.7

10.8
18.7
5.5
3.8

27.8
7.3
7.9

14.4
10.9

Final mole ratio,
polyethyleneI copolymer

3.6
2.2
7.1

93.2

0.24
13.2

1.3
1.95

27.7
51.7

Crystalline
Density, melting

glcc point,OC

1.000 noncryst.

0.956 125
0.955 123-126.5
0.963 105-106.5
0.939 122
0.908 103-107.5
0.954 103-107.5
0.963 125-126
0.912 102
0.956 122
0.910 95
1.120 noncryst.
1.004 122

noncryst.
1.090 112.5
1.008 120.5
0.942 125
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vestigation is primarily directed toward the identi
fication of the copolymers and homopolymers
formed in a mixture of the monomers. Positive
identification of a copolymer of ethylene with most
of the monomers listed in Table 7 has been ob
tained. It has not yet been possible to establish
identification of a copolymer of ethylene with
butadiene or styrene.

Figure 14 shows the infrared spectra for a sam
ple of radiation-produced polyethylene and for a
copolymer ofethylene with CO. A definite change
from the structure of the original homopolymer
takes place when CO is included.

A survey program is under consideration on in
ducing exothermic reactions by C0 60 radiation. It
includes (a) partial oxidation reactions, e.g., am
monia oxidation for nitric acid and benzene oxida
tion for phenol production; (b) metal deposition
reactions, e.g., from metal carbonyls and organo
metallic compounds; and (c) radiocatalytically
induced reactions.

It is generally realized that the use of isotopic
radiation sources awaits development of the ap
propriate technology and demonstration of its use
in a chemical process system. For the purpose of
developing this much-needed radiation engineer
ing technology, a high-pressure gamma loop facil
ity has been designed. The loop will consist of a
stirred 12-in. -diam X 3V2-ft-long reactor (see Figure
15) which will contain up to 30,000 curies of Co60

,

Figure 14. Infrared spectra for polyethylene and for ethyl
ene-CO copolymer produced by C 0 60 gamma radiation.
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a circulator, heat exchangers for temperature ad
justment, and an analytical system. The loop is
primarily designed to handle the polymerization
of ethylene at pressures up to 10,000 psig, at a cir
culation rate of 1740 lb/hr. The facility, however,
is designed to be versatile; equipment changes can
be readily made to allow study of a variety of
radiation-induced process systems.

The fission fragment studies include (a) an ex
perimental program for the determination of the
fission fragment energy deposition efficiency of
various thin-sectioned fuel elements, and the eval
uation of G values in static capsule tests for certain
chemical reactions, such as the formation ofN02

from N 2 , and O 2 and CO from CO2 ; (b) the de
velopment and fabrication of fission fragment
sources and fuel elements; (c) the design and con
struction of a chemonuclear in-pile loop facility;
and (d) the design and evaluation of various
chemonuclear reactor and process concepts.

In the formation ofN02 and N 20 from N 2 and
O 2 using the fission sources, a ~02 value of 1.2 and
a ~2ovalue of:::::; 1.0 are the highest values ob
tained to date at :::::;3 atm pressure. Attempts are
being made to obtain G formation values as a
function ofpressure, temperature, and foil thickness.

In the development of chemonuclear source and
fuel material attempts have been made to fabricate
thin fuel elements having the required high-tem
perature oxidation resistance and mechanical
stability. After some investigation an alloy con
sisting of a solid solution of D in Pd, containing
up to 30 wt % D, has proved to be ductile enough
to be rolled on a Sendzimir mill to thicknesses of
<3 fl.. Tests in an air stream at temperatures up to
1000°F and flow rates up to 30 ft/sec have indi
cated that a very thin oxide film is formed on the
surface of the foil and the foil loses some of its
ductility; however, the foil generally appeared
quite stable. In-pile burnup tests are in progress
to determine the effects of radiation damage on
the strength of the material and on mass transport
from the material. Various configurations of
packed sections with spacing between foils equiv
alent to the range of the fission fragment are being
aerodynamically tested in high-temperature, high
velocity air streams. A theoretical study is being
initiated to determine the strength of material re
quired to produce the most stable packed con
figuration under the flow conditions required.
Both ordered and random arrays for a critical core
loading are under consideration.
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A revised design and hazards report on the in
pile chemonuclear loop was completed and favor
ably reviewed by the Reactor and Critical Experi
ments Safety Committee. Design detailing of the
in-pile section is nearing completion, and com
ponent purchasing has begun.

A Chemonuclear Workshop attended by 36 in
dustrial, governmental, and university representa
tives was held at Brookhaven from October 29 to
November 2, 1962. The entire status of the art was
reviewed. A report on this meeting and program
recommendations is in preparation.

Radiation Engineering

High Intensity Radiation Development Labo
ratory. The High Intensity Radiation Develop
ment Laboratory (HIRDL) is essentially complete.
Installation and testing of the operational and
safety equipment have been completed. Radio
logical testing of the integrity of the shielding of
both cells, using 20,000 curies of COBO, has been
accomplished. The majority of HIRDL personnel
have been familiarized with all operational and
safety equipment.

Phase I of the encapsulation procedure for
600,000 curies of COBO now on hand has com
menced. This entails inspection and decontamina
tion of COBO sources which were received from the
ETR.

The hazards report for the operation of HIRDL
has been approved by the Laboratory Safety Com
mittee and is being prepared for required dis
tribution.

Continual checks of the water level in the canal
complex indicated that the daily fall in level had
suddenly increased from:::::: Va in. to 8 in. An in
vestigation showed that the leak was not in the
plumbing but in the walls or floor of the canal.
This problem will be corrected by the installation
of a stainless steel liner.

The shielding properties of the air-duct en
tranceways to the irradiation cell have been tested
and found to conform to design specifications.

Twenty-four BNL standard flat sources con
taining 2440 curies of CoBo have been leak-tested
and shipped to Mission, Texas, to be used by the
U.S. Department of Agriculture in its screwworm
fly irradiation program.

The BNL standard strip source designed for
irradiation at the Savannah River Plant has been
approved by the Savannah River Operations
Office of the AEC. Forty-two slugs, each contain-
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ing four strips, were shipped to Aiken, S.C., and
are now in one of the SRP reactors.

Finite Buildup Factors From Point Sources in
Finite and Semi-Infinite Homogeneous Media.
Progress has been made on the experimental de
termination of buildup factors for point sources
in finite and semi-infinite homogeneous media.
Experimental measurements have been made in
infinite and semi-infinite media along an axis per
pendicular to the plane of the air-water interface
and at 30° and 60° to this vertical axis. Experi
ments thus far indicate a 10% change in the in
finite buildup factor at the air-water interface in
a semi-infinite medium at ::::::6 mean free paths
from the point source. Data are now being inter
preted for points up to within a fraction of a mean
free path of the source.

A computer program, based upon the Monte
Carlo calculational method, has been written for
the determination of finite buildup factors in cy
lindrical, homogeneous targets. A similar program
is in progress for finite buildup factors in rectan
gular targets.

Gamma Spectrum Analysis. Refinements in
the computer program for the response matrix
involved in the development of an unfolding
method of spectrum analysis of gamma spectra in
an absorbing medium are still under way.

Measurements have been made of the degraded
gamma-ray spectrum from a COBO source in three
segments of a large U-shaped air duct in a concrete
shield with two 90° turns. Unfolding of the spec
trum is in progress at present.

Solar Cell Dosimeter. Two additional reports
concerning solar cell dosimeters are nearing com
pletion. These final reports incorporate all the latest
information and results obtained from the studies at
Brookhaven ofthe n-on-p solar cell dose rate meter
and the p-on-n solar cell integrating dosimeter.

Electrical Discharge in Shielding Glass. A num
ber of bulk shielding glass samples have been ir
radiated at a dose rate of 5 X 105 rads/hr to total
doses of up to 108 rads.

These preliminary experiments indicate some
correlation between the Ce content of the shielding
glass and the total dose at which controlled dis
charge will occur. Glasses with the highest Ce con
tent seem to discharge more readily and at lower
total doses than those with low Ce content.

Shipboard Fish Irradiator and Grain Irradiator
Studies. The Vitro Corporation has been selected
to work with BNL on feasibility and conceptual
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design studies for a fish irradiator to be installed
on an experimental trawler for the U.S. Bureau of
Fisheries and for a bulk grain irradiator. These
conceptual designs are nearing completion.

C060 F'uid 'rradiator for Medica' Research. A
fluid irradiator was designed and fabricated for

the BNL Medical Department for use in extra
corporeal blood irradiations. A 11 OO-curie C0 60

source was installed, and dosimetry checks were
made. The unit was reviewed by the Laboratory
Safety Committee and turned over to the Medical
Department for immediate use.



Applied Mathematics

tabulation indicates the increase in usage over the
past year on the 7094 itself.

In interpreting these figures two facts should be
noted. First, the figures represent hours the ma
chine is actually in use on research problems.
They do not include time for maintaining the ma
chine, for putting on new problems (replacing
reels of tape, etc.), for making modifications to the
monitor system which automatically operates the
machine, or for training personnel. These oper
ations account for >300 hr/quarter. Consequent
ly, only a small increase in utilization can be ob
tained from the present 5-day/week operation.
Second, the increase in usage is actually greater
than the above figures indicate because the modi
fication of the machine raised its efficiency by
;:::::50%, so that in terms of actual work the volume
during the last quarter was about twice that dur
ing the first.

Figures for the Merlin computer, which is used
for various special problems, are more irregular,
particularly as it was used full time for several
months for "on-line" monitoring of an experiment
with the AGS.

Although manufacturers of large-scale digital
computers usually supply programmed monitor
systems to operate the machines, most computer
installations, especially in such scientific labora
tories as Brookhaven, find that these monitor sys
tems do not meet their special needs. In conse
quence, a part of the effort of the staff of the Ap
plied Mathematics Department is expended in
modifying and improving these systems to meet
the special requirements of research workers in the
Laboratory. In particular, at the time ofthe conver
sion ofthe 7090 to a 7094, substantial changes were
incorporated in the 7094 monitor system. These in
cluded extensions to the FORTRAN language.

The orderly development of a useful, well
documented subroutine library, whose scope cov
ers the requirements of a large class of problems,
is a continuing effort of members of the Depart
ment. Only two examples will be mentioned here.

As is to be expected, the work of the Applied
Mathematics Department* of Brookhaven Na
tional Laboratory encompasses a broad spectrum.
It ranges from research in such areas as differen
tial and integral equations, pattern recognition,
and computer design to the straightforward prep
aration and maintenance of computer programs
for various purposes. These projects are often car
ried out in collaboration with members of other
Laboratory groups whose work in the natural and
life sciences requires the use of computers to proc
ess and analyze experimental data or to solve real
physical problems. The Department is charged
with the administration and operation of a com
plex of digital computers for the use of the Labo
ratory as a whole. Instrumentation Division per
sonnel are also involved in this effort.

COMPUTER FACILITY, SYSTEMS,
AND UTILITY PROGRAMS

Because ofthe continuing increase in demands
on the computing facility, a number of additions
and improvements have been made during the
past year. To meet increased printing require
ments, a second 1401 computer was installed early
in the year. During the third quarter, the 7090
was converted to a 7094. At the same time the
magnetic tape system was modified to increase
input-output speed. During the last quarter, a
CDC 924 was added to the installation. The latter
is a medium-scale, general-purpose, binary com
puter which will relieve some of the load on the
1401's and perform various scientific calculations
and data acquisition problems to which a smaller
machine is better suited. In February a small
CALCOMP plotter was installed to assist in the
onerous task of preparing graphs of results pro
duced by the computers.

The 7094, together with the indicated periph
eral equipment, is now operating on a 3-shift basis,
5 days a week. It is expected that early next year
7-day operation will be necessary. The following

*Effective July I, 1963, the Applied Mathematics Division
became the Applied Mathematics Department.
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Quarter
Hr/quarter

1st
670

2nd
770

3rd
860

4th
970
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The speed of double precision operation on the
7094 is so much greater than on the 7090 that
many hitherto expensive calculations are now
easily within reach. The previously reported work
on matrix routines is being revised to take advan
tage of this increased computing power. A number
of problems, almost intractable with standard nu
merical formulations, yield readily to a Monte
Carlo formulation. The Monte Carlo method is a
statistical simulation or model of the physical
process of interest. The calculation involves the
collection of random samples from this simulation
of the process and statistical analysis of the sample
population. Ofcourse many refinements are intro
duced to increase the efficiency of the sampIing
procedure. Since the sample sizes are usually large
and only their average properties are used, there
is no need for high precision in subcalculations. A
set of subroutines for the common special functions
has been prepared which systematically sacrifices
precision in the interest of greater speed.

RESEARCH AND PROGRAMS DEVELOPED
IN COLLABORATION WITH OTHER GROUPS

IN THE LABORATORY

Members of the staff of the Department have
continued to work with the Solid State Group of
the Physics Department in the study of radiation
damage in crystals. A number of improvements
have been introduced into this set of programs,
and a detailed report on their current status and
capability will appear in the near future.

The design of the spark-chamber film reader,
mentioned in last year's report, was completed
early in the fiscal year. Construction is now vir
tually complete, and a number of tests have been
run with satisfactory results. This work was car
ried out by the engineering staff of the Depart
ment in collaboration with members of the Physics
Department and the Instrumentation Division.
The output of the device is on magnetic tape. In
parallel with the engineering work, an extensive
set of 7094 programs for the processing of the data
has been written and checked out as far as possible
with mocked-up input. The entire system is ex
pected to be in operation about the middle of next
year. The close working arrangements between
the engineers and the analysts have had mutually
beneficial effects.

Members of the staff, in collaboration with
members of the Bubble Chamber Group of the

$

Physics Department, as well as with staff members
of the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory in Berke
ley, have continued to work on various necessary
modifications and additions to the spatial recon
struction and kinematic fitting programs to be
used in connection with the on-line flying-spot
digitizers under construction at the Laboratory.

The work begun last year, in collaboration with
physicists from other institutions, to provide pro
grams for calculating the production cross sections
for W particles from photon and neutrino colli
sions with nucleons, is completed and extensive
calculations have been made.

The Instrumentation Division has built for the
Medical Department a device consisting of 32 co
incidence counters arranged on a circle for the
purpose of measuring the intensity of radiation
between any 2 counters. The application of the
device is related to the fact that some radioactive
materials injected into the bloodstream of a pa
tient will be absorbed more rapidly by certain
tumors than by normal tissue. It has been ob
served by a member of the Department that in
idealized form this problem reduces to that of
finding a function on a disc when the function's
integral over all chords is known. A classical the
orem gives this function as the solution of an inte
gral equation which can be transformed into Pois
son's equation. Study is now under way to deter
mine to what extent this mathematical theory can
be applied to the solution of the real practical
problem. This, of course, involves careful consid
eration of such matters as signal-to-noise ratio,
scattering, and the finite apertures of the counters.

All the projects briefly described above are of
considerable duration. Short-term projects of
varying degrees of complexity arise continually
and are too numerous to mention. Members of the
Department consult frequently and informally
with research workers from the wide variety of
fields encompassed by the program of the Labora
tory. In addition, members of the staff of the De
partment, at intervals, give courses on computer
programming for others in the Laboratory.

APPLIED MATHEMATICS RESEARCH

Although the work briefly discussed below has
involved virtually exclusively members of the staff
of the Department, its direction in a number of in
stances has been motivated, at least in part, by
considerations of the requirements, both long-
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range and short-range, of the Laboratory as a
whole. More generally, the work is always directed
toward those areas of mathematics that impinge
on the other scientific disciplines. Work has been
done during the year in the areas of theoretical
physics, integral equations, partial differential
equations, computer-programmed pattern recog
nition for bubble-chamber film, and new concepts
in the design of computers.

Theoretical Physics

A soluble model of quantum field theory in
which a four-point coupling is appended to the
original Lee interaction has been studied. In this
model two particles are obtained with quantum
numbers appropriate to a V particle. One of the
two particle states is identified as a physical V
particle, while the other may be identified either
as a bound or an unstable N-theta particle system.
The presence of these two eigenstates gives rise to
a zero in the N-theta scatter~ngamplitude, and it
is shown that knowledge of the location of the zero
may be exploited for the solution of the corre
sponding dispersion relation.

The studies on the feasibility of doing a com
plete Feynman diagram calculation on computers
have been reduced to a more systematic study of
the graph-theoretical properties of Feynman dia
grams. The study in the main consists of two parts.
The first is the generation of algorithms for the
treatment of graphs in a computer. These consist,
for example, of (a) generation of all trees of a giv
en graph, and (b) generation of all cut-sets of two
trees of an arbitrary graph. It has been found that
for a given graph which consists either of Hamil
tonian circuits or of subgraphs whose removal re
sults in a graph with a Hamiltonian circuit, a
unique algorithm exists for the generation of all
cut-sets of two trees. The second part of the study
is concerned with the investigation of several perti
nent problems in graph theory proper. This work
is in progress.

The exact solution of the Bethe-Salpeter equa
tion for a scalar-scalar system in the general mass
case has been found and discussed.

Integral and Differential Equations

Research involving integral equations has been
carried out in the field of the spectral theory of
singular integral operators. This work has implica
tions for perturbation theory, where a perturbing
operator causes both a shift in location of the con-
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tinuous spectrum and a change in multiplicity.
Important examples of both phenomena occur in
elementary particle physics and have so far defied
rigorous mathematical analysis. More broadly, an
obvious lacuna exists in the entire mathematical
theory of such spectra. Accomplishments to date
include the construction of a complete spectI'a1
representation for a reasonable class of singular
integral operators, with the consequent possibility
of analyzing in detail the spectral shifts and mul
tiplicity changes caused by perturbations of this
type.

In the field ofdifferential equations, a consider
able amount of work has been done on over
determined boundary value problems, the over
determination being mathematically compensated
for by leaving unspecified coefficients in the differ
ential equations themselves. Since these coeffi
cients correspond to such physical quantities as
diffusivity in conducting media, the work has vari
ous physical applications.

Programmed Pattern Recognition

This designation for the work to be described is
perhaps too pretentious, since the objectives of the
effort are deliberately limited to the analysis of
bubble-chamber film by the use of general-pur
pose computers. However, the ideas and methods
that have been developed in this connection have
implications in a number ofother areas. Such de
vices as the flying-spot digitizer being developed
at Brookhaven simply pump into a computer in
digital form all the information which is on a
bubble-chamber film. A major portion of this is
"noise" or is of no interest, and in the present
mode of operation, therefore, the film has to be
prescanned and the areas of interest on each set of
photographs specified to the computer by means
of a separate input. The desideratum is the auto
matization of this prescanning and the elimination
of the secondary input. Purely economic questions
are also involved. There must be some assurance
that the computer programs will run sufficiently
rapidly to keep the digitizing equipment busy. In
consequence, considerable effort was devoted ini
tially to such considerations, with ultimately af
firmative results. The over-all process of this auto
matic scanning has been divided into two phases.
The first consists in a program that provides a list
ing of individual track segments with descriptions
of each in terms of appropriate parameters, to
gether with a residue of those digitizations of
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points that are not associated with tracks. The
program provides detailed information at track
ends for input into the second phase of the pro
gram, which is concerned with the organization of
the data into provisional events by an identification
of all vertices resulting from an identified physical
process. The program must then reject various
spurious vertices, separate those of secondary in
terest from the important ones, and finally re
examine the residue from the first phase for the
existence of various short and/or sparse tracks.
The first phase of this work is essentially complete,
and work on the second phase is well along, al
though logical problems that are clearly nontrivial
must still be faced.

Computer Design

This is a broad and complex field, evolving at
an almost incredible rate both industrially and in
work being done at universities and laboratories.
A number of novel concepts in the field are cur
rently being investigated, and one in particular is
being studied in the Applied Mathematics De
partment. This is the idea of an associative mem
ory, or, more precisely, a memory in which an in
dividuallocation is addressable in terms of its con-

tent rather than its position or index number. A
study of this type is needed because, although
there is considerable literature on the implementa
tion of associative memories, not much thought
has been given to an integrated computer system
that makes use of associative memories. At first
sight, a computer whose main store consists only
of associative memories would seem to be an ex
tremely useful computational tool. Closer exam
ination of the implications of such a computer,
however, indicates that such an arrangement
would make it necessary to abandon the more de
sirable features ofcurrent computers. It is now be
lieved that what is required for a most efficient use
of an associative memory is a hybrid computer
that uses conventional as well as associative mem
ories. The possible organizations of such computers
are currently being investigated. In particular it
has been observed that an appropriately organized
machine ofthis type would simplify the multipro
gramming problem by orders of magnitude.

In pursuing this study, the Department has
been in close contact and collaboration with mem
bers of the staffs of the Los Alamos Scientific Labo
ratory, the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, the
University ofIllinois, and the University ofChicago.

...
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Figure 1. Relationship between the chromosome aber
rations in liver cells of normal mice and the age of the
animal. The data are for strains having quite different
median life-spans, as indicated by the arrows. Two groups
of mice of each strain were used, one group 8 weeks old
and one::::::; 11 months old (old breeders) at the start. This
experiment demonstrates that longevity may be deter
mined by the stability of the genetic elements in the
somatic cells.

these mutations. Aberrations have been found to
increase linearly with age in normal animals and
to reach surprisingly high values while the an
imals are relatively young. After a single dose of
x rays the aberrations increase strikingly and are
eliminated slowly over a period of months. When
animals are subjected to chronic gamma irradia
tion the aberrations increase only slowly, and with
equal doses this form of radiation is only about 1,4

as effective in producing aberrations as is acute
radiation. Acute neutron irradiation produces
severe chromosome damage which does not de
crease appreciably over a period ofa year. Chronic
neutron irradiation causes a rapid increase in
aberrations and is just as effective as acute neu
tron irradiation. The development of aberrations
with age in normal mice of both long-lived and
short-lived strains has been measured, and the life
expectancy has been found to be inversely propor
tional to the spontaneous mutation rate in somatic
cells. In all cases so far investigated there has been
a close correlation between chromosome aberra-
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Radiation-Induced Aging

Radiation causes a decrease in the life expect
ancy of animals which closely resembles the
natural aging process. A study of both natural and
radiation-induced aging is being undertaken to
determine the causes of each. It has been postu
lated that aging results from the accumulation of
viable mutations in the somatic cells of the body.
This theory gains support from the fact that radia
tion both shortens the life-span and causes muta
tions. A quantitative evaluation of the theory
requires a measure of the mutation frequency in
somatic cells. Chromosome aberrations in liver
cells have been assumed to be proportional to

ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY

The activities of the Biology Department center
on the special facilities of the Laboratory and in
clude studies of the biological effects of radiation
and the use of isotopes for the elucidation of basic
problems in biology. In general, problems are
being investigated by the methods of molecular
biology. The growth of the Department has been
increasingly in the direction of this approach to
biology and has involved studies on protein struc
ture, enzyme kinetics, the molecular structure and
function of antibodies, the molecular structure
ofchromosomes and its relation to the mutation
process, etc. These concepts and techniques have
found immediate application in such pressing
problems as the nature of radiation-induced mu
tations, the intimate nature of the mechanism of
radiation damage in plants and animals, and the
details of the basic reactions involved in photo
synthesis.

Each year the Department sponsors a symposium
on a topic of current interest in biology. This year
the symposium, entitled Meristems and Differentia
tion, was attended by 250 scientists in addition to
members of the Brookhaven laboratory staff and
will be published as the 16th volume in the Brook
haven Symposia series.

This report briefly indicates major areas of
research and some findings made during the year.
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tions and life expectancy. This adds strong support
to the somatic mutation theory of aging. The mu
tation rate in somatic cells is enormously higher
than in gametic cells, a circumstance that ensures
the ultimate death of the individual and the sur
vival of the species.

Delayed Effects of X Irradiation
in the Brain of the Monkey

A continuing clinical, histochemical, and neuro
pathological study is being made of monkeys in
which the right cerebral hemisphere was exposed
to 3500 rads ofx rays in a single or divided dose.
Following a single dose, damage appeared in
young monkeys after a latent period of :::::; 3 months
and after about twice this period of time in older
animals. Divided doses may not produce a neuro
pathological effect - one monkey is still alive some
2lf2 years after irradiation. Lesions may occur at
an early stage without the appearance of electro
encephalographic changes or clinical signs of
brain involvement.

Insulin and Carbohydrate Metabolism in Liver

It is readily shown that injected insulin increases
glucose uptake by muscle and adipose tissue. In
contrast, marked care is required to demonstrate
a direct effect of insulin on glucose metabolism in
the liver because insulin causes hypoglycemia
which elicits counterregulatory factors that mask
the effect of insulin in liver. However, when glu
cose is infused along with the insulin in such
fashion that neither hyperglycemia nor hypogly
cemia develops, the insulin infusion depresses the
production of new glucose molecules by the liver
almost completely. This effect of insulin was
brought to light earlier by tagging the circulating
glucose pool with uniformly labeled C 14-glucose
and examining the diluting effect of C12-glucose
molecules released into the circulation by the liver.
Recently it was found that incorporation of the
C14 of circulating C14-glucose into liver tissue and
especially into liver glycogen is greatly increased
during the insulin infusion (with matching glu
cose infusion). Percutaneous needle biopsy sam
ples under local anesthesia furnished the liver tissue
in which C 14 incorporation was measured. When
glucose-6-C14 was used the hexose units of the de
posited C14-liver glycogen were tagged only in the
6 position. Thus, the glucose molecules enter the
liver directly from the blood under the influence

of insulin and are incorporated intact into liver
glycogen. The rate of insulin infusion required to
inhibit maximally the production of C12-glucose
by liver is also high enough to induce some extra
incorporation of C14-glucose from blood into liver
glycogen. When insulin is infused at greater
rates the C14 incorporation into liver glycogen is
increased roughly in proportion and reaches a
value 70 times the control rate when over-all
glucose uptake by all tissues is increased :::::;5-fold.
Since in liver insulin reverses the direction ofnetflow
of glucose molecules, facilitation of glucose flow
across the cell membrane, in both directions, as
occurs in skeletal and heart muscle, cannot be the
mechanism involved in the hepatic effect of insulin.

Effects of Radiation on Proliferative Cell Systems

Analysis of effects of radiation on proliferative
cell systems such as intestinal mucosa has been
carried from whole animal to cell and is now
centered on the effects on DNA (deoxyribonucleic
acid) synthesis in proliferating cells. Study of the
synthesis primarily depends upon measurement of
the incorporation of a radioactively labeled pre
cursor into the DNA by means of autoradiography.
It has been established that soon after irradiation
with moderate doses the uptake of the radioactive
tracer into DNA is sharply reduced in some, but
not all, proliferative systems; where a reduction
occurs it concerns all cells evenly. The problem is
to establish the precise nature of this effect. The
most obvious interpretation is that DNA synthesis
is reduced, but the underlying cause might equally
be a decrease in permeability of cells to the pre
cursor, increase in availability of precursor arising
from increase in production within the system or
elsewhere, reduced stability of the DNA formed in
irradiated cells, or increase in catabolic activity.
Although experimental consideration of these
possibilities is still in progress, it appears at present
that the depression of labeled precursor uptake
into DNA involves a combination of the factors.

Antibody Specificity

The fundamental problem involved in antibody
specificity is whether the specificity, i.e., the ability
ofeach antibody to react only with its particular
antigen, results from genetic change or rearrange
ment of the peptide chains in normal gamma
globulin. Genetic change requires that antibodies
differ in amino acid content or sequence, while
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rearrangement does not. To distinguish between
these alternatives, the amino acid compositions of
two rabbit antibodies were determined by use of
methods that reduced experimental errors to
<1 %. Although the amino acid compositions of
the two antibodies were similar, small but signifi
cant differences were observed. The antibody
directed against negatively charged phenylarsonic
acid had the higher arginine and isoleucine con
tent, while the antibody directed against positively
charged phenyltrimethyl ammonium ion had the
higher aspartic acid and leucine content. The dif
ferences are too large to be explained on the basis
of impurities in the preparations, since measure
ments of binding capacity by equilibrium dialysis,
of molecular weights, and ofcontamination during
purification procedures showed the antibodies to
be at least 99.5% pure. Furthermore, the differ
ences in charged amino acid residues are those
that might be expected to occur at the active sites,
since an aspartic acid or glutamic acid residue is
known to be present at the active center of the
ammonium antibody and an arginyl residue has
been implicated at the active center ofthe arsonic
antibody. Finally, the possibility that the results
reflect genetic differences in the antibody mol
ecules unrelated to specificity was minimized
when the same amino acid differences were found
in antibodies isolated from single rabbits and
shown to be identical in their genetic types. The
findings support the hypothesis that synthesis of
specific antibody is genetically controlled. Further
testing using antibodies directed against uncharged
moieties is under way.

GENETICS

Arginine Mutants in Salmonella

In analyzing genetic properties of arginine
mutants of the bacterium Salmonella typhimurium it
was observed that certain mutant strains gave
wild-type variants in crosses with themselves.
These mutants are called "selfers." Crossing was
accomplished by the transduction method, in
which transducing phage is used as a vector for
carrying genetic material from one type of bac
terium into another. The evidence indicated that
the following explanations cannot account for the
wild-type variants: contaminated phage, presence
of wild-type transducing fragments in the phage,
suppressor mutations, an unusual association be-
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tween the transducing fragment and the bacterial
chromosome, suppression of the growth of re
vertants on the control plates, or greater residual
growth of bacteria on the experimental plates.
Correlations have been observed between fre
quency of wild-type variants and phage multiplic
ity, number of bacteria, and ultraviolet irradia
tion of phage. These correlations also apply to
transductants. Therefore it is probable that the ap
pearance of wild-type colonies in selfing is in some
way connected with the transduction process. Two
possibilities are considered: (a) that these colonies
are transductants, produced by unequal crossing
over involving adjacent bases of the DNA ofa
gene; or (b) that they originated through muta
tions because of an increase in mutability of a
seIfer gene in the presence of a transducing frag
ment. In favor of possibility (b) are recent findings
that excess wild-type colonies appeared in crosses
in which deletions covering a selfer were donors.
Tests with 166 cysteine, arginine, tyrosine, and
phenylalanine mutants show that ::::::33% are selfers.

Nuclear Protein Synthesis
During Chromosome Replication

Treatment of root meristems of Viciafaba with
5-aminouracil (5AU), a structural analogue of
thymine, results in partial synchrony of cell divi
sions. Normally ::::::20% of the cells are in dividing
stages, but, after 18 hr of exposure to 5AU, divi
sions practically cease. Fifteen hours after removal
of the tissue from the analogue, the frequency of
cell divisions reaches a maximum of ::::::80%. Auto
radiographic studies with H3-thymidine and H3_
cytidine, as well as double labeling with H3_
thymidine and C"-thymidine, clearly showed that
cells enter DNA synthesis during 5AU treatment
but that most of them fail to complete the process
until the analogue is removed, whereupon a simul
taneous resumption of synthesis results in syn
chrony. This technique for controlling mitotic
divisions was used to accumulate large numbers
of metaphase chromosomes in which the nuclear
protein was labeled with H3-arginine. Autoradio
graphs of these chromosomes showed that almost
100% were labeled in the first division, whereas
very few retained the label in second-division
metaphases. This result strongly suggests that a
major fraction of the nuclear protein leaves the
chromosome or turns over during one DNA repli
cation cycle.



Figure 2. Partial synchrony of cell division in the root meristem of Viciafaba. Left: Exposure of the
root tip to 5-aminouracil for 18 hr arrests cell division, and the cells accumulate in interphase. Right:
Some 15 hr after removal of the tissue from the uracil, >70% of the cells are in some stage of division.

Chromosome Aberrations
and Reproductive Integrity

It has generally been considered that one of the
primary causes of radiation-induced loss of repro
ductive integrity in both higher plant and animal
cells is the loss of genetic information that occurs
following induction of chromosome aberrations.
Studies of the radiation response of single meri
sterna tic hair cells of Tradescantia occidentaLis have
allowed a critical re-examination of this relation
ship. Dose response curves for reproductive in
tegrity after exposure to acute doses ofx rays were
remarkably similar to those obtained from a vari
ety of mammalian cell lines, having a Do of 149 r
and an extrapolation number of 1.6. Detailed ob
servations were made of all forms of chromatid
and chromosome aberrations induced after ir
radiating every stage of the mitotic cycle of these
same cells with a range of doses of acute x rays.
From comparisons of these two sets of data it was

apparent that even in diploid cells such as these
a considerable amount of genetic loss could be
tolerated, and that there was no simple relation
ship between chromosome aberrations and loss of
reproductive integrity.

Fate of Transforming DNA

Study of the molecular fate of newly introduced
transforming DNA in pneumococcus has con
tinued. Earlier it was shown that entering DNA is
converted about equally to small fragments and
single strands. The latter material presu mably
contains the genetic information corresponding to
an introduced marker, although it lacks the ability
to transfer this information until converted to
native DNA within the cell. Recent support for
this hypothesis has been obtained from experi
ments on the recovery of the ability of the isolated
single-strand material to transfer its genetic in
formation after annealing in vitro with added non-
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marker single strands. An increase in transforming
ability of ::::::100-fold is observed. This is presum
ably due to the formation of double-stranded
molecules, one strand carrying the marker, which
can enter and transform the cell.

Amylomaltase Locus in Pneumococcus

Some progress has been made in a study of the
amylomaltase locus in pneumococcus. Forty dif
ferent mutations in this locus have been obtained
following treatment of either cells or isolated
transforming DNA with various mutagenic agents.
Of these, 33 can recombine with each other to give
the normal type and therefore appear to involve
alterations at single sites, while 7 mutations ap
pear to be multisite in that they fail to recombine
with 2 or more mutant types which recombine
with each other. From the pattern of overlapping
of the multisite mutations it is possible to divide
the locus into a linear array of segments into
which the single sites fall unequivocally. Further
study of the nature and mode of recombination of
the mutants is in progress.

Cooperative Radiation Mutation Program

This long-range program is a cooperative proj
ect designed to use the facilities of Brookhaven

National Laboratory to irradiate seeds, cuttings,
and whole plants in attempts to induce beneficial
mutations. Plant breeders and cytogeneticists pro
vide the plants and seed material and are re
sponsible for the culturing of irradiated material
and the screening for mutations. Approximately
300 scientists in 45 states and 25 foreign countries
are participating in this program. G.A.L. Mehl
quist of the University of Connecticut has released
two new carnation varieties which may be avail
able for commercial distribution next year. A.L.
Andersen of Michigan State University reports
a new variety of bean which is resistant to three
known strains of common bean mosaic. The re
cent work ofG.W. Burton and D.K. Oureckyof
the Georgia Coastal Plain Experiment Station,
Tifton, Ga., is concerned with the effects of recur
rent irradiation and chemical mutagens on pearl
millet (Pennisetum glaucum). They find that ethyl
methane sulfonate (EMS) treatments delayed the
emergence rate and reduced seedling growth
more than thermal neutron treatments; the EMS
treatments delayed heading 2 to 7 days, whereas
thermal neutrons delayed heading only 2 to 3
days. Thermal neutrons produced about twice as
many visible mutants in field-grown plants from
treated seed as EMS treatments.

I~.I 1.0 10 100 10d6·1
ESTIMATED INTERPHASE CHROMOSOME VOLUME (IL3 )
(AVERAGE NUCLEAR VOLUME ICHROMOSOME NUMBER)

Figure 3. The relationship between interphase chromo
some volume (nuclear volume/chromosome number) and
acute lethal radiation dose (left) and that between the
interphase volume and absorbed energy per chromosome
(right) are indicated for 16 species. Note that the ab
sorbed energy per chromosome for a lethal effect is about
the same in all the species examined, in spite of wide
ranges oflethal exposure (0.6 to 75 kr), nuclear volume
(43 to 1758 ILJ

), and somatic chromosome nu mber (6 to
136).

Nuclear Variables and Radiosensitivity in Plants

Continuing study of the manner in which
nuclear variables control radiosensitivity in plants
indicates even closer correlation between interphase
nuclear volume divided by somatic chromosome number
(interphase chromosome volume) and sensitivity
(measured by acute lethal exposure) than that
found earlier between nuclear volume and the
sensitivity. Calculations ofthe energy absorption
required for a lethal effect based on the data indi
cating correlation between lethal exposure and
interphase volume give a roughly constant value
of 3.6X 106 ev per chromosome for each of the 16
species of herbaceous plants studied. This implies
that the apparent differences in radiosensitivity
in plants actually represent differences in radia
tion exposure required for absorption of a criti
cal amount of energy per chromosome. Thus, the
larger the interphase volume the less exposure is
needed to produce a lethal effect. Preliminary
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findings in 13 species of woody plants also indi
cate a nearly constant energy absorption (::::::: 1.6
X 106 ev per interphase chromosome) for lethal
exposure. It is not yet clear why the energy re
quired for lethality in the woody plants is less than
in the herbaceous plants.

Further examination of the role of length of mi
totic cycle in determining the sensitivity ofplants to
chronic irradiation indicates that the important
factor is the amount of energy absorbed by the
nucleus during one mitotic cycle. For example,
with daily exposure to 200 r per 20 hr, a cell with
a 20-hr cycle will exhibit the effects of200 r, while
a cell with a lO-hr cycle will exhibit the effects of
100 r. The mitotic cycle time is correlated with
the DNA per cell and nuclear volume.

Cytogenetic damage is a major factor in radia
tion-induced death and growth or yield reduction.
Such damage is highly correlated with nuclear
volume, interphase chromosome volume, DNA
per chromosome, and mitotic cycle time. If either
the cycle time, nuclear volume, or DNA per cell
is known, the other two parameters can be esti
mated. Then, from the nuclear volume and chro-

mosome number, the sensitivity of a given plant
species can be estimated. Prediction of approxi
mate radiosensitivities from limited information
of the kind considered has proved useful, and as
knowledge of the interaction of the variables is
refined such prediction will be an even more
valuable tool.

Kinetics of Cell Populations

Appropriately timed and ordered administra
tion of C14-thymidine and H3-thymidine to grow
ing cell populations, combined with subsequent
autoradiographic detection of the radioactive
label and thus of the thymidine incorporated into
DNA, provides a relatively simple procedure for
kinetic study of such populations. The procedure
estimates the duration of the various phases of the
cell cycle. The duration of each phase is fairly
constant in a given cell population under well
controlled conditions. For Tradescantia root tips
the method indicates that relatively large doses of
x rays (:::::::1000 rads) have little effect on the dura
tion of DNA synthesis, whereas comparatively
modest doses extend the period between the syn-
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Figure 4. Replication of chromosomal DNA during meiosis in Triturus testes. The animal was
given tritium-labeled thymidine several days prior to examination of the chromosomes. The
thymidine is incorporated into the newly formed DNA of the chromosome and is detected by
autoradiography. Left: Eleven pairs of chromosomes from a cell in metaphase I are seen. The
arrows indicate homologous chromosomes that are unequally labeled with the tritium. Right:
The chromosomal material from a cell in prophase exhibits localized labeling.



thesis and cell division. Further, very small doses
of x rays (;::::;: 1 rad) or 1 to 8 disintegrations of
tritium markedly prolong the time between cell
division and initiation of DNA synthesis. The
radiation dose required to produce prolongation
of the pre-DNA synthesis period is remarkably
less than that required to affect other biological
parameters. This suggests need for additional
caution before dismissing possible radiation effects
of presumed tracer amounts of radioisotopes.

Chromosome Duplication

Comparison of DNA replication on homologous
meiotic chromosomes of Triturus testes has been
made by means of suitable labeling ofthe chromo
somes with a radioactive precursor of DNA and
autoradiographic detection of label associated
with the chromosomes. It appears that DNA syn
thesis on homologous chromosomes does not pro
ceed in synchrony. This is in contrast to earlier
presumption. In most dividing cells DNA synthe
sis is confined to a discrete portion of interphase.
In the Triturus cells, although most of the synthesis
is similarly confined, DNA formation does occur
at a slow rate during a portion of the long meiotic
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prophase. This continued synthesis may have bear
ing on the genetic phenomenon of crossing-over.

Chromosomes in Amphiuma

Amphiuma tridactylum, a three-toed salamander
native to the Gulf coast, has exceptionally large
chromosomes, ofsuch range in size and shape that
each can be individually recognized. Since leuko
cytes and cells from several organs of the adult
animal grow in sterile culture, many cells can be
obtained showing these large chromosomes at cell
division. Study of such cells clearly indicates the
diploid chromosome number to be 28 (man has
46) and not 24 as presumed from earlier work.
Amphiuma chromosomes are particularly suitable
for direct assessment of effects of radiation and
chemicals and for study of chromosome action
and duplication.

Adapter Ribonucleic Acid

Adapter ribonucleic acid (RNA) is the carrier
of amino acids to the template for protein synthe
sis. Part of its function is to arrange the amino
acids in a specific order prior to peptide synthesis.
Each adapter combines with one, and only one,
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Figure 5. Amphiuma chromosomes. At the left is a culture
of leukocytes. The chromosomes can be seen in the divid
ing cell at the center. At the right the 14 pairs of chromo
somes from a dividing cell are arranged according to size.
The smallest is appreciably larger than the largest human
chromosome. " 12 13 14
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amino acid; and each is presumed to have a tri
nucleotide sequence which hydrogen-bonds to a
complementary site on the messenger RNA
template. Physicochemical measurements indicate
that adapter RNA is a single polynucleotide chain
::::::67 nucleotides long. It has been proposed that
this chain has a bend near the middle, with the
two halves of the chain interacting in double heli
cal fashion. A more recent and detailed model
suggests that the only nucleotides not in double
helix configuration are the three in the bend and
the two on the nucleoside end that combines with
the amino acid. Such a configuration would ideally
serve the function of adapter RNA in protein syn
thesis. To test this postulated structure it would be
useful to have a chemical method of isotopically
labeling those nucleotides not in double helix
configuration.

Some exploratory work bearing on the pos
sibility of such labeling has been carried out.
Formaldehyde forms a Schiff base with the amino
groups of adenine, guanine, and cytosine. How
ever, while the purines and the pyrimidine are
constituents of both kinds of nucleic acid, it is
known that most RNA's react with formaldehyde
but that DNA, under the same conditions, does
not. The inactivity of the bases in DNA is believed
to be caused by steric hindrance imposed by the
native double helical configuration of the nucleic
acid. Most forms of RNA also show double helical
character, but of limited stability. Hence RNA
reacts with formaldehyde, although at a slower
rate than monomeric nucleotides. Conceivably,
conditions might be found that would stabilize the
helical regions of RNA and make them unreactive
to formaldehyde. To this end the reaction of
nucleotides and nucleic acids with 2% formalde
hyde was measured at 10° in 0.1 M potassium
phosphate,pH 7.4, containing 0.01 M MgCI2 • Re
action was measured by increase in light ab
sorbance at 260 mil. Under the test conditions

Figure 6. Proposed structure for adapter RNA. A single
polynucleotide chain interacts with itself by forming a
bend near the middle. Hydrogen-bonding between nucleo
tides in the two halves of the chain results in a double helix
configuration. Three bases at the bend are of necessity un
paired. Guanine from one end of the chain forms a Watson
Crick base pair with the cytosine third from the other
end. Two nucleotides on the end bearing the amino acid
are flexible. The molecule is ;:::; 100 A long by 20 A wide.
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Figure 7. Apical meristem ofa fern. Removal of the apical cell (top, center) by mechanical
dissection is thought to stop formation of new leaf primordia but not to affect development
of existing primordia. For further study of the relationship between the apical and other meri
stematic cells the deuteron microbeam is being tested as a means of selectively removing cells.

5'-mononucleotides react rapidly, DNA not at all,
and 5-RNA only slightly. Without Mg++ and/or
at higher temperatures 5-RNA reacts at appreci
able rates. The results are taken to mean stabiliza
tion of adapter RNA in 0.01 M MgCl2 at 10 0 and
steric hindrance ofreaction with formaldehyde.
Nucleotides not in the helical configuration should,
however, be reactive. Although the lability of the
Schiff base precludes direct use of labeled formal
dehyde for detection of exposed nucleotides, it has
been found that these bases may be stabilized by
reduction to N-methylnucleotides.

Morphogenesis in Plants

Meristems are bodies of plant cells from which
new cells, tissues, and organs develop. A par
ticularly outstanding morphogenetic change in
volving these bodies is the transition of the shoot
meristem from the vegetative to the reproductive
state; i.e., the meristem changes from one that
produces leaves to one that forms floral primordia.
As a preliminary to detailed study of events and

processes involved in such change, the develop
ment of the shoot meristem in Arabidopsis thaliana
from time of sowing seed to the stage of floral
transition has been established for two conditions
of growth. The transition takes 9 days under con
tinuous and 18 days under 12-hr light. Shoot
meristems in lower vascular plants, e.g., ferns, are
also of special interest, since many possess a domi
nant apical cell or group of cells. It is stated that
when this cell or group is destroyed the shoot
meristem loses its continuing morphogenetic po
tential and ultimately ceases to develop. For study
of the relationship between the activity of the
apical cell(s) and the morphogenetic activities of
the meristem as a whole mechanical microdissec
tion has been used. However, refinement of this
technique is desirable, and to this end the deu
teron microbeam is now being used. Preliminary
work involving the effective levels of dose and tar
get areas is under way. When completed, the re
lationship between apical cell(s) and meristems as
a whole will be examined.
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Role of Respiratory Metabolism
in the Formation of Chloroplasts

Chloroplasts are often considered to be rela
tively independent organelles whose chief function
is to provide carbon and energy for cellular me
tabolism. Many normally photosynthetic cells
grow perfectly well under conditions such that
the formation of the chloroplasts is selectively in
hibited, provided that suitable growth substrates
are supplied. Since chloroplasts contain RNA and
perhaps even some DNA, the degree to which
chloroplasts develop and function independently
of the remainder of the cell has been the subject
of much speculation. As part of a study of the bio
chemistry of chloroplast development, the extent
to which the remainder of the cell participates in
this development has been analyzed. The green
alga Euglena was used for this study. During green
ing it was found that a first effect of light is to
promote, surprisingly enough, not the synthesis
of chloroplast protein, but rather the synthesis of
respiratory proteins, especially enzymes of the
hexose monophosphate shunt. As the peak in this
synthesis is reached there is a rapid depletion of
storage carbohydrate (a 1,3-,B-glucan). Apparently
the resources of the cell are first marshalled to pro
vide carbon and energy for the synthesis of chloro
plast protein. Following this initial period there
begins a rapid synthesis ofchloroplast protein and
a decrease in the respiratory proteins. The latter
are presumably broken down to provide amino
acids for the synthesis of chloroplast proteins, since
there is little change in the protein per cell during
greening. These and other analyses indicate a
massive involvement of the cell as a whole in the
development of a photosynthetic metabolism.

Plant Physiology:
Photoperiodism and Development

Photoperiodic control of flowering in axenically
cultured Lemna is being established under condi
tions such that no chlorophyll develops, in order
to permit assays of the concentration and state of
the photoreceptor (phytochrome) during various
portions of photoperiodic cycles. The preliminary
work required has led to the observation of a new
photoperiodic phenomenon. In L. perpusilla, a
short-day plant, extended dark interruptions of
the main light period cause an increase in the
critical dark period required for flowering. This

result can be interpreted, on the basis of some ob
servations on a different system reported by the
Beltsville group, as due to an increased concen
tration of phytochrome brought about by the ex
tended dark interruption. The control of phyto
chrome concentration by phytochrome may pro
vide the basis for a general theory of photoperiodic
timing, when the projected in vivo assays can be
made.

Two other experimental systems are being used
to study the actions of the photoperiodically ef
fective red and far-red radiations. The red-sensi
tive and red-insensitive elongations brought about
by various substrates in excised stem segments of
Pisum seedlings are being further characterized in
histological and metabolic terms and with respect
to sensitivity to ionizing radiation. Tissue cultures of
biennial Hyoscyamus niger, a plant in which flower
ing is photoperiodically sensitive only after vernal
ization (cold treatment), are being employed in
efforts to determine whether this vernalized state
can be acquired, maintained, or modified in a
system more susceptible of analysis than the intact
plant.

BIOCHEMISTRY

Protein Structure

Certain features of the structural configuration
of a protein molecule in solution may profitably be
explored by studying the consequences of modi
fication of the molecule by chemical or enzymic
reagents. In a few instances modified proteins have
been found to occur in nature. One of the best
known of these is ribonuclease B (RNase B),
which accompanies the more prevalent enzyme
ribonuclease A (RNase A) in the pancreatic secre
tion of cattle. RNase B was isolated here for the
first time last year and was shown to have an over
all amino acid composition identical to that of
RNase A, but to possess in addition a carbohy
drate moiety composed of five residues of man
nose and two of glucosamine. The relationship of
the carbohydrate content to the protein has now
been elucidated. In view of the ease with which
the carbohydrate may be removed from ribo
nuclease B, a special approach had to be taken in
dealing with the problem of degrading the pro
tein without affecting the oligosaccharide side
chains. Like RNase A, the B enzyme contains four
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disulfide bonds. These were cleaved by reduction
in a denaturing solvent, and the thiol groups ex
posed were specifically and quantitatively al
kylated with acrylonitrile to afford reduced,
cyanoethylated RNase B in high yield. The re
duced, alkylated protein was hydrolyzed cleanly
with trypsin to afford 15 principal peptides, all
except one of which were identified with peptides
derived from RNase A subjected to a similar series
of reactions. The single peptide that differed con
tained the carbohydrate originally present in
RNase B and was therefore a glycopeptide. It was
isolated with the aid of molecular sieve chroma
tography over cross-linked dextran gel as a first
step. The peptide was that known to be derived
from residues 34 through 37 in the amino acid
sequence of ribonuclease. The relatively large car
bohydrate side chain attached in the region of
residues 34 to 36 does not affect directly the struc
tural configuration of the active site of ri bo
nuclease, for both RNase A and RNase B do not
differ in specific activity or specificity of action.
Since other work has shown that the region
around residue 33 is relatively readily accessible
from the solution environment, it is very likely
that the carbohydrate in RNase B is attached to
the surface of the molecule.

Amino Acids at the Active Site of Chymotrypsin

Understanding of the mechanism of the amaz
ing catalytic action of enzymes would be of key
importance in chemistry as well as biology. Thus,
continuing attempts are being made to unravel
the relation between the structure and function
of these proteins. Emphasis has been upon chymo
trypsin, since its amino acid sequence has been
largely determined and therefore modification of
specific amino acids can be correlated with their
position in the protein. Photooxidation revealed
earlier that activity is lost when a single histidine
in the B-chain of the protein is oxidized and that
fractional loss of activity occurs when methionine
residues are oxidized. To demonstrate the posi
tions of the methionines, peroxide oxidation, iodo
acetate alkylation, and photooxidation have been
employed. It was found that.one methionine resi
due in native chymotrypsin is reactive while the
other is not. The reactive residue is separated by
two residues from the serine known to be involved
in enzymic action. The other methionine is sepa
rated from the serine by 14 residues and must be
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in the interior of the protein, since when the pro
tein is unfolded the otherwise unreactive methio
nine is oxidized.

The position of the exposed methionine in the
amino acid sequence and the protection against
irradiation afforded by substrate both place the
methionine near the serine. Despite this close
geometric approximation and the conversion of
the methionine by oxidation from an oily to.a
polar residue, the amino acid is associated with
but 60% of the enzymic activity. In other words,
chymotrypsin bearing an oxidized methionine has
40% of the native activity. Thus, methionine is
not essential for enzyme action. The buried me
thionine also can be oxidized without complete
loss of activity. This methionine appears to be con
cerned with the velocity ofcatalysis, while the sur
face methionine involves binding ofsubstrate. The
elimination of both methionines as essential ele
ments in catalysis by chymotrypsin places addi
tional emphasis on the histidine residue. Consider
ation of models indicates that histidine on the pro
tein must be in an environment substantially dif
ferent from ordinary solution in order to be effec
tive in catalysis.

Subcellular Enzymology

The zymogen granule fraction isolated from
homogenized pancreas by differential centrifuga
tion appears to be qualitatively and quantitatively
identical in protein composition to pancreatic
juice obtained by direct cannulation of the pan
creatic duct. The zymogens (inactive enzymes)
studied - trypsinogen, chymotrypsinogens A and
B, and the multiple forms of procarboxypeptidases
A and B - are all of the well-documented bovine
pancreatic proteases and account for :::::78% of the
proteins in pancreatic juice. The proteolytic en
zymes in both granules and juice are in the zy
mogen form. The active carboxypeptidase B ob
tained from the secretion in earlier work repre
sents conversion of the zymogen to active enzyme
by the procedures used for isolation. Re-evalua
tion of the amounts of chymotrypsinogens A and
B in pancreatic juice by a newly developed chro
matographic system confirms the weight ratio of
2: 1 found previously by use of another procedure.
During the re-evaluation it was found that chymo
trypsinogen B, in contrast to A, is partially in
activated in add solutions. Since the chymo
trypsinogen B usually studied is prepared by acid
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extraction of the gland, comparison of such mate
rial with the natural zymogen may be of interest.

Non-Heme Protoporphyrin in the Erythrocyte

In addition to the protoporphyrin present in
erythrocytes as the iron complex, heme, the cells
also contain some free, i.e., non-heme, protopor
phyrin. The role, if any, of this material in the
economy of the cell is not known. It arises from
the same precursors and by the same pathway as
heme porphyrin, and clearly not from the latter.
During work on the synthesis of hemoglobin in
intact avian erythrocytes incubated in vitro with
glycine-2-C14 as porphyrin precursor, it was found,
contrary to expectation, that the specific activity
of the free porphyrin, i.e., C14 per unit of material,
was appreciably less than that of the precursor
glycine in the cell. However, the specific activity
of the free porphyrin that accumulated in the
plasma during the incubation approached equiva
lence to the specific activity of the glycine. Thus it
appears that the newly synthesized, labeled por
phyrin does not mix readily with the preformed
material. It was found further that the newly
formed porphyrin was mostly associated with the
readily sedimentable fraction of the cell contents,
while the preformed material stayed with the
liquid phase of the cell. Although the nature of
the separation of preformed and newly synthesized
porphyrin within the cell is not clear, the separa
tion does indicate a difference between the por
phyrins that may be ofsignificance.

BIOPHYSICS

Biological Effects of Cosmic Rays

From the many physical measurements of the
radiations in space, the radiobiological effect to be
expected in a satellite can be computed. How
ever, it seemed desirable to test prediction with
actual biological experiments. The only radiations
encountered for which there is no laboratory ex
perience are the heavy cosmic-ray primary par
ticles. These consist of stripped atomic nuclei hav
ing masses as high as that of iron and traveling at
very high speeds. Interest in the experiment is
centered on these particles. Corn seeds of a special
genetic stock were flown in satellites and returned
to the laboratory, where they were germinated
and grown. The early leaves were examined for
abnormalities which would indicate radiation dam-

age to the embryo. The extent of each damaged
spot on the leaf gives a measure of the size of the
ionization track that traversed the embryo. The
seeds employed were of a genotype that is hetero
zygous for alleles controlling green vs yellow-green
color of the leaf. Thus a mutation could readily
be induced in a cell ofthe embryo which would
change the color of the progeny of that cell in the
plant, and therefore the damage observed was al
most entirely genetic. Samples were retrieved from
two satellites flown in polar orbit for 27 and 49
hr. The number ofleafspots in plants grown from
the samples was significantly greater than in the
controls only for the second flight, and here the
difference was just significant. This is exactly what
would be predicted from the physical measure
ments. Thus, within the limits of this biological
system, nothing unexpected was found.

Transport Through Biological Membranes

Theoretical investigations directed toward a
better understanding ofmaterial transport through
the limiting membranes of living cells are con
tinuing. Particular attention is being paid to open
and closed circuit systems containing two or more
membranes of different sets of properties. The
open circuit systems demonstrate the phenomena
ofsecretion and absorption, which are as yet dimly
understood in biological systems. The closed cir
cuit systems produce spontaneous electric and
material currents. Model isothermal systems con
structed ofliquid phases and membranes alone
(no metallic phases present) in which both an elec
tric current and a material current could be
demonstrated have been constructed and studied.
The theory of the closed circuit system can ac
count for the forces producing the biological
phenomenon called protoplasmic streaming.

Another model system under experimental
study is one that will spontaneously reach a sta
tionary state set by the energy made available by
an enzyme-catalyzed chemical reaction occurring
in one of the phases of the transfer system. While
as yet the quantitative data obtained with the
present apparatus do have the desired precision,
indications are that it will be possible to construct
a system that will mimic in many respects the ion
distribution patterns exhibited by actual cells in
their basal state.

One experimental finding of the past year is
that a mutual property of an ion and a membrane,
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Figure 9. Absorbancy changes in chloroplast fragments
from Euglena gracilis caused by irradiation with 0.70-/-1
light of high intensity (10-8 einstein/cm2-sec). The change
demonstrates the reduction of cytochrome b•. Measure
ments were made with a double-beam spectrophotometer
of the Chance type.
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Spectrophotometric studies of light-induced
cytochrome reactions in algal photosynthesis have
shown that two photochemical systems operate in
Anacystis nidulans and Euglena gracilis. One system
mediates a light-induced oxidation of cytochrome,
and the other mediates a light-induced reduction.
The cytochromes observed in vivo were high po
tential pigments: cytochrome! in Anacystis and
cytochrome-552 in Euglena. In Euglena chloroplast
fragments depleted of cytochrome-552, a light
induced reduction of cytochrome 66 was observed
at high light intensity, and a light-induced oxida
tion at low intensity. This was the first observa
tion of a light-driven reduction of cytochrome 66

in a system derived from an oxygen-evolving

Figure 8. Pathways for dissipation of excitation energy at
294 0 and 77°K in Cps. ethylicum. The symbols Land F
represent nonradiative loss and fluorescence respectively.
The percentages shown are estimates of the quantum
yields in a I-day-old culture. The efficiency of energy
transfer to chlorophyll-770 at 294 0 K is probably higher
than estimated.

the ionic transport number, does not greatly de
pend upon the concentrations of the ions in the
adjoining phases when the ions are univalent. The
transport numbers of ions of higher valence, how
ever, show an increasing dependence upon the
concentrations. These studies are being continued
in the hope that some information may be gained
concerning the obviously different behavior of
ions of different valence in their transport in actual
biological systems.

Energy Trans'er in Photosynthesis

The new chlorophyll-770 from green bacteria
has been purified as a water-soluble chlorophyll
protein complex by ion exchange chromatography.
The complex from Chloropseudomonas ethylicum has
a molecular weight of;:::: 1.4 X lOS, which includes
at least six chlorophyll groups per molecule.
Chlorophyll-770 extracted from the complex and
dissolved in ether has an absorption spectrum
identical to that of bacteriochlorophyll from pur
ple bacteria. Fluorescence studies of the green
bacteria have elucidated the pathway of excitation
energy transfer from Chloro6ium chlorophyll, the
main light-absorbing pigment, to chlorophyll-770,
a relatively minor pigment. Efficiency of transfer in
Cps. ethylicum is between 33% and 77%. The de
crease in the fluorescence yield of chlorophyll-770
in vivo as the intensity of excitation is decreased
indicates that this chlorophyll may be directly
coupled to the chemistry of photosynthesis.
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organism. The action spectrum for cytochrome b6

reduction (12%) peaked at ::::::;680 mIL, whereas
the action spectrum for cytochrome-552 oxidation
(50%) in vivo peaked at ::::::; 705 mIL.

ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY

Radiation Ecology

The program in environmental biology was
established in 1961 to attempt to define the changes
that ionizing radiation might induce in the struc
ture and function of natural ecosystems, which
are the basic biological units of man's environ
ment. Ecosystems have geographical, temporal,
and internal patterns, all subject to important
alterations after acute radiation exposures in the
range of hundreds to a few thousand roentgens.

The objective of this program is to define the
nature and extent of alteration of these patterns
which might be caused by ionizing radiation.

Two principal experiments have been estab
lished, one utilizing an old field ecosystem in the
gamma radiation field, the other a new irradiation
facility in a near-climax forest ecosystem. These
two experiments provide opportunities to examine
various aspects of the structure and function of
ecosystems representative of the two extremes of
the successional sequence characteristic of the
eastern deciduous forest, a geographically defined
ecosystem covering much of eastern North Amer
ica. The emphasis of this research is on popula
tions of plants, the primary producers of all ecosys
tems. It is clear now that (1) there is great variation
among natural ecosystems in sensitivity of these

Figure 10. An infrared photograph of the irradiated forest ecosystem during the summer of
the first year of exposure. The exposure rate at the margin of the circle of dead trees was
between 40 and 60 r/day. The exposure at the control building was ::::2 r/day. Even at this
exposure rate, effects on the growth of pine trees were measurable during the first year. ..
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Figure 11. Comparison of radiation damage in two plant communities, an old field and a
forest. In the forest no species of higher plant survived exposures >360 r/day, and all species
oftrees were killed by exposures >60 r/day. The old field community proved to be 5 to 10
times more resistant than the forest, which suggests that there is reasonable basis for expecting
substantial variation among ecosystems in resistance to damage from ionizing radiation.

populations; (2) this variation may parallel cer
tain types of environmental gradients; (3) plants
in natural arrays are in general more sensitive to
damage than has been anticipated from previous
experimental work on radiosensitivity; and (4)
secondary effects, especially those involving in
sects, are of vital importance in analyzing effects
oflow-Ievel irradiation at the ecosystem level. Of
these observations the interaction of various types

ofenvironmental stresses with ionizing radiation
to accentuate the direct effects of irradiation ap
pears to be of particular importance. Stresses in
clude those imposed by populations of organisms
such as parasites and predators as well as by
physical factors of the environment. These stresses
appear to account in part for the increase in nat
ural arrays over that measured under controlled
conditions.

..

..



Medical Research

The research program of the Medical Depart
ment, based on studies leading to better under
standing of biological processes in man, contrib
utes to the knowledge of the effects of ionizing radi
ations upon the human being. Some clinical and
laboratory investigations are directed toward en
hancing beneficial applications of these radiations
or improving measures for preventing or counter
acting detrimental effects. Other investigations are
centered on the biological processes of man in or
der that through the knowledge of normal func
tion elucidations of diseases states may be fur
thered, and improved methods of diagnosis and
therapy may be developed. These approaches are
complementary, for, whether at the level of the
single cell or the entire body, there appear to be
no effects of ionizing radiation that have not been
observed in naturally occurring diseases or pro
duced by other toxic agents. Thus, the study of
radiation effects contributes to the understanding
of diseases, and vice versa, and the pace of prog
ress in both is controlled by the advances in knowl
edge of normal biological processes.

The diversified talents and extensive facilities
uniquely concentrated at Brookhaven National
Laboratory provide unusual advantages for pur
suing these objectives. The broadly based program
of the Department incorporates the experience
and skills not only of those devoted to research in
the field of medicine, but of many from the var
ious disciplines in other departments of the Labo
ratory. Similarly, not only are the facilities of the
hospital, laboratories, and reactor of the Medical
Research Center utilized, but the instrumentation
and special laboratories of other departments and
the large nuclear devices may be used as well.
Thus, the program is enriched through the pro
ductive interchange of ideas, information, facili
ties, and services, and the opportunities within its
framework are limited only by the scope of the
vision and interest of the individual investigator.

Specific examples ofresearch under way are given
in the following pages. The report is not compre
hensive, and the reader may obtain additional in
formation from publications of the Department.
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BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS
OF FAST NEUTRONS

A 3-Mev Van de Graaff generator is employed
to accelerate protons into a thin tritium target,
which causes the emission of neutrons in all direc
tions. However, the energy and flux of neutrons
thus generated are strong functions of the angle
between neutron path of travel and the beam tar
get axis (both rise with decreasing angle in the
forward direction). These features have been
utilized to expose different groups of animals si
multaneously to neutrons at several (generally
five) discrete energy levels. Dosimetry and spectral
measurements of linear energy transfer have been
carried out (in collaboration with Dr. H.H. Rossi
of Columbia University) with tissue-equivalent
ionization chambers. Parallel comparison irradia
tions employed 250-kvp x rays or CoBo gamma
rays.

Relative biological effectiveness of fast neutrons
in causing spermatogonia depletion has been
found greatest (;:::::;5) at 0.43 Mev, with a decline
as the energy was increased to 2.0 Mev. Still lower
effectiveness has been found at 14 Mev. Material
from exposures in the 2.0 to 6.0-Mev range is being
evaluated. Cataract induction is most marked
following exposures at 0.43 Mev, and somewhat
less in the l.00, l.50 and l.80-Mev groups. Studies
of the effect of fast neutrons on depression of deoxy
ribonucleic acid (DNA) synthesis in the gut,
which previously suggested a peak around 0.43
Mev, showed a similar degree of effect for narrow
energy steps from 0.40 to 0.60 Mev. Dose rate
studies in the literature pertaining to lethality in
rats or mice exposed to x or gamma radiation re
vealed that radiation effectiveness increases as the
cube root ofdose rate, and that the change in radio
sensitivity between any two given dose rates is of
similar degree for several criteria-of-effect, includ
ing human skin erythema threshold. Formulas to
describe the above relationships have been devel
oped and will be more rigorously tested in a cell
system whose members are relatively inactive dur
ing the periods required for exposure. The develop-
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ment ofabnormal anaphases in regenerating mouse
liver is being employed in the evaluation of CoBo
gamma irradiations over a dose rate span of 0.2 to
100 rads/min.

BIOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL FACTORS
OF NEUTRON REACTIONS

In this project clinical activities have been sus
pended, and an effort is being made to focus on
those biologis:al and physical factors of most sig
nificance in determining whether or not neutron
capture therapy is feasi ble. A portion of the proj
ect is directed primarily toward determining the
physical and dosimetric characteristics of the reac
tor beam in order to introduce modifications, as
necessary, for optimal physical conditions in the
application of the neutron capture process to the
therapy of neoplasms.

To reduce the fall-off of thermal neutron flux in
tissue obtained in experiments with the present
neutron beam, LiB or cadmium thermal neutron
"filters" have been introduced in order to produce
an "epithermal" beam. The residual fluxes appear
to be in the usable range. Detailed studies of pene
tration as a function of the thickness of LiB or cad
mium filters and as a function of the reflector D20
thickness are being carried out with use of a tissue
equivalent phantom head. Results indicate that it
is possible to obtain reaction rates at a depth of 8
cm equal to those at the surface, in contrast to a
fall-off by a factor of between 20 and 30 with the
present beam. Detailed studies of gamma and
thermal neutron distribution in depth have been
done with the present beam with use of an anthro
pomorphic phantom under conditions simulating
those used for neutron capture treatments. The
gamma dose rates throughout the phantom have
been found to be excessive, even though the beam
is directed to a local region such as the head.
Studies have been initiated on similar determina
tions using the epithermal beam.

In biological studies the distribution of BIO be
tween normal tissues and spontaneously occurring
tumors in dogs is being determined. The best par
tition obtained was 4 to 1 between a breast tumor
and skin 15 min after injection of B'°. However,
the boron concentration in blood was still greater
than that in the tumor, and thus capillaries of nor
mal as well as malignant tissue undoubtedly re
ceive a high dose of radiation. Survival curves of
HeLa S3 cells are being determined as functions
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of the boron concentration and neutron flux. The
effects of whole-body irradiation on the elements
of the blood have been determined. When a dog's
head is irradiated with a therapeutic dose (an in
tegrated flux of 5 X 10'3 thermal neutrons/cm 2

),

death associated with a severe platelet depression
occurs on the 9th day following irradiation. Re
sults with skin of swine indicate that the effect is
not reduced by fractionation of dose from the
neutron-boron capture process.

EFFECTS OF 2-BEV PROTONS
ON MAMMALS

Studies of fundamental problems in particle
bombardment of mammals using the Cosmotron
are only partially complete, and only illustrations
of the types of problems investigated are discussed.
Protons can be accelerated to energy levels as high
as 3 Bev, and as many as 1.25X 10'0 particles/pulse
(external beam) can be obtained over an ;::::;6-cm2

surface. Dosimetric studies and studies on cross
sectional uniformity of the 2.2-Bev Cosmotron
beam are under way. A preliminary LD50 value
has been obtained for mice exposed in the 2.2-Bev
Cosmotron beam. Effects of the Cosmotron beam
on transplantable and spontaneous animal twnors
in vivo and in vitro are being evaluated. The easily
reproducible and quantifiable phenomenon of
activation of carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen in tis
sue may prove to be useful in direct animal dosim
etry. A theoretical analysis of the pattern ofenergy
deposition of negative 7T mesons in tissue is under
way.

EXTRACORPOREAL IRRADIATION
OF THE CIRCULATING BLOOD:

EFFECTS ON LYMPHOCYTES

Techniques for the irradiation by a special CaBO
source of the circulating blood in an external shunt
have been developed, which allow a flow rate of
1200 mi/min and a transit dose of 900 rads to the
blood. Equations have been developed relating the
blood volume, volume of external shunt, and
transit dose; thus dose distribution to the various
fractions of the total blood volume can be com
puted. After 38 hr of irradiation, frank hemolysis
with hemoglobinuria was observed. At this time
99% of the blood is estimated to have received
>29,000 rads; 50%, >41,000 rads; and 1%,
>54,000 rads. Granulocytes in the peripheral
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Figure I. Extracorporeal irradiation with a CO'HI fluid irradiator source.

..

blood were increasingl y of the i m mat ure type,
and a shift to the left in the bone marrow occurred.
The most prominent observation is lymphopenia
of prolonged duration.

Extracorporeal irradiation has been combined
with thoracic duct drainage and histologic study
of tissues. From these studies it has been estab
lished that 2.5 to 5.4 lymphocytes enter the blood
from all other sites of entry for every lymphocyte
that enters through the thoracic duct. After 6 hr
of extracorporeal irradiation, there is a detectible
diminution in lymphocytes in the cortex of lymph
nodes and in the cuff of small lymphocytes sur
rounding germinal centers. After 30 hr there is a
striking and almost total disappearance of small
lymphocytes from the cortex of lymph nodes and
from the cuff around germinal centers of spleen
and lymph nodes with intact germinal centers.
This pathologic picture is clearly distinct from that
produced by adrenal-mediated stress. It is believed
feasible to deplete essentially the whole body of
lymphocytes and to study the effect of this de
pletion upon immune processes, hemopoiesis, and
fibroplasia.

RADIOSENSITIVITY OF ANTIBODY RESPONSES

Although conclusive evidence has appeared in
the literature concerning the repressive effect of
ionizing radiation on primary antibody responses
when antigen is administered a short time after
irradiation, relatively few studies have dealt with
radiation effect on the secondary antibody re
sponse (specific anamnestic reaction). A repression
of the secondary antitoxin response similar to that
previously observed for the primary response was
obtained when fluid toxoid was given as the sec
ond stimulus 1 hr to 3 days after exposure to 625
rads. A short-term exposure of 400 rads repressed
the primary antitoxin response in mice elicited
with fluid tetanus toxoid. Initial repression was
followed by a typical primary response when ab
sorbed tetanus toxoid was used for the primary
immunization. These data indicate the efficacy
of using absorbed toxoid to produce a primary im
munization inasmuch as the antigenic depot pro
vided by absorbed antigen is available to elicit a
primary response when animals again recover the
ability to produce antibody after irradiation.
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In studies on the role of the thymus in immune
mechanisms, techniques that circumvent many of
the difficulties associated with air suction pro
cedures have been developed for surgical extirpa
tion of the thymus in I-day to 14-day-old mice.
Thymectomized mice were given a primary in
jection of 0.05 ml absorbed tetanus toxoid when 4
weeks old and were bled for serum and given a
booster injection of 0.1 ml fluid tetanus toxoid 3
weeks later. The individual antibody titers 10 days
later, determined by individual toxin-antitoxin
titration, showed only a slight impairment of the
primary antitoxin response; however, a severe re
pression of the secondary response was observed as
compared to nonoperated littermates. The pos
sibility is not excluded that, under the conditions
of this experiment, wasting might have been re
sponsible, at least in part, for the repression of the
secondary response in thymectomized mice. The
pathogenesis of wasting after postnatal thymec
tomy is as yet unknown.

RADIATION-INDUCED NEOPLASIA
IN THE RAT

Early studies indicated that the female Sprague
Dawley rat, following whole-body radiation with
doses of 400 r, developed a high incidence of breast
neoplasms. The objective of the continuing studies
has been to determine under what conditions the
neoplasms occur and to elucidate the basic mecha
nisms involved. It was shown that normal ovarian
function is necessary for maximal incidence of in
duced neoplasia, and that the neoplasms did not
arise from direct irradiation of the ovaries, pitui
tary, or other endocrine organs. The histologic
types of neoplasms obtained (adenocarcinoma,
adenofibroma, fibroadenoma, and fibrosarcoma)
did not appear to vary with the procedure used.
Male rats also developed these types of neoplasia
following exposure, but in smaller numbers. Neo
plasms arose only in areas directly exposed to the
beam; i.e., no "abscopal" effect occurred. The
dose-effect response, for neoplasms scored at 1 yr,
was approximately linear over the range 25 to 400
r. The curve appeared to go through zero dose at
zero response. No data were obtained below 25 r,
and the linear response did not hold above 500 r.
These results suggest that neoplasia induction in
volves at least a two-stage mechanism. Both initial
irradiation damage and a suitable endocrine bal
ance must exist for this carcinogenic process to
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take place. Results of studies designed to deter
mine the effect of dose fractionation are being
analyzed, but to date have failed to demonstrate
a significant change in response with dose frac
tionation over periods of days to weeks.

THE TURNOVER
OF Sr85, C5137, In65 , SC46 , Ca47, AND p31

A primary effort is concerned with short and
long-term studies of the skeletal dynamics of Srs5,
CS'37, Zn6 5, SC46

, and Ca47 in patients with normal
and abnormal bone metabolism in order to (a) de
fine rate of accretion, exchange capacity, body re
tention, and plasma clearance of the elements; (b)
develop methematical models from which ex
trapolations can be made; (c) determine relation
ships between excretion and body-burden data;
and (d) establish baseline levels for use in health
protection. These clinical investigations are sup
plemented with animal studies. Also involved is
the effort to understand the relative rates of dif
fusion and hydrostatic forces in osmosis. Investiga-
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tions on the effects of various agents in altering turn
over rates of the bone seekers are being pursued.

The long-term biological turnover data on Srso,
Cs 13

", Zn6 o, and SC46 in patients can be described
equally well by a power function mathematical
model in which the mean retention R=52.2ro.175

,

or by a series of exponential functions. In the latter
case, the function is dominated by a single expo
nential term, which, for Srs5, gives a mean half
life of 850 days. The long-term supplementation of
the diets of several patients with stable strontium
and calcium was found to be without effect on the
previously established SrS5 turnover rate. ~S137,

Zn65 and SC46 retention data can be described
adeq~atelyby single exponential functions giving
half-lives of 80, 335, and 1500 days respectively.
A four-compartment model of calcium and stron
tium metabolism was developed by analogue com
puter analysis of the Sr85 and Ca47 data from the
short-term kinetic tracer studies. The accretion rate
and size of the rapidly exchanging compartment
for calcium and strontium were identical in six pa
tients with varying states of skeletal metabolism.

The gamma spectra of 400 Brookhaven em
ployees have been obtained by the whole-body
counting technique, and an IBM 7094 computer
program is being programmed to analyze these
complex spectra. A smaller population has been
measured over long periods of time in an effort to
correlate body burden and environmental levels.

The thyroidal accumulation of 1'31 during the
1961 nuclear weapons test series was measured
in a group of pregnant women and controls in the
spring of 1962; no detectable levels ofI l3l were
found. A second, similar group measured in the
fall, after the 1962 tests, showed levels of 20 to 160
pC only. In 4 offspring of these women measured
from 18 to 34 days after birth, no significant levels
ofI l3l could be detected.

The effects of aging and x irradiation on the
chemical dynamics of skeletal metabolism in the
rat were compared in terms of the accretion rate
and exchange capacity of SrS5 in various bones. It
was found that 2000 r local x irradiation resulted
in a decreased accretion rate of the tibia, as nor
mally occurs in the aging process. However, the
exchange capacity of the irradiated tibia com
pared to its contralateral control appeared to in
crease slightly as compared to the decrease nor
mally found in aging. Thus irradiated young bone
was found to differ in certain respects from bone
that had aged normally.

STUDIES ON THE CHEMISTRY
OF THE ai-GLYCOPROTEIN

The serum glycoprotein level is quite constant
in an individual under normal conditions, but is
changed slightly by even a minor ailment. How
ever, so little is known about the nature or number
of the glycoproteins that information about their
levels in disease is at present of little medical
value. The chemistry of the al-glycoprotein of
human plasma, the best-known example of this
class of proteins, has been under study in this
laboratory during the past several years.

In attempting to establish unequivocally the
number ofpolysaccharide units that may be linked
individually to the polypeptide chain of the pro
tein, hydrolysis of the polypeptide with trypsin has
been utilized. This highly specific proteolytic en
zyme hydrolyzes peptide chains only at lysine and
arginine residues and might be expected to cleave
the al-glycoprotein at ;:::;26 places. The best avail
able evidence indicates that hydrolysis at 2 to 3 of
these anticipated sites does not occur. The frag
ments produced by tryptic hydrolysis have been
separated in part by chromatography, and some
components have been further purified by high
voltage paper electrophoresis. Attention has been
limited to the components of the digestion mixture
that contain carbohydrate.

The average molecular weights of the separated
glycopeptide fractions have been studied by equi
librium methods in the ultracentrifuge. From the
molecular weights found and from analyses for
carbohydrates and amino acids, it has been found
that the carbohydrate part of the glycoprotein is
divided into 8 to 9 small units, linked individually
to the protein. Since the ratios of the various mono
saccharide units to each other remained the same
in any of the fractions tested, it seems probable
that the 8 or 9 carbohydrate units are identical.

One glycopeptide has been isolated from the
digestion mixture in an apparently pure state; this
has been found to be the polysaccharide bound to
a hexapeptide consisting of one residue each of
lysine, aspartic acid, threonine, proline, tyrosine,
and phenylalanine. It is probable that the carbo
hydrate is bound through the fi-carboxyl group of
the aspartic acid.

STUDIES ON HYDROXYLYSINE AND COLLAGEN

Hydroxylysine is characteristic of collagen and
has been isolated in significant amounts only from ..
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this protein. Experiments have been repeated with
more elaborate procedures for purification of col
lagen. Young rats were injected with C14-la beled
lysine and sacrificed at periods varying from 4 hr
to 15 wk after injection. The CI4 specific activities
of lysine and hydroxylysine from the purified skin
collagen preparations have been found to be ex
actly equal to each other in all cases. The results
are consistent with the assumption that hydroxyla
tion of lysine is completed during the process of
incorporation into the collagen.

In order to study the biochemical mechanism of
the conversion of lysine to hydroxylysine during
collagen biosynthesis, doubly labeled lysine has
now been used. The hydrogen atoms on carbon
atoms 4 and 5 were labeled with tritium, and the
carboxyl group was labeled with CH.

In both in vitro experiments with polyvinyl
sponge biopsy tissue from rats and in vivo experi
ments in chick embryos it has been found that one
and only one of the four labeled hydrogen atoms
is lost. This finding is consistent either with a di
rect oxidation of lysine or with the production ofa
double bond between carbon atoms 5 and 6, fol
lowed by the addition of the elements of water to
produce hydroxylysine. These mechanisms may be
illustrated as follows:

6 CH,NH,/ H H, \ CH,NH,
I II I

5 TCT T TCOH
I

TCT
I

4 TCT TCT
I ~ I I

3 CH, CH, CH,
I I I

2 HCNH, HCNH" HCNH,
I I I

C*OOH * H C*OOH

Lysine Possible Intermediate Hydroxylysine

Hydroxylysine, found almost exclusively in col
lagen, has the structure NH2 ' CH 2 • CH(OH)
CH2 ' CH 2CH(NH2 ) • COOH. According to the
usual protein peptide structure involving only a
amino groups, the amino-alcohol group on the
left of the above chain should be free unless it is
involved in cross-linkages with its amino or hy
droxyl group. Preliminary studies designed to ob
tain information on the state of the hydroxylysine
end groups indicated that, in both rat-tail collagen
and the gelatin made from it, periodate reacted
less rapidly and completely with the constituent
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hydroxylysine than with free hydroxylysine. In
studies with gelatin prepared from ox bones with
use of the evolution of formaldehyde to follow the
reaction rate, the reaction appears to consist of
two components, a rapid one with optimum pH
of 7 to 8, and a slow one that is more rapid in 0.1
N NaOH than in less alkaline solution. These re
sults are consistent with the hypothesis that the hy
droxylysine of bone gelatin exists in two forms, one
which has its reactive side-chain free and readily
available to oxidation by periodate, and another
which has its side-chain chemically bound and re
acts with periodate at a rate that depends on the
rate at which the side-chain bonds are broken.

STUDIES ON NUCLEAR RNA IN HeLa CELLS
WITH TRITIATED CYTIDINE

Studies on in vitro systems with enzymes have
shown that ribonucleic acid (RNA) may be syn
thesized on a deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) tem
plate. Increasing evidence is reported in the liter
ature that this occurs in vivo as well. The cytological
findings of initial incorporation of labeled RNA
precursors into the nuclei of various cell systems
and of subsequent appearance of labeled RNA in
the cytoplasm favor the hypothesis of RNA syn
thesis on DNA. In the HeLa cells, previous studies
have indicated the movement of nuclear RNA to
the cytoplasm, and the autoradiographically ob
served transfer oflabeled RNA was complemented
by the finding of preservation of relative label
distribution between cytosine and uracil through
out transfer. An examination of the behavior of
labeled RNA in the nucleus during mitosis led to
the following conclusions:

(1) RNA synthesis continued in cells in mitosis
until late prophase. Most of the labeled RNA in
prophase was associated with the chromosomes,
more with the chromosomal surface than with the
core. Nucleolar labeling amounted to <16% of
the total nuclear labeling. The degree and pattern
of nuclear labeling was similar in early prophase
to that in interphase, which indicated that in the
HeLa cell the synthesis of >80% of the RNA oc
curred on the chromosomes.

(2) With the progression of the labeled cells
through the stages of mitosis, the labeling associ
ated with the chromosomes contributed to cyto
plasmic RNA. Even through anaphase 18 to 35%
of the label remained attached to the chromo
somes. It appeared unlikely that this chromosomal-
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Figure 4. Labeled early megacaryocytic cell in mitosis.

labeled RNA contributed to the organization of
the nucleoli at telophase.

(3) RNA synthesis resumed at telophase within
the chromatin portion of the nucleus. Nucleotides
as precursors for the resuming RNA synthesis were
derived at least in part from the acid-soluble frac
tion of the cell in which they had remained through
out mitosis without exchange with nonlabeled nu
cleoside in the extracellular medium. The data
support the hypothesis that RNA is synthesized in
the mammalian cell on the chromosomes.

METABOLISM OF NUCLEIC ACIDS

Iododeoxyuridine (IOU), an analogue of thymi
dine, has been shown to be a specific label for
DNA like thymidine. With IOU it is possible to
detect in vivo small changes in ONA metabolism,
such as those produced by lOr of x rays or follow
ing the injection of 1 ppm cortisone. Oose depend
ence of the depression by Co'''' gamma rays of the
incorporation in vivo of IOU into mouse intestines

6 hr after irradiation has been determined. The
depression appears to be proportional to dose from
5 to 50 r, with 25 r producing ::::::50% depression.
No threshold is evident. The effect of the size of
precursor pools on the efficiency of incorporation
has been investigated by simultaneously injecting
IOU, H'-thymidine, and carrier thymidine. Sur
prisingly, IOU incorporation is much more sen
sitive to thymidine load than is H'-thymidine,
which suggests competition at several sequential
steps. This is true even though the only discernible
pool of precursor is extracellular: i.e., the time
necessary for disappearance of IOU from the cir
culation corresponds closely to the time for its ap
pearance in ONA. The half-times for both proc
esses appear to be ::::::3 min.

I[ 10 to 20 hr, depending on the tissue, are al
lowed to elapse after the initial labeling to permit
complete excretion of the catabolic by-products
associated with the labeling process, further loss of
activity can be equated simply to cell death. To
permit repeated counting of a tumor in the same



animal without interference from other parts
of the body, a solid tumor of mammary origin is
transplanted into the tail of a normal mouse. In
the tumor, in contrast to the whole mouse, very
slow turnover has been observed; this was not ac
celerated by large doses ofx rays (20,000 r). Death
of labeled normal cells has been observed after
much smaller doses of radiation (500 r) but only
when the radiation was delivered shortly after
labeling, before most of the labeled cells had
passed through mitosis. The study of cell death in
the tumor following irradiation at a comparable
time interval has not yet been possible.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE GROWTH OF CANCER
CELLS IN VITRO UNDER HIGH OYXGEN TENSION

One of the most widely recognized differences
between normal and malignant tissues is that the
latter aerobically form appreciable quantities of
lactate. However, concentrations of oxygen >35%
have a deleterious effect upon cancer cells in cul
ture. An attempt is being made to determine why,
and at what level of cell metabolism, oxygen
exerts its noxious effect.

When HeLa 83 cells are cultured in an atmos
phere of 5% CO2 +95% O 2 , the rate of glycolysis is
increased and lactic acid accumulates in the cul
ture medium. If the cells are permitted to remain
in an atmosphere of95% O 2 for >48 hr, irrespec
tive of a change of culture medium, irreparable
damage ensues. A change in cell morphology is
evident at ;::::48 hr and becomes more pronounced
at 72 hr, at which time it is obvious that many of
the cells are dying. Thus far, it has not been pos
sible to relate death to the oxidation of compo
nents of the growth medium, to the accumulation
of metabolic end-products, or to pH changes in the
medium.

The ribonucleic acid (RNA) and deoxyribo
nucleic acid (DNA) synthetic activities of 83 cells
under high oxygen tension have been investigated
by using tritiated nucleosides. A significant inhibi
tion of DNA synthesis was first detected at ;::;;:30
hr, and at 36 hr only 7% of the cells were found to
be actively synthesizing DNA, that is, capable of
incorporating H3-thymidine. In control cell popu
lations incubated in an atmosphere of 5% CO2 +
95% air, 25 to 30% of the cells were in DNA syn
thesis at all times. There was no demonstrable
DNA synthesis in cells that had been exposed to a
high concentration of oxygen for 48 hr or longer.
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Tracer studies with H3-cytidine showed a similar
depression of RNA synthesis.

The present concept is not that high oxygen ten
sions specifically inhibit nucleic acid synthesis but
that the observed inhibition and cell death are the
consequence of an effect upon some other vital
metabolic pathway (or pathways). Other param
eters are being explored, in particular the effect
of high oxygen concentrations on the enzymatic
activities concerned with glycolysis and respiration.

VITAMIN AND AMINO ACID METABOLISM
IN NEOPLASIA

Recent clinical chemistry studies indicating
elevated levels of a number of the intermediary
metabolites of tryptophan in the urines of patients
in various disease states have intensified interest
in the relationship of disease to the metabolism of
tryptophan. These studies have shown that in
some neoplastic diseases there are elevated levels
of urinary anthranilic acid, kynurenine, 3-hy
droxykynurenine, and 3-hydroxyanthranilic acid.
Two of these compounds, 3-hydroxykynurenine
and 3-hydroxyanthranilic acid, have exhibited
tumor-producing qualities in mice. To establish
the normal metabolic pathway for these com
pounds in humans by the use of C14-la beled com
pounds, some of these labeled intermediary metab
olites of tryptophan have been synthesized.

The synthesis of DL-tryptophan- 7a_Ct4, anthra
nilic acid-carboxyl-Ct\ 3-hydroxyanthranilic
acid-carboxyl-Ct\ and 3-hydroxY-DL-kynurenine
keto-C14 has been completed, as well as the resolu
tion of a small quantity of 3-hydroxY-DL-kynu
renine-keto-C14 into the Dand L isomers. Prelimi
nary studies of the metabolism of the two isomers
of hydroxykynurenine are in progress.

STUDIES OF METABOLISM OF C14_
AND H3_ LABELED CARBOHYDRATES
IN DIABETIC AND OBESE SUBJECTS

For the past two decades biochemists have been
preparing simple biological compounds like glu
cose, amino acids, and fatty acids with radioactive
carbon (Ct4) placed in one or more positions ofthe
molecule. With this tracer the natural metabolic
fate of many such compounds has been followed
in greater detail than otherwise possible. Within
the past few years a similar array of compounds
labeled with radioactive hydrogen (tritium or H3)
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has become available. In addition, newer tech
niques of measurement of the very weak radio
active emission of tritium make possi ble similar
studies of the metabolic transfer of hydrogen,
which is intimately associated with utilization of
chemical energy and perhaps hormonal action. In
this laboratory, diabetic and obese humans and
mice are being given these radioactive compounds
(in some cases labeled with both C 14 and H3) to
determine how insulin and other hormones act
upon the metabolism, which may be deranged in
these abnormalities.

Present concepts in biochemistry postulate that
the hydrogen atom attached to the first carbon of
glucose (in the aldehyde group) is transferred dur
ing metabolic oxidation to the coenzyme nicotin
amide-adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADP),
which passes on some of this hydrogen eventually
to reduce oxygen to water, but supposedly gives an
appreciable fraction of this hydrogen to the reduc
tion of intermediate organic compounds to fatty
acids and other end-products of biosynthesis. If
this transfer is a limiting factor in biosyntheses, it
could help explain the well-known association be
tween glucose utilization and synthesis of fats. By
comparing different labeled compounds in regard
to their relative transfer of C14 or H3 to carbon
dioxide or water and to fatty acids after injection
into an animal or a patient, some information can
be obtained as to the specificity of the hydrogen
on glucose carbon 1 compared with other organic
hydrogen.

It has been found that the water:carbon dioxide
yield ratio (H30H:C14 0 2 ) in obese human sub
jects is ;::::::6: 1 at 30 min after injection of glucose
labeled either in the 1 position (aldehyde group)
or in the 6 position (carbinol group). Furthermore,
lactic acid (an intermediate metabolite of glucose
oxidation) which is labeled at the 2 position with
both C14 and H3 shows a H 30H:C140 2 yield ratio
of 3: 1. Neither the hydrogen on carbon 6 ot glu
cose nor on carbon 2 of lactic acid is transferred di
rectly to NADP, as is at least some of the hydrogen
on carbon 1 of glucose. If the latter had decided
specificity for NADP (and fatty acid synthesis),
then the H 30H:C140 2 ratio should be lowest for
the glucose-I-labeled compound.

Furthermore, by analysis of fat from the blood
of these patients it has been found that there is
somewhat more tritium in the neutral fats relative
to the amount in total body water after admin
istering lactic acid-2-H3 than after giving glucose-

In

1_H3. However, the difference is not sufficient to
account for the difference in the water:carbon
dioxide yield ratio. These findings imply that
fundamental changes in widely accepted concepts
of the interconversion and function of coenzymes
and the sources of metabolic hydrogen for fatty
acid syntheses may be required.

Examination of total carcass and liver fatty acids
from a laboratory strain of genetically obese and
diabetic mice after administration of glucose-1-C14,
_1_H3 shows higher incorporation of both isotopes
than is found in lean control siblings, which agrees
with other isotopic studies indicating hyperactivity
of fat formation in this obese strain. Obese patients
studied so far do not show this hyperlipogenesis in
blood fats compared with lean diabetic patients.
However, insulin in the diabetic increases the
transfer of tritium to fats. The amount of tritium
appearing in the fats, even of the total carcass and
liver of the mice, is a very small fraction (2% or
less) of the metabolized glucose-1-H3, which fur
ther suggests other sources of fatty acid hydrogen.

AUTORADIOGRAPHIC STUDIES
OF GROWTH, AGING, AND REPAIR

OF THE SKELETAL STRUCTURES

Tritiated thymidine and tritiated amino acids
(H3-histidine and H3-glycine) have been used in a
number of studies on cell proliferation in skeletal
tissues and on cellular participation in the pro
duction of the collagen matrix of bones and teeth
during growth, aging, and repair. In studies using
tritiated thymidine, osteoclasts were shown to
arise as needed by the fusion of osteoblasts. The
labeling indices of skeletal tissues were determined
in mice from birth to old age. The generation time
of periosteal cells was found to vary from 7 to 19.4
days, comprising a presynthesis time of 6.7 to 18.5
days, DNA-synthesis time of 2 to 7 hr, postsyn
thesis time of 5 to 13.5 hr, and mitotic time of 0.5
to 1.5 hr. The periosteum has been shown to be
important not only for circumferential growth and
repair of long bones but also for the expansion of
the epiphyseal plate, which contributes to longi
tudinal growth and the articulating surfaces for
spherical expansion on the epiphysis.

To determine whether local periosteal or bone
trauma is necessary to induce cell proliferation,
mice were injected in the soft tissues over the
periosteum at the mid-shaft region of the left non
fractured femur with 0.25 ml of saline, serum,

2 Ii

...
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Figure S. Autoradiograph (640 X) of osteoblasts labeled with tritiated thymidine, participating
in the fracture repair of a 5-wk-old mouse femur (1 hr after administration oflabel).

- ..

Figure 6. Autoradiograph (160X) of the femur ofa 5-wk-old mouse. Periosteal cells (osteogenic layer)
are labeled with tritiated histidine initially, but by 4 hr much of the label appears extracellularly.
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or whole blood. Autoradiographic studies with
tritiated thymidine revealed that the cells of the
periosteum were equally stimulated by all the in
jected components. These studies are being ex
tended to determine whether anoxia plays a role
in eliciting the cell proliferative response. The ef
fects of radiation on cell proliferation kinetics are
also being investigated.

KINETICS OF ERYTHROCYTIC AND
MEGACARYOCYTIC PRECURSOR PROLIFERATION

IN DOG AND RAT

Beagle dogs were given a single intravenous in
jection of tritiated thymidine, and bone marrow
samples were obtained from different sites during
the first day after administration. Labeling indices
(and grain numbers) offree pycnotic naked nuclei
having the characteristics of the most mature
erythroblastic ("orthochromatic normoblast-type")
nuclei, were registered as a function of time after
the injection. The first labeled free pycnotic naked
nuclei appeared between 10 and 11 hI'; 78% were
labeled at 15 hI' after injection of the precursor.
From other studies it is known that the majority
of the last dividing generation of nucleated red cell
precursors need less than 1 to 11/2 hI' to proceed
from the end of the DNA synthesis period through
the premitotic rest period and the following mito
sis. Accordingly, the transit time for the most ma
ture nondividing generation of nucleated red cell
precursors ranges between 9 and 14 hI' under the
conditions of the experiment. Strong evidence for
nuclear extrusion of the most mature erythrocytic
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Figure 7. Appearance ofH3-thymidine-labeled segmented
and pycnotic neutrophils in the peripheral blood after a
"flash" injection of tritiated thymidine.

precursors is the finding that the curve obtained
from the labeling indices of pycnotic, most mature,
erythrocytic precursors ("nucleated red cells") as
a function of dme after injection of tritiated thy
midine, practically coincides with that of the free
pycnotic naked nuclei. Labeling in pycnotic naked
nuclei ingested by macrophages appears after
labeled nuclei have been extruded from the most
mature erythroblasts. The labeling index of phago
cytized naked nuclei as a function of time after ad
ministration of tritiated thymidine roughly cor
responds to that of free pycnotic nuclei, but not to
that of lymphocytes. This observation indicates
that most if not all phagocytized pycnotic nuclei in
normal bone marrow originate from extruded eryth
roblastic nuclei rather than from lymphocytes.

The kinetics of megacaryocytic cells of the rat
bone marrow were studied in a fashion similar to
that employed for erythrocytic precursors of the
dog. The changes in the percentages of labeled
cells after injection of the tracer were registered
separately for arbitrarily chosen successive recog
nizable stages of megacaryocytic differentiation.
Emphasis was put on the progressive transition of
labeled cells into a stage of maturation correspond
ing to initially nonlabeling cell forms. Results indi
cated the following: (1) A transit time of ;::::;40 hr
from the most immature, still recognizable stage of
megacaryocytic maturation to megacaryocytic dis
integration. (2) Origination of recognizable mega
caryocytic cells from unrecognized precursors
which continuously synthesized DNA (with very
short rest periods) for at least 1 to 3 days prior to
maturation into recognizable stages. (3) Incorpora
tion of more tritiated thymidine by labeled im
mature megacaryocytic cells than by other types
of bone marrow cells (consistent with polyploidy).
(4) A phase during which recognizable megacaryo
cytic precursors are able to synthesize DNA which
lasts <15 hI', whereas the latest phase of matura
tion lasts 25 to 30 hr. The process of nuclear seg
mentation appeared to be accomplished, as in the
case of granulocytic leukocytes, in older cells
which do not synthesize DNA.

LIFE CYCLE OF GRANULOCYTES IN MAN

The life cycle of granulocytes in hematologically
"normal" individuals and in patients with patho
logically altered hematopoiesis, e.g., malignant
and nonmalignant blood dyscrasias, is being
studied by means of autoradiography with use of



tritiated thymidine as a stable DNA label. Prelimi
nary analysis of results indicates a marked vari
ability of the "release time" of newly formed gran
ulocytes (time from formation of a metamyelocyte
until release of the corresponding segmented gran
ulocyte into the blood stream). In cases of ap
parently "normal" hematopoiesis, this time was
found to be 3 to 4 days. This time was also found
in patients with chronic lymphocytic leukemia,
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that the life span of granulocytes is determined not
only by random removal but also by an aging
process which sets an upper limit for the transit
time of granulocytes of 24 to 30 hr.

ine patients with leukemia were given tritiated
thymidine intravenously in a single injection, and
serial blood studies and intermittent bone marrow
aspirations were then performed. In one patient,
blast cells in the bone marrow and in the blood

Figure 8. Neutron activation analysis for manganese and copper in medical samples.

multiple myeloma, chronic myelocytic leukemia,
and myelofibrosis. In one case of lymphosarcoma
and beginning bone marrow involvement, the
time was 4 to 5 days, and in one case of refractory
anemia with an "aleukemic" myelocytic leukemia
and "Pelgerlike" blood granulocytes it was 5 to 6
days. The release time was shortened to 2 days in
the case of bacterial infection.

The appearance and disappearance of labeled
pycnotic granulocytes has been studied in three
patients so far. It was found that labeled pycnotic
granulocytes appeared 24 to 30 hr after the first
segmented granulocytes became labeled. Their
frequency in proportion to segmented granulo
cytes is about I :300. This finding suggests that
these pycnotic cells represent aged cell forms and

were labeled to the same extent I hr after injec
tion of tritiated thymidine. In the remaining three
patients, practically no labeled blast cells were
found in the blood shortly after labeling, in con
trast to the labeling in the bone marrow. It ap
pears that in these patients "blast" cells were ex
truded only from the marrow when they no longer
were able to divide. In the three patients in whom
blood "blasts" did not label, labeled cells com
menced their appearance in the blood within :::::::3
hr and reached a maximum between 36 and 48 hr.

STUDIES OF PHYSIOLOGY OF TRACE METALS

This work is aimed broadly at defining body
constitution, physiological behavior, organometal-
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lie compounds, and clinical and therapeutic phe
nomena in which trace metals are involved. It has
been established that (1) Injected radiomanganese
leaves the bloodstream promptly, to become local
ized in the mitochondria. (2) A manganese-con
taining heme is present in the red cells of man and
rabbit. As opposed to Fe59

, Mn54 labels only one
generation of red blood cells. (3) The pathway of
manganese is quite specific in vivo, and thus man
ganese-organometallic compounds might be as
sumed to be products of specific biosynthetic
mechanisms rather than of metal substitution. (4)
Manganese and zinc obey homeostatic control,
while cadmium does not appear to be subject to
such control. (5) Glucocorticoid (as opposed to
minerocorticoid) hormones affect the metabolism
of manganese but not that of zinc. (6) Manganese
was shown to become bound by a PI-globulin of
human and mouse plasma. Indirect evidence sug
gests that the trivalent state of the element be
comes stabilized in the ensuing complex, and also
that lower valence states of the metal might be
bound by different sites than higher valence states.
(7) Neutron activation analysis can be applied suc
cessfully to microsamples of biological materials.

The interaction of some trace elements of bio
logical interest with phenothiazine drug deriva
tives useful as anti-Parkinsonism and antischizo
phrenic agents was demonstrated. Free radicals of
the drugs were shown to be generated in vitro by
manganese and iron under specific conditions.
Initial work with the electron spin resonance spec
trometer has centered particularly on redox reac
tions involving metal ion cofactors, and certain
hormones were implicated in biological oxidation
involving free radical mechanisms.

SODIUM AND HYPERTENSION

The objective of this work is to define the etio
logic factors involved in human hypertension, a
disease of increasing importance in the American
population. Evidence exists that the consumption
of sodium (as in table salt) is an important factor
in this connection.

In studies designed to investigate the differences
occurring in the response of humans to salt restric
tion in hypertension, it was shown by selective in
breeding of rats that clear-cut strain differences
exist with respect to predisposition to salt-induced
hypertension. Elevation of serum cholesterol was
observed in some rats and dogs on high sodium

diets, which suggested the possibility that excess
salt (i.e., sodium) consumption plays an accessory
role in initiating or promoting arteriosclerosis, a
condition whose complications are usually the
actual cause of death in hypertension. Unpurified
sea salt produced more hypertension than did
sodium chloride alone, which indicated that other
ions might augment the hypertensogenic effect of
sodium. Ten patients on controlled sodium intakes
were studied, and the rates of Na22 and K43 elimi
nation from the body were measured with the
whole-body counter. Total-body sodium and po
tassium were similarly estimated. The IBM 7090
computer at Brookhaven is being used for a de
tailed analysis of the very numerous data. Similar
studies are under way with hypertensive rats using
the same isotopes and a specially designed whole
body counter. Selective breeding of the two strains
of rats, one of which is sensitive, the other very re
sistant to excess salt in the diet, is continuing in
order to allow studies of factors responsible for the
difference.

MEDICAL STUDIES OF THE PEOPLE
OF THE MARSHALL ISLANDS

ACCIDENTALLY EXPOSED TO FALLOUT

The objective of the annual medical surveys of
the 239 Marshallese people accidentally exposed
to fallout radiation in 1954 is to determine the long
term effects of whole-body gamma exposure, beta
irradiation ofthe skin, and internal contamination.

No deaths resulted from irradiation and no ad
vanced cases of radiation illness developed in the
exposed Marshallese; thus the considerable knowl
edge gained from studies of the population with
respect to the effects offallout radiation applies
in the sublethal dose range. The investigations in
volved direct examination of these people in the
field, as well as studies of blood, serum samples,
and other materials brought back to the Labo
ratory. Studies made during the past nine years
include complete hematological evaluation for
residual bone marrow damage, cancer and leu
kemia studies, development of batteries of tests to
quantify aging criteria, verification of retardation
of growth and development of exposed children
by x-ray determination of bone age and anthro
pometric measurements, gross and histopathologi
cal examination of beta burns of the skin, and de
velopment of techniques for cytogenetic studies
(chromosome aberrations) in tissue cultures of



peripheral blood and bone marrow and of beta
irradiated areas of skin. Body burdens of radio
nuclides have been determined by gamma spec
trographic analysis with use of a 21-ton steel room
constructed at Brookhaven and transported to the
Islands, and by radiochemical analyses of urine
samples. The relationship of the body burdens to
environmental contamination is an important part
of these studies.

POSITRON SCANNING

Positron scanning, with use of radioisotopes such
as As", has been established as a useful clinical
method for locating brain tumors. Certain com
pounds labeled with these radioactive positron
emitters become selectively concentrated in brain
tumors relative to the normal surrounding brain
tissues. The scanning method depends on the
principle that a positron is annihilated almost in
stantly after its emission, and two gamma rays are
emitted in opposite directions. Thus a simultaneous
count registered by two detectors indicates emis
sion of a positron within the volume between the
two detectors. Ifonly two detectors are used, how
ever, as is the case with positron scanners currently
in use, it takes up to 40 minutes to scan the head.
In the expectation that this time could be appreci
ably shortened, development of an instrument us
ing a multiple array of detectors was undertaken.

A device has been constructed with 32 one-inch
diameter NaI crystals used as the detectors and in
cluding electronic circuitry suitable for recording
coincidence counts between all possible pairings
of the detectors. Since many of the lines connect
ing detectors fall outside the volume of interest,
however, only 178 of the total pairings are usable.

Interpretation of the coincidence counts ob
tained has posed some difficult problems. The two
principal approaches to using the counts to map
the distribution of the radioactive source have in
volved the use of large digital computers. In one
method the counts are regarded as a column vec
tor in a system of 178 simultaneous equations with
178 unknowns. Solving such a large system of
equations requires the use of a matrix inversion
procedure, which in turn requires a larger number
of memory locations than the available machines
can provide, so that it has been necessary to par
tition the problem and to use magnetic tapes to
store the intermediate results. In the second ap
proach an analogue output is derived and dis-
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played on an oscilloscope. The program for this
approach in effect provides a brightening along
the path connecting the two detector locations for
which a coincidence count is recorded, with an
exponential increase in the brightening at the loca
tion of the intersection of two or more paths. Al
though at present a large computer is necessary in
the data reduction process, it is anticipated that
special, smaller computers suitable for use in a
clinical center can be developed, once the method
has been established.

COMPUTER APPLICATIONS

Two large, high-speed digital computers, the
BNL Merlin and an IBM 7090, are used in a
variety of Medical Department problems, and
development of further uses is under way. Among
the existing uses are the calculation of neutron
fluxes from activated gold foil data; spectral
"stripping" with data obtained with the whole
body counter; statistical calculations such as least
squares fits and standard errors; generation of
model systems for use in the interpretation of the
behavior of radioactive tracers introduced into
compartmented systems; calculation of molecular

Figure 9. Multidetector positron scanner for locating brain tumors.
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weights from ultracentrifuge patterns; and correla
tion of information from the multidetector system
under development for using positron emitters in
the location of brain tumors.

A recent special computer application arose in
the studies of the extracorporeal irradiation of
blood, which involves shunting blood from an
artery or vein through an x-ray beam and back
into a vein. In such a process some portions of the
blood recycle and are irradiated many times,
while others may completely escape irradiation.
The Merlin computer was used to generate curves
giving the fraction of the blood that has received
a given dose of radiation as a function of the num
ber of cycle times; thus a basis is provided for in
terpreting the observed effects on the diminution
ofthe white blood cell count.

An entirely different type of computer, an ana
logue computer, has been developed for the use of

the Medical Department by the Instrumentation
Division. This instrument is designed specifically
for simulating the time course of the behavior of
labeled substances introduced into compartmented
systems. There is provision for representing data
points by generating a set of 96 dots, which are
displayed on an oscilloscope simultaneously with
up to 4 analogue curves. Fitting the analogue
curves to the data by this method in effect solves
the differential equations describing the model
system used and provides answers in terms of the
parameters of the system, such as the sizes ofcom
partments and the rates of flow of the substance of
interest between compartments. This instrument
is most useful in the search for suitable models and
for obtaining first approximations of the values
wanted. For production runs using an established
model and for cases in which a least-squares fit
is needed, a digital computer program is used.
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Technical Operations and Services

•

The technical services and facilities essential
to the Laboratory's research programs are pro
vided by a number of organizational units whose
operations are described below under appropriate
headings. .

REACTOR OPERATIONS

The Brookhaven Graphite Research Reactor
(BGRR) operated throughout the year without a
major operating incident. During 84.6% of the
year operation was at full power. There were 15
scheduled shutdowns for changes in experimental
equipment and maintenance work. On two occa
sions shutdowns were scheduled on short notice for
the inspection or correction of operational difficul
ties. Five additional shutdowns of short duration
occurred without notice; these were associated
with human errors or malfunctioning of equip
ment. Power failure caused two shutdowns.

The graphite structure was annealed 15 times
during the year. The procedure of annealing more
frequently at lower graphite temperatures, initi
ated last year, was continued. It was found that
annealing at a maximum temperature of 250°C
did not produce the desired result, and the maxi
mum graphite annealing temperature was gradu
ally increased until significant recovery of growth
could be measured following each annealing
operation. This maximum temperature was found
to be 350°C.

Between Christmas Day and New Year's Day
the reactor was shut down for service, and exten
sive inspections and tests were made in areas that
ordinarily are not readily accessible. One such in
spection revealed that five bars of graphite had
protruded across the gap of the reactor. Returning
the bars to their original places and restraining
them with pins was a relatively simple matter, but
the event caused some concern, since it was the
first evidence of deterioration of the moderator
structure. An analysis was made of stresses that
might have caused the bars to protrude. It is
thought that effective annealing will prevent fu
ture occurrences of this type.

The emergency diagonal shot wells were also
tested during the holiday shutdown. The shot
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from one of the two wells failed to empty into the
diagonal in-reactor tube. An inspection revealed
that paraffin within the well had prevented the
shot from dropping. Both wells were disassembled,
cleaned, and retested. In addition, the reactivity
worth of the wells was measured to be $1.63. In
the future these devices will be tested twice each
year.

The Reactor and Critical Experiments Safety
Committee reviewed the trichlorobenzene emer
gency system and recommended that it be deac
tivated because it constituted a possible hazard to
the reactor. This was done, and the system has
since been completely removed.

The various activities of the Reactor Division
have been audited by several groups and commit
tees during the year, including representatives of
the Brookhaven Office, the New York Operations
Office, and the Division of Operational Safety of
the AEC; the Division of Reactor Safeguards of
the International Atomic Energy Agency; the
BNL Audit Group; and the ad hoc committees
regularly appointed by the Laboratory's Director.
In general, the results of these audits were favor
able. A number of minor equipment and proce
dural changes were made in compliance with the
various recommendations received.

An extensive hiring and training program was
conducted throughout the year as the additional
personnel required for the operation of the High
Flux Beam Research Reactor (HFBR) were ac
quired. It is expected that all HFBR operators will
be qualified to operate the BGRR and some will
also be qualified on the Medical Research Re
actor (MRR) before construction is completed on
the HFBR.

Utilization of the Graphite Research Reactor

The most significant changes in the utilization
of the reactor involved the facilities on top of the
reactor. Last year the shielding facility which had
become obsolete was removed, and this year the
exponential reactor experimental facility was re
moved. With the need for such "thermal column"
facilities definitely lessening, other uses for this
space have been developed. Two new vertical
holes 9 ft deep and 4 in. in diameter were drilled
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ALL OTHER OPERATING COSTS

..............---_.

Figure 1. Costs connected with operating the BGRR.

•

Bell Telephone Laboratories. Studies have suc
cessfully been made on the origins of antiferro
magnetism in titanium sesquioxode over the tem
perature range from 1.4 0 through 711 0 K and in
lithi um cupric chloride dihydrate from 1.4 0

through 5.05 0 K. Very small upper limits have
been placed on the maximum possible atomic Il}0

ments of pure palladium at low temperatures, and
all the protons have been located in the unusual
compound K 2 ReHg.

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. A circulating
gas loop experiment is in progress to study the ef
fect:: of various parameters (temperature, pressure,
and gas composition) on the production of N02

from oxygen-nitrogen mixtures using fission frag
ment energy. The high-pressure stainless steel loop
contains uranium-bearing glass wool (total U 23

"

1.5 g). Nitrous oxide is being used as the dosimeter.
In addition, static tests were carried out by irradi
ating sealed quartz ampules that contained vari
ous gaseous mixtures, with and without uranium,
at different temperatures and different pressures.

Naval Research Laboratory. Short-term irra
diation of several magnetic core and thin film ma
terials was carried out to study changes in mag
netic and physical properties caused by reactor
radiation damage.

Columbia University. The measurement of the
electron-neutrino angular correlation in the decay
of He6 was completed during fiscal 1963. A single
crystal neutron spectrometer, effective in the neu
tron energy range from 0.0006 to 10 ev, was used
to measure total neutron cross sections of interest
in the study of atomic motion in solids and liquids.
Investigation of alpha-particle energy distribu
tions and fission-fragment mass distributions in
ternary and binary fission was continued with use
of solid-state detectors. A precise value of the half
life of U235 for alpha emission was determined
from the analysis of the alpha spectrum of natural
uranium. The half-life of U235 obtained from these
measurements is (6.92-+-0.09) X 108 years.

Wright Air Development Center. The study of
gamma-gamma coincidence following neutron
capture, using a three-NaI(TI)-crystal pair spec
trometer, was terminated. The BNL Physics De
partment will continue the investigation.

Esso Research and Engineering Company.
Short-term irradiations of terphenyl samples con
taining C14 as a tracer were carried out to study
the effects of reactor radiation damage on this ma
terial when used as a reactor moderator.

~----.----~

in the moderator structure. A fuel test program
involving sodium-cooled fuel pellets is planned for
one of these holes, and a liquid nitrogen facility
for experiments in solid state physics is being de
signed for the other. Several additional holes can
be drilled to meet future demands for space.

The provision of new facilities at the reactor is
motivated in part by the desire to maintain stable
charges for use of the reactor. Figure 1 indicates
that the expenses incurred in operating the BGRR
have remained relatively stable since 1957 and are
expected to remain so through 1965. The charges
made to the users, however, depend upon total
utilization of the reactor and can be expected to
increase unless additional facilities are installed
and new experiments replace those that have been
completed. The availability of highly desirable
experimental facilities within the HFBR is also ex
pected to affect this situation.

Table 1 summarizes the use of the re(lxtor and
the associated charges. Approximately 35 of the
BGRR's experimental holes are assigned to the
Laboratory's research departments for projects
which are described in the pertinent sections of
this report. Eight facilities have been maintained
for irradiations under controlled conditions of
time and temperature for general use. Five experi
mental holes have been assigned for the graphite
monitoring program which is now supported as
a reactor control project rather than an AEC re
search project, a change that tends to increase
users' costs. Outside organizations have account
ed for continuous use of an average of four experi
mental holes. Brief descriptions of their activities
are listed below.
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Table 1

Summary of Reactor Use Charges

Use charges (in thousands of dollars)

o 100 200 300 400 500 600 700
Percentage

of total usage
Dollar

amounts

Fiscal 1963

Outside Organizations 9.5 $ 100,996
Irradiation Service Group .- 3.1 40,992
BNL Research Departments

Physics 58.9 688,002
Chemistry 9.8 110,520
Nuclear Engineering 15.6 182,927
Biology .. 3.1 40,860

100.0 $1,164,297
Fiscal 1962

Outside Organizations ~ 5.7 $ 65,156
Irradiation Service Group ... 4.6 51,739
BNL Research Departments

Physics 63.2 724,096
Chemistry 9.7 111,870
Nuclear Engineering 13.0 149,008
Biology .. 3.8 43,500

100.0 $1,145,369
Fiscal 1961

Outside Organizations 10.5 $ 121,621
Irradiation Service Group ~ 7.4 84,720
BNL Research Departments

Physics 53.4 615,933
Chemistry ~ 8.7 99,900
Nuclear Engineering 14.2 165,193
Medical I- 2.0 23,896
Biology I- 3.8 43,410

100.0 $1,154,673

Brown University. Short-term irradiations of
several types of alkali halide crystals have been
made to study the relationship between radiation
damage and thermal neutron dosage.

Naval Ordnance Laboratory. In cooperation
with the BNL Physics Department (Solid State
Division) diffraction studies were made by using
single crystals and a polarized beam of neutrons.
In addition, powdered magnetic materials were
studied with use of a powder diffractometer.

General Electric Company. Studies of magnetic
and crystal structure were performed from neutron
diffraction patterns obtained, mostly at low tem
peratures, from the following materials: MnRh;
Mn3Sn-Mn3 Ge; Co30.; CoAI 20., FeAI 20., and
MnAI20.; and calcia-stabilized zirconia.

Irradiation Services and Isotope Production

As shown in Table 2, the volume and income
involved in providing irradiation services to out
side organizations have in general decreased over
the past three years. This trend probably reflects
the increasing availability of similar irradiation
services in commercial reactors as well as the
AEC's policy of noncompetition. On the other
hand, the volume and income figures for processed
isotopes have shown an increase, since these items
are in increasing demand but are not yet available
commercially.

A year ago, a system of costing for irradiation
services was instituted which reflected the value
and volume of services in terms of reactor usage.
While the usage indicated on this basis for irradia-
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Table 2

Summary oflrradiation Services to Outside Users
(Handling and Other Charges Included)

Reactor irradiations
Processed radioisotopes
COBO sources
Cyclotron irradiations

Total

Fiscal 1963 Fiscal 1962

Number Volume, $ Number Volume, $

466 55,196 641 75,918
376 72,726 349 59,926

4 19,442 3 3,077
8 2,095 12 2,342

854 149,459 1,005 141,263

Fiscal 1961

Number Volume, $
,.

828 84,858
330 64,490

6 6,098
62 9,885

1,226 165,331

Table 3

Types of Customers Receiving Shipments

Fiscal 1963 Fiscal 1962 Fiscal 1961

Hospitals
Industrial
Universities
Government
Foreign

%of
Customers

25
35
27

5
8

%of
Shipments

39
22
34

1
4

%of
Customers

22
36
26
8
8

%of
Shipments

51
24
19
3
3

%of
Customers

20
39
24

7
10

%of
Shipments

39
30
24
4
3

tion services dropped 25% last fiscal year, the de
crease this year was only 8%, and at the close of
the year the usage rate appeared to be leveling off.

The distribution of the services covered in
Table 2.is presented by type of customer in Table
3. While there are some year-to-year changes, no
marked or significant trends are apparent.

Procurement of Special Materials

The procurement for the scientific departments
of all radioactive and stable isotopes as well as
special materials controlled by the AEC is a re
sponsibility of the Isotopes and Special Materials
Group. In this connection, 299 purchase orders
were placed for radioisotopes, 68 for stable iso
topes, and 46 for special materials. Against these
orders ::::::581 shipments were received and proc
essed. These figures represent an increase over
last fiscal year of 4% in orders placed and 8% in
receipts. Of the orders placed, ::::::35% were for the
Medical Department, 17% for Nuclear Engineer
ing, 16% for Biology, 16% for Chemistry, 14% for
Physics, 1% for Instrumentation and Health Phys
ics, and 1% for the Reactor Division.

The Isotopes and Special Materials Group is
responsible also for annual inventories of radium
sources and purchased stable isotopes and for nego
tiations for the loan of valuable isotopes. The num
ber ofradium sources at Brookhaven was essentially
unchanged at 38 with a total activity of 5.86 curies
and a value of $39,495. The inventory of purchased
stable isotopes ($32,900) was about the same as last
year's, since additional purchases totaling $22,200
were offset by consumption valued at $23,800.
During the year the number of loan agreements
for stable isotopes decreased from 43 to 39 with a
value of $180,000, exclusive offour special samples
with an estimated value of$1,064,000.

The Brookhaven irradiation programs in the
Materials Testing Reactor (MTR) and the Engi
neering Test Reactor (ETR) during fiscal 1963
are summarized below.

SNL-18: Testing of Prototype Fue' E'ements for
the HFSR. This program, started in May 1960,
involved the testing of nine fuel elements and was
completed late this year.

SNL-21: Radiation Damage in Pure 'ron. The
irradiation of four capsules containing iron tensIle
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Table 4

Source and Special Nuclear Materials on Hand
at End ofYear (in kilograms)

approved discard of some irradiated normal and
enriched uranium. In Station BRL, there was a
large increase in the heavy water inventory due to
receipt of material which will be needed for opera
tion of the HFBR. The increase in U235> 75% was
due to receipt of more surplus fuel assemblies for
use in critical experiments.

A purchase order for 3000 BGRR fuel elements,
which was completed last fiscal year, was extended
to cover an additional 975 fuel elements for deliv
ery this year. Because oflast-minute difficulties,
however, the fabricator could deliver only 925
completed elements. Under the AEC policy of
limiting the ordering of reactor fuel to yearly re
quirements, an order for:::::: 1400 BGRR fuel ele
ments will be placed in the coming fiscal year.

Since BGRR fuel elements are carried on the
accounting records at an assigned standard weight
for the uranium content, the delivery of each ad
ditional order necessitates a revision in the stand
ard weight. The revision is based on averaging the
uranium content of the fuel elements on hand in
the storage vault and the reactor with the urani
um content of the new fuel elements received.
Such a revision was made in July 1962, and an
other will be made in July 1963.

During this fiscal year, 9 shipments, involving
1782 spent BGRR fuel elements, were made by
rail freight to the Phillips Petroleum Chemical
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3

2,688
2,950

69
7,815

0.051
2

252
13,179

3

108

1962

2,043
2,968

142
6,410

0.027
3

216
15,030

Fiscal year

3

Station BRM

Station BRG

Station BRL

99

1963

1,720
669
211

6,412
0.047
2

204
53,591

Natural U
Depleted U
U 235 >75%
U 235 <75%
U233

PU239

Th
Heavy water

test specimens was completed in September 1962,
and the program was terminated.

BNL-22: Radiation Damage in Graphite. Two
of three instrumented capsules were irradiated in
July 1962. They were removed from the reactor
after a few days because of failure of the capsule
connections under vibration. The program was
held open with the expectation of redesigning the
capsules but was finally terminated in April 1963
without further tests.

BNL-23: Radiation Damage in Carbon. The
irradiation of three capsules containing diamond
chips was completed in September 1962 and the
program was terminated.

BNL-24: Radiation Damage in Carbon. The
irradiation of three capsules containing diamond
chips was completed and the program was termi
nated in February 1963.

BNL-25: Production of Special Research Isotopes.
The irradiation of one capsule containing twelve
enriched stable isotope samples was completed
and the program was terminated in November
1962.

BNL-26: Neutron Irradiation Burnup Studies on
Chemonuclear Fuel Materials. This program,
initiated in December 1962, involved the irradia
tion of three capsules containing various uranium
bearing alloys and glass fibers. The irradiations
were completed in June 1963, and the program
will be terminated.

BNL-27: Irradiation Effects on Polyethylene.
This program, initiated in February 1963, in
volved irradiation of one vented and two sealed
capsules containing polyethylene samples. The
irradiations were completed in June 1963, and
the program will be terminated.

Source and Special Nuclear
Materials Accountability

Table 4 presents a three-year summary of the
amounts of source and special (SS) nuclear ma
terials on hand at Brookhaven at the end of each
fiscal year. Based on dollar values published by
the AEC, the current inventory of SS materials
represents a value of ::::::$6,600,000. The net in
crease from last year's figure of ::::::$5,600,000 was
due primarily to additional heavy water and U235
> 75% received during the year.

The individual decreases in the amounts listed
are the result of shipment of some surplus items,
shipment of some irradiated natural uranium fuel
containing plutonium for reprocessing, and the

r
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Processing Plant at Idaho Falls, Idaho. These
shipments have reduced the inventory of spent
fuel elements in the canal to the extent that the
frequency offuture shipments will be limited by
the required cooling period for spent fuel after dis
charge from the reactor.

The revised SS accountability manuals for Sta
tions BRG and BRM were issued in July 1962
after clarification of some policies with the Inter
national Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). Under
the Four Reactors Agreement with the U.S. Gov
ernment, effective June 1, 1962, the IAEA per
formed two inspections this year. The first inspec
tion (the second under the two-year agreement)
was of the BRG facility on November 1,2, and 5,
1962, by two inspectors, Dr. Dragoslov Popovic
and Mr. Carlos Buchler. The second (third) in
spection was made from May 5 through May 10,
1963, by Mr. Buchler and included both facilities,
BRG and BRM. Both inspections involved audit
ing of the SS material inventories, accounting, and
operating records for evidence of diversion, and
review of facility usage in terms of peaceful pur
poses. The results of these inspections have been
satisfactory .

Medical Research Reactor

The MRR was operated on 284 occasions dur
ing the year, and 281,496 kw-hr of operation were
accumulated. The total integrated energy to date
is 1,422,966 kw-hr. Some of the more extensive
experimental programs conducted during the year
were the investigation of chronic neutron irradia
tion effects on large numbers of mice (by the Bi
ology Department), neutron irradiations of HeLa
cells, and an investigation of the feasibility of using
epithermal neutron beams for neutron capture
therapy. The latter program, which involved nu
merous modifications of the treatment facility
shutter configurations, will continue for some time.

Routine semiannual control rod inspections,
conducted in September 1962 and March 1963,
showed the MRR control rods to be in good con
dition. There were no occasions of unsafe failure
or sticking of control rods during the year. The
only instance of control rod system malfunction
occurred in November 1962, when an intermittent
short circuit developed in the wiring of one con
trol rod coupling magnet, a safe type offailure.

In August 1962, the MRR nuclear incident
control system was modified to include a direct
automatic alarm indication to Security headquar-

ters and both visual and audible alarms at all re
actor building entrances. An electrical interlock
has been provided on the east air-lock entrance
door to the reactor building. Persons desiring to
enter through this door during reactor operations
must receive permission from either the Medical
Health Physics Group or the MRR operator. In
addition, two of the four containment-building
relief vents have been modified to limit the build
ing's negative pressure in the event of a trip of the
incident controller, a change that will simplifY
evacuation of the building in an emergency.

In January 1963, a new prototype control rod,
which consists of a stainless steel bar containing
2.5% boron encased in a stainless steel sheath, was
tested at the MRR for poison worth and opera
bility. All operability tests proved satisfactory, and
the total worth of the rod compared favorably
with that of the present rods. These tests will be
continued, after minor modifications, in anticipa
tion of eventual replacement of the present rods
with rods of this type.

A new improved pneumatic tube facility has
been installed in the northwest experimental hole
of the MRR. The operation of this new facility has
been much simplified, and it will accommodate a
sample holder similar to those used at the BGRR.

Internal leaks in the primary reactor heat ex
changers were discovered in January 1963, and
inspection of these units revealed severe pitting
and corrosion of the secondary water side of the
aluminum tubes. An attempt to repair the leaks
by tube removal and plugging of the tube sheets
was unsuccessful, and it was decided that replace
ment of the aluminum tube bundles with a more
corrosion-resistant material was necessary. Investi
gations indicated that the use of stainless steel
tubes would be practical, and new stainless steel
tube bundles were ordered. Delivery is expected
in July 1963. The installation should be com
pleted in mid-August.

The absolute filters in the reactor exhaust air
system were replaced in December 1962 with new
units of the same type, since the differential pres
sure across these filters was approaching the maxi
mum limits. Installation of the new filters reduced
the differential pressure to the normal value.

HEALTH PHYSICS

The staff of the Health Physics Division in
creased from 66 to 72, in keeping with the contin-
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Table 5

and is turning out ::::::325Ib/mo of reclaimed mer
cury of very high purity. These reclamation ac
tivities are very profitable, since they save both
the cost of replacement and the cost of disposal.

Data relating to the liquid waste system are
presented in Table 5. The amount of activity leav
ing the site in the stream into which the effluent is
discharged totaled 97.0 mC during the fiscal year,
and the average concentration was 1.1 X 10-7 J-LC/cc.

Personnel Monitoring

Activities of the Personnel Monitoring Group
continued to expand gradually in step with the
growth of the Laboratory staff. Film processing
equipment in service for 15 years was replaced,
and the darkroom was enlarged and modernized.

The distribution of exposures for the 2504 in
dividuals regularly monitored is shown in Table 6.
Despite an increase in the number of exposures
>5 rem-equivalent compared to the previous year,
the over-all exposure was lower by :::::: 10%. All ex
posures were <3 rem-equivalent per 13-wk period
except in the case of one individual at the reactor
who received an exposure of 4.8 r to a limited por
tion of the body. In no case has an individual ex
ceeded the prescribed limit on integrated exposures.

Input to filter beds,
gal/day 720,000 612,000

Output from filter beds,
gal/day 578,000 537,000

Net loss in filter beds, % 19.5 11.8
Stream above discharge point,

gal/day 121,000 450,000
Stream at site boundary,

gal/day 661,000 1,053,000
Rainfall, in./mo 3.5 3.6
Activity concentration at input

to filter beds, C/cc 1.4XlO-13 3.2XlO-13

Activity concentration at output
from filter beds, C/cc 1.3XIO-13 2.4XIO-13

Reduction in activity
concentration, % 7 25

Activity at input to filter beds,
mC/mo 10.6 22.6

Activity at output from filter
beds, mC/mo 8.8 15.1

Fiscal
1962

Fiscal
1963

Summary of Liquid Waste Data

Figures are averages for each fiscal year.

ued growth of the Laboratory and the increasing
complexity of operations. Six members of the Di
vision are concerned with general safety, including
safety engineering, construction safety, and prob
lems related to the extensive use of liquefied gases,
while eight are engaged in waste disposal and
reclamation activities.

Radiation safety problems at the BGRR were
somewhat decreased by a cleanup of the canal
area made possible by removal of all the old-type
natural uranium fuel elements. On the other
hand, problems at both synchrotrons were accen
tuated by increases in beam intensity and in the
scale of the experimental program. Most of the
accumulated radioactive waste was shipped offsite,
an expensive and time-consuming project (see
below). There were no major additions to capital
equipment, but the Division's instrumentation
was improved by procurement of a well counter
and development of an alpha spectrometer, a po
lonium air monitor, and an improved fixed moni
toring system for the BGRR.

Waste Disposal and Reclamation

For the past 3V2 years, all but the lowest level
liquid and solid radioactive wastes have been
packaged in lO-ton concrete vaults and stored at
the waste control area on site. This spring, ar
rangements were made to ship the accumulation
of 240 vaults to Oak Ridge for burial. The blocks
were loaded into freight cars, securely anchored,
and transported in a 34-car special train, escorted
by five health physicists. Special arrangements for
this shipment were necessary, since radiation
levels at the surface of some of the blocks were
>200mr/hr.

In addition to the concrete vaults, 75 tubes con
taining old-type spent reactor fuel elements have
been in storage for some time. By using special
facilities constructed for the purpose at the recla
mation building, the elements were pushed out of
60 of the tubes into shipping containers and were
forwarded to Savannah River for processing. The
other 15 tubes couldn't be emptied and were re
turned to storage. This was a difficult operation in
volving high levels ofradiation and contamination.

The shotblasting facility installed a year ago
was thoroughly tested during the fall and has been
in routine operation this spring. It has been ex
tremely valuable in handling the steadily increas
ing volume of decontamination work. A still has
been set up for processing contaminated mercury

".
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Table 6

Distribution of Exposures of Individuals Receiving
Regular Personnel Monitoring Service

Exposure index range* Calendar 1962 Calendar 1961

0.0-0.4 2330 2187
0.5-0.9 79 106
1.0-1.4 30 28

1.5-1.9 13 20
2.0-2.4 11 14
2.5-2.9 14 6

3.0-3.4 8 9
3.5-3.9 5 11
4.0-4.9 6 15

5.0-5.9 7 2
6.0-6.9 1 0

Total 2504 2398

*Exposure index =1/2 of f3 exposure in rads + yex
posure in r + neutron exposure in rem.

Synchrotron Monitoring and Dosimetry

Continuous operating schedules at both proton
synchrotrons were established during the year,
and considerable effort has been devoted to train
ing the technical staff required for 21-shift cover
age. A detailed training manual has been written,
and monitoring and control procedures have been
formalized to some degree. However, experimental
programs at both the Cosmotron and the AGS
are constantly changing, and the efficiency of both
machines has continued to improve. Thus, expo
sure control problems are increasing in number
and diversity. The measurement of fast neutron
fluxes with moderated indium foils has been re
duced to a routine, and numerous data have been
accumulated on radiation levels from targets and
activated machine components.

Work has been continued on the study of depth
dose patterns, with results similar to those sum
marized in last year's report. One experiment
performed with a very pure beam of2.9-Bev pro
tons showed a twofold buildup of dose in rads at a
depth of 7 in. as compared with the dose measured
in air. The dose at the front surface of the phantom
was 25% greater than the air dose. However, in
most work areas there is no appreciable buildup
of dose with depth, and measurements in air are
adequate for hazard evaluation.

Area Survey

Background radiation dose rates measured with
ionization chambers at two off-site stations aver
aged 3.9 mr/wk. This was a slight increase over the
previous year's value of 3.6 mr/wk. The highest
value, 5.0, occurred inJune following the spring
peak in fallout from the weapons tests in the fall (}f
1962. The average fallout rate in rain and settled
dust was 488 mC/sq. mile/mo as compared with
220 mC last year. The rate varied considerably
from month to month, with a minimum value of
138 in July and a maximum of 1120 in April.

The highest radiation level at the site boundary
occurred at a point opposite the gamma forest
source and averaged 7.40 mr/wk. This may be
broken down into three components of 4.73, 1.22,
and 1.45 mr/wk due to background, Ar41 from the
reactor, and the forest source, respectively. Thus,
the total addition to background due to Labora
tory operations was 2.67 mr/wk, which may be
compared with the permissible level of 10 mr/wk.

The iodine released from the reactor stack was
not detectable at ground level, but fallout iodine
was observed in environmental samples during
most of the year at levels comparable with those
reported by other nearby stations. The highest p31

level in milk was noted in October and amounted
to 155 pC/liter.

General Safety

The Radiation Safety Committee was reconsti
tuted as the Laboratory Safety Committee and
will henceforth deal with all safety problems in
cluding those not involving radiation hazards.

The service aspects of the general safety program
have been expanded to include periodic inspec
tions of construction projects both for the Brook
haven Office of the AEC and for the Laboratory.
The accident record for calendar year 1962 was
about the same as that for 1961; the respective
frequency rates were 3.5 and 3.4 per million man
hours. The policy of encouraging safety inspections
by departmental personnel is working well; more
safety problems are being dealt with effectively at
the local level. There has been a gratifying increase
in the use of technical consulting services provided
by Safety Office personnel.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

During the past year the level of mechanical
engineering activity at Brookhaven has remained



almost constant. The distribution of personnel
among the various departments is shown in Table 7.

The major engineering achievement this year
of Division personnel assigned to the Bubble
Chamber Group was the completion of fabrica
tion, assembly, and operation of the 80-in. liquid
hydrogen bubble chamber. The hydrogen cham
ber was cooled down and expanded, and on June
2, 1963, tracks from the AGS were photographed
with and without the magnetic field.

Other activities of the group have been the
operation of the 20-in. liquid hydrogen bubble
chamber to obtain 1.2 X 106 pictures and the
operation of the 30-in. liquid hydrogen bubble
chamber to obtain 0.4 X 106 pictures.

Personnel have been active in developing film
reading equipment for bubble-chamber pictures.
A 70-mm reader for the 80-in. bubble chamber
has been designed, and a film handling system for
the Hermes film readers to handle 1000-ft film
reels has been designed and is in production.

Some progress has been made in developing
coils and cryostats for working on superconducting
magnets using the new hard superconducting
materials niobium-zirconium and niobium-tin.

The general physics group has worked on a
number of independent projects. Preliminary de
sign has started on a spectrometer system for
polarization studies to be used in the HFBR. The
system will include three minutes of arc collima
tion, an angle divider accurate to one second of
arc, and a superconducting magnet system.

Fabrication was completed of the major com
ponents of six neutron spectrometers for use by the
Physics and Chemistry Departments at the HFBR.
An almost identical spectrometer was assembled
on site for the Puerto Rico Nuclear Center, and
another is being assembled for the Weizmann
Institute of Science in Israel. Design has been
finalized for a new three-crystal spectrometer for
inelastic scattering to be utilized at the HFBR.

The first rotor of a new three-rotor slow-neutron
chopper system was designed and fabricated. The
system will be used for research in solid and liquid
state physics, particularly for elastic, quasi-elastic,
and inelastic scattering measurements at the
HFBR. The finished rotor is vertically shafted
and, like the other two, has a diameter of 80 cm.
In the system two rotors spin on a horizontal axis
and one on a vertical axis at a maximum speed of
250 rev/sec, with a constant phase angle relative
to each other. The completed rotor acts as both a
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Table 7

Assignment of Mechanical Engineering Division
Personnel as ofJune 30,1963

Designers Secretarial
Engi- and and

Department neers Draftsmen Clerical

Accelerator
AGS 211/2 20 V2
Cosmotron 10 6

Central Design 11/2 8 11/2
Nuclear Engineering 6 20 1
Physics

Bubble chambers 15 12
General design 8 12

Reactor 2
Safety Services

Total 63 80 3

neutron chopper and a rotating collimator and
consists of upper and lower high-strength alu
minum forging discs with a 5-cm-thick Mg-lO%
Cd alloy ring in between. The path of neutrons is
perpendicular to the rotor axis and travels through
a geometry comprising some hydrogenous mate
rial and a central steel ring and then through the
Mg-Cd ring, which has three equally spaced slits.
The design of one of the horizontally shafted
rotors has been completed. This rotor will be con
structed from a Mg-Cd alloy forging and will have
three slits of the same dimensions as those in the
vertical rotor.

The combined three-rotor system will be ca
pable of producing short bursts of monochromatic
neutrons at the sample with wavelengths Ao= 3.5 A
and longer, depending upon the speed of rotation
of the rotors. The scattered spectrum will be ana
lyzed by the time-of-flight method in which a
burst of neutrons of the order of several micro
seconds' duration is produced and the time re
quired for the neutrons to reach a detector some
10 meters distant is measured electronically. An
elaborate system of spin testing has been set up on
the Laboratory site, and all three rotors will be
spin-tested before final installation at the HFBR.

The drive system, specifically designed and
fabricated for the slow-neutron chopper, consists
of three frequency modulated ac drive motors, a
motor-generator set, and control equipment for
operation, regulation, and synchronization of the
drive motors. The design criterion for speed regu-
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lation is to maintain speed to -+-0.25% from 3600
to 15,000 rpm, and in addition to provide synchro
nism within a phase angle of 0.1 %.

A high current particle lens is being developed
to focus a beam of charged particles by means ofa
high magnetic field. This device will use a cylinder
made of separate insulated conductors with the
same current passing through them all. Thus a
focusing field varying directly with radius will be
produced to focus charged particles traveling along
the axis of the cylinder. To obtain this high field
and at the same time minimize multiple scattering
and absorption, it is necessary to construct the lens
of a material capable of carrying a high current
density and having a low atomic number. Lithium
metal has been chosen for this purpose. At :::::::20 o K
the electrical resistivity of lithium decreases to a
point at which it is feasible to carry off the heat
generated by the high currents.

Tests for electrical resistivity have been made on
samples of lithium of various purities. An attempt
was made to correlate electrical resistivity and cer
tain impurities. The impurities varied so widely
that the correlation could not be made. A source of
high-purity (99.997%) lithium has been found,
and this material is due shortly. The lens is to be
constructed of the best material available to date
(99.88% pure). A second version of the lens which
will allow the use of lithium or sodium is in the
design stage. The hydrogen cryostat in which the
lens will operate has been designed and is now be
ing manufactured. An investigation of the possible
use of temperatures <20 °K is also being made.
These lower temperatures would be employed if
the lens were to be constructed of sodium.

The ever-increasing quantity of 35-mm stereo
view photographs of spark-chamber tracks has
indicated the urgent need for a machine that
will automatically reduce the coordinates of these
tracks to data stored on magnetic tape. In tape
form they are readily assimilated by the IBM digi
tal computer. Design of the spark-chamber film
reader was initiated in June 1962. Final assembly
is scheduled for the early part of July 1963.

The muon reprojection system is utilized to re
produce on a 34 X 34-in. precision glass screen a
space view of the muon experiment one-fifth the
actual size. In addition, the unit also provides a
means of rapidly digitizing x and y coordinates to
aid in the final computation. An interesting feature
ofthe design is the incorporation ofa photosensitive
device that automatically stops the specially con-

structed 70-mm film transport systems and rela
tively positions the varying spark-chamber images
on the reprojector viewing screen.

A fast-neutron chopper is currently being de
signed and constructed to evaluate the effects of
gamma rays resulting from the capture of neu
trons into resonant states of the nucleus. The de
sign involved the determination of stresses and
vibrations of a high-speed, high-density alloy com
posite rotor. A unique feature of the chopper rotor
is an interchangeable collimator for additional
versatility in the forthcoming fast-neutron chop
per experiments at the HFBR.

The central design group has been mainly en
gaged in supporting the design effort of the gener
al physics group.

Division personnel located in the Nuclear Engi
neering Department have been supplying engi
neering services to the majority of that depart
ment's programs.

In the area ofexperimental reactor physics, the
major effort has been on the HFBR Mark II engi
neering mock-up, equipment for the new addition
to the Critical Assembly Facility (fuel vault and
containers), and the U02 - Th lattice assembly
(fuel storage tank, modification of lattice frame
assembly, shipping cask, fuel baskets, shielding,
and supporting equipment).

In connection with radiation source develop
ment and radiation chemistry research the follow
ing services were supplied: design and develop
ment of standardized cobalt sources for irradiation
at Savannah River; design and supervision ofcon
struction of a CoGO food irradiator to be installed
in Florida for the Agriculture Division of the Uni
versity of Florida; engineering services on the
High Intensity Radiation Development Labora
tory which was completed in June 1963; and de
sign of an in-pile circulating gas loop for a variety
ofchemonuclear experiments.

In liquid-metal heat transfer and corrosion test
ing, work has been done on the boiling-potassium
heat transfer facility under construction. Revisions
are being made to the NaK liquid-phase heat
transfer facility in preparation for the installation
of a new test section in fiscal 1964. Rebuilding of
the mercury liquid-phase heat transfer facility was
completed in April 1963. Work in the liquid
metal corrosion testing area consisted of the design
of a natural circulation, boiling-sodium loop to
operate at temperatures up to 2200°F. This loop
will be in operation during the summer of 1963.
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Also, design and procurement for a pumped
boiling-sodium loop is under way.

Supporting engineering for the settled bed re
actor project includes the design of a lOOO-gal!
min water facility to test the hydraulic perform
ance of small settled beds. The effort on the missile
propulsion system involved the design and pro
curement of an air-storage and control system for
a rotating fluid bed test as well as the design of a
higher-speed rotating bed.

Some Division personnel are members of the
HFBR project staff, which is responsible to the
AEC for technical administration and many engi
neering services.

The Mechanical Engineering Division is repre
sented on one of the committees of the American
Nuclear Society (ANS-7 Reactor Components
Standards Committee).

At the AGS, the major effort has been to sup
port the operation of the machine with design and
fabrication of new equipment.

To correct the vertical oscillations due to 12th
harmonics in the magnetic field structure of the
AGS, 96 radial field kicker coils have been added.

The mechanical services group at the AGS has
been supervising the operation and maintenance
of equipment of the utility type at the accelerator.
In addition, instrumentation for the 80-in. bubble
chamber cooling tower and associated equipment
has been completed, and the tower is now in oper
ation. A preliminary design for the AGS experi
mental area cooling tower system was completed
and turned over to the Stone and Webster Engi
neering Corporation for final design and procure
ment. The final phases of assembly were supervised
at Brookhaven, and the plant was placed in opera
tion. To service the new Southwest Experimental
Area the main well-water lines were relocated,
and a 1-Mw cooling tower system was designed for
use with experimental equipment.

The Division's extensive work at the AGS is
further described in the section on High Energy
Accelerators.

The effort of Division members at the Cosmo
tron has also been in support of the use of the ac
celerator for experiments.

A breech-loading target ram has been tested
and installed in the south straight section to speed
up target changes for work in radiochemistry.
With this device the target is inserted into a pneu
matic tube and then automatically moved through
the air lock and positioned at any preset radius.

",
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Upon a signal from the control room the target is
automatically withdrawn through the air lock and
delivered to the breech end of the pneumatic tube.

An assembly of five flip targets has been de
signed to insert jump targets into the beam path
for external beam extraction. This device will per
mit remote selection of target thickness when
beam energy is changed and will replace existing
manually changed targets.

To handle heavy equipment adjacent to the
magnet without removing shielding, a 11/2-ton cir
cular crane was installed inside the main Cosmo
tron shield to cover 80% of the ring's circumfer
ence. A lightweight fixture for removing the Cos
motron vacuum chamber and a fixture for reblan
keting the chamber inside the concrete shield have
been designed. A new vacuum-system control cen
ter has been designed which will consolidate all
controls and indicators on an illuminated map.

The experimental operations group has sup
ported experiments being performed at the Cos
motron. In addition, design has been completed
and procurement started for a new water system
for the main magnet and experimental magnets.
This will remove the present limitation of the
evaporative coolers and reduce the consumption
of well water.

A member of this group has supervised the con
struction of a machine shop and laboratory addi
tion to the Cosmotron. This will provide a larger
design room and more engineering offices.

The design, fabrication, and operation of all
hydrogen targets at the accelerators has been the
responsibility of the Cosmotron cryogenics group.
They also supervise the handling and delivery of
liquid hydrogen on the Laboratory site.

A deuterium separation plant to make deute
rium from special heavy water of low tritium con
tent was installed and placed in operation.

MACHINE SHOPS

The services provided by the Central Shops
Division fall into three general categories: on-site
fabrication, fabrication by vendors, and inspection
and quality control. In addition, management of
the Laboratory-wide machine tool organization
and replacement program and the small tool
standards program is the responsibility of the
Division.

The facilities of the Division provided more
productive man-hours in fiscal 1963 than in any
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Table 8

Contributions to Machine Shops Workload

% Man-hours

Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal
1963 1962 1961

Accelerators
AGS 11.2 8.4 8.6
Cosmotron 8.4 15.7 14.3

Biology 2.0 2.6 3.1
Chemistry 3.0 3.3 3.4
Instrumentation and

Health Physics 1.3 0.9 0.7
Medical 2.5 3.2 3.1
Nuclear Engineering 33.0 28.6 33.3
Physics 32.9 29.7 25.1
Reactor 3.6 4.5 6.6
Miscellaneous 2.1 3.1 1.8

100.0 100.0 100.0

prior year. An increase in personnel resulted in a
16% increase in the number of productive man
hours over the previous fiscal year to a total of
138,448 for this year. Table 8 indicates the distri
bution of this time among the scientific depart
ments. About two-thirds of all the work was per
formed for the Nuclear Engineering and Physics
Departments, with the AGS and the Cosmotron
collectively contributing another 20% of the work
load. Work processed through intralaboratory
requisitions accounted for 86.2% of the total, the
remaining 13.8% representing jobs performed on
a short-order basis. The average monthly backlog
reached an all-time high of 18,419 hr, divided
;::::70 to 30 between the machining sections and
the sheet metal and welding sections.

Contracting of fabrication work to vendors has
become an essential facet of Division operations
in order to meet delivery schedules, control on-site
backlog, and program work for fabrication in the
most economical manner. The importance of this
activity to the Division and the Laboratory at
large is reflected in the addition of an administra
tive officer to the Division staff to assume respon
sibility for vendor fabrication work, vendor facility
surveys, and vendor performance evaluation. The
facilities of 59 vendors were surveyed and ap
praised, and 51 were found adequate for BNL
work. Procedures were established for evaluating
vendor performance, and the continuing program
of review and evaluation will provide up-to-date

delivery and quality performance data derived
from actual experience with BNL work. Close
collaboration is being maintained with the Pur
chasing Division in the performance of these func
tions. During the year a total of 235 jobs, valued
at ;::::$80,000, were processed under subcontracts
with BNL.

During the latter half of the year the Inspection
and Quality Control Section handled 2262 jobs.
The demand for inspection services has increased
steadily, and a number of pieces of equipment
were procured during the year which will extend
the capabilities of the section to perform these
services. In particular, it is now possible to measure
tension and compression forces and to obtain
greater accuracy in angular measurements.

Two organizational changes were effected during
the year. The position of Assistant Division Head
was created with responsibility for all line opera
tions of the Division's fabrication facilities, and a
Production Planning and Inventory Control Sec
tion was established with responsibility for all pre
liminary processing of work and inventory control
for capital equipment and small tools.

The purchase of three new machines made it
possible to grind tools faster and more accurately,
and a procedure was established for immediate
exchange of worn tools for freshly ground tools.

About $138,000 was spent for new shop equip
ment for the Laboratory during the year. Of this
amount, about $82,500 was used for machine tool
replacements and additions in the Division, and
the remaining $55,500 was used for equipment for
the 10 staff shops of the scientific departments. In
addition, a number of machine tools were acquired
from government surplus. The original acquisition
value of these surplus tools was about $134,000.

The major pieces of equipment procured for the
Division included a 54-in. Bullard vertical turret
lathe, a Bertsch initial bending roll capable of
handling fa-in. mild steel plate 6V2 ft wide, a]ones
and Lamson 30-in. optical comparator, a 60-in.
Allis-Chalmers rotary table, and a Pratt & Whit
ney Model B Tape-O-Matic drill. The latter is the
first numerically controlled machine tool to be
purchased by the Laboratory and represents a
major step forward in a concerted effort to mod
ernize facilities and improve operating efficiencies.

Several of the 2069 jobs worked on during the
year were of particular interest. For example, the
first production run of 125 cobalt source assem
blies - for which the prototype was developed

i.
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during fiscal year 1962 - was completed in special,
clean-room facilities under strict inspection and
quality control; prototype control rods demanding
the holding of extremely close tolerances during
the welding operation were fabricated for the
HFBR; a set of collimators were constructed for
mu-meson proton experiments by utilizing surplus
naval gun barrels; an atomic beam apparatus was
fabricated; a stainless steel fluid-irradiator was
constructed for the Medical Department to be
shown at the 1964 World's Fair; control panels,
two sets of plastic piston rings, and an insertion
fixture were fabricated for the 80-in. bubble
chamber as well as stainless steel bellows-and-shoe
assemblies requiring very precise welding and close
control of distortion due to welding. The bellows
and-shoe assemblies entailed a great deal of ex
perimental and development work in fabrication
and were undoubtedly among the most difficult
jobs ever completed by the Division. The major
part of a complete AGS beam extraction assembly
was completed during the year, with fabrication
split between vendors and Division facilities.

Work was also done for Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Columbia University, Argonne National Labora
tory, New York University, the University of
Illinois, the University of Rochester, the Weizmann
Institute of Science (Israel), the General Electric
Company, the Lummus Company, the Puerto
Rico Nuclear Center, and the Naval Ordnance
Laboratory.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

With the possible exception of the Classified
Library, all the Laboratory's technical informa
tion activities falling within the scope of the
Information Division again showed a marked in
crease. In spite of a 3600-sq-ft extension, completed
in 1960, space is again a problem in the Research
Library. This is due mainly to the steady growth
of the book and report collections, which must
keep pace with the diversified demands of the
Laboratory's research program. Of particular note
is the recent rapid expansion of the Library's col
lection in the field of mathematics, a natural out
come of the increasing use of computer techniques
in all areas of research. A significant increase in
service by the Reference Section is noted in the
acquisition of non-AEC reports and in the prep
aration of bibliographies.
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The demand for the translation services pro
vided by the Library has also continued to increase.
Although the translations from the Russian scien
tific literature still predominate, requests involving
other European languages are becoming more fre
quent. The translated proceedings of several im
portant Russian conferences required by Brook
haven scientists have been made available to the
atomic energy project through the cooperation of
the Division of Technical Information of the AEC.

Because of the increased number of reports pro
vided by the AEC's Division of Technical Infor
mation in microcopy form, the Library has ac
quired an additional microcard reader, a micro
card printer, and a microfilm reader-printer.
Other equipment recently installed includes a
copying machine for the rapid reproduction of
book and journal pages and several banks of
open-shelf files for document storage.

Preliminary studies have begun on the adoption
of a data processing system for the maintenance of
library records. The programming of such records
has been completed, and it is anticipated that lists
of the Laboratory's journal holdings by subject,
department, and vendor will be available.

After several years at a fairly steady level, the
current workload at the Classified Library reflects
a moderate rise in the Laboratory's involvement in
certain areas of classified research. Most of this in
crease can be attributed to projects within the
Nuclear Engineering Department concerned with
the technology of advanced reactor systems; many
of these projects have implications for the space
propulsion programs being conducted elsewhere.
During the year 953 classified reports were ac
cessioned, as compared with 700 in the previous
year. The annual inventory, conducted in March
1963, showed holdings of 14,918 classified research
and development reports, of which 8108 are secret.
In the previous year the total was 14,269 items.
No classified formal reports were published by the
Laboratory during the past year. In order to keep
to the minimum the Laboratory's classified hold
ings, the services of two representatives of the
AEC's Declassification Branch were obtained to
review classified correspondence, with the result
that 230 items were declassified. It is hoped that
another visit by a declassification team can be
made soon and will lead to a further reduction of
the classified files.

The number of scientific manuscripts originating
from Brookhaven-supported research and pub-
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Table 9

lished in the form of journal articles and Labora
tory reports continues to increase. During the year
959 such documents (including published ab
stracts of speeches) have been reviewed and
processed by the Information Division, as com
pared with 710 in the previous year, 708 in fiscal
1961, and 607 in fiscal 1960. With the increasing
use of such research facilities as the AGS and Cos
motron for experiments, and the anticipated com
pletion of the HFBR, a further increase in the
volume of scientific publications emanating from
the Laboratory is to be expected.

Seventy-six BNL formal reports were processed
by the Division and given the appropriate distri
bution. Most of these reports are edited and other
wise prepared for publication by the Division's
Editorial Section, which works closely with the
Photography and Graphic Arts Division in ensur
ing that the Laboratory's technical publications
meet the highest possible standards in format,
style, and accuracy.

The Laboratory's expanding output of technical
information was also reflected in the activities of
the BNL Patent Office, which is responsible for
the review and clearance for patent of all scientific
manuscripts. The number of documents requir
ing such clearance showed an abrupt increase of
;::::: 18% when compared with the average for recent
years. It is notable that no proportional increase
occurred in the numbers of preliminary invention
reports and records of invention; these remained
well within the general range of the past several
years. The sudden change in patent clearance ac
tivity is probably associated with the completion
of the initial studies in high energy physics at the
AGS coupled with the normal growth in the other
fields of fundamental research.

Table 9 summarizes the activities of the BNL
Patent Office during fiscal 1963 and the two pre
ceding years.

During November and December 1962, a mem
ber of the Information Division served as Director

Patent clearances
Preliminary invention reports
Records of invention
Patent applications

1963

909
45
20
12

Fiscal year

1962

768
40
19
7

1961

760
40
29
10

of the Technical Information Center at the AEC's
Atoms at Work Exhibit in Bangkok, Thailand.
The Center was open to Thai scientists, educators,
and science students during the entire period of
the Exhibit. Its primary purpose was to acquaint
them with the scientific literature in atomic energy
and related fields and to assist them in locating
specific sources of technical information.

PHOTOGRAPHY AND GRAPHIC ARTS

The workload in the Photography and Graphic
Arts Division has continued to increase signifi
cantly. During fiscal 1963 the staff of the Division
was increased from 46 to 52 persons. The produc
tion figures for the past three years are shown in
Table 10 for the Photography Group and in Table
11 for the Graphic Arts Group.

The great increase in the production figures for
photostat-Xerox copies results from the acquisition
of an automated Xerox machine and the conse
quent ease of obtaining copies by this means. The
number of Ozalid prints produced during this fis-

Table 10

Fiscal year

1963 1962 1961

Photographs 12,937 11,062 8,758
Photomicrographs 2,290 2,768 2,167
Lantern slides 15,423 10,371 9,271
Prints 58,275 52,212 44,300
Photostat-Xerox copies 185,804 46,291 31,928
Ozalid prints 140,981 506,128 597,205
Film processed, ft 2,289,985 1,409,730 1,453,018
Charts and graphs drawn 6,164 3,982 3,581

Table 11

Fiscal year

1963 1962 1961

Offset impressions 13,709,625 11,207,710 10,294,755
Mimeo impressions 1,721,044 2,283,530 1,769,058
Ektalith impressions 2,008,140
Sheets collated

and bound 6,773,150 3,363,100 2,819,350
Reports and booklets,

copies produced 75,905* 100,725 92,745

*The decrease from 1962 to 1963 reflects the purchase
of the Visitors' Day booklet.

t
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Total
Pages impressions

from the Information Division. Several short films
were produced, and considerable use was made of
high-speed motion picture photography. Typical
assignments were a time-lapse study of slime mold
plasmodia, a demonstration of the production of
phosphate glass for the incorporation of radio
active waste, and high-speed photography of the
motion of targets used in the AGS and of the
motion of particles suspended in a gas stream.

During the year the Ektalith offset printing
process was put into full-scale operation. The
equipment for this process, which provides rapid,
inexpensive, good-quality facsimile reproduction,
was added to the facilities of the Graphic Arts
Group to meet the increasing demand for pre
prints of papers submitted for publication and
copies of reports, memoranda, and similar mate
rial. Since this process can provide from clean
typewritten material reproductions of higher qual
ity than those obtained from stencils or Ozalid
masters, it has replaced mimeographing and
Ozalid to a considerable extent.

The increasing use of the Ektalith process made
it necessary to acquire a camera to be used ex
clusively in this work, since the only other camera
was needed in the other offset printing operations.
Another major piece of equipment acquired for
the Graphic Arts Group was a quadder and twin
turret camera to modernize the older Fotosetter.

Approximately half of the 29% increase in pro
duction occurred in the area of technical report
publication. Some of the larger reports produced
are listed below.

J

cal year is markedly less than in the past as a re
sult of the introduction of the Ektalith process in
the Graphic Arts Group for facsimile reproduction
of preprints and similar material. One Ozalid
machine was transferred to the Mechanical Engi
neering Division, and the other machine is used
principally for the reproduction of drawings on a
self-service basis. The processing of film exposed
at the bubble chambers and spark chambers used
in the high energy research programs has in
creased at a rate substantially greater than a com
parison of the year-end totals in Table 10 would
indicate. For example, the average amount offilm
processed during the first four months was;::::: 22,000
ft/month. As the chambers and the AGS settled
down to longer periods of continuous operation,
the amount of film exposed and processed in
creased and during the last eight months averaged
;:::::270,000 ft/month.

A second film processing machine was installed
and put into operation during the last quarter of
the year, and the first machine was modified to
improve its operation. In spite of some difficulties
experienced in getting the new machine into full
scale operation, it has been possible to accommo
date the increased workload of film processing.
When the 30-in. bubble chamber is put into oper
ation early in fiscal 1964, the average monthly
production is expected to exceed that for the last
eight months by 65%.

Investigations of film characteristics continue
to be carried out, particularly those relating to the
use of film for bubble-chamber and spark-chamber
pictures. The microdensitometer acquired last
year has been particularly valuable in these inves
tigations. A small processor was developed to han
dle film tests strips at the chamber site. Such test
strips are used to monitor the operation of bubble
chambers.

A half-hour motion picture depicting the AGS
and the high energy physics program was pro
duced under contract with various professional
organizations and under the direction of Pho
tography Group personnel. This motion picture,
titled "Of Man and Matter," is available on loan

Angular-Distributions in Neutron-Induced
Reactions, BNL 400, Second Edition
(in 2 volumes) 868

Proceedings ofthe Brookhaven Conference
on Neutron Thermalization, BNL 719
(C-32) (in 4 volumes) 1666

Brookhaven Symposia in Biology No. 15,
Enzyme Models and Enzyme Structure,
BNL 738 (C-34) 350

Proceedings of 1962 High- Temperature
Liquid-Metal Heat Transfer Tech-
nologyMeeting, BNL 756 (C-35) 410

2,604,000

1,544,700

1,575,000

502,250



Administration and Operations ,

The management operations reviewed in this
section have been carried out in a manner de
signed to facilitate and encourage the research
activities of the Laboratory's scientific staff.

PERSONNEL

Scientific Staff and Students

After a year of relatively little net change in the
number of scientists holding appointments at
Brookhaven, significant increases were recorded
last year. As shown in Table 1, the regular staffin
creased by 10% during the 12 months ending May
31, 1963. The net addition of 33 individuals is the
largest such increase since fiscal 1949. Turnover
also continued to be noteworthy; 61 scientists were
appointed to the staff, and 28 terminated.

While the number of salaried Junior Research
Associates (thesis students) decreased, the number
of salaried visitors as of May 31 reached an all
time high. Half of the over-all increase is attribut
able to the net increase in the number of post
doctoral Research Associates. Turnover in this
category remained characteristically high because
of the limited term of these appointments. During
the year, 60 scientists began appointments as Re
search Associates, and 56 terminated or trans
ferred. Of the latter, 17 were promoted to the
regular staff.

The number of nonsalaried visitors holding ap
pointments at the Laboratory continued to in
crease. For the second successive year, students
accounted for nearly two-thirds of the net increase.

May 31, instead ofJune 30, was used in Table 1
to exclude from the statistics the large number of

Table I

Scientific Staff and Students on May 31, 1962 and 1963

Visitors

Regular staff Salaried Nonsalaried

1963 1962 1963 1962 1963 1962

By appointment category
Staff

Senior Scientist 57 52 I I 20 9
Scientist 120 112 5 0 121 115
Associate Scientist 130 107 9 10 122 119
Assistant Scientist 62 65 11 6 77 93
Research Associate 80 76 39 29

Students
Junior Research Associate 5 10 75 57
Research Assistant 0 0 62 57

Total 369 336 111 103 516* 479**

By academic degree
Ph.D. or M.D. 248 204 103 92 338 317
Master 50 55 5 9 81 73
Bachelor 66 72 3 2 90 82
No degree 5 5 0 0 7 7

*57 of these appointees were at BNL on a full-time basis as of May 31, 1963.
**65 of these appointees were at BNL on a full-time basis as of May 31,1962.
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,
Table 2

Classification ofVisiting Scientists and Students Participating in BNL Program
for One Month or More, June I, 1962 - May 31, 1963

Guests and salaried visitors

More than Less than 1962 Summer
3 months 3 months program Total

Salaried Guest Salaried Guest Salaried Guest Individuals Institutions

University staff 24 30 3 35 58 43 193 98
Thesis students 12 20 I 22 2 3 60 23
Student Research Assistants I 17 0 5 99 31 153 69

Subtotal 37 67 4 62 159 77 406 138 different

Industry 0 6 0 5 0 5 16 II
Other institutions 16 55 5 16 19 14 125 64

Total 53 128 9 83 178 96 547 213 different

Table 3

Consultants' Services

Fiscal year

Labor Relations

The major event in the field oflabor relations
turned out to be the negotiation of the labor con
tract between Associated Universities, Inc., and
the Directly Affiliated Local Union No. 24426,
AFL-CIO, which represents the Maintenance,
Machine Shop, Warehousing, and Firefighting
groups, totaling ;::::;525 employees. Negotiations
began in October 1962 and were broken offin
January 1963 because of the inability of the parties
to agree to a modification of the subcontracting
clause in the contract.

This clause originated in the 1961-62 contract
and specifically protected the Laboratory's right
to subcontract work but protected the bargaining
unit against layoffs directly resulting from this sub
contracting. The layoff protection did not apply
to subcontracting due to Davis-Bacon Act require
ments. The AEC requested that the clause be
modified because as written the clause might im-

88 88 79
60 59 35

761 577 372

1963 1962 1961

Total contracts in effect June 30
No. of consultants used
No. of man-days of service

visitors at Brookhaven only during the summer.
The 12-month period ending May 31 was used in
Table 2 to include participants in only one sum
mer program.

Table 2 lists the numbers of visiting scientists
(exclusive of salaried Research Associates) and
students who participated at the Laboratory for a
cumulative period of one month or more during
the year. The total of 547 visitors from 213 institu
tions establishes another new high in Brookhaven's
history. This compares with 503 visitors from 185
institutions during the previous year. In addition
to those included in Table 2, 198 scientists and
students worked at Brookhaven for less than one
month.

Data pertaining to the employment of consult
ants is listed in Table 3. The use of these specialists,
as measured by man-days of service, increased to
the highest level since 1950.

Summer Program for 1963

Arrangements have been made for 306 visiting
scientists and students to work at Brookhaven dur
ing the summer of 1963. Of this number, 156 are
staff members from colleges, universities, industrial
organizations, and other institutions; and 150 are
students.

Special groups include approximately 40 par
ticipants in a super high energy study at the Ac
celerator Department, 10 Health Physics Fellows,
and 102 students in the Laboratory's twelfth an
nual summer student program.
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Table 4

pair the ability of the AEC to comply with the
government regulations relating to the assignment
of work to private industry.

The Union's position was that in 1960-61 they
had bargained for the layoff protection in ex
change for specifying the Laboratory's right to
subcontract and that the modification required by
the AEC was a potential threat to their job secu
rity. The efforts of the Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service proved unsuccessful, and the
Atomic Energy Labor-Management Relations
Panel assumed jurisdiction of the dispute in
January 1963.

In March 1963 the Union Negotiation Com
mittee unanimously rejected the Panel's recom
mendation and called for a strike effective at 0001
hours on April 15, 1963. However, agreement was

Employment Statistics*

Fiscal 1963 Fiscal 1962

reached with a slight modification in form of the
Panel's recommendation, and the contract was
signed on April 11, 1963, just prior to the strike
deadline.

The final agreement provided that if bargaining
unit members were to be laid off as the result of a
subcontract issued in compliance with an AEC
directive to the Laboratory the Union would be
given 60 days' notice of such layoff and within the
60-day period may give 30 days' notice oftermina
tion of the contract. The three-year contract is
effective January 1, 1963, and provides a rate in
crease of 3.5% as of that date, a rate increase of
2.35% in January 1964, and 2.9% in January of
1965.

There were no contract negotiations within the
year with the Long Island Guards Union with
which there is a two-year agreement terminating
in February 1964, nor with the Oil Chemical and
Atomic Workers group, as the contract negotiated
with that group in 1962 has an indefinite expira
tion date.

Scientific staff 477 439
Professional staff 297 256
Nonscientific staff 2136 1898

Total 2910 2593

Annual Annual
rate rate

Turnover data Number (%) Number (%)

Accessions

Scientific staff 127 28 93 21
Professional staff 78 28 62 26
Nonscientific staff 403 20 317 17

Total 608 22 472 19

Separations

Scientific staff 89 19 91 21
Professional staff 37 13 23 10
Nonscientific staff 165 8 153 8

Total 291 11 267 11

Net Accessions

Scientific staff 38 0.8 2 0.1
Professional staff 41 14.8 39 16.5
Nonscientific staff 238 11.8 164 9.0

Total 317 11.5 205 8.2

*Figures do not include 95 temporary summer non-
student employees. Guests and temporary student em-
ployees are included in Table 2.

Employment

During fiscal 1963 a total of 608 employees were
hired, including 403 on the nonscientific staff and
205 on the scientific and professional staff. With
291 separations, this gave a net increase of 317
employees and brought the total population of the
Laboratory up to 2910, excluding temporary ap
pointees, research collaborators, and guests. In
comparison with the June 30, 1962, figure of 2593
employees, the Laboratory continues to show a
rapid rate of growth (see Table 4).

The most pressing needs during the year were
for electrical engineers and physicists to participate
in the design, development, construction, and
operation ofthe accelerators and bubble chambers.

The supply of highly trained technicians, i.e.,
graduates of two-year technical schools, has im
proved somewhat during the past year. This is
particularly true in the electronics field where con
tinuing recruiting efforts are beginning to show
results.

Group Insurance Plans

Effective May 1, 1963, several changes were in
corporated into the Group Medical Insurance
Plan. A new surgical schedule was adopted in
creasing maximum allowances from $300 to $450.
This new schedule provides more realistic allow
ances in relation to the current cost of surgical
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procedures. An allowance for in-hospital doctors'
visits was added to the Group Medical Plan for
retired employees. A change in Major Medical
Insurance benefits was made limiting dependent
coverage for out-of-hospital treatment by a psy
chiatrist to 50% of reasonable expenses after the
deductible. New booklets incorporating the
changes were distributed to all employees.

During the year 14 employees retired; the total
number of retired employees is now 103.

Ten-year service pins were awarded to 51 em
ployees. These awards now total 882.

Personnel Policies

The sick-leave accrual system was revised to
provide accrual at the rate of 11/2 days each month
instead of 18 days at the employee's annual anni
versary date.

The vacation accrual for all hourly and wage
employees with 15 or more years of service was
increased to 1% days a month. Other less signifi
cant changes in policies were also effected.

ARCHITECTURAL PLANNING

The following major building projects, with a
total value of slightly more than $22,000,000, were
initiated, under construction, or completed during
fiscal 1963.

High Intensity Radiation Development Laboratory
High Flux Beam Research Reactor
Chemistry Building
Instrumentation and Health Physics Building
Cosmotron laboratory addition

The contracts for architect-engineer and con
struction work were held by the AEC and admin
istered by its Brookhaven Office. BNL was repre
sented by the Architectural Planning Division,
which provided the liaison required from early
planning through construction.

Engineering has been essentially completed and
construction will begin during the coming sum
mer on three additional major projects costing
;:::;$7,700,000.

Physics and Mathematics addition to the
Physics Building

Controlled Environment Laboratory
Water treatment plant

Contracts for the latter project will be held by
Associated Universities, Inc., and administered at
BNL by the Architectural Planning Division.

Also scheduled to begin in fiscal 1964, contin
gent on congressional approval, are a steam plant
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addition, a low background counting facility for
the Medical Research Center, and a tandem Van
de Graaff accelerator facility. The cost of these
projects is currently estimated at $13,250,000.
Preparation and development of the technical and
planning information for these projects are cur
rently under way.

Smaller projects initiated or undertaken during
fiscal 1963 amounted to $1,200,000 under the
General Plant Projects program. There were al
most 100 of these minor additions to, or modifica
tions of, research and supporting staff facilities,
many of which presented special engineering
problems and required considerable engineering
effort. The general plant projects exceeding $50,
000 were a building addition to house the Hough
Powell flying-spot digitizer system; a bubble
chamber staging-area building; water supply well
No.7; a facility for large animals; an addition to
the underground steam distribution system; a
modification of the cyclotron building required
for the installation of a new electron accelerator;
and the conversion by Plant Maintenance person
nel of two ex-Army barracks into a modern dor
mitory for women. As in past years, the Architec
tural Planning Division worked closely with the
Plant Maintenance Division to coordinate many
of these projects.

The BNL Master Plan, which discusses the Labo
ratory's present and future buildings and site
plans, was reissued during the year. This plan,
which has an estimated useful life of 5 years, is the
third in the 15-year history of the Laboratory. It
establishes a general pattern of development
against which specific construction projects may
be examined when the time comes to proceed with
them. As part of the development of this plan, a
comprehensive review was made, not only of the
necessary research facilities and supporting serv
ices, but also of utilities and service functions. In
connection with the latter, qualified engineering
firms were called upon to review and make recom
mendations for such services as water supply and
treatment, steam generation and distribution, and
sanitary sewage treatment.

The Architectural Planning Division, during
the first part of 1963, prepared the facilities section
(buildings) of the budget request for fiscal 1965.
This involved site locations, preliminary building
plans, cost estimates, and descriptive brochures for
the projects listed below (total estimated cost of
almost $29,000,000).
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Administrative Services Center
Lecture Hall-Cafeteria
Technical Photography and Graphic Arts Building
Central Shops Building
Supply and Materiel Building
Hot Laboratory addition
AGS Service Building addition
High-Pressure Gamma Radiation Loop Facility
Animal laboratories
AGS North Experimental Building
Nuclear Engineering Building, Phase II
Site utilities (extension)

PLANT MAINTENANCE

The responsibilities of the Plant Maintenance
Division include the maintenance and operation
of all Laboratory utilities; the maintenance ofall
buildings, grounds, heavy equipment, and auto
motive vehicles; and the provision of Laboratory
services including the Hot Laundry, telephones,
mail distribution, housing, cafeteria operation,
and automotive or commercial carrier travel ar
rangements. These routine responsibilities of the
Division continue to increase with the growth of
the Laboratory. The specialized aspects such as
facility modification projects, major maintenance
programs, plant engineering, special staff services,
and research support functions also have increased
correspondingly.

During the past year the Plant Maintenance
Division has initiated and substantially completed
227 major maintenance projects and/or facility
modification projects totaling slightly less than
$1,000,000. These projects were funded from the
General Plant Projects and the Special Mainte
nance programs. They were engineered and su
pervised by the Division, with various contracting
firms and some Division personnel accomplishing
the work. A partial list of accomplishments in
cludes the restoration of 2 buildings for women's
residences; the repair and refurbishing of 12
chemistry and metallurgy laboratory areas; refur
bishing of 4 Army barracks buildings for con
tinued use as office-laboratory space; renovation
of 2 metal-working shops; air-conditioning instal
lations and changes; improvement of lighting,
heating, and plumbing in various buildings; and
interior and exterior painting, waterproofing, and
roof repair of 18 buildings.

A very large portion of the Division's effort con
tinues to be expended in direct support of the sci
entific research programs. Increasing use was
made of the various skills of craftsmen within the

Division, such as electricians, steam fitters, plumb
ers, carpenters, model makers, and riggers, in
setting-up and connecting experimental equip
ment and apparatus.

The Laboratory's role as host to more than 125
scientific seminars, conferences, and meetings
annually is supported by the Division's Special
Staff Services Group, which takes care of the
transportation and travel arrangements, housing,
and other accommodations required by the par
ticipants, who come from all parts of the world.
While the increase in the number of such func
tions over the past few years has not been great,
there continues to be a marked increase in the
number of participants.

Continued use was made during the year of the
services ofconsulting engineers in the examination
of such problems as water treatment in cooling
towers, heat exchangers, and sewage treatment.

The utilization of man power and distribution
ofcosts within the Plant Maintenance Division for
fiscal 1962 and 1963 are analyzed in Tables 5 and 6.

SECURITY AND PLANT PROTECTION

The Security and Plant Protection Division
continued to perform its assigned functions during
fiscal 1963.

Although the scope of the security function at
the Laboratory has contracted substantially since
Brookhaven's early days, the Laboratory con
tinues nevertheless to maintain an extremely
active AEC security clearance program. At the
end of fiscal 1963, ;::::; 1000 Laboratory employees
and affiliates had active "Q" clearances and
;::::;300 had active "L" clearances. These clear
ances are required not only in connection with the
classified work at the Laboratory but also to en
able Brookhaven scientific and technical person
nel to have full access, when necessary, to restrict
ed data, both at the Laboratory and at other labo
ratories and institutions.

The physical growth of the Laboratory and the
expansion of its research program have necessi
tated ever-increasing emphasis upon the Labora
tory's plant protection program. The increase in
this aspect of the Division's functions has been ac
complished through the adaptation of industrial
plant protection techniques and practices to the
specialized requirements of Brookhaven.

The Fire Group maintained its excellent record
in meeting potentially dangerous fire situations at

\
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Table 5

Manpower Utilization

Type of work

Maintenance, repairs, and utilities operations
Major maintenance programs
Facility improvements
Research program support
Buildingjanitor services
Decontamination
Hot Laundry operation
Conferences and miscellaneous services
Telephone and telegraph services
Transportation, housing, and mail services

Total

Fiscal 1963

Productive Percent of
man-years total work

125 35
15 4

7 2
81 23
64 18

5 I
7 2
5 1

12 4
32 10

353 100

Fiscal 1962

Productive Percent of
man-years total work

86 28
9 3

13 4
79 27
54 18

14 5

14 7
18 8

287 100

Detailed comparisons between fiscal 1962 and fiscal 1963 are not possible because of revisions in categories.

Table 6

Costs of Supplies, Materials, and Contracts

..
Maintenance and utilities materials
Major maintenance materials and contracts
Facility improvement materials
Buildingjanitor supplies
Decontamination
Hot Laundry
Fuel oil
Electricity
Gasoline
Telephone, teletype, and mail
Housing and cafeteria

Total

Fiscal 1963

$ 306,826
612,605
351,751

55,433
474

19,571
305,336

1,310,260
24,834

319,793
75,000

$3,381,883

Fiscal 1962

$ 265,717
383,421
339,017

39,825

17,481
306,114

1,047,375
21,752

295,176
71,867

$2,787,745

Detailed comparisons between fiscal 1962 and fiscal 1963 are not possible because of revisions in categories.

the Laboratory. An active fire-inspection and fire
prevention program has been instituted as a con
tinuing and important aspect of the Fire Group's
activities; close liaison with scientific and technical
personnel engaged in research experiments and
other activities presenting potential fire hazards is
regularly maintained with gratifying results. Dur
ing the fiscal year, fire-fighting equipment has
been increased and modernized, and mutual-aid
fire-fighting agreements with nearby communities
have been renewed. Training of the regular fire

fighters, as well as the auxiliary and volunteer fire
fighters, has been accelerated.

Fortunately, there were no major fires on site
during fiscal 1963; responses to fire alarms, how
ever, continue to increase in proportion to the
Laboratory's growth:

1963 1962 1961

Responses on site 209 165 132
Responses off site 7 7 5
Investigations 70 49 34

Total 286 221 171
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BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

During the past year the Business Office has
handled an increased volume of business as shown
by the following tabulation.

Fiscal 1963 Fiscal 1962

In addition, excess serviceable equipment repre
senting a cost avoidance of ::::::$5,043,159 has been
acquired. The AEC has advised the Laboratory
that it is now the largest user of government sur
plus in the East.

The above increase in business resulted in a
change of personnel levels as indicated below.

Fiscal Fiscal
1963 1962

Staff Clerical total total

Business Office 3 2 5 5V2
Purchasing Division 17 14 31 28
Supply and Materiel

Division 10 70 80 68

Total 30 86 116 101'/2
Because of a change in schedule, both the third

and the fourth George B. Pegram Lectures were
held during fiscal 1962 (October 1961 and June
1962, respectively). Therefore no lecture in the
annual public series can be reported for the past
year. The fifth in the series will be given in August
1963 by Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer, under the
general title "Niels Bohr and His Times."

Ten formal conferences were held at the Labo
ratory during fiscal 1963. Among these were the
High Energy Linear Accelerator Conference,
August 20-24; the ninth Conference on Reaction
Mechanisms, September 5-8; the Rapid Data
Processing Conference, September 20-21; the
Symposium on Chemistry in Medicine, March 28
29; the High Temperature Fuels Committee
Meeting, May 15-17; and the sixteenth Brook
haven Biology Symposium, titled "Meristems and
Differentiation," June 3-5.

In addition to these conferences, the Laboratory
served as host for the following meetings: the Fu
ture Computer Requirements of AEC Laborato
ries, July 23-27; the High Energy Accelerator
Meeting between CERN and BNL personnel,

Division and to the scientific departments as well.
Other services rendered by this group include traf
fic control, order expediting, statistical reporting,
and mail distribution.

The negotiations of contract renewals for such
items as cafeteria services, gas stations, insurance,
and special gases have proved economically bene
ficial; for example, the negotiations for liquid hy
drogen resulted in an annual saving of $200,000
at the present consumption rate.

The Supply and Materiel Division has devel
oped a mechanized inventory management pro
gram which provides for automatic computation
of economical re-order quantities, inventory trend
analysis, early prediction of stock shortages, and
adequate stocking at a minimum cost to the Labo
ratory. To expedite processing and reporting, the
main stockroom is being prepared for acceptance
of a "check-out" issue system that utilizes pre
punched cards. The Division is also conducting an
examination of its organization and procedures to
improve service; procedural changes in the re
ceiving function have reduced the processing time
from an average of 3 to 4 days to 24 hr.

CONFERENCES, PUBLIC INFORMATION,
AND EDUCATION

32,600

$17,000,000
38,500

133,000
$ 2,410,000

36,582

$24,900,000
42,697

149,255
$ 2,935,300

Number of procurement
transactions

Value of procurement
transactions

Number of receiving actions
Number of stores issues
Value of inventory turnover

The addition of an Assistant to the Business
Manager, an Assistant Purchasing Manager, and
an Assistant Materiels Manager has provided
smoother operation and a more realistic span of
control.

Fiscal 1963 has been a challenging year in
which many ambitious programs were begun.
These efforts have already produced tangible
results. For example, the purchasing cycle was
streamlined to provide better integration of forms
and eliminate recording of repetitive data; a single
numbering system was instituted for requisitions,
purchase orders, and receiving reports; adaptation
was made to mechanization of commitment re
porting and vendor performance control; and sig
nature authorization requirements on requisitions
and purchase orders were broadened. In sum
mary, these procedures have resulted in greater
efficiency of service and a reduced time interval
from requisition to receipt of material.

The establishment of a Purchasing Services
Center, featuring a central purchase-order file,
has proved to be a definite asset to the Purchasing

c~ i 1 J. L~
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September 10-14; the semiannual meeting of the
Bio-Medical Program Directors of the AEC, No
vember 26-27; a symposium for Suffolk County
science teachers, December 1; the European Nu
clear Energy Agency High Flux Reactor Meeting,
March 18-20; and a Summer Study on Super
High Energy Accelerators, from June 10 through
July 19.

The thirteenth annual Visitors' Day for the
general public, held on October 20, was attended
by 8166 individuals. The ninth High School Visi
tors' Day was held on October 27 and was at
tended by 4371 juniors and seniors representing
226 high schools. The fifth College Visitors' Day,
held on October 26, was attended by 1622 stu
dents from 106 colleges. On February 11, the
Laboratory held its seventh Science Youth Day in
observance of the anniversary of Thomas Alva
Edison's birthday. It was attended by 226 selected
high school students and editors of high school pa
pers, representing 31 Suffolk County schools. The
program offered a variety of talks on a great many
research projects at the Laboratory, such as the
use of microbeams in the study of cosmic-ray
effects, the effects of radiation on plants, gene
structure and function, chemical effects of radia
tion, techniques and applications of modern crys
tallography, nuclear reactions induced by high
energy protons, the use of radioisotopes in clinical
medicine, experimental cancer therapy, investiga
tions in leukemia, energy from red giant stars, and
measurements at ultralow temperatures with ori
ented nuclei and polarized neutrons.
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During the year the following foreign groups
visited the Laboratory: 46 mechanical engineering
students from the Ecole Nationale Superieure de
Nantes,July 11; 9 members of the German Study
Mission in Research Planning, September 26-27;
10 members of the German Radiological Study
Team, October 10; 11 engineering physics students
from the University of Toronto, October 18; and
6 members of the USSR Delegation to the United
Nations, December 11. In addition, 207 profes
sional, governmental, and industrial representa
tives from foreign countries visited for short periods
during the year. Most of these visits were sug
gested by the AEG

The Laboratory arranged I-day visits for 9
National Science Foundation teachers-in-training
seminars, totaling 325 individuals. In all, 34 pro
fessional and student groups totaling 1485 indi
viduals visited the Laboratory.

The Public Information Office continued to ex
perience an increased demand from students and
teachers for assistance in preparing science projects
and programs and term papers. Many requests for
information in elementary nuclear science were
also received from the lay public. Most of these
inquiries can be met satisfactorily by mailing the
appropriate literature from the large stock of
pamphlets alld information sheets now available,
but some require more personalized attention.
The Laboratory also continued to provide speak
ers for neighboring civic, educational, and semi
professional audiences; 30 staff members respond
ed to such requests during the past year.
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PUBLICATIONS, JULY 1, 1962 - JUNE 30, 1963

This list includes official Laboratory publications, abstracts of papers which were
or will be presented at scientific meetings, and publications by staff members, con
sultants, and guests. All these listings result from work done at the Laboratory; they
were submitted during the review period.* Abstracts are indicated by (A); letters to
the editor, (L); and notes, (N). Acceptance for future publications is designated by
(in press).

GENERAL PUBLICATIONS

Annual Report,July 1, 1962. BNL 742 (AS-16).
Progress Reports, Nuclear Engineering Department:

January 1 - April 30,1962. BNL 731 (S-61).
May I-August 31,1962. BNL 759 (S-62).
September 1 - December 31, 1962. BNL 782 (S-63).

Conference Reports:
Brookhaven Symposia in Biology No. 15. Enzyme Models

and Enzyme Structure. BNL 738 (C-34).
High Energy Accelerator Papers From USSR. BNL 767

(C-36).
Proceedings rifthe Brookhaven Conference on Neutron Thermal

ization: Vol. I, The Scattering Law; Vol. II, Neutron
Spectra in Lattices and Irifinite Media; Vol. III, Experi
mental Aspects of Transient and Asymptotic Phenomena;
Vol. IV, Theoretical Aspects rif Transient and Asymptotic
Phenomena. BNL 719 (C-32).

Process Radiation Development Program Summaries, Third
Annual Contractors Meeting, Brookhaven National Labora
tory, April 22-23, 1963. BNL 790 (C-37).

Brookhaven Lecture Series:
6. High Energy Accelerators, ERNEST COURANT. BNL 747

(T-273).
8. The History of Cosmic Rays and Meteorites, OLIVER A.

SCHAEFFER. BNL 779 (T-295).
16. Fundamental Studies ofRadiation Damage in Graphite,

DONALD G. SCHWEITZER. BNL 745 (T-270).
17. The Role rif the Cell Nucleus in Determining Radiosensi

tivity, ARNOLD H. SPARROW. BNL 766 (T-287).
24. The Use and Misuse of the Atmosphere, MAYNARD E.

SMITH. BNL 784 (T-298).
High-Temperature Liquid-Metal Technology Review:

Vol. 1, No.1, February 1963. BNL 788 (PR-l).
Vol. 1, No.2, April 1963. BNL 801 (PR-2).
Vol. 1, No.3, June 1963. BNL 814 (PR-3).

Weekly Bulletin 15, No. 52; 16, No.1-51.
Weekly Selected Reading List 15, No. 16-52; 16, No. 1-14.

*Also included are those listings from the last annual report
[BNL 742 (AS-16)] for which complete reference information
was not then available.
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Miscellaneous:
Bibliography of Technical Publications and Reports of the

Radiation Division, Brookhaven National Laboratory, 1951
1962 Inclusive, D.S. BALLANTINE AND L.E. Kopp.
BNL 789 (L-338).

Experimental Program Requirementsfor a 300 to lOOO-Bev
Accelerator and Design Study for a 300 to lOOO-Bev Accel
erator. BNL 772 (T-290).

High-Pressure Gamma Loopfor Brookhaven National Labora
tory. BNL 796 (T-305).

STAFF PUBLICATIONS AND ABSTRACTS

Accelerator Department

ADAMS, R.R. - See PLOTKIN, M.; SPIRO, J.
BALZARINI, D. Cerenkov and scintillation properties of

Plexiglas UVT and UVA. Informal Report BNL 6865.
BARTON, M.Q. Coherent effects in the Cosmotron. (A)

Presented at Intern. Conf. High Energy Accelerators,
Dubna, USSR, Aug. 1963.

BARTON, M.Q., KERNAN, W., NOVEY, T., WARSHAW, S.
AND WATTENBERG, A. Studies of the rapid beam ejector
at the Cosmotron. Informal Report BNL 6678.

BETH, R.A. Alternating gradient magnets. Informal Re
port BNL 6794.

BETH, R.A. Long coil measurements satisfy two-dimen
sional field equations. Informal Report BNL 6808.

BETH, R.A. Magnet design suggestions. Informal Report
BNL 6844.

BLEWETT, J.P. Accelerator design studies for production
of high center-of-mass energies. (A) Presented at Intern.
Conf. High Energy Accelerators, Dubna, USSR, Aug.
1963.

BLEWETT, J.P. Beam separators for Bev particles. In
formal Report BNL 6734.

BLEWETT, J.P. Future accelerators. Intern. Sci. Technol.
14, 38-45 (1963).

BLEWETT, J.P. Linear accelerators for high energies.
Phys. Today 16, No.1, 34-8 (1963).

BLEWETT, J.P. On the design of quadrupole focusing
systems. Informal Report BNL 6733.
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BLEWETT, J.P. Phase acceptance and bunching in the
AGS linac. Informal Report BNL 6902.

BLEWETT, J.P. AND LIVINGSTON, M.S. Particle Accelerators,
McGraw-Hill, New York, 1962.

BLEWETT, J.P. - See also VAN STEENBERGEN, A.; YUAN,
L.C.L. (Physics).

BLEWETT, M.H. An analytical method for designing
multipole magnets. Informal Report BNL 6732.

BLEWETT, M.H. Artificial sources of nuclear particles and
radiation. In Methods rifExperimental Physics, Vol. 5, Nu
clear Physics, Pt. B, pp. 580-90, 623-89, L.C.L. Yuan
and C.S. Wu, Editors, Academic Press, New York,
1963.

BLEWETT, M.H. Experimental beams at the AGS. (A)
Presented at Intern. Conf. High Energy Accelera
tors, Dubna, USSR, Aug. 1963.

BLEWETT, M.H. AND DANBY, G.T. Design and perform
ance of quadrupole and bending magnets for the AGS
experimental program. (A) Presented at Intern. Conf.
High Energy Accelerators, Dubna, USSR, Aug. 1963.

BROWN, H.N., CULWICK, B.B. AND FORSYTH, E.B. A
rapid beam deflector for the Brookhaven AGS. Infor
mal Report BNL 6743.

CHINOWSKY, W. - See LEIPUNER, L.B.
COTTINGHAM, J.G., GROSSMAN, A.S. AND FELTMAN, A.V.

A solid-state motor control for a pulse-loaded 1750
horsepower induction motor. Submitted to Elec. Eng.

COTTINGHAM, J.G. AND KOVARIK, V.J. Liquified gas level
indicator for H 2 and N 2 • Nucl. [nstr. Methods (in press).

COURANT, E.D. Acceleration of deuterons or alpha par
ticles in the AGS. Informal-Report BNL 6673.

COURANT, E.D. High Energy Accelerators, Brookhaven Lec
ture Series No. 6. BNL 747 (T-273), April 12, 1961.

COURANT, E.D. Particle dynamics in storage rings. (A)
Presented at Intern. Conf. High Energy Accelerators,
Dubna, USSR, Aug. 1963.

COURANT, E.D. Storage rings for ultra-high energies.
Informal Report BNL 7091.

COURANT, E.D. - See also PLOTKIN, M.
CRITTENDEN, R. - See LEIPUNER, L.B.
CULWICK, B.B. - See BROWN, H.N.
DANBY, G.T. - See BLEWETT, M.H.
FAUST, J., FLATAU, C., KING, R. AND POLK, I. Targeting

and material handling at the AGS. (A) Presented at
Intern. Conf. High Energy Accelerators, Dubna,
USSR, Aug. 1963.

FELTMAN, A.V. - See COTTINGHAM, J.G.
FLATAU, C. - See FAUST, J.
FORSYTH, E.B. Comparison of lumped and distributed

inflector magnets. Informal Report BNL 6880.
FORSYTH, E.B. - See also BROWN, H.N.; SPIRO, J.
GEFERS, W.F. - See PLOTKIN, M.; SPIRO, J.
GOULD, C.L. Fundamentals of vacuum technology.

Presented at Symp. Inst. Environ. Sci., New York, Feb.
1963.

GOULD, C.L. AND MANDEL, P. A sublimation pump.
Trans. Natl. Vacuum Symp. 9, 360-3 (1962).

GREEN, G.K. AGS performance and plans. (A) Presented
at Intern. Conf. High Energy Accelerators, Dubna,
USSR, Aug. 1963.

GREEN, G.K. - See also PLOTKIN, M.; SPIRO, J.
GROSSMAN, A.S. - See COTTINGHAM, J.G.

HAHN, H. The deflecting mode in circular iris-loaded
waveguides. Rev. Sci. [nstr. (in press).

HAHN, H. Space harmonic analysis of the 7T/2 deflecting
mode: The maximum deflection. Informal Report
BNL 6974.

HAHN, H. AND HALAMA, H.J. Mode identification in the
iris-loaded waveguide of a rf particle separator. In
formal Report BNL 6726.

HAHN, H. AND ORGASS, R.J. A dynamic rfphase meter.
Rev. Sci. [nstr. 34, 406-8 (1963).

HALAMA, H. J. Ripple filter for AGS main magnet power
supply. Informal Report BNL 6922.

HALAMA, H.J. - See also HAHN, H.; PLOTKIN, M.;
SPIRO, J.

KERNAN, W. - See BARTON, M.Q
KING, R. - See FAUST, J.
KOVARIK, V.J. Cosmotron current marker. Informal Re

port BNL 7148.
KOVARIK, V.J. - See also COTTINGHAM, J.G.
LEIPUNER, L.B., CHINOWSKY, W., CRITTENDEN, R., ADAIR,

R., MUSGRAVE, B. AND SHIVELY, F.T. Anomalous re
generation of K1o-mesons from K2 °-mesons. Phys. Rev.
(in press).

LEVINE, G.S. Hall probe regulation of experimental
power supplies. Informal Report BNL 6906.

LEVINE, G.S. AND SWARTZ, C.E. A linear ionization
chamber for the Cosmotron. Informal Report BNL
6827.

LIVINGSTON, M.S. - See BLEWETT, J.P.
MANDEL, P. - See GOULD, C.L.
MASCHKE, A.W. - See SPIRO, J.
MOORE, W.H. -See JESSEPH, J.E. (Medical); LIPPINCOTT,

S.W. (Medical).
MUSGRAVE, B. - See LEiPUNER, L.B.
NOVEY, T. - See BARTON, M.Q.
OLEKSIUK, L.W. - See VAN STEENBERGEN, A.
ORGASS, R.J. - See HAHN, H.
PLOTKIN, M. High level Q-meter. Electron. Design 11, 73-6

(1963).
PLOTKIN, M. Magnet coil tester. Electron. Design 11,86-7

(1963).
PLOTKIN, M., ADAMS, R.R., COURANT, E.D., GEFERS, W.F.,

GREEN, G.K., HALAMA, H.J., RAKA, E.C. AND SPIRO, J.
Beam observation and manipulation in the AGS. (A)
Presented at Intern. Conf. High Energy Accelerators,
Dubna, USSR, Aug. 1963.

PLOTKIN, M. - See also SPIRO, J.
POLK, I. - See FAUST, J.
RAKA, E.C. Some further remarks on beam current

measurements in the AGS. Informal Report BNL
6645.

RAKA, E.C. - See also PLOTKIN, M.
READING, O.S. Precision surveying for the 33-Bev syn

chrotron at BNL. (A) Presented at Intern. Conf. High
Energy Accelerators, Dubna, USSR, Aug. 1963.

RHEAUME, R.H. The Alternating Gradient Synchrotron
and Machlett power tubes. Cathode Press 20, No.2, 2-18
(1963).

SHIVELY, F.T. - See LEIPUNER, L.B.
SMITH, L.W. Status of the Cosmotron. (A) Presented at

Intern. Conf. High Energy Accelerators, Dubna,
USSR, Aug. 1963.



SPIRO, J., ADAMS, R.R., FORSYTH, E.B., GEFERS, W.F.,
GREEN, G.K., HALAMA, H.J., MASCHKE, A.W. AND
PLOTKIN, M. Multiple experimental operation at the
AGS. (A) Presented at Intern. Conf. High Energy Ac
celerators, Dubna, USSR, Aug. 1963.

SPIRO, J - See also PLOTKIN, M.
SWARTZ, C.E. - See LEVINE, G.S.
VAN STEENBERGEN, A. AGS preinjector beam emittance

area and emittance area density distribution measure
ments. Informal Report BNL 6745.

VAN STEENBERGEN, A. 750-Kev proton beam character
istics with the duoplasmatron ion source. (A) Bull. Am.
Phys. Soc. 8, 13 (1963).

VAN STEENBERGEN, A., OLEKSIUK, L.W. AND BLEWETT,
J.P. Some characteristics of the AGS linac beam and
related ion source studies. (A) Presented at Intern.
Conf. High Energy Accelerators, Dubna, USSR, Aug.
1963.

WARSHAW, S. - See BARTON, M.Q.
WATTENBERG, A. - See BARTON, M.Q.

Applied Mathematics Division

BUCHANAN, M.L. A necessary and sufficient condition
for stability of difference schemes for second-order
initial value problems. j. Soc. Ind. Appl. Math. 11,474
501 (1963).

CANNON, J.R. A Dirichlet problem for an equation of
mixed type with a discontinuous coefficient. Ann. Mat.
Pura Appl. (in press).

CANNON, JR. Error estimates for some unstable continua
tion problems. j. Soc. Ind. App!. Math. (in press).

CANNON, JR. The numerical solution of the Dirichlet
problem for Laplace's equation by linear programming.
Submitted to j. Soc. Ind. Appl. Math.

CANNON, JR., DOUGLAS, J. AND JONES, B.F. Determina
tion of the diffusivity of an isotropic medium. Arch.
Rational Mechanics and Anarysis (in press).

CANNON, JR. AND HALTON, JH. Irrotational solution of
an elliptic differential equation with an unknown co
efficient. Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc. 59, 680-2 (1963).

CANNON, J.R AND JONES, B.F. Determination of the dif
fusivity of an anisotropic medium. Intern. j. Eng. Sci.
(in press).

DOUGLAS, J - See CANNON, JR.
FRIEDMAN, JM. MIST bubble chamber data reduction

program. Informal Report BNL 6885.
FUCHEL, K., GREIBACH, R.J AND PORTER, C.E. Random

Matrix Diagonalization - A Computer Program. BNL 760
(T-282), Sept. 1962.

GREIBACH, R.J - See FUCHEL, K.
HALTON, JH. - See CANNON, JR.
JONES, B.F. - See CANNON, JR.
LANDOVITZ, L.F., DURAND, L. III AND MARR, R.B. Elec

tromagnetic corrections to weak interactions. The beta
decays of the muon, neutron, and 0 '4 . Phys. Rev. 130,
1188-1209 (1963).

MARR, R.B., PASTA, J.R. AND RABINOWITZ, G. A pre
liminary report on digital pattern recognition at BNL.
Informal Report BNL 6866.

MARR, R.B. - See also LANDOVITZ, L.F.
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NAKANISHI, N. Invariant solutions of the exact Bethe
Salpeter equation in general-mass case. j. Math. Phys.
(in press, Oct. 1963).

NAKANISHI, N. Remarks on the double dispersion ap
proach to the Bethe-Salpeter equation. j. Math. Phys.
(in press, Oct. 1963).

PASTA, J.R. - See MARR, R.B.
PINCUS, J.D. On the spectral theory of singular integral

operators. Submitted to Trans. Am. Math. Soc.
RABINOWITZ, G. - See MARR, R.B.
SHiMAMOTO, Y. The use of computing machines in cer

tain areas of theoretical physics. (A) Presented at Semi
nar on Physics and Computers for Science Writers,
New York, May 1963.

Architectural Planning Division

WICHMAN, S. Heated high strength steel plates prestress
steel girders. Eng. News-Record 171, 93 (October 10,
1963).

Biology Department

ABASHlAN, D.V. - See SMITH, H.H.
ALTSZULER, N. - See STEELE, R.
AUGENSTEIN, L.G. The effects of ionizing radiation on

enzymes. Advan. Enzymol. 24, 359-413 (1962).
AUGENSTEIN, L.G. The possible importance of energy

transfer in radiobiological mechanisms. In The Effects
of Ionizing Radiations on Immune Processes (Proc. Intern.
Symp., Univ. of Kansas, Sept. 1961), pp. 17-46, C.A.
Leone, Editor, Gordon & Breach, New York, 1962.

AURICCHIO, F. - See BRESCIANI, F.
BAKER, D.G., CARSTEN, A.L. AND SAFFORD, C. A method

of characterizing protein changes in serum after x
irradiation. Radiation Res. (in press).

BALDWIN, R. - See THOMA, J.A.
BARNES, B.G. The fine structure of the mouse adenohy

pophysis in various physiological states. Presented at
Intern. Colloq. Adenohypophyseal Cytology, Paris,
Sept. 1963.

BARNES, H.W. - See ORDY, JM.
BECHERER, F.R. - See WOODWELL, G.M.
BERECH, J AND CURTIS, H.J Mouse renal studies with

respect to radiation-induced aging. (A) Federation Proc.
22, 454 (1963).

BERGERON, J.A. AND SYBESMA, C. Evidence of a second
energy sink in algal photosynthesis. (A) Federation Proc.
22, 588 (1963).

BERGERON, JA. - See also OLSON, JM.; ZUBAY, G.
BISHOP, JS. - See STEELE, R.
BORNER, G. - See INNES, JR.M.
BOURDEAU, P.F. AND WOODWELL, G.M. Field measure

ments of carbon dioxide exchange by Pinus rigida trees
exposed to chronic gamma irradiation. Submitted to
Ecology.

BRESCIANI, F., AURICCHIO, F. AND FIORE, C. Effect of x
rays on movements of sodium in human erythrocytes.
Submitted to Radiation Res.

BREWBAKER, JL. Cyanidin-red white clover, duplicate
recessive mutant in Trifolium repens L. j. Heredity 53,
163-7 (1962).
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BROWN, JAM. Effect of thymidine analogues on repro
ductive morphogenesis in Arabidopsis thaliana (L) Heynh.
Nature 196, 51-3 (1962).

BROWN, J.AM., MIKSCHE, J.P. AND SMITH, H.H. An
analysis of H3-thymidine distribution throughout the
shoot apical meristem of Arabidopsis thaliana (L) Heynh.
Submitted to Exptl. Cell. Res.

BROWN, JAM. - See also MIKSCHE, JP.
CAMPBELL, W.F. - See SPARROW, A.H.
CARSTEN, A.L. Studies on the pathology of the delayed

effects of x-irradiation of the right cerebral hemisphere
of experimental monkeys (Macaca mulatta). Submitted
to Am. j. Pathoi.

CARSTEN, AL. AND INNES, JR.M. The effects of partial
body irradiation on delayed responses. Ann. N. r. Acad.
Sci. (in press).

CARSTEN, A.L. - See also BAKER, D.G.
Cox, E. - See LEVINE, M.
CROWLEY, C. AND CURTIS, H.J The development of

somatic mutations in mice with age. Proc. Natl. Acad.
Sci. U.S. 49,626-8 (1963). .

CROWLEY, C. - See also CURTIS, H.J.
CURTIS, H.J. The biological effects of heavy cosmic ray

particles. In Life Sciences and Space Research (Session 3rd
Intern. Space Symp., Washington, April 30 - May 9,1962),
pp. 39-47, R.B. Livingston et al., Editors, North-HoI
land, 1963.

CURTIS, H.J. Biological mechanisms underlying the
aging process. Science 141, 686-94 (1963).

CURTIS, H. J The effect of a deuteron microbeam on
graying of hair. Radiation Res. 18,510-15 (1963).

CURTIS, H.J. Evidence favoring the somatic mutation
theory of aging. (A) Presented at Ann. Meeting Ge
rontological Soc., Boston, Nov. 1963.

CURTIS, H.J Late effects of neutron irradiation in mice.
(A) Presented at IAEA Symp. Biological Effects of
Neutron Irradiations, Brookhaven National Labora
tory, Oct. 1963.

CURTIS, H.J The late effects of radiation. Proc. Am. Phil.
Soc. 107,5-10 (1963).

CURTIS, H.J The microbeam as a tool in radiobiology.
Advan. Bioi. Med. Phys. 9 (in press).

CURTIS, H.J AND CROWLEY, C. Chromosome aberrations
in liver cells in relation to aging. In Cellular Basis and
Aetiology of Late Somatic Efficts of Ionizing Radiation (Proc.
IAEAI UNESCO Symp., London, March 1962), pp. 251-8,
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